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Abstract

ADVANCES IN DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY CALCULATIONS AND THEIR
ANALYSIS

by

YUEZHI MAO

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Martin P. Head-Gordon, Chair

This thesis is primarily concerned with the development of tools aiming to improve the
efficiency of electronic structure calculations using modern density functional theory (DFT),
and to utilize the results of DFT-based energy decomposition analysis (EDA) for probing
and modeling intermolecular interactions. It covers three distinct while also related topics:
(i) development of a novel scheme to perform self-consistent field (SCF) calculations using a
minimal adaptive basis (MAB) that is optimized on-the-fly; (ii) development and assessment
of energy decomposition analysis (EDA) methods, including a new EDA scheme that is
capable of probing the observable effects of intermolecular interactions, and a thorough
discussion on the definition of the charge-transfer term in EDA methods; (iii) application of
EDA to the development of potential energy surfaces for molecular simulations, including an
assessment of the AMOEBA polarizable force field, and the formulation, implementation,
and analysis of a mutually polarizable QM/MM scheme employing AMOEBA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Electronic Schrödinger Equation

1.1.1 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

The Schrödinger equation proposed in 1920s describes the motion of atomic nuclei and
electrons in the microscopic world. Given a system comprising N nuclei and n electrons,
its energy and details about the electronic structure can be obtained by solving the time-
independent Schrödinger equation:

Ĥ |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉 , (1.1)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator for this system, and the system energy (E) and the
wavefunction (|Ψ〉) are given as an eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenfunction of Ĥ,
respectively. In the real space, the Hamiltonian operator can be expressed in atomic units
as

Ĥ = T̂e + T̂n + V̂ne + V̂ee + V̂nn (1.2)

= −
n∑
i=1

1

2
∇2
i −

N∑
A=1

1

2mA

∇2
A −

n∑
i=1

N∑
A=1

ZA
|ri −RA|

+
n∑
i=1

n∑
j>i

1

|ri − rj|
+

N∑
A=1

N∑
B>A

ZAZB
|RA −RB|

, (1.3)

where T̂e (T̂n) is the kinetic energy operator for electrons (nuclei), V̂ne, V̂ee and V̂nn represent
the nuclei-electron, electron-electron and nuclei-nuclei Coulomb interactions, ri corresponds
to the coordinates of the electrons, and mA, ZA and RA stand for the masses, charges and
coordinates of the nuclei. Correspondingly, the wavefunction can be denoted as Ψ(r,R),
where r = {r1, r2, . . . rn} and R = {R1,R2, . . .RN} are collective coordinates of electrons
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and nuclei, respectively. According to the basic postulates of quantum mechanics, the mod-
ulus of the wavefunction, |Ψ(r,R)|2, gives the probability density of finding the electrons at
r and simultaneously the nuclei at R.

The motions of electrons and nuclei are coupled in the Schrödinger equation given by
Eqs. (1.1)–(1.3), which will be unfeasible to tackle for most systems of interest due to the
complexity. A reasonable way to simplify the Schrödinger equation is the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation, which is rationalized by the fact that nuclei are thousands of times
heavier than electrons and are moving much more slowly. Under the BO approximation, the
electrons are moving in the Coulomb potential of fixed nuclei, and the wavefunction of the
system can be factorized as

Ψ(r,R) = Ψe(r; R)Ψn(R), (1.4)

where Ψe(r; R) is the solution to the electronic Schrödinger equation (Eq. (1.5)) under a
fixed configuration of nuclei ({R1,R2, . . .RN}):(

−
n∑
i=1

1

2
∇2
i −

n∑
i=1

N∑
A=1

ZA
|ri −RA|

+
n∑
i=1

n∑
j>i

1

|ri − rj|

)
Ψe(r; R) = Ee(R)Ψe(r; R), (1.5)

which can also be referred to as an electronic state. To solve Eq. (1.5) is a central problem
in electronic structure theory.

An important concept associated with the BO approximation is the potential energy
surface (PES) on which the nuclei are moving. It is a function of nuclear coordinates (R):

V (R) = Ee(R) + Vnn(R), (1.6)

where Ee(R) is obtained by solving the electronic Schrödinger equation at each given nuclear
configuration. The concept of PES is widely used in the following chapters, and it can easily
be derived by substituting Eq. (1.4) into the original Schrödinger equation and applying
Eq. 1.5, i.e., the Schrödinger equation for the nuclei has the following form:

(T̂n + V̂ (R))Φn(R) = WΦn(R). (1.7)

The BO approximation could break down when the energies of two electronic states
are close to each other (one well-known example is at the crossing point of the ionic and
covalent states upon the dissociation of LiF). Nevertheless, it provides a good approximation
for problems within the scope of this thesis, and for brevity, we use Ψe(r) instead of Ψe(r; R)
to refer to the electronic wavefunction in the following discussion.

1.1.2 Hartree-Fock Theory

The electronic Schrödinger equation given by Eq. (1.5) is a 3n-dimensional partial differ-
ential equation, whose analytical solution usually cannot be obtained for systems containing
more than one single electron. Therefore, further approximations are usually needed to get
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a reasonable numerical solution to the electronic structure problem with affordable cost.
Thanks to the variational principle, the upper bound to the true ground state electronic
energy (E0) can be accessed by minimizing the energy of a trial wavefunction |Ψ̃〉:

Ẽ0 = min
c

〈Ψ̃(c)|Ĥ|Ψ̃(c)〉
〈Ψ̃(c)|Ψ̃(c)〉

≥ E0, (1.8)

where c represents the set of parameters to be optimized in the trial wavefunction.
The simplest trial wavefunction for an n-electron system is probably the antisymmetric

product of n one-particle wavefunctions, i.e., the Slater determinant:

Φ0(x1,x2, ...,xn) =
1√
n!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(x1) χ1(x2) . . . χ1(xn)
χ2(x1) χ2(x2) . . . χ2(xn)

...
...

. . .
...

χn(x1) χn(x2) . . . χn(xn)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (1.9)

which satisfies the requirement of Fermionic statistics that the wavefunction changes to an
opposite sign upon a single permutation:

Φ0(...,xi, ...,xj, ...) = (−1)Φ0(...,xj, ...,xi, ...). (1.10)

Each one-particle wavefunction in the Slater determinant is referred to as a spin orbital,
which has a spatial component and a spin component:

χi(xj) = ψi(rj)σi(ωj), (1.11)

where ψi is the ith spatial orbital, rj is the spatial coordinate of the jth electron, and ωj
is its “conceptual” spin coordinate (i, j = 1, 2, ..., n). As an electron is a spin-1/2 particle
(ms = ±1/2), the spin states (σ = α, β) can be chosen to be orthonormal:∫

dωjσ
′(ωj)σ(ωj) = δσσ′ . (1.12)

The Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation employs the normalized Slater determinant (Φ0)
as the trial wavefunction for the variational optimization represented by Eq. (1.8):

EHF = min
{χ}
〈Φ0|Ĥe|Φ0〉 , (1.13)

where Ĥe is the electronic Hamiltonian (the operator on the LHS of Eq. (1.5)), which can
be further partitioned into a one-electron part

Ô1 = −
n∑
i=1

1

2
∇2
i −

n∑
i=1

N∑
A=1

ZA
|ri −RA|

=
n∑
i=1

ĥ(ri) (1.14)
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and a two-electron part

Ô2 =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j>i

1

|ri − rj|
. (1.15)

The one-electron operator that appears on the RHS of Eq. (1.14),

ĥ(ri) = −1

2
∇2
i −

N∑
A=1

ZA
|ri −RA|

, (1.16)

is defined as the core Hamiltonian.
Using the Slater-Condon rules, [1, 2] the HF ground state energy can be expressed in

terms of a set of one-electron and two-electron integrals:

EHF =
n∑
i=1

〈χi|ĥ|χi〉+
1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

[〈χiχj|χiχj〉 − 〈χiχj|χjχi〉] (1.17a)

=
n∑
i=1

〈i|ĥ|i〉+
1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

[〈ij|ij〉 − 〈ij|ji〉] (1.17b)

where Eq. (1.17b) is a short-hand version of Eq. (1.17a). The integrals are represented using
the Dirac bra-ket notation (also called the “physicist’s notation” in electronic structure
theory):

〈χi|ĥ|χi〉 =

∫
χ∗i (x1)ĥ(r1)χi(x1)dx1 (1.18a)

〈χiχj|χiχj〉 =

∫ ∫
χ∗i (x1)χ∗j(x2)

1

r12

χi(x1)χj(x2)dx1dx2 (1.18b)

〈χiχj|χjχi〉 =

∫ ∫
χ∗i (x1)χ∗j(x2)

1

r12

χj(x1)χi(x2)dx1dx2, (1.18c)

where r12 = |r1− r2|. The integral given by Eq. (1.18b) is referred to as a Coulomb integral,
which can be viewed as the Coulomb repulsion between the charge distributions associated
with two spin orbitals (|χi(x1)|2 and |χj(x2)|2). The one given by Eq. (1.18c), on the other
hand, is a pure quantum effect arising from the antisymmetrization of single-particle wave-
function products, and it is called an exchange integral.

The Hartree-Fock energy functional given by Eq. (1.17a) can be minimized with respect to
the spin orbitals ({χi}) subject to the constraint that the spin orbitals are orthonormalized,
i.e., 〈χi|χj〉 = δij. This is shown to be equivalent to solving the following eigenvalue problem:
[3]

f̂(x1)χi(x1) = εiχi(x1) i = 1, 2, . . . , n (1.19)

which is known as the Hartree-Fock equation. The Fock operator, f̂(x1), is another one-
electron operator that plays an essential role in this thesis. It is expressed by

f̂(x1) = ĥ(r1) +
n∑
j=1

∫
dx2χ

∗
j(x2)

1

|r1 − r2|
(1− P̂12)χj(x2), (1.20)
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where P̂12 is a permutation operator that swaps x1 and x2: P̂12χj(x2)χi(x1) = χj(x1)χi(x2).
According to the form of Eq. (1.20), a single electron (denoted by x1) “feels” the exis-

tence of other electrons through a mean-field potential. Therefore, under the Hartree-Fock
approximation, the motions of different electrons are not correlated with each other. The
electron correlation energy can thus be defined as the difference between the HF energy and
the true ground state energy obtained by exactly solving the electronic Schrödinger equation:

Ecorr = Ee,0 − EHF, (1.21)

which is a semi-negative definite quantity due to the variational feature of the HF theory.
Electron correlation is extremely important for problems of interests in chemistry, including
the accurate prediction of thermochemistry quantities (e.g. bond-breaking energies) and
intermolecular interactions, and it is one of the central topics of modern electronic structure
theory. One route to recover electron correlation energy is through wavefunction-based
methods, such as configuration interaction (CI), coupled-cluster (CC) theory, many-body
perturbation theory (MBPT), etc. These methods usually use the ground state wavefunction
|Φ0〉 determined by the Hartree-Fock calculation as the reference, and incorporate excited
determinants constructed by substituting occupied orbitals with virtual orbitals (they can
both be obtained from an HF calculation, see Sec. 1.1.3). For example, the trial wavefunction
given by a CI expansion can be expressed as

|ΦCI〉 = c0 |Φ0〉+
∑
ia

cai |Φa
i 〉+

∑
ia,jb

cabij
∣∣Φab

ij

〉
+ . . . (1.22)

Note that many other wavefunction-based methods employ ansatz that correlates electrons
explicitly, which were recently reviewed in Ref. 4.

Another approach to capture electron correlation is use of the density-functional approx-
imation (DFA), which will be further discussed in Sec. 1.2.

1.1.3 Basics of an SCF Calculation

According to Eq. (1.20), the Fock operator depends on the spin orbitals, and therefore
the Hartree-Fock equation needs to be solved through a self-consistent field (SCF) procedure,
with a given basis set. This procedure is vital to the following chapters in this thesis since
it also applies to a calculation using Kohn-Sham density functional theory [5], and we are
going through its basics here.

To proceed, we first write down the Hartree-Fock equation for spatial orbitals {ψi,σ(r)}:

f̂σ(r1)ψi,σ(r1) = εiψi,σ(r1), (1.23)

where

f̂σ(r1) = ĥ(r1) +

α,β∑
σ

nσ∑
j=1

∫
dr2
|ψj,σ(r2)|2
|r1 − r2|

−
nσ∑
j=1

∫
dr2ψ

∗
j,σ(r2)

1

|r1 − r2|
P̂12ψj,σ(r2). (1.24)
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The Fock operator and the spatial orbital carry a spin index σ because the exchange operator
acts differently for α and β electrons: based on Eq. (1.20), it is easy to show that exchange
only occurs between same-spin electrons. For a closed-shell system, there is no spin polariza-
tion so two spin orbitals (of α and β spin) can share the same spatial component. This leads
to a so-called restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) calculation in which the same Fock operator
applies to the α and β electrons. It is also possible to allow α and β electrons to use different
sets of spatial orbitals, which is correspondingly named as unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF)
and is particularly useful for open-shell systems (e.g. radicals).Without losing generality, we
consider the spatial orbitals for the α electrons in the following discussion.

For molecular system calculations, each spatial orbital can be expanded in a finite atomic
orbital (AO) basis set ({ων(r)}):

ψi,α(r) =
N∑
ν=1

ων(r)Cνi,α (1.25)

where N is the dimension of the employed basis set, and Cσ is referred to as the molecular
orbital (MO) coefficient matrix. The AO basis functions are usually chosen to be atom-
centered real functions and are not orthogonal to each other, so the overlap between two AO
basis functions should be represented as Sµν =

∫
ωµ(r)ων(r)dr. By substituting Eq. (1.25)

into (1.23), left-multiplying ωµ(r) and integrating over the 3-space, the Hartree-Fock equation
is transformed into a generalized eigenvalue problem called the Roothaan equation: [6]∑

ν

Fµν,αCνi,α =
∑
ν

SµνCνi,αεi,α, (1.26)

or
FαCα = SCαεα, (1.27)

where the matrix element of the AO Fock matrix can be expressed as

Fµν,α = hµν +

α,β∑
σ

nσ∑
j=1

〈µjσ|νjσ〉 −
nα∑
j=1

〈µjα|jαν〉 . (1.28)

The Fock matrix elements given by Eq. (1.28) can be expressed in a more compact form
by introducing the one-particle density matrix (1PDM). The 3-space density corresponding
to the Hartree-Fock solution (|Φ0〉) is given by

ρ(r1) = N

∫
dσ1dx2dx3 . . . dxn|Φ0(x1,x2, ...,xn)|2

=

α,β∑
σ

nσ∑
i=1

|ψi,σ(r1)|2. (1.29)
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Let ρσ(r) =
∑nσ

i=1 |ψi,σ(r)|2. By expanding the spatial orbitals with the AO basis, we have

ρσ(r) =
nσ∑
i=1

∑
µν

Cµi,σCνi,σωµ(r)ων(r) (1.30)

=
∑
µν

Pµν,σωµ(r)ων(r), (1.31)

where the 1PDM (also loosely referred to as the density matrix) for spin σ (α or β) in the
AO basis is defined as

Pµν,σ =
nσ∑
i=1

Cµi,σCνi,σ. (1.32)

Using the 1PDM, the Fock matrix for α electrons can be expressed as

Fµν,α = hµν +
∑
λσ

〈µλ|νσ〉 (Pλσ,α + Pλσ,β)−
∑
λσ

〈µλ|σν〉Pλσ,α, (1.33)

where the latter two terms define the Coulomb (J) and exchange (K) matrices:

Jµν =
∑
λσ

〈µλ|νσ〉 (Pλσ,α + Pλσ,β), Kµν,α =
∑
λσ

〈µλ|σν〉Pλσ,α, (1.34)

which are constructed by contracting the electron-repulsion integrals (ERIs) in the AO basis
with the 1PDMs.

The Hartree-Fock energy given by Eq. (1.17b) can also be rewritten using the 1PDM and
the Fock matrix:

EHF =
1

2
[Tr[Pα(h + Fα)] + Tr[Pβ(h + Fβ)]] , (1.35)

from which it is easy to derive that the Fock matrix is the derivative of the energy with
respect to the density matrix: Fσ = ∂EHF/∂Pσ.

Eqs. (1.33) and (1.35) give the Fock matrix and energy expressions routinely employed in
SCF calculations in practice. In order to solve the Roothaan equation, the nonorthogonality
of the AO basis also needs to be correctly handled, i.e., it is necessary to transform the
generalized eigenvalue problem to an ordinary one. This is achieved by finding an AO basis
orthogonalizer X, such that XTSX = I. Given C = XC′ and XTFX = F′, Eq. (1.27) can
be rewritten as

F′αC
′
α = C′αε, (1.36)

which can be solved by diagonalizing F′α. The simplest way to construct X is through the
symmetric orthogonalization scheme introduced by Löwdin,[7] in which X = S−1/2.

Given a molecular system, an AO basis set, and an initial guess to this system’s 1PDM
(P0), its HF solution can be calculated with the following SCF procedure:

1. Calculate the matrices that are density-independent: h, S, X.
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2. Construct J and K with the guess 1PDM, and compute the initial Fock matrix based
on Eq. (1.33).

3. Calculate F′ = XTFX; diagonalize F′ to get C′ and ε; obtain the updated MO coeffi-
cient matrix by C = XC′.

4. Construct the updated density matrix (P) based on Eq. (1.32).

5. Build F with the new density matrix.

6. Check for convergence based on a given criterion (e.g. sufficiently small change in P):

• If not converged, go back to Step 3 and iterate.

• If converged, calculate the final HF energy based on Eq. (1.35) and terminate.

The procedure described above is sometimes referred to as the Roothaan-Hall algorithm.
In order to accelerate convergence, modifications have been made to Step 3 to utilize an
extrapolated Fock matrix, i.e., a linear combination of the most recent and previous Fock
matrices, to generate the updated MOs. These more sophisticated techniques [8–11] are
employed for the SCF calculations in this thesis.

The MO coefficient matrix (Cσ) obtained from solving Eq. (1.27) has Norb columns (Norb

is equal to the rank of the AO basis), while only the first nσ columns corresponding to the oc-
cupied orbitals contribute to the HF energy. The remaining Norb−nσ complementary vectors,
as the “byproduct” of an SCF solution, are usually defined as the virtual orbitals. Therefore,
besides being recast into a generalized eigenvalue problem, a Hartree-Fock calculation can
also be regarded as an optimization of the partition between spaces spanned by occupied and
virtual orbitals in the full AO space (the given “resolution of the identity”). Based on this
view, an SCF calculation can be conducted by performing unitary rotations that mix the
occupied and virtual orbitals. [12, 13] According to the scheme introduced in Ref. 13, these
unitary rotations can be generated by using the exponential of an anti-Hermitian matrix:

C(n) = C(n−1) exp

(
0 −∆†vo

∆vo 0

)
, (1.37)

and the SCF procedure is equivalent to a direct minimization problem to achieve the sta-
tionary condition ∂EHF/∂∆ = 0. The gradient of the HF energy with respect to the orbital
rotations is closely related to the Fock matrix and the MOs that it is constructed from:

∂EHF

∂∆vo

= 2Fov = 2CT
o FCv. (1.38)

This alternative formulation of the SCF problem is also widely adopted in this thesis, and
it inspires other analogous variational optimizations (see Chap. 2).

The cost of an SCF calculation depends on the size of the system (M) and the size of the
employed AO basis set (represented by number of basis functions per atom, n). Considering
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the Roothaan-Hall algorithm, there are two computationally significant steps in each SCF
iteration: (i) constructing the Fock matrix (especially J and K) from the given density; (ii)
diagonalizing the Fock matrix to update C (and P). With the conventional algorithm, the
former scales as O(M2) (the asymptotic behavior arising from the sparsity of AO function
pairs) and O(n4), and the latter scales as O(M3) and O(n3). Despite the lower asymptotic
scaling with respect to the system size, building the Fock matrix usually dominates the
computational cost for routinely studied molecular systems because of the high demands
associated with the evaluation of ERIs. In the past two decades, many techniques have
been introduced to reduce the cost associated with SCF calculations, by lowering the scaling
with respect to M or n, and a brief review of these methods can be found in Sec. 2.1. The
objective of the method introduced in Chap. 2 is also to make SCF calculations employing
large basis sets more feasible in terms of the associated computational costs.

1.2 Density Functional Theory

1.2.1 Basic Principles

Density functional theory (DFT) is the main workhorse for today’s electronic structure
calculations because it provides a way to incorporate many electron correlation effects with a
similar cost to that of a Hartree-Fock calculation. It uses the 3-space electron density, ρ(r),
as the basic variable. The foundation of DFT is the two theorems proven by Hohenberg and
Kohn (HK) in 1964. [14] The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (HKI) asserts that there is a
one-to-one mapping between the ground state electron density ρ(r) and the external potential
vext(r). By solving the electronic Schrödinger equation with the given vext(r), the resulting
ground state wavefunction is also a functional of ρ(r):

ρ(r)→ vext(r)→ Ψ0[ρ(r)]. (1.39)

For a molecular system in vacuum, V̂ext is simply V̂ne. Based on HKI, the ground state energy
of the system can be expressed as a functional of ρ(r):

E[ρ(r)] =
〈

Ψ0[ρ(r)]
∣∣∣ T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ne

∣∣∣Ψ0[ρ(r)]
〉

= T [ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)] +

∫
vne(r)ρ(r)dr (1.40a)

= T [ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] +K[ρ(r)] +

∫
vne(r)ρ(r)dr, (1.40b)

where in Eq. (1.40b) the Vee term is further split into the classical Coulomb repulsion

J [ρ(r)] =
1

2

∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′| drdr′ (1.41)
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and a non-classical contribution (K[ρ]) that incorporates effects such as exchange and corre-
lation. The second HK theorem (HKII) ensures that the exact ground state density minimizes
the total energy of the system, which validates the variational search for the optimal ρ(r)
and the corresponding E[ρ].

The two HK theorems provide an alternative approach (sometimes referred to as HK-
DFT or orbital-free (OF)-DFT [15]) to the exact ground state energy of the system, which
has a very simple form as ρ(r) is a function of only three independent variables (x, y, z).
However, it faces two major obstacles in practical application. The first obstacle arises from
the requirement of v-representability, i.e., the trial density ρ̃(r) must come from integrating
a valid ground state wavefunction associated with a valid vext(r), while the HK theorems
provide no recipe for constructing ρ̃(r) of a given system. The second obstacle is the limi-
tation of accuracy yielded by OF-DFT. Among the four terms on the RHS of Eq. (1.40b),
the exact form for the kinetic energy functional (T [ρ]) and the non-classical electron-electron
interaction (K[ρ]) are unknown, where the former is usually of the same magnitude as the
total energy. Therefore, to find an accurate approximation for the kinetic energy functional
is crucial to the applicability of OF-DFT to chemical systems, which, however, is a very dif-
ficult task. Despite many recent efforts [16–19], the successful applications of OF-DFT are
limited to systems whose electronic structure is not too far away from the uniform electron
gas (UEG), such as main-group metals/alloys [20–22] and some semi-conductors [23].

The Kohn-Sham formulation of density functional theory (KS-DFT) [5] circumvents the
obstacle of inaccurate treatment of kinetic energy by re-introducing the concept of orbitals.
It describes a fictitious reference system consisting of n non-interacting electrons that reside
in n spin orbitals (referred to as KS orbitals), which, by using Eq. (1.29), yield the same 3-
space density as the true ground state wavefunction. As the exact solution to the Schrödinger
equation for this non-interacting system is simply the Slater determinant constituted with
these orbitals, the kinetic energy of this system, Ts, can be evaluated in the same way as in
the HF theory:

Ts =
n∑
i=1

〈
χi

∣∣∣∣−1

2
∇2
i

∣∣∣∣χi〉 =

α,β∑
σ

nσ∑
i=1

〈
ψi,σ

∣∣∣∣−1

2
∇2
i

∣∣∣∣ψi,σ〉 , (1.42)

where the subscript “s” indicates that this kinetic energy is calculated from a Slater deter-
minant. As this Slater determinant is obtained by solving a special Schrödinger equation
whose V̂ne maps to ρ(r) and V̂ee = 0, Ts is also a functional of ρ(r). Then, by introducing a
new term called the exchange-correlation (XC) functional, Eq. (1.40b) can be rewritten as

E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +

∫
vne(r)ρ(r)dr + J [ρ] + Exc[ρ], (1.43)

where
Exc[ρ] = (T [ρ]− Ts[ρ]) + (Vee[ρ]− J [ρ]) (1.44)

is a combination of the deviation of Ts from the exact kinetic energy and the non-classical
part of the electron-electron interaction.
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The KS formalism of DFT is an exact theory, although Exc[ρ], the only term in Eq. (1.43)
whose exact form is unknown, has to be evaluated approximately in practice. The last
three decades have seen almost countless efforts on improving the approximation to the XC
functional (which will be briefly summarized in Sec. 1.2.2), making KS-DFT today’s most
popular electronic structure method. The key to the success of KS-DFT is that the kinetic
energy of the reference system is usually not too far away from the exact kinetic energy, and
as a result, the inexactly treated term Exc is usually one magnitude smaller than the total
energy. Therefore, it is more feasible to come up with an accurate approximation to Exc

than in the OF-DFT case where the target is the entire T [ρ]. From now on, “DFT” and
“KS-DFT” are used synonymously in this thesis unless otherwise specified.

The KS energy functional can be variationally optimized. By differentiating Eq. (1.43)
with respect to ψi,σ(r) and utilizing Eq. (1.29) , it can be recast into a set of operator
equations similar to Eq. (1.23):

f̂KS
σ (r)ψi,σ(r) = εiψi,σ(r), (1.45)

where

f̂KS
σ (r) = −1

2
∇2
i −

∑
A

ZA
|r−RA|

+

∫
ρ(r′)

|r− r′|dr + vxc,σ(r) (1.46)

defines the effective one-electron Hamiltonian (Fock operator) for KS-DFT. The last term
on the RHS of Eq. (1.46) (the XC potential) is the functional derivative of Exc with respect
to the electron density: vxc,σ(r) = δExc/δρσ(r).

Eq. (1.45) can be transformed into a generalized eigenvalue problem by expanding the
KS orbitals with an AO basis:

FKS
σ Cσ = SCσεσ, (1.47)

where FKS
σ = h + J + Vxc,σ is the KS Fock matrix. It can be solved in the same way as

the Roothaan equation via the SCF procedure introduced in Sec. 1.1.3. The total electronic
energy of the system can also be represented using the 1PDMs (Pα,Pβ):

EKS = Tr[(Pα + Pβ)h] + Tr[(Pα + Pβ)J] + Exc[Pα,Pβ]. (1.48)

Note that one difference from the Hartree-Fock case is that Exc and Vxc usually cannot
be calculated analytically. Instead, they are evaluated through numerical integrations per-
formed on a 3-dimensional real space grid.

1.2.2 Overview of Modern Density Functionals

Even though the exact form of Exc[ρ] is elusive, the past thirty years have seen an
explosion of interest in KS-DFT, particularly in ways to approximate the XC functional and
to improve the performance of DFT for non-covalent interactions. These advances are worth
mentioning here, as they motivate and validate the works in this thesis, and we refer the
reader to Refs. [24–29] for reviews of the recent developments.
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Although the density functional approximation (DFA) is known to be not systematically
improvable (which is the main reason for the plethora of XC functionals ever proposed), a
well-accepted way to introduce the hierarchy of DFT is through Perdew’s “Jacob’s ladder”
[30] as shown in Fig. 1.1. The ground below this ladder is the so-called “Hartree’s world”,
where electrons “feel” each other only through the classical Coulomb repulsion and there is
no exchange or correlation effect. One step up the ladder indicates that a new ingredient
is added to the DFA, and a well-designed functional at a higher rung, in principle, should
outperform the lower-rung functionals in terms of the general accuracy. The ultimate goal
(the “heaven”) is to attain chemical accuracy for various types of systems with DFA.

The exchange (Ex) and correlation (Ec) components are usually separately treated in a
DFA. While exchange only occurs between same-spin electrons, correlation is not subject
to the same restriction and thus Ec has both same-spin and an opposite-spin components.
For convenience, we first write down the most general form for the exchange and correlation
functionals considered in this thesis:

Ex =

α,β∑
σ

∫
ex,σ [ρσ, |∇ρσ|, τσ] dr (1.49a)

Ec =

∫
ρ(r)εc [ρα, ρβ, |∇ρα|, |∇ρβ|,∇ρα · ∇ρβ, τα, τβ] dr, (1.49b)

where ex,σ is defined as the exchange energy for α or β electrons per volume, εc as the
correlation energy per electron, and the other variables are introduced below.

The rung 1 functionals on the Jacob’s ladder employ the local-spin density approximation
(LSDA), in which Exc relies on ρα and ρβ only. The analytical form of the LSDA exchange
functional can be derived (ex,σ(r) = −Cxρ(r)4/3) [31], which is known as the Slater functional.
The LSDA correlation functionals such as VWN5 [32] and PW92 [33], on the other hand,
were obtained by fitting to quantum Monte-Carlo data. As the simplest DFA, LSDA provides
an exact description for the uniform electron gas (UEG) and is widely used in the condensed-
phase physics community. However, it has very poor performance for describing chemical
systems (e.g., LSDA often overestimates bond energies by > 100 kJ/mol) primarily because
electron density is fast varying and thus far from being uniform.

The second-rung functionals introduce the 3-space gradient of electron density (∇ρσ, or

its dimensionless form xσ = |∇ρσ|/ρ4/3
σ ) as a new variable to account for the above-mentioned

inhomogeneity. Functionals of this type are referred to as generalized-gradient approximation
(GGA) functionals. The use of density gradient information offers a significant improvement
over LSDA (for properties such as atomization energies of molecules, the error is reduced by
roughly an order of magnitude), and it is arguably the first useful class of functionals for
chemistry. Popular GGA exchange-correlation functionals include BLYP (B88 [34] + LYP
[35]), PBE [36], revPBE [37], and Grimme’s dispersion-corrected B97-D [38] functional.

Besides density gradients, an additional variable (τσ) is employed by the third-rung func-
tionals. τσ is the kinetic energy density of the KS reference system and can be evaluated
from the KS orbitals: τσ =

∑nσ
i |∇ψi,σ|2. This variable, albeit local, is found to be capable
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Hartree’s World (no XC)

Chemical Accuracy

LSDA

GGA

meta-GGA

Hybrid

Double Hybrid

SVWN, SPW92

BLYP, PBE

TPSS, M06-L

B3LYP, !B97X-D

XYG3, !B97X-2

Figure 1.1: Perdew’s “Jacob’s ladder” for density functionals. The name of the functional category
corresponding to each rung is denoted on the left, and two examples are given on the right for each
category (rung).

of detecting non-local exchange holes in systems [39] and thus is expected to offer a potential
improvement over the GGAs. This class of functionals is referred to as the meta-GGAs, and
the most well-known examples include TPSS (non-empirical) [40] and M06-L (empirical)
[41]. The meta-GGA functionals, in principle, should outperform the GGAs as an extra
variable is utilized, and the improvement is most noticeable on thermochemistry properties
such as atomization energies, barrier heights, etc., according to the results in Ref. 25.

The functionals on the first three rungs are sometimes referred to as local or semi-local
functionals because the employed variables are functions of a single 3-space coordinate (r).
These functionals suffer from the notorious issue of self-interaction error (SIE), i.e., Ĵ(r) and
v̂xc(r) fail to exactly cancel each other for a one-electron KS orbital. The SIE renders semi-
local functionals inaccurate for properties such as barrier heights, isomerization energies,
HOMO-LUMO gap, etc. The simplest way to alleviate this problem is to replace a fraction of
the semi-local exchange functional with exact (Hartree-Fock) exchange globally, yielding the
global hybrid (GH) GGA or GH meta-GGA functionals that belong to the fourth rung of the
ladder. The GH functionals have become very popular since the early 1990s mainly because
of the improved accuracy that they provide in general. One prototypical and arguably the
most popular GH functional is Becke’s 3-parameter functional with the LYP correlation,
known as B3LYP [42]:

EB3LYP
xc = (1− ax − cx)ESlater

x + cxE
HF
x + axE

B88
x + (1− ac)E

VWN
c + acE

LYP
c , (1.50)

for which the fraction of HF exchange (cx) is 0.20 (globally). Other popular global hybrids
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include the non-empirical PBE0 (GH GGA, 25% HFX) [43] and the highly parameterized
M06-2X (GH meta-GGA, 54% HFX) [44] functionals.

The fourth-rung of the Jacob’s ladder also covers the range-separated hybrid (RSH)
functionals. The basic idea underlying RSH is to increase the fraction of HF exchange
for well-separated electrons (up to 100%), whereby the correct long-range behavior of the
exchange energy can be reproduced. The range-separation is realized by partitioning the
electron-electron Coulomb operator into a short-range (SR) and a long-range (LR) part [45,
46], and their range is controlled by the ω parameter:

1

r12

=
1− erf(ωr12)

r12

+
erf(ωr12)

r12

, (1.51)

where erf(x) is the error function which goes to 1 when x → ∞. Given the SR and LR
Coulomb operators, the exchange energy of an RSH functional can be most generally ex-
pressed as:

ERSH
x = cx,srE

HF
x,sr + (1− cx,sr)E

DFT
x,sr + cx,lrE

HF
x,lr + (1− cx,lr)E

DFT
x,lr , (1.52)

where EHF
x,sr and EHF

x,lr are calculated with the SR and LR version of the 1/r12 operators,
respectively, and the SR and LR DFT exchanges are also correspondingly “dressed”. RSH
can be regarded as an improvement over GH as the range-separation is physically motivated,
and the RSH functionals, in principle, are able to better address the problems caused by
SIE (such as exaggerated electron delocalization). Well-known examples of RSH functionals
include CAM-B3LYP [47], ωB97/ωB97X [48] , and ωB97X-D [49].

The rung 5 functionals make use of correlated wavefunction theory (e.g. MP2 [50], RPA
[51]) to recover the missing dynamical correlation effect, and therefore virtual KS orbitals
are needed in the energy evaluation. They are referred to as the double-hybrid functionals
[52], and a few representative examples include B2PLYP [53], ωB97X-2 [54], and XYG3
[55]. Since these functionals are not employed for any calculations in this thesis, we will not
discuss them further.

Climbing the Jacob’s ladder from the ground to rung 4, however, does not overcome the
problem of missing long-range dispersion force in mean-field calculations. This shortcoming
inhibits the use of KS-DFT for weakly bound systems. A remedy for this is to introduce dis-
persion corrections in DFT calculations, and the past decade has seen a significant number
of methods proposed for this purpose[27–29]. The most straightforward approach is to add
a Cn-potential (n = 6, 8, . . . ), which is an analytical function of internuclear distances, to
the DFT energy. The most popular examples are Grimme’s DFT-D methods [38, 56, 57], in
which the Cn coefficients are pre-tabulated. The now widely used DFT-D3 scheme[57] em-
ploys a long look-up table containing Cn,ij for each atom pair (ij) among the 1–94 elements,
and the dispersion correction is given by

ED3 = −
∑
i<j

∑
n=6,8

sn
Cn,ij
Rn
ij

fdamp,n(Rij), (1.53)
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where sn is a functional-dependent global scaling factor, and fdamp,n is a damping function
(which has many flavors available [57–61]) that switches off this correction when the in-
teratomic distance (Rij) is small. Besides DFT-D, other approaches that compute the Cn
coefficients based on the actual electronic structure such as the exchange-dipole moment
(XDM) [62, 63] and Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) [64] models also belong to this category.

Another approach to incorporate dispersion in DFT calculations is using the non-local
correlation (NLC) functionals. These functionals share the following general form:

ENLC[ρ] =

∫
dr

∫
dr′ρ(r)Φ(r, r′)ρ(r′), (1.54)

where Φ(r, r′) is the NLC kernel. The evaluation of ENLC requires a double numerical
integration so this approach is more computationally demanding than the Cn potentials.
Nonetheless, this approach has received more attentions recently because of its ab initio
feature, the successful practice of coupling NLC with XC functionals, and the advances in
efficient computations [65, 66]. Two most notable classes of NLC are the ab initio vdW-
DFs by Langreth and co-workers [67–69] and the semi-empirical Vydrov-Van Voorhis kernels
(VV09 [70] and VV10 [71]).

Most recently, three combinatorially designed empirical functionals, namely ωB97X-V
(RSH GGA) [72], B97M-V (semi-local meta-GGA) [73], and ωB97M-V (RSH meta-GGA)
[74], were developed by Mardirossian and Head-Gordon at Berkeley. These functionals
employ the power series of inhomogeneity variables (essentially |∇ρσ| and τσ) and use a
“survival-of-the-fittest” strategy to choose the linear parameters to fit. In this sense, these
functionals are minimally parameterized and thus are expected to be maximally transfer-
able. The above-mentioned VV10 [71] NLC functional is employed to account for long-
range dispersion. Based on a comprehensive benchmark on a gigantic molecular database
(MGCDB84) that comprises roughly 5000 data points [25], these functionals are the most
accurate ones in general among the functionals belonging to the same category. Their ac-
curacy for non-covalent interactions is particularly remarkable, as demonstrated by this and
other recent benchmarks [75–81]. These functionals’ capability of accuracy, to a large extent,
motivates the work of this thesis, and they are directly employed for most of the calculations
reported here.

1.3 Intermolecular Interaction

1.3.1 Definition and Significance

Intermolecular interactions refer to the repulsive or attractive forces that act between
molecules or other microscopic objects that are composed of nuclei and electrons (e.g. atoms,
ions, etc.). The strengths of these interactions considered in this thesis cover a broad range,
from a few tenths of kJ/mol for rare gas dimers to hundreds of kJ/mol for strong donor-
acceptor complexes concerning equilibrium binding energies. While a majority of these
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interactions are weaker than intramolecular forces (chemical bonds), there is no clear-cut
distinction between them in terms of magnitude.

Intermolecular interactions are ubiquitous in nature and play an important role in deter-
mining the macroscopic properties and microscopic structures of substances. The discovery
of these interactions was related to the deviation of real gas behaviors from those predicted
by the ideal gas law. For instance, a non-zero second virial coefficient, as a correction to
the ideal gas law for the pressure-density relation, is a direct consequence of two-body inter-
actions between gas molecules. The existence of intermolecular interactions is a necessary
condition for the formation of molecular liquids and solids, and their thermodynamic prop-
erties such as boiling/melting points and densities are altered by these interactions. These
interactions also govern the folding of proteins, the pairing of bases during the replication of
DNA, and the binding of substrates with the active sites of enzymes, and are thus crucial to
biological processes.

Understanding and tuning intermolecular interactions is of great importance in many
branches of today’s chemical research. In the design of gas-storage materials, such as metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) [82, 83], it is useful to unravel the nature of interactions between
gas molecules and either metal centers or linkers. Similarly, the mechanism behind protein-
ligand binding is crucial for the design of new drugs that can precisely act on targets (e.g. a
specific site on a protein). For chemical reactions, there are countless examples where the
interactions between reactant molecules, between substrates and catalysts, and between re-
active species and environment exert significant influence on the reaction mechanisms. In
these scenarios, knowledge of intermolecular interactions can guide chemical modifications
that lead to desired consequences (high gas-storage capacity, selective drug-acceptor binding,
low reaction barrier, etc.). The manipulation of intermolecular binding also lays the foun-
dation for the concept of supramolecular chemistry [84, 85], which has many applications in
self-assembled materials, catalysis, molecular recognition, molecular devices, etc.

Intermolecular potentials can be extracted from experimental approaches such as
molecular-beam scattering, although such measurements are limited to interactions between
small molecules in the gas phase. Nevertheless, there is an abundance of effects due to inter-
molecular interactions that can be experimentally characterized. For example, the so-called
solvatochromic effect (the color of a compound changes upon solvation) [86] reveals how the
ground and excited states of a chromophore interact differently with the solvent environment.
The structural and vibrational properties of a binding moiety can also be altered upon the
formation of an intermolecular complex, several examples of which are studied in Chap. 3.

Theoretical approaches, on the other hand, are powerful tools for understanding and
modeling intermolecular interactions. Recent development of electronic structure theory
has made it possible to compute accurate intermolecular potentials without inputs from
experimental data, and analysis tools are available to quantify the contributions from differ-
ent physical components to binding. Besides quantum mechanics (QM)-based approaches,
empirical models such as molecular mechanics (MM) force fields employ parameterized an-
alytical functions to incorporate intermolecular interactions in molecular simulations, which
require much lower computational costs than ab initio methods and are able to provide useful
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insight into chemical processes in condensed-phase systems. An overview on these aspects
is provided in the rest of Sec. 1.3 as well as in Sec. 1.4.

1.3.2 Ab initio Calculation of Interaction Energies

The so-called “supermolecular” approach is employed in this work to compute interac-
tion energies (∆Eint) between molecules, i.e., for a system comprising NF fragments, the
interaction energy is defined as the difference between the energy of the supersystem (Efull)
and the sum of isolated fragment energies (EF ):

∆Eint = Efull −
NF∑
F=1

EF . (1.55)

The total interaction energy can thus be determined by performing NF + 1 single-point
calculations, with a given theoretical model chemistry, i.e., the combination of a theory
(WFT or DFT) and a basis set. Noted that the fragment energies in Eq. (1.55) are evaluated
at the geometry of the complex. If we further take the geometry distortion (GD) effect into
account, i.e., the energy penalty for fully relaxed monomers to change into their geometries
in the complex: ∆Egd =

∑
F (EF − E(0)

F ), we obtain the intermolecular binding energy :

∆Ebind = ∆Eint + ∆Egd. (1.56)

While ∆Ebind and ∆Eint are often used synonymously in literature, they refer to different
quantities in this thesis.

One technical issue associated with the supermolecular approach is the basis set su-
perposition error (BSSE). It originates from the use of atom-centered basis sets, i.e., the
calculations for each monomer and the supersystem are not performed in the same Hilbert
space. Due to BSSE, Eq. (1.55) or (1.56) often yields systematically overbound results when
incomplete basis sets are employed. A comprehensive investigation of this effect associated
with Gaussian basis sets for DFT-calculated dimer interaction energies was recently per-
formed by Witte et al.[87]. For non-covalently interacting fragments, BSSE can be removed
by using the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise (CP) correction [88], in which the energy of each
fragment is also evaluated in the supersystem basis (giving energies denoted as EF (sys)):

∆ECP
int = Efull −

NF∑
F=1

EF (sys), (1.57)

and the BSSE is correspondingly defined as

BSSE =

NF∑
F=1

EF − EF (sys). (1.58)
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Most recently, geometry-based corrections for BSSE were proposed in the DFT community in
order to overcome the cumbersomeness of the Boys-Bernardi approach for molecular clusters,
and to address the challenge of intramolecular BSSE. These approaches employ empirical
functions of nuclear positions and are parameterized for specific basis sets. Examples can be
found in Refs. [89–91].

It should be noted that besides the supermolecular (subtractive) approach, intermolecular
interaction energies can also be calculated with additive formalisms. Symmetry-adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT) [92] is a prominent example of this class of methods. For a
system consisting of two fragments A and B, SAPT partitions the electronic Hamiltonian as

Ĥ = Ĥ
(A)
0 + ĤB

0 + ξŴ (A) + ηŴ (B) + ζV̂ (AB), (1.59)

where Ĥ
(A)
0 refers to the mean-field Hamiltonian for fragment A, Ŵ (A) = Ĥ(A)− Ĥ(A)

0 is the
corresponding Møller-Plesset [50] fluctuation potential, and V̂ (AB) is the Coulomb interaction
between two fragments:

V̂ (AB) =
∑
i,I∈A

∑
j,J∈B

(
1

|ri − rj|
− ZI
|rj −RI |

− ZJ
|ri −RJ |

+
ZIZJ

|RI −RJ |

)
. (1.60)

Using symmetry-adapted Rayleigh-Schrödinger (SRS) perturbation theory, the total inter-
action can be written as an expansion in orders of V̂ (AB), Ŵ (A), and Ŵ (B) (represented by
n, k, and l, respectively):

ESAPT
int =

∞∑
n=1

∞∑
k=0

∞∑
l=0

(E
(nkl)
pol + E

(nkl)
exch ). (1.61)

The “pol” terms come from the so-called polarization expansion (which is evaluated with
the Hartree product of monomer wavefunctions), while the associated “exch” terms originate
from the enforcement of antisymmetry of supersystem wavefunction with regard to the ex-
change between electrons on different fragments. This series provides a hierarchy of ab initio
methods for calculating intermolecular interactions. Meanwhile, as at least the low-order
terms in the SAPT expansion are associated with intuitive physical meanings, it provides a
decomposition of the total interaction energy. Although the present thesis is not concerned
with the development and application of SAPT, it will be further discussed in Sec. (1.3.3)
and the following chapters as an important alternative approach to energy decomposition
analysis (EDA).

1.3.3 Physical Components and Energy Decomposition Analysis

While the total strength of intermolecular interaction can be calculated via the ap-
proaches introduced above, sometimes this quantity solely is insufficient to provide a useful
guide for practical applications. To achieve a desired objective in chemical synthesis, exper-
imental means such as introducing a substituent group are commonly utilized to modify the
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strength of binding between two moieties. Knowledge of the physical components of the given
interaction is often necessary before one can rationalize the choice of a substituent group.
Descriptive concepts based on both the underlying physics and chemical intuition, such as
permanent electrostatics, polarization, London dispersion, donor-acceptor interaction, etc.,
are useful in these scenarios, since the general behavior of each of these components are rel-
atively well-established. For example, if the interaction is dominated by charge-transfer ef-
fects, it is possible for one to enhance this interaction by introducing an electron-withdrawing
group on the acceptor to make it more electron-deficient, or an electron-donating group on
the donor to increase its Lewis basicity. The same modification, on the other hand, may not
be as effective if this interaction is dominated by other effects such as permanent electro-
statics or dispersion. Quantifying the physical components of intermolecular interactions is
also meaningful for the development of empirical additive models such as MM force fields.
The non-bonded (intermolecular) terms in a force field such as Coulomb interactions and
repulsive/attractive van der Waals (vdW) potentials are designed based on their distinct
asymptotic behaviors. Therefore, a parameterization based on the magnitude of individual
components at different intermolecular separations, in principle, is able to produce a more
accurate and transferable force field than, say, a less physically justified form. [93]

Physical components of intermolecular interactions considered in this thesis are summa-
rized as follows:

• Permanent Electrostatics
For well-separated fragments, permanent electrostatics can be defined as the classical
Coulomb interaction between the intrinsic charge distribution of each fragment. As a mul-
tipole expansion provides an accurate approximation for long-range Coulomb interactions,
its asymptotic distance dependence can be determined by the leading multipole moment
of each fragment. For example, the electrostatic interaction for the water-Na+ complex
decays as R−2 (charge-dipole) in the long range. In the short range, a multipole expansion
is incapable of accurately describing permanent electrostatics as fragment charge distri-
butions overlap with each other. The charge penetration effect [94] emerges and renders
the actual permanent electrostatic interaction more favorable than that given by multi-
pole expansion. This effect, however, diminishes exponentially with the increase of the
intermolecular distance.

• Pauli Repulsion and Exchange
Pauli repulsion is a quantum mechanical effect, and its name originates from the Pauli
exclusion principle that no two electrons can occupy the same spatial and spin coordinate.
This repulsive force arises from the antisymmetrization of fragment wavefunctions, and
the energy increase mostly resides in the kinetic energy of the supersystem. The rise in
kinetic energy due to the spatial confinement imposed by other molecules nearby can be
rationalized based on the uncertainty principle. Another effect arising from the antisym-
metry of electronic wavefunction is exchange, which, contrasting with Pauli repulsion, is
an attractive effect. The easiest way to understand this term is through the derivation of
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the Hartree-Fock theory (see Sec. 1.1.2). Because of the common origin of the above two
components, they are often considered together as a composite term in many theoretical
models, and they both decay exponentially with the increase of intermolecular separation.

• Polarization
In classical electromagnetism, the term polarization is used to describe the response of
a dielectric medium to an external electric field. In the context of an intermolecular
interaction, polarization refers to the intramolecular relaxation in the presence of other
molecules, which is often accompanied by fragment charge redistributions and energy low-
ering of the supersystem. The rearrangement of fragment charges can be further converted
into concepts such as induced dipoles via a multipole expansion. In the classical picture,
the magnitude of an induced dipole is proportional to the strength of the external field
and the polarizability of the medium. This picture is useful for describing molecular
polarization when fragments are well-separated. Still using the water-Na+ example, its
polarization energy has an R−4 long-range distance dependence as it is dominated by the
charge-induced dipole interaction. Two important features of polarization in molecular
systems are (i) the mutual polarization renders it not pairwise additive, as the induced
multipole moments further interact with each other; (ii) in the short range, polarization
is modulated by the requirement of wavefunction antisymmetry so it differs from pure
electrical polarization.

• Dispersion
The dispersion interaction is another purely non-classical effect which was first introduced
by London in the 1930s [95]. It arises from the correlated motion of electrons belonging
to different fragments, and thus it cannot be properly described by mean-field approaches
such as Hartree-Fock and conventional density functionals. On the other hand, it is
incorporated in interaction energies calculated by dispersion-corrected DFT [27, 28] or
correlated wavefunction methods (MP2 [50], CCSD(T) [96], ...). Dispersion is always a
favorable effect. For weakly bound systems whose permanent multipole interactions are
unfavorable (e.g. π-stacking systems) or zero (e.g. rare gas molecules), dispersion is the
dominant binding force. In the asymptotic regime, dispersion decays as R−6, while it
is not well-defined when molecules are in close contact as there is no clear cut between
dispersion and other short-range correlation effects.

• Charge Transfer
In contrast to polarization, charge transfer (CT) refers to the stabilization effect attributed
to the intermolecular relaxations of the supersystem wavefunction. Under the MO pic-
ture, it can be viewed as mixing the empty orbitals of other fragments into the occupied
orbitals of a given fragment. These intermolecular relaxations mainly lower the kinetic
energy of the system as electrons on each fragment become more delocalized, and are
often accompanied with electron population changes on each fragment. Concepts such as
electron donor and acceptor (based on the decrease/increase in electron population) are
commonly used to describe CT between a pair of molecules. Like Pauli repulsion, CT is
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also a short-range effect and its magnitude decays exponentially with the intermolecular
distance.

It should be noted that these physical components are not quantum mechanical observ-
ables and do not have unique definitions (especially in the overlapping regime). However,
they are extremely useful concepts for describing intermolecular interactions based on the
reasons given above. Energy decomposition analysis (EDA) is a category of methods that
bridges these concepts and electronic structure calculations, i.e., it partitions the total in-
teraction energy into contributions from the aforementioned components such as permanent
electrostatics, Pauli repulsion, dispersion, etc. While many EDA schemes are available (see
the Introduction of Ref. [97] for a summary of these methods and Refs. [98, 99] for compre-
hensive reviews), two types of approaches are of particular importance in our opinion: (i)
SAPT-based methods; (ii) variational EDA schemes combined with modern density func-
tionals.

As noted in Sec. 1.3.2, SAPT provides an avenue to the total interaction energy through
a perturbative expansion (Eq. (1.61)), in which each term is associated with a physical
meaning. For instance, truncating the expansion at the second-order for the intermolecular
potential V̂ (n = 2) and zeroth-order for ŴA, ŴB yields the SAPT0 energy:

ESAPT0
int = E

(1)
elec + E

(1)
exch + E

(2)
ind + E

(2)
exch-ind + E

(2)
disp + E

(2)
exch-disp, (1.62)

which is decomposed into contributions from electrostatics (E
(1)
elec), exchange (E

(1)
exch), induc-

tion (E
(2)
ind +E

(2)
exch-ind) and dispersion (E

(2)
disp +E

(2)
exch-disp). Note that under the SAPT terminol-

ogy, “exchange” accounts for the Pauli repulsion effect introduced above, and “induction”
encompasses both polarization and charge-transfer effects. More accurate interaction ener-
gies can be obtained by truncating Eq. (1.61) at a higher order (e.g. SAPT2+) [100], which,
however, is computationally demanding for large systems.

The SAPT-based energy decomposition schemes face several challenges: (i) their applica-
tions are mostly limited to dimer systems, as the perturbative expansion has a cumbersome
form for systems comprising more than two fragments; (ii) the accuracy of the total inter-
action energy relies on the convergence of perturbative expansion, which turns out to be
difficult for systems involving strong induction effects (e.g., when ionic species is involved)
[75]; (iii) there is no natural way to separate polarization and charge transfer within the
framework of SAPT although several approaches have been suggested [101–103], and this
will be further discussed in Chap. 4.

Variational EDA methods, on the other hand, aim to decompose the interaction en-
ergy calculated via the supermolecular approach (Eq. (1.55)). Intermediate states that are
variational upper bounds to the full SCF solution are involved in these methods, and the
energy components are defined as the energy differences between these intermediate states,
or between the intermediate and the full SCF states. These methods originate from the
Kitaura-Morokuma (KM)-EDA [104, 105] and the Ziegler-Rauk EDA (also known as the
extended transition state (ETS) method) [106, 107] that were proposed in the 1970s, and
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more recent approaches such as the Bickelhaupt-Barends EDA [108, 109], block-localized
wavefunction (BLW)-EDA [110–112], density-based EDA (DEDA) [113, 114], and absolutely
localized molecular orbital (ALMO)-EDA [97, 115, 116] all belong to this class. In the early
days, variational EDA was performed with inaccurate model chemistries (e.g. HF/4-31G in
Ref. 105) so they were regarded as tools for qualitative analysis, while the significantly im-
proved accuracy of modern density functionals for non-covalent interactions validates use of
these methods for quantitative purposes.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the ALMO-EDA procedure with the intermediate states denoted.

A major part of this thesis is concerned with the development and application of the
ALMO-EDA method, whose original version was proposed by Head-Gordon and co-workers
in 2007 [115] and further extended to open-shell systems in 2013 [116]. It decomposes
the total interaction energy into three components: frozen interaction, polarization, and
charge transfer, and its main feature is the use of a variationally optimized fragment-block-
diagonal MO coefficient matrix for the polarized yet CT-forbidden intermediate state. The
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.2 and will be discussed in detail in Chaps. 3–6. Recent
advances in this method include addressing the basis set limit issue for the separation of
polarization and charge transfer [117] and enabling the further decomposition of the frozen
term into contributions from permanent electrostatics, Pauli repulsion, and dispersion [118],
which define the second-generation ALMO-EDA method [97]. Meanwhile, an “adiabatic”
version of the ALMO-EDA was proposed in order to characterize the effects of intermolecular
interactions on molecular properties [119], which is covered in Chap. 3 of this thesis. ALMO-
EDA has also been extended to post-HF methods such as MP2 [120, 121] and scenarios where
excited state molecules are involved [122].
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1.4 Potential Energy Surface for Molecular

Simulation

Molecular simulation is a powerful tool for probing properties of bulk systems and inves-
tigating processes occurring in either gas phase or condensed phase. Under the BO approx-
imation (Sec. 1.1.1), nuclei move on a potential energy surface (PES) that corresponds to
a given electronic state. The configuration space of nuclear coordinates can be sampled by
performing Monte Carlo (MC) or molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The former only
requires energy evaluations on a PES, whereas the latter usually also requires force calcu-
lations to propagate the system forwards in time. Amongst a number of aspects relevant
for the validity of a molecular simulation (ensembles, sampling techniques, etc.) [123], the
quality of the employed PES is of crucial importance, as it determines the accuracy of the
results extracted from the simulation. Here we briefly introduce several PESs that are com-
monly employed in atomistic molecular simulations, as they are the subjects of the studies
in Chaps. 5 and 6.

According to Sec. 1.1.1, a fully ab initio PES can be constructed by solving the electronic
Schrödinger equation at each nuclear configuration. Propagating the system with Newtonian
equations (fully classical) on an ab initio PES gives rise to the simulation technique usually
known as BOMD.[124] BOMD requires an analytical gradient (force) calculation at each time
step, which, in principle, can be done with any well-defined electronic structure method. For
example, the nuclear gradient of KS-DFT can be represented as

Ex
KS = P · hx +

1

2
P · IIx ·P− (PFP) · Sx + Ex

xc, (1.63)

where the superscript “x” indicates a differentiation with respect to a component of nuclear
position, “II” represents the AO ERIs, and the other matrices have the same meaning as in
Sec. 1.1. The four terms in Eq. (1.63) represent the contributions from the core Hamiltonian,
AO ERIs, AO overlap matrix, and the XC energy. Provided that an atom-centered Gaussian
basis set is employed, the differentiation takes place through both the operators and basis
functions, giving rise to the so-called Hellman-Feynman force [125] and Pulay force [126],
respectively. For example, the gradient of h consists of three terms:

hxµν = 〈ωµ|ĥx|ων〉+ 〈ωxµ|ĥ|ων〉+ 〈ωµ|ĥ|ωxν 〉 , (1.64)

where the last two terms correspond to the Pulay force. The evaluation of the analytical
gradient of Exc was elaborated in Ref. 127, and we are not presenting more details here. Note
that the analytical gradient of the KS-DFT energy lays the foundation for the “adiabatic”
EDA method introduced in Chap. 3.

While BOMD and its approximate variant, Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
(CPMD)[128], have led to many important findings thanks to the accuracy of the ab initio
PES, their routine use for large-scale condensed-phase systems is still unaffordable. This
is because an enormous number of electronic structure calculations are required to obtain
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converged results, due to the vast number of degrees of freedom to sample. Therefore, in
practice one often needs to resort to PESs whose computational demand is more tractable.
Molecular mechanical (MM) force fields based fixed-charge models are at the lower end of
the “cost-accuracy spectrum” of available PESs. In these models, simple analytical functions
of nuclear coordinates are utilized to capture intra- and intermolecular forces, and its basic
form has been available since the 1960s [129]:

U =
bonds∑
b

kb(b− b0)2 +

angles∑
θ

kθ(θ − θ0)2 +
torsions∑

φ

kφ[1 + cos(nφ+ δ)]

+
∑
i<j

qiqj/rij +
∑
i<j

4εij
[
(σij/rij)

12 − (σij/rij)
6
]
. (1.65)

The first three terms describe the energy changes due to the small fluctuations of bond
lengths, bond angles and dihedrals from their values at the optimal geometry. They are
referred to as the “bonded terms” or “valence terms” and connectivity information is required
to evaluate them. The last two “non-bonded” terms account for the long-range electrostatics
and vdW interactions, which are described by Coulomb interaction between point charges
and the well-known Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential, respectively. The point charges are
usually located on atom centers, although occasionally off-center sites are used [130]. The
potential energy (and its analytical gradient) is calculated using pre-tabulated parameters
based on atom types, and examples of well-known parameterizations include the Amber
[131], CHARMM [132], OPLS [133], and GROMOS [134] force fields.

While these fixed-charge models have been widely applied to the simulations of
condensed-phase systems such as biomolecules [135, 136], they have several evident dis-
crepancies from the correct physics concerning intermolecular interactions. First, their in-
termolecular potentials (the last two terms in Eq. (1.65)) are pairwise additive. As a result,
they are not able to describe the many-body effects in condensed-phase systems such as the
cooperativity or anti-cooperativity of hydrogen bonds. The second shortcoming is their poor
description of the short-range effects such as charge penetration, Pauli repulsion, and charge
transfer, as they are not explicitly included in Eq. (1.65). These effects, however, are of great
importance to the microscopic structures and properties of condensed-phase systems even
at ambient conditions [137]. To address the first weakness, explicit polarization has been
introduced to MM force fields via models based on fluctuating charges, Drude oscillators, or
inducible dipoles (see Ref. 138 for a review of these approaches). The AMOEBA force field
[139–141] is a prominent example of a polarizable model. It is investigated and employed
in the last two chapters of this thesis. The general form of the full AMOEBA potential
comprises the following terms:

U = Ubond + Uangle + Ubnd-ang + Uoop + Utorsion

+ Uperm + Upol + Uvdw, (1.66)

where the last three terms correspond to the non-bonded potential. The most important
feature of AMOEBA is that an isotropic polarizability is assigned to each atomic site and
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the induced dipoles are determined self-consistently, whereby it captures the many-body po-
larization effect. Other features include use of higher atomic multipoles (up to quadrupoles)
for permanent electrostatics and a buffered 14-7 vdW potential. It is worth mentioning that
revisions of AMOEBA’s intermolecular potential form and parameters is an on-going effort,
including the addition of explicit terms for charge penetration [142, 143] and charge trans-
fer [144], as well as the revision of polarization [145] and vdW models [146]. The details
about the non-bonded terms in AMOEBA and the recent efforts on including additional
short-range effects in MM force fields are further elaborated in Chap. 5.

Conventional MM force fields are incapable of describing chemical reactions in the con-
densed phase that involve bond breaking or changes in chemical valence, such as enzyme
reactions, alkane cracking in zeolites, etc. The hybrid QM/MM methods [147–152] emerge
as a natural compromise between accuracy and efficiency for the simulation of such reactive
chemical processes. The idea is to treat a small key part of the entire system (e.g. the en-
zyme active site and substrate) with electronic structure methods, and the less important
surroundings (e.g. the side chains and solvent molecules) with less accurate and cheaper MM.
The most popular formalism of QM/MM at present is arguably the so-called “electrostatic
embedding” (EE) approach, in which the continuous QM density interacts with the Coulomb
potential of the MM charges:

EQM-MM

elec =

∫
dr ρ(r)Vchg(r), Vchg(r) =

Nchg∑
i=1

qi
|r−Ri|

. (1.67)

V̂chg enters the electronic structure calculation as an additional term in the core-Hamiltonian.
In this way, the QM subsystem is polarized by MM charges through the SCF procedure. The
steric effect (Pauli repulsion) and London dispersion between the QM and MM subsystems,
however, are usually computed at the MM level:

EQM-MM

vdw =

nQM∑
i=1

nMM∑
j=1

4εij
[
(σij/rij)

12 − (σij/rij)
6
]
. (1.68)

EE with fixed-charge models neglects the response of the MM subsystem to the electric
field imposed by the QM wavefunction and nuclei. This effect, however, is of particular
importance in scenarios where the electronic structure of the QM part varies drastically dur-
ing the simulated process (e.g. an electron-transfer reaction). Therefore, it is desirable to
further incorporate MM polarization in QM/MM calculations, yielding mutually polarizable
QM/MM (sometimes called “polarizable embedding” (PE)). The QM/AMOEBA model de-
scribed in Chap. 6 belongs to this category. Many other approaches to PE, such as methods
based on effective fragment potentials (EFP) [153–155], are also briefly reviewed in that
chapter. The main challenge faced by today’s QM/MM methods is the inadequate accuracy
for interactions crossing the QM/MM boundary, where the errors arise from the physically
incorrect treatment of short-range effects such as charge penetration and Pauli repulsion.
As a consequence, very large QM regions (102–103 atoms) were found to be necessary to
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achieve the desired accuracy [156–159], which, to some extent, defeats the purpose of using
QM/MM.

Besides the three categories of PESs (ab initio, MM force field, and QM/MM) discussed
above, there are many other options available on the “cost-accuracy spectrum”. Two note-
worthy examples are the semi-empirical density functional tight-binding (DFTB) method
[160–162], and the “MB-pol” potential (many-body potential energy functions parameter-
ized for specific species) by Paesani and co-workers[163–165]. As these approaches are neither
investigated nor employed in the following chapters, we will not further introduce them.

1.5 Outline

Motivated by the significantly improved accuracy provided by KS-DFT and the demand
for advanced potential energy surfaces for molecular simulations, this thesis reports several
recent advances in schemes aiming to accelerate DFT calculations and in DFT-based energy
decomposition analysis (EDA) methods. In Chapter 2, a new SCF scheme using a minimal
adaptive basis constructed on-the-fly is introduced, which is a promising method to attain
the desired accuracy of modern density functionals at the basis set limit with reduced com-
putational costs. Chapter 3 introduces the “adiabatic EDA” concept and reformulates the
ALMO-EDA method accordingly, and demonstrates how it is useful for probing the observ-
able effects of intermolecular interactions. Chapter 4 is a comprehensive discussion of the
definition of charge transfer in EDA methods, which, to a large extent, relies on the adiabatic
EDA scheme developed in Chapter 3. Chapters 5 and 6 aim to apply the second-generation
ALMO-EDA method to the development of PESs for multi-scale simulation. Chapter 5 as-
sesses the AMOEBA force field on simple ion-water interactions against the ALMO-EDA
results and provides a detailed analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the current form
of the AMOEBA force field. Chapter 6 proposes and implements a mutually polarizable
QM/MM model using the AMOEBA force field and provides a diagnosis for the interactions
across the QM/MM boundary using the same type of methodology as in Chapter 5. A
slightly more detailed synopsis of each chapter follows.

Chapter 2

Recently developed density functionals have good accuracy for both thermochemistry
(TC) and non-covalent interactions (NC) if very large atomic orbital basis sets are used. To
approach the basis set limit with potentially lower computational cost, a new self-consistent
field (SCF) scheme is presented that employs minimal adaptive basis (MAB) functions. The
MAB functions are optimized on each atomic site by minimizing a surrogate function. High
accuracy is obtained by applying a perturbative correction (PC) to the MAB calculation,
similar to dual basis approaches. Compared to exact SCF results, using this MAB-SCF (PC)
approach with the same large target basis set produces < 0.15 kcal/mol root-mean-square
deviations (RMSDs) for most of the tested TC datasets, and < 0.1 kcal/mol for most of
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the NC datasets. The performance of density functionals near the basis set limit can be
even better reproduced. With further improvement to its implementation, MAB-SCF (PC)
is a promising lower-cost substitute for conventional large-basis calculations as a method
to approach the basis set limit of modern density functionals. This work [166] has been
published in The Journal of Chemical Physics.

Chapter 3

Energy decomposition analysis (EDA) of electronic structure calculations has facilitated
quantitative understanding of diverse intermolecular interactions. Nevertheless, such anal-
yses are usually performed at a single geometry and thus decompose a “single-point” in-
teraction energy. As a result, the influence of the physically meaningful EDA components
on the molecular structure and other properties are not directly obtained. To address this
gap, the absolutely localized molecular orbital (ALMO)-EDA is reformulated in an adiabatic
picture, where the frozen, polarization, and charge transfer energy contributions are defined
as energy differences between the stationary points on different potential energy surfaces
(PESs), which are accessed by geometry optimizations at the frozen, polarized and fully
relaxed levels of density functional theory (DFT). Other molecular properties such as vi-
brational frequencies can thus be obtained at the stationary points on each PES. We apply
the adiabatic ALMO-EDA to different configurations of the water dimer, the water-Cl− and
water-Mg2+/Ca2+ complexes, metallocenes (Fe2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+), and the ammonia-
borane complex. This method appears to be very useful for unraveling how physical effects
such as polarization and charge transfer modulate changes in molecular properties induced
by intermolecular interactions. As an example of the insight obtained, we find that a linear
hydrogen bond geometry for the water dimer is preferred even without the presence of po-
larization and charge transfer, while the red shift in the OH stretch frequency is primarily
a charge transfer effect; by contrast, a near-linear geometry for the water-chloride hydrogen
bond is achieved only when charge transfer is allowed. This work [119] has been published
in Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics.

Chapter 4

Charge-transfer (CT) is an important binding force in the formation of intermolecular
complexes, and there have been a variety of theoretical models proposed to quantify this
effect. These approaches, which typically rely on a definition of a “CT-free” state based on a
partition of the system, sometimes yield significantly different results for a given intermolec-
ular complex. Two widely used definitions of the “CT-free” state, the absolutely localized
molecular orbitals (ALMO) method (where only on-fragment orbital mixings are permitted)
and the constrained density functional theory (CDFT) approach (where fragment electron
populations are fixed), are carefully examined in this work. Natural bond orbital (NBO) and
the regularized symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) are also briefly considered.
Results for the ALMO and CDFT definitions of CT are compared on a broad range of model
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systems, including hydrogen-bonding systems, borane complexes, metal-carbonyl complexes,
and complexes formed by water and metal cations. For most of these systems, CDFT yields
a much smaller equilibrium CT energy compared to that given by the ALMO-based defi-
nition. This is mainly because the CDFT population constraint does not fully inhibit CT,
which means that the CDFT “CT-free” state is in fact CT-contaminated. Examples of this
contamination include (i) matching forward and backward donation (e.g. formic acid dimer),
and (ii) unidirectional CT without changing fragment populations. The magnitude of the
latter effect is quantified in systems such as the water dimer by employing a 3-space density
constraint in addition to the orbital constraint. Furthermore, by means of the adiabatic
EDA, it is shown that several observable effects of CT, such as the “pyramidalization” of
the planar BH3 molecule upon the complexation with Lewis bases, already appear on the
“CT-free” CDFT surface. These results reveal the essential distinctions between the ALMO
and CDFT definitions of CT, and suggest that the former is more consistent with accepted
understanding of the role of CT in intermolecular binding.

Chapter 5

AMOEBA is a molecular mechanics force field that addresses some of the shortcomings
of a fixed partial charge model, by including permanent atomic point multipoles through
quadrupoles, as well as many-body polarization through the use of point inducible dipoles.
In this work we investigate how well AMOEBA formulates its non-bonded interactions,
and how it implicitly incorporates quantum mechanical effects such as charge penetration
(CP) and charge transfer (CT), for water-water and water-ion interactions. We find that
AMOEBA’s total interaction energies as a function of distance and over angular scans for the
water dimer and for a range of water-monovalent cations agree well with an advanced density
functional theory (DFT) model, whereas the water-halides and water-divalent cations show
significant disagreement with the DFT result, especially in the compressed region when the
two fragments overlap. We use a second generation energy decomposition analysis (EDA)
scheme based on absolutely localized molecular orbitals (ALMOs) to show that in the best
cases AMOEBA relies on cancellation of errors by softening of the van der Waals (vdW)
wall to balance permanent electrostatics that are too unfavorable, thereby compensating for
the missing CP effect. CT, as another important stabilizing effect not explicitly accounted
for in AMOEBA, is also found to be incorporated by the softened vdW interaction. For the
water-halides and water-divalent cations, this compensatory approach is not as well executed
by AMOEBA over all distances and angles, wherein permanent electrostatics remains too
unfavorable and polarization is over-damped in the former while overestimated in the latter.
We conclude that the DFT-based EDA approach can help refine a next generation AMOEBA
model that either realizes a better cancellation of errors for problematic cases like those
illustrated here, or to guide the parameterization of explicit functional forms for short-range
contributions from CP and/or CT. This work [167] has been published in Journal of Chemical
Theory and Computation.
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Chapter 6

The importance of incorporating solvent polarization effects into the modeling of solva-
tion processes has been well-recognized, and therefore a new generation of hybrid quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approaches that accounts for this effect is de-
sirable. We present a fully self-consistent, mutually polarizable QM/MM scheme using the
AMOEBA force field, in which the total energy of the system is variationally minimized with
respect to both the QM electronic density and the MM induced dipoles. This QM/AMOEBA
model is implemented through the Q-Chem/LibEFP code interface and then applied to the
evaluation of solute-solvent interaction energies for various systems ranging from the water
dimer to neutral and ionic solutes (NH3, NH+

4 , CN−) surrounded by increasing numbers of
water molecules (up to 100). In order to analyze the resulting interaction energies, we also
utilize an energy decomposition analysis (EDA) scheme which identifies contributions from
permanent electrostatics, polarization and van der Waals (vdW) interaction for the interac-
tion between the QM solute and the solvent molecules described by AMOEBA. This facil-
itates a component-wise comparison against full QM calculations where the corresponding
energy components are obtained via a modified version of the absolutely localized molecular
orbitals (ALMO)-EDA. The results show that the present QM/AMOEBA model can yield
reasonable solute-solvent interaction energies for neutral and cationic species, while further
scrutiny reveals that this accuracy highly relies on the delicate balance between insufficiently
favorable permanent electrostatics and softened vdW interaction. For anionic solutes where
the charge penetration effect becomes more pronounced, the QM/MM interface turns out
to be unbalanced. These results are consistent with and further elucidate our findings in a
previous study using a slightly different QM/AMOEBA model (Ref. 168). The implications
of these results for further refinement of this model are also discussed. This work [169] has
been published in Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation.
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Chapter 2

Development of the MAB-SCF
Scheme

2.1 Introduction

Kohn-Sham density functional theory [5, 14, 170] (KS-DFT) has become the most
widespread electronic-structure method because of its reasonable balance between accuracy
and computational cost. Functionals using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
[36, 171] are usually regarded as the simplest that can give acceptable accuracy for chem-
istry. To overcome the plague of self-interaction error, new variables have been introduced,
leading to meta-GGA [40, 172, 173], global hybrid (GH) [42], and range-separated hybrid
(RSH) [45, 46]functionals. At the same time, a variety of models have been developed to
account for van der Waals (vdW) interactions within DFT [27, 28], including the empirical
DFT-D methods [38, 56, 57] and nonlocal correlation (NLC) functionals (e.g. vdw-DF-10
[69], VV10 [71]). Most recently, two combinatorially designed functionals were developed:
ωB97X-V[72] (RSH+VV10) and B97M-V [73](meta-GGA+VV10), which demonstrated im-
pressive accuracy on both thermochemistry (TC) and non-covalent interactions (NC), with
an accessible complete basis set (CBS) limit, and low grid sensitivity.

With finite atomic orbital (AO) basis sets [127], one prerequisite for attaining such accu-
racy is to approach the CBS limit. This issue has been carefully investigated [174–177], but is
often neglected in practical applications, as exemplified by the prevalence of the “B3LYP/6-
31G(d)” model chemistry. A basis set of at least triple-ζ and preferably quadruple-ζ quality
is often required by hybrid functionals (e.g. B3LYP[34, 35, 42]) to obtain adequately con-
verged thermochemistry results. Even for the semi-local B97M-V functional, the acceptable
alternatives to aug-cc-pVQZ [178, 179] (which almost represents the CBS limit) are still of
least triple-ζ quality. Turning to the evaluation of NCs, a similar study on the A24 [180]
and S66 [181, 182] complexes indicates that augmented triple-ζ basis sets (e.g. aug-cc-pVTZ,
def2-TZVPD [183]) are in general required by B97M-V to properly converge the binding en-
ergies. Their double-ζ counterparts (e.g. aug-cc-pVDZ, def2-SVPD) should only be carefully
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Figure 2.1: Basis set dependence of the root-mean-square (RMS) errors for G2 atomization en-
ergies against the reference values from Ref. 186. Data for five functionals are collected: B97-D
(GGA), B97M-V (meta-GGA), B3LYP (GH), M06-2X (GH) [44], and ωB97X-V (RSH). Dunning’s
augmented correlation-consistent basis sets (D, T, Q) are used to systematically approach the CBS
limit.

used with counterpoise (CP) corrections [184]. For ωB97X-V, the requirement on basis set
qualities might be even higher due to the slower basis set convergence of functionals that
contain exact exchange.

Figure 2.1 demonstrates the basis set convergence of several modern density functionals
in terms of their RMSDs for the G2 set [185](atomization energies of 148 neutral molecules,
whose reference values are taken from Ref. 186). Apart from B97M-V, using aQZ instead
of aTZ for the other four functionals reduces their RMSDs by 0.8–1.4 kcal/mol, including
the semi-local B97-D [38] functional (GGA). Using aDZ yields very poor accuracy (usually
over 10 kcal/mol RMSDs) for all these functionals, which defeats the purpose of using state-
of-the-art density functionals. One way to tackle this problem is by directly training a
functional in a small basis, such as the EDF1 functional [187], which was parameterized at
the 6-31+G(d) level. By relying on cancellation between functional error and basis set error,
the transferability of these methods are often limited, and further empirical corrections seem
necessary to achieve adequate accuracy for relative energies [90].

Each self-consistent field (SCF) cycle of a KS-DFT calculation involves two computa-
tionally demanding steps: (1) Fock matrix construction with a given density, and (2) Fock
matrix diagonalization to update the density. For fixed system size, the computational cost
of the Fock build scales as O(n4) with respect to the basis size (n) when conventional AO
algorithms are used, and the cost of the diagonalization step scales as O(n3). This steep
cost increase inhibits large basis sets (e.g. those of quadruple-ζ size) from being routinely
employed in DFT calculations. It should be noted that the scaling of cost vs. basis size
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is largely independent of the development of linear scaling (with system size) Fock matrix
build algorithms [188–195] and many diagonalization replacements [196, 197]. Moreover,
near-complete basis sets are not favored by linear-scaling algorithms, especially when diffuse
functions are included, since matrix element sparsity is diminished and the overlap matrix
starts to be ill-conditioned (note that optimization of Gaussian basis sets up to triple-ζ qual-
ity with much reduced condition numbers while maintaining condensed phase accuracy has
been reported [198]), which in turn destroys the sparsity of the density matrix [199, 200].

One successful strategy to make large basis KS-DFT calculations more tractable is to
compute the full Coulomb (J) and exchange (K) matrices more efficiently by approximating
two-electron repulsion integrals (ERIs) with the aid of auxiliary basis functions or grid points.
The resolution-of-the-identity (RI) method [201–203] expands the product of AO function
pairs with a preoptimized auxiliary basis. RI algorithms do not improve the system-size
scaling unless local fit regions are applied [204, 205], but they reduce the basis set size
scaling from O(n4) to O(n3). Therefore, state-of-the-art RI algorithms (e.g. MARI-J [206],
PARI-K [207], occ-RI-K [208]) can speed up Fock matrix constructions in large basis sets
significantly for small- to medium-sized systems, while retaining numerical accuracy. The
diagonalization step is unaffected.

A second successful approach to accelerating large basis calculations is to perform the
iterative SCF procedures in a primary (small) basis and then approximate the secondary
(target) basis results by utilizing perturbation theory. This idea was introduced for post-
SCF methods (e.g. MP2) [209, 210], and was then developed for SCF methods, including the
dual-basis SCF (DB-SCF) method developed by Head-Gordon and co-workers[211–215], and
the “Hartree-Fock/Density Functional Perturbation Corrections” (HFPC/DFPC) scheme
proposed by Deng and Gill[216–218]. With a careful choice of primary/secondary basis set
pairing, these methods can provide satisfactory accuracy for both TC [211, 217, 218] and
NC [215] with significantly reduced computational costs (roughly 10 times faster), although
system-size scaling remains unchanged. One limitation is the need to develop and validate
the basis set pairings [215], which determines accuracy and speedup. Furthermore, as the
secondary basis approaches the CBS limit, the size of the primary basis needed to achieve
a given accuracy also increases: for instance the optimized primary basis for cc-pVQZ is
roughly of cc-pVTZ size [212].

A related approach is the use of small adaptive basis sets. The idea of encoding chemical
environment information into atomic/quasiatomic basis functions to understand chemical
bonding dates back to early tools [219–224], as well as some more contemporary methods
[225–230]. Apart from interpretive purposes, the merits of utilizing small adaptive bases in
KS-DFT calculations have been recognized with the development of fast (especially linear-
scaling) SCF algorithms, leading to renewed interest in the concept of “polarized atomic
orbitals” (PAOs), first put forward by Adams in the 1960s [231, 232]. These adaptive sets
usually have very tiny (often minimal) spans, which leads to vastly fewer variational degrees
of freedom. In addition, an adaptive basis constructed with spatial confinement contributes
to a well-conditioned overlap matrix, which is a property favored by O(N) scaling methods.

The Adams PAO scheme treats atoms in a molecule as fragments and solves projected
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equations self-consistently on each of them, which is similar, in spirit, to projected SCF
methods using fragment-localized, non-orthogonal molecular orbitals (MOs) to evaluate in-
termolecular interactions (SCF-MI) [116, 233, 234]. In practice this scheme only works for
weakly interacting atoms (e.g. rare-gas clusters) or ionic compounds (e.g. LiH, NaCl) [235].
Later, the PAO approach was recast to form a minimal atom-centered adaptive basis as an
atom-blocked contraction of the secondary basis functions on each atom [236]. The molecular
energy is minimized simultaneously with respect to the atom-blocked contraction coefficients
and the density matrix in the adaptive basis [236]. The PAO-SCF energy can be improved
using perturbation theory [237], similar to the dual basis approaches discussed above. The
minimal rank of the PAO basis and its atomic locality makes it promising for linear-scaling
algorithms [200], but the “double” optimization problem is challenging and often causes
convergence problems.

Significant progress on tractable adaptive basis schemes for KS-DFT has been made
in the condensed matter physics community. Similar to the aforementioned PAO approach,
Ozaki and Kino [238, 239] and others [240, 241] used numerical solutions to the atomic Kohn-
Sham equations as the secondary basis, and a scheme resembling geometry optimization to
obtain the adaptive basis. The CONQUEST program [242] forms local “support functions”
(an adaptive basis) from either functions akin to plane waves [243] or pseudo-atomic orbitals
[244]. The ONETEP package [245, 246] forms non-orthogonal generalized Wannier functions
(NGWFs) [247] as the environment-adapted basis, which is a linear combination of periodic
sinc functions confined in an atom-centered sphere of fixed radius. The NGWFs are efficiently
optimized via a preconditioned conjugate-gradient algorithm [248].

Recently, adaptive basis schemes that do not require the global Hamiltonian or density
matrix have been presented. The localized filter diagonalization (LFD) method builds an
adaptive basis on-the-fly by contracting the atomic Gaussian functions within a local region,
with contraction coefficients determined by diagonalizing a block of the Hamiltonian matrix
corresponding to that region [249, 250]. This algorithm has also been used to construct
multisite local support functions [251], and the general philosophy has been extended by Lin
et al. [252], including another model with more rigorous optimization [253]. While clearly
promising, to our knowledge, the accuracy and performance of these methods on chemical
systems have not been systematically assessed yet.

In the present work, we propose an inexpensive version of the PAO method (Sec. 2.2).
Instead of energy-optimizing the adaptive basis and density simultaneously, an inexpensive
converged SCF solution (density matrix) computed in a projected reference basis (PRB) is
utilized as a reference (Sec. 2.2.1). Based on this reference, an atom-centered minimal adap-
tive basis (MAB) is found by minimizing a judiciously chosen surrogate function (Sec. 2.2.2),
which only involves computationally inexpensive steps. The converged MAB is then used as
the basis set for another SCF calculation, which requires small computational effort as well
while providing comparable accuracy to PAO-SCF. Perturbation corrections (PC) can be
applied to the MAB-SCF energy for obtaining the desired accuracy (Sec. 2.2.5). The overall
MAB-SCF (PC) procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Details about the pilot implemen-
tation of this scheme and proof-of-concept calculations are summarized in Sec. 2.3. As an
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the overall MAB-SCF (PC) procedure, which includes four steps in total.

approximate SCF method, its accuracy is assessed on a broad range of TC and NC datasets
that is presented in Sec. 2.4 and 2.5.

2.2 Theory

The notation used throughout this paper is as follows: |ω〉: generic atomic basis functions;
|ψ〉: generic molecular orbitals; capital Roman indices X, Y ,...: atomic centers; lowercase
Greek letters µ, ν, λ,...: secondary (large) AO basis indices; α, β, γ,...: primary (PRB or
MAB) AO basis indices; lowercase Romans i, j, k,...: occupied MO indices; a, b, c,...: virtual
MO indices; p, q, r,...: generic MO indices. For introducing the MAB optimization scheme,
i, j,... are also employed to denote the vectors retained in the MAB subspace, a, b,... for
the vectors in MAB’s complementary subspace, and p, q,... for the generic ones, which is
analogous to the partitioning of MO space in SCF. The different basis sets that are involved
in this work and the relationships between them are summarized in Table 2.1.

Unless otherwise specified, matrices in the secondary AO basis are denoted by bold Ro-
man letters (e.g. F, P), while those in the primary basis are by bold calligraphic Roman
letters (e.g. F , P). To concisely show the character of quantities within a nonorthogonal
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Table 2.1: Summary of different level of atomic basis sets involved in the procedure of MAB-SCF.

Name Expression Definition (Origin)

Standard Basis

Reference Basis |ωAα̃〉 Standard double-ζ basis sets
(RB) (e.g. 6-31+G(d))

Secondary Basis |ωAµ〉 Standard basis sets that are close
(the target) to the CBS limit (e.g. aQZ)

Primary Basis

Projected Reference |ωAα〉 = |ωAµ〉 (Bref )AµAα On-atom projection of RB
Basis (PRB) (Eq. 2.1) into the secondary basis

Minimal Adaptive |ωAi〉 = |ωAµ〉BAµ
Ai, Energetically optimized contraction of

Basis (MAB) B = argminE(B) * secondary basis functions on each atom
* E(B) is the surrogate energetic objective function used for MAB optimization (defined by Eq. 2.10)

basis, tensorial notation will be used in the derivation, i.e., covariant (subscript) and con-
travariant (superscript) indices are distinguished, following Ref. 254 and the appendix of
Ref. 236. For instance, a matrix element denoted by BXµ

Xα indicates that matrix B has rows
corresponding to contravariant secondary basis functions and columns corresponding to co-
variant primary basis functions, and these basis functions belong to the same atomic center
X. Einstein summation convention is applied for contractions between contravariant and
covariant indices, except for summations over different atomic centers, which will be written
out explicitly.

2.2.1 SCF in the projected reference basis (PRB)

The search for the MAB described in Sec. 2.2.2 requires an inexpensively calculated
reference density matrix in the secondary (target) basis. A converged SCF solution in a
small PRB serves this purpose. The PRB is constructed by projecting the reference basis
functions, {|ωAα̃〉}, into the space spanned by the secondary basis on each atom[214]:

|ωAα〉 = |ωAµ〉
(
S−1
A

)AµAν
(S12)

AνAα

= |ωAµ〉 (Bref )
Aµ

Aα. (2.1)

Here, (S12)
AνAα

= 〈ωAν|ωAα̃〉 is the overlap between the (unprojected) reference basis and
the secondary basis functions, while SA is the overlap metric of secondary basis functions
on atom A. Throughout this paper, B is used to denote atom-blocked matrices containing
contraction coefficients of the secondary basis functions on each atomic site, which defines a
primary basis.

Since the reference basis is small (to be specified later) while the secondary basis is close
to the CBS limit, the block in Bref will be very sparse since the contraction coefficients
for the high angular momentum components of the secondary basis all vanish during the
projection procedure. At this stage, an SCF calculation is performed in the PRB, by solving
the following generalized eigenvalue equation:

FC = SCε, (2.2)
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F and S have the dimension of the PRB, and they can be transformed from their counter-
parts in the secondary basis using the Bref matrix:

F = BT
refFBref , S = BT

refSBref (2.3)

In reverse, the PRB density matrix, P , can be projected into the secondary basis via the
following transformation:

Pref = BrefPBT
ref (2.4)

Since the PRB is an exact subset of the secondary basis, no information in P is lost upon
projection into the latter (Eq. 2.4), i.e., Pref and P contain the same information about the
chemical environment (this is not true if P is optimized in the reference basis directly without
doing the projection). We call this special property of Pref “PRB-representability”. The
final PRB density matrix P therefore becomes the reference used in the search for the MAB.

2.2.2 Finding the minimal adaptive basis (MAB)

Sec. 2.2.1 employs a basis defined by a fixed atom-blocked transformation (the PRB)
and converges a density matrix in it. With the fixed Pref in hand, our goal now is to
optimize an energy-like function with respect to a variable B matrix that defines the MAB.
(Note: in the following discussion B exclusively denotes the MAB coefficients.) Since a single
diagonalization minimizes Tr[PF] for a chosen number of electrons [212] when F is given,
we shall, by analogy, minimize Tr[P̃F], where P̃ is a “MAB-representable” density matrix
in the secondary basis:

P̃ = BDBT . (2.5)

D is a density matrix in the MAB that derives from the fixed Pref .
However, the MAB has smaller rank than the PRB, and the spaces spanned by them are

rather different, so Pref will not be exactly representable by the MAB. There exist many
possible ways to construct P̃. We choose to project Pref into the space spanned by the MAB
first, which gives D, then transform it back into the secondary basis:

D = (σ−1)BTSPrefSB(σ−1), (2.6)

P̃ = B(σ−1)BTSPrefSB(σ−1)BT , (2.7)

where σ refers to the overlap metric of the MAB

σ = BTSB. (2.8)

Recognizing that the projector into the MAB space is

R = B(σ−1)BT , (2.9)

our surrogate energetic objective function becomes:

E = Tr [RSPrefSRF] . (2.10)
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For brevity, in the following derivation we use P instead of Pref for the fixed reference density
matrix.

We note that the MAB-representable density matrix P̃ usually does not contain exactly
the right electron count. While the exact Nelec is given by Tr[PS], utilizing the idempotency
of R (based on Eq. 2.8 and 2.9, it is straightforward to derive RSR = R), we have

Tr[P̃S] = Tr[RSPSRS]

= Tr[RSPS] 6= Tr[PS], (2.11)

The inequality arises because the reference density matrix P is usually not MAB-
representable.

Gradient-based optimization can locate the optimal B as the minimizer of Eq. (2.10).
The initial guess for the MAB (and its orthogonal complement in the span of the secondary
basis functions on each atomic site, which is denoted by V), is obtained by diagonalizing
atomic blocks of the reference density matrix, appropriately transformed [223] as P′A =
XT

ASAPASAXA, where SA is the overlap matrix of the secondary basis functions on A, and
XA is the canonical orthogonalizer for them. With UA representing the eigenvectors of P′A,
the initial B and V are set to:

(Binit

A )AµAi = (XA)AµAp(UA)ApAi (2.12a)

(V init

A )AµAa = (XA)AµAp(UA)ApAa, (2.12b)

where (UA)ApAi denotes the eigenvectors corresponding to the mA largest eigenvalues of P′A
(mA is the rank of minimal basis for atom A), and (UA)ApAa denotes the remaining eigenvectors.
This gives the initial partitioning of the Hilbert space that can be represented symbolically
as

IA = XA = BA ⊕VA,

I =

NA⊕
A=1

IA. (2.13)

Since the MAB functions (and the complementary ones) are constructed by on-site con-
tractions of the secondary basis, the variables that parameterize the MAB are intra-atomic
orbital rotations. Akin to Ref. 200, a single on-block unitary transform is parameterized
by the exponential of an antisymmetric matrix [13], which ensures that the updated atomic
orbitals stay on the same manifold:

[B(θ)]Xµ
Xi

= CXµ

Xr exp (θXrXi) , (2.14)

where CXµ
Xr denotes the union of the MAB and the complementary functions on atom X.

To enforce antisymmetry of θ, it is further parameterized by ∆ which contains all the
independent variables:

θXrXi =
[
∆XrXs − (∆†)XrXs

]
σXsXi

= [∆XrXs −∆XsXr]σXsXi. (2.15)
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The desired gradient, evaluated at ∆ = 0 is

∂E

∂∆ZpZq
=
∑
X,Y

∂E

∂RXµY ν

∂RXµY ν

∂∆ZpZq

=
∑
X,Y

(SPSRF + FRSPS)Y νXµ
∂RXµY ν

∂∆ZpZq
. (2.16)

E is invariant with respect to orbital rotations within the MAB space (p = i, q = j), or
within the space of complementary excluded vectors (p = a, q = b), as these rotations leave
R unchanged. Therefore, the non-zero gradient comes only from variations of ∆ZiZa. Using
the identities

∂BXµ
Xj

∂∆ZiZa
= −V Xµ

Xaδ
X

ZσXiXj (2.17)

and
∂(σ−1)

∂∆
= −(σ−1)

∂σ

∂∆
(σ−1), (2.18)

the desired gradient expression is given by

∂E

∂∆ZiZa
= −2σZiZj

[
(σ−1)BTG(I −RS)

]Zj
Zµ
V Zµ

Za, (2.19)

where, for brevity, G = ∂E/∂R as defined in Eq. 2.16. More details about the derivation of
Eq. (2.19) is provided in Appendix A.1.1.

Once the gradient at the current position is computed, the optimization algorithm will
generate a new step (∆) based on it (and the previous gradients and steps). The equations
for the exponential transformation were derived in Ref. 13. The update for the MAB can be
represented as

B(n) = B(n−1)

(
U cosp1/2UT

−∆†Up1/2 sinp1/2UT

)
. (2.20)

U and p stand for eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix quantity ∆∆†, respectively,
and note that the unitary transformations are atom-blocked operations. When the iterative
optimization converges, B represents a minimal basis energetically adapted to the chemical
environment described by the reference density matrix (from PRB-SCF). Figure 2.3 illus-
trates the MAB optimization procedure. Finally, we note that for unrestricted cases, the
MABs for α and β electrons are optimized separately (they are completely decoupled), using
the same objective function form.

With the MAB defined, a converged SCF solution can be obtained in this basis. The
SCF energy in the fixed MAB will be an approximation to the energy evaluated by PAO-
SCF, which directly minimizes the SCF energy with respect to the generators of the MAB
as well as the variables defining the density matrix. These two approaches will be compared
in Sec. 2.4.
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L-BFGS optimization 
 unoptimized   MAB 

L-BFGS optimization 
 unoptimized   MAB 

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the MAB optimization procedure. Atom centers X and Y correspond to
two distinct diagonal blocks of the B matrix. Xi, Yi represent the MAB functions on these sites,
and Xa, Ya represent the excluded basis functions.

2.2.3 Modified definition of the minimal adaptive basis

The size of a minimal basis only depends on the principal quantum number of the atom’s
valence shell, since a complete set of angular momentum functions are needed to fulfill the
requirement of spatial isotropy. This definition usually works very well, but there are two
types of exceptions. First, in some cases, the standard rank of the minimal basis includes
redundant functions. For example, the minimal basis of lithium (n = 2) consists of 5
functions, although only two of them are required to describe its 1s22s1 configuration. The
same applies to many other electron-deficient species like cations and radicals. The presence
of redundant functions causes difficulties in converging the MAB optimization procedure.
Second, in some cases, the standard rank of the minimal basis is too small to accurately
describe the bonding. Examples include some hypervalent molecules (e.g. SO3, ClF3, etc),
and, occasionally, molecular anions. In such cases, the standard rank of the MAB will lead
to larger errors in the resulting molecular energies, which can be greatly reduced if a certain
number of additional MAB functions are judiciously added to the appropriate atomic centers.

In both cases, we can adjust the rank of the MAB appropriately based on information that
is already available from the initial PRB-SCF calculation. The resulting procedure, shown
in Algorithm 1, can either truncate or augment the MAB dimension on each atom. The
number of significant eigenvalues (NSig) for each atom is set to the number of eigenvalues
of P′A that are above a first threshold (thresh1, whose default value is 0.01). The MAB
dimension will be reduced to NSig if that is smaller than a minimal basis (Nmin). On the
other hand, when Nmin < NSig, the algorithm expands the MAB dimension by the number
of eigenvalues beyond Nmin that satisfy EA(i)/EA(Nmin) > thresh2 (thresh2 has a default
value of 0.02, i.e., eigenvalues that are larger than EA(Nmin)/50 will be included), which will
allow a lower optimized MAB-SCF energy. The default values of these two thresholds are
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm that flexibly adjusts (truncates or expands) the size of the
MAB for special systems, based on quantities already computed when generating the
initial guess for the MAB optimization.

for atom A = 1, NA do
Compute P′A = XT

ASAPASAXA

Diagonalize P′A, get its eigenvalues EA
i = 1, NSig = 0
while EA(i) ≥ thresh1 do

i = i+ 1, NSig = NSig + 1

mA = NA
min

if NSig < NA
min then

mA = NSig (truncated)
else

i = NA
min + 1

if EA(NA
min) > 0.25 then

thresh2 /= 2
(considering large absolute values)

while EA(i)/EA(NA
min) ≥ thresh2 do

mA = mA + 1 (augmented)
i = i+ 1
if i > dim(EA) then

break

mA becomes the rank of MAB on atom A

empirically determined based on the performance on the hypervalent molecules in the G2
set (see Sec. 2.4).

2.2.4 Modified MAB objective function

The objective function given by Eq. (2.10) can be rewritten as follows:

E = Tr
[
RSCoC

T
o SRF

]
= Tr

[
CT
o SRFRSCo

]
= Tr[C̃T

o FC̃o], (2.21)

where C̃o = RSCo represents the PRB-optimized occupied MOs after being projected into
the MAB space. For stable species, the energies of occupied MOs should all be negative,
and thus minimizing E corresponds to retaining as many of the bound electrons as possible.
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A disaster occurs in the MAB optimization if an occupied MO has a positive energy,
because minimization will result in loss of those electrons. With inexact functionals, this
occasionally happens for anions. For example, the energy of the three 2p orbitals in F−

is 0.001 Eh with the B3LYP functional (hybrid), and 0.056 Eh with B97-D (pure). With
these functionals, the resulting value of Tr[RSPS] (number of electrons captured by P̃) is
close to 2 when the MAB is optimized, which indicates that the six 2p electrons are missing!
This is completely unphysical, and causes the SCF energy computed with the MAB to be
qualitatively incorrect.

Such difficulties can be avoided by modifying the eigenvalue structure of F to ensure
that all occupied levels are negative. This can be done by applying a uniform shift to all the
eigenvalues:

F′ = F− λS (2.22)

using CTSC = I. The shift, λ, is set to be:

λ = ε(HOMO) + α [ε(LUMO)− ε(HOMO)] , (2.23)

where 0 < α ≤ 1 so that the zero energy lies between the HOMO and LUMO calculated
by PRB-SCF (note: such a shift is applied only when ε(HOMO) is detected to be positive).
The “mixing” parameter α = 0.75 is empirically selected based on the performance of our
method on small (monoatomic and diatomic) anions (see Appendix A.2.1 for more details).
Replacing F with F′ in Eq. (2.10) gives a modified objective function for the MAB:

E = Tr [RSPSR(F− λS)]

= Tr[RSPSRF]− λTr[RSPS]. (2.24)

When λ > 0, the new term resembles a penalty for losing electrons, which can be made
explicit by adding an additional constant, λNelec, to the RHS:

E = Tr[RSPSRF] + λ (Nelec − Tr[RSPS]) . (2.25)

2.2.5 Perturbation correction schemes

Based on the data presented in Ref. 236 and 237, a significant difference exists between
PAO-SCF and exact SCF results. To reduce this gap, computationally inexpensive correction
schemes based on perturbation theory are useful. Analogous to the dual-basis methods, the
converged MAB-SCF solution serves as the primary basis reference, and the contribution of
non-Brillouin singles to the second-order perturbative (PT2) energy correction is given by
[211]

δE = Tr
[
F(1)

OV T(1)

V O

]
. (2.26)

Here F denotes the Fock matrix built upon the MAB-SCF density projected into the sec-
ondary basis: F = F(P̃). The first-order T -amplitude satisfies the following linear equation:

F(1)

V O + F(0)

V V T(1)

V O −T(1)

V OF(0)

OO = 0(1)

V O. (2.27)
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In the pseudo-canonicalized MO basis (obtained by diagonalizing FOO and FV V separately,
see Appendix A.1.3), Eq. (2.27) reduces to a simpler form:

T (1)

ai = −F (1)

ai /
(
ε(0)a − ε(0)i

)
. (2.28)

Correspondingly, the perturbative energy lowering becomes

δE = −
∑
ia

|F (1)

ai |2/
(
ε(0)a − ε(0)i

)
, (2.29)

which can be interpreted as an energy-weighted steepest descent (or an approximate Newton)
step [211, 237]. Alternatively, other corrections that involve a full diagonalization of the
Fock matrix can be applied, such as the aforementioned DB-SCF (only slightly different
from PT2) and DFPC methods. The latter performs a single update of the density matrix
in the secondary basis (by diagonalizing F), and then recomputes the full SCF energy based
upon that density matrix (the result will thus be variational).

2.3 Computational Details

A pilot implementation of this new SCF scheme is accomplished in a development ver-
sion of the Q-Chem 4.3 package [255]. A preconditioned limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS)
algorithm [256, 257] is implemented for solving the MAB optimization problem efficiently.
The inverted on-diagonal blocks of the Hessian matrix for the objective function (second
derivatives with regard to orbital rotations on the same atomic site) are employed as the
preconditioner of the L-BFGS algorithm. In most scenarios, this preconditioning strat-
egy leads to convergence of the MAB optimization in a reasonable number of iterations
(101 ∼ 102), with only moderate additional cost to evaluate the preconditioner. More details
about the preconditioned L-BFGS algorithm and the evaluation of the on-diagonal blocks of
the Hessian are provided in Appendix A.1.2.

In the current implementation, all the density matrix updates are computed by diagonal-
izing F (Fock matrix in the dimension of PRB or MAB), and the only diagonalization in the
secondary basis dimension (Nv ×Nv to be exact) is required by the perturbation correction.
However, to obtain F (for the time being) still requires contracting the ERI tensor with a
PRB- or MAB-representable density matrix in the secondary basis (using restricted KS Fock
matrix as an example):

Fµν = hµν + 2 (µν|λσ) P̃ λσ − κ (µσ|λν) P̃ λσ + (Vxc)µν , (2.30)

where κ is the proportion of exact exchange in the employed functional. Then F is trans-
formed back into the primary basis through Eq. 2.3. This choice is actually less efficient,
because quantities in the primary basis, like Pαβ, Cαi, can be directly utilized to construct
F , which will significantly reduce the dimension of the contraction. Therefore, with our
preliminary implementation, we will focus on validating the accuracy of MAB-SCF (PC) in
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this work, and the potential efficient implementation of this method will be briefly discussed
in Sec. 2.6.

All the results for TC and NC datasets are generated with the KS-DFT routines in Q-
Chem 4.3 as well. A (75, 302) grid (75 radial shells with 302 Lebedev points in each) is used
for all employed exchange-correlation (XC) functionals, and the SG-1 grid [258] is used for
the VV10 [71] NLC functional. Unless otherwise noted, 6-31+G(d) is used as the reference
basis in PRB-SCF. Smaller reference bases could alternatively be employed, at the cost of
diminished accuracy (see the results provided in Appendix A.2.2). The optimization of the
MAB converges to 10−6 a.u., while all the SCF calculations converge to 10−8 a.u. (RMS of
the gradient). To determine the appropriate dimension of the MAB, the default values of
thresh1 and thresh2 adopted by Algorithm 1 are set to 0.01 and 0.02, respectively. We note
that in this work, the “adding vector” strategy is by default turned off and only utilized for
specified hypervalent molecules.

2.4 Preliminary Tests on G2 Thermochemistry

2.4.1 Comparison with PAO-SCF

We start investigating the accuracy of our method by performing a series of preliminary
tests on the G2 thermochemistry set [185]. To test the quality of the optimized MAB,
the performance of MAB-SCF on the G2 set is compared to PAO-SCF, since the latter
gives the limiting behavior of an atom-centered minimal basis. For the reasons discussed
in Sec. 2.2.3, the minimal basis models (including MAB and PAO) are not sufficient for
describing hypervalent molecules. Thus, we designate molecules containing Al, Si, P, S, Cl
centers that are coordinated by highly electronegative atoms (e.g. O, F, Cl) as hypervalent,
including SO, ClO, SO2, AlF3, AlCl3, SiF4, SiCl4, PF3, ClF3, and (CH3)2SO, and exclude
them from the test set preliminarily.

The results for this “pruned” G2 set (138 molecules) computed with three functionals
are collected in Table 2.2 (aQZ is the target secondary basis). To make it a fair comparison,
molecules that fail to converge their PAOs (listed in the table footnotes) are also excluded
when reporting the statistical errors. At the SCF level (i.e. without PT2 correction), PAO-
SCF and MAB-SCF show similar accuracy with respect to the exact SCF results for all
three tested functionals. Surprisingly, the MAB-SCF results are slightly better as a result
of error cancellation (PAO-SCF is exact for atomic energies). Applying the PT2 correction
significantly reduces the errors of both schemes. For the two pure functionals (B97-D and
B97M-V), the RMSDs of MAB+PT2 are smaller than 0.1 kcal/mol (∼ 0.05 kcal/mol), and
they are close to those of PAO+PT2. For B3LYP, the RMSDs of both schemes noticeably
increase, which suggests diminished effectiveness of PT2 when hybrid functionals are used.
Nevertheless, we notice that the performance of MAB+PT2 is rather similar to that of
PAO+PT2.

To better compute the energies of the hypervalent molecules, we increase the dimensions
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Table 2.2: Summary of the errors of PAO-SCF and MAB-SCF (without and with PT2 correction)
for the “pruned” G2 set against the conventional SCF results. aQZ is employed as the secondary
(target) basis. Maximum errors (MAX), root-mean-square deviations (RMSD), and mean-signed
errors (MSE) are reported in kcal/mol. Molecules where PAO failed to converge (listed in the
footnotes) are excluded for both PAO-SCF and MAB-SCF when evaluating the statistical errors.

B97-Da B97M-Vb B3LYPc

SCF energies
MAB PAO MAB PAO MAB PAO

MAX 25.11 25.48 26.70 26.96 24.39 24.85
RMSD 7.07 7.27 8.06 8.07 7.05 7.18
MSE 5.59 5.72 6.54 6.49 5.62 5.66

With PT2 correction
MAB PAO MAB PAO MAB PAO

MAX -0.26 -0.14 -0.14 -0.08 0.84 0.91
RMSD 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.18 0.20
MSE -0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.14 0.15

a Convergence failures: ·CCH
b Convergence failures: SO2, ClF3, ·SH
c Convergence failures: NaCl

of their MAB based on Algorithm 1. The modified MAB+PT2 results are compared with
those using the standard minimal basis dimensions in Table 2.3. For a majority of these
molecules (ClO, SiF4, SiCl4, PF3, (CH3)2SO, and presumably SO2 and ClF3), the errors are
reduced by over 10 times by using the “adding vector” strategy. The degree of inadequacy of
the conventional minimal basis dimension is perhaps a measure of molecular hypervalency.
Indeed, species like SiF4, PF3 do not formally violate the “octet” rule, which indicates that
molecular hypervalency may exist beyond its usual definition. On the other hand, AlCl3
and AlF3 do not seem to be typical hypervalent species, because use of standard minimal
basis dimensions does not result in errors as large as those for the other molecules listed in
Table 2.3.

Combining these specially treated hypervalent molecules with the other 138 molecules
computed with the standard MAB model, the overall RMSD of MAB+PT2 against conven-
tional SCF results for the G2 set is 0.033 kcal/mol. This result is only minimally different
from the RMSD for the “pruned” G2 set (with B97M-V), by contrast with the poor results
for standard MAB+PT2 and PAO+PT2 when hypervalent molecules are included. There-
fore in the later G2 tests, unless otherwise specified, statistical errors evaluated including all
the molecules will be reported with the hypervalent ones separately treated via Algorithm 1.

Table 2.4 shows how the dimensions of the MAB are increased on the central atoms of the
hypervalent molecules after applying Algorithm 1. According to the rightmost column, the
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Table 2.3: Errors (in kcal/mol) for the atomization energies of the hypervalent molecules in the G2
set computed with B97M-V. aQZ is used as the secondary basis. Results of unmodified MAB+PT2,
MAB+PT2 with the “adding vector” strategy, and PAO+PT2 are compared against exact SCF
results. The corresponding statistical errors for the full G2 set (including these molecules) are also
reported.

MAB+PT2 MAB+PT2
PAO+PT2

(normal) (add vec)

SO 0.049 0.022 0.085
ClO -0.182 0.010 -0.120
SO2 -0.990 0.001 N/A
AlF3 -0.030 0.002 0.002
AlCl3 0.050 -0.016 -0.017
SiF4 -0.214 -0.007 -0.268
SiCl4 -0.445 -0.009 -0.544
PF3 -0.720 0.009 -0.544
ClF3 -1.857 -0.020 N/A
SO(CH3)2 -1.173 -0.026 -1.061

G2 statistics (all molecules)
MAX -1.857 -0.141 -1.061
RMSD 0.238 0.033 0.114
MSE -0.058 -0.017 -0.024

modified MAB function counts are usually close to those of a minimal basis plus one set of d
(polarization) functions. Although AlF3 and AlCl3 do not show strong hypervalent character
according to Table 2.3, the Al atom nonetheless gains additional MAB basis functions.

In general, the MAB optimization problem is considerably easier to converge than the
aforementioned “double” PAO-SCF optimization. In contrast to PAO-SCF that encounters
several convergence problems (mentioned in Table 2.2), no MAB convergence failure is de-
tected for the entire G2 set with all three tested functionals. Furthermore, in contrast to
PAO-SCF, the MAB optimization is decoupled from density matrix optimization, and thus
MAB iteration counts will not directly affect the required number of SCF cycles. This is
extremely important because of the much more significant cost per iteration for the latter.
Table 2.5 lists molecules in the G2 set that require over 100 iterations to converge their
PAOs (using B97M-V/aQZ). Apart from several convergence failures, the PAO-SCF scheme
requires an enormous number of Fock matrix constructions for some molecules, such as NaCl.
The MAB scheme, on the other hand, attains the optimized adaptive basis in fewer itera-
tions for most of these molecules. Even in cases like COS and C2H4O (oxirane) where the
iteration counts for optimizing the adaptive basis are similar, MAB-SCF is still far more
efficient because many fewer Fock builds are required. Therefore, MAB-SCF appears to be
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Table 2.4: Modifications of the MAB dimensions on the central atoms of the hypervalent molecules
in the G2 set after the “adding vector” strategy is applied. The number of MAB functions for the
coordinating atoms also occasionally changes (not shown).

Molecule
Central dim (MAB) dim (MAB)
atom (original) (add vec)

AlF3 Al 9 16
AlCl3 Al 9 13

SiF4 Si 9 15
SiCl4 Si 9 15

PF3 P 9 14

SO S 9 13
SO2 S 9 13

(CH3)2SO S 9 12

ClO Cl 9 12
ClF3 Cl 9 14

a more feasible adaptive basis SCF scheme than PAO-SCF, with comparable accuracy.

2.4.2 Functional dependence: pure vs hybrids

Table 2.2 already suggests that the performance of MAB+PT2 is not completely
functional-independent. A clear difference exists between using pure and hybrid function-
als. Therefore, we must investigate the performance of this method when different flavors
of density functionals are employed. Using the G2 set with aug-cc-pVQZ as the secondary
basis, Table 2.6 explores the performance of 13 density functionals. The first seven function-
als do not contain exact exchange, including three GGAs (B97-D, BLYP[34, 35], PBE [36])
and four meta-GGAs (TPSS[40], MGGA MS1 [260], M06-L [41], B97M-V). For these func-
tionals, the MAB+PT2 scheme demonstrates good accuracy (M06-L is the largest outlier),
while the RMSDs computed by MAB+DFPC are roughly twice as large. Thus PT2 appears
preferable.

The other six functionals in Table 2.6 are hybrid functionals, including TPSSh (10%)
[261], B3LYP (20%), PBE0 (25%) [43], M06-2X (54%), ωB97X-D (RSH) [49], and ωB97X-V
(RSH) (“%” denotes the proportion of exact exchange). They show results that contrast with
those of the pure functionals. For these hybrids, PT2 undershoots the exact SCF energy,
and the size of the errors grows roughly with the amount of exact exchange. This leads
to unsatisfactory accuracy (RMSD > 0.2 kcal/mol) for functionals that contain more exact
exchange than B3LYP. The MAB+DFPC approach, on the other hand, shows comparatively
better performance across the hybrids (RMSDs are around 0.1 kcal/mol), than PT2. For
the two RSH functionals, the results of MAB+DFPC are 5–6 times more accurate than
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Table 2.5: Molecules in the G2 set that require over 100 iterations to converge their PAOs. The
counts of iterative optimization steps and Fock builds required to converge PAO-SCF and MAB-
SCF are compared. For several radicals (CH, ·SH, CH3CH2O·), considerably larger number of
iterations are required by the PRB-SCF step because the geometric direct minimization (GDM)
algorithm [259] is utilized to circumvent unstable SCF solutions.

Num of opt steps Num of Fock builds
Molecules PAO MAB PAO PRB MAB

CH 277 93 277 27 6
Na2 1219 23 1219 7 3
Si2 145 20 145 16 22
NaCl 3208 47 3208 9 5
SO2 N/A 212 N/A 11 8
COS 148 146 148 10 7
ClF3 N/A 83 N/A 12 8
C2Cl4 614 80 614 9 5
C4H6 (2-butyne) 490 149 490 10 7
C2H4O 109 111 109 9 6
SH N/A 60 N/A 48 8
CH3CH2O 450 156 450 44 9

Table 2.6: RMSDs (in kcal/mol) of MAB-SCF with two different perturbation correction schemes
(PT2 and DFPC) for the G2 set. Different pure (B97-D, BLYP, PBE, TPSS, MGGA MS1, M06-
L, B97M-V) and hybrid (TPSSh, B3LYP, PBE0, M06-2X, ωB97X-D, ωB97X-V) functionals are
investigated. aQZ is employed as the secondary basis for all the calculations.

Functionals MAB+PT2 MAB+DFPC

B97-D 0.053 0.115
BLYP 0.074 0.148
PBE 0.065 0.132
TPSS 0.055 0.119

MGGA MS1 0.042 0.108
M06-L 0.144 0.156

B97M-V 0.033 0.079

TPSSh 0.099 0.086
B3LYP 0.181 0.083
PBE0 0.220 0.066

M06-2X 0.458 0.076
ωB97X-D 0.645 0.119
ωB97X-V 0.668 0.133
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MAB+PT2.
We conclude that DFPC should be used as the correction to MAB-SCF when hybrid

functionals are employed, at the expense of one more Fock build in the secondary basis. On
the other hand, MAB+PT2 is less expensive and more accurate for pure functionals.

2.4.3 Basis set convergence

Different basis sets are employed for KS-DFT calculations, based on considerations such
as accuracy, efficiency, and user experience. With the B97M-V functional, we assess the
performance of MAB+PT2 with several widely used basis sets, including those in Dunning’s
correlation-consistent series (aTZ, QZ, aQZ)[178, 179], Jensen’s polarization-consistent se-
ries (apc-2, pc-3, apc-3)[262–264], and the Karlsruhe “def2” series (TZVPPD, QZVPP,
QZVPPD)[183]. The popular “large Pople” basis set 6-311++G(3df,3pd) [265, 266] is also
included. These basis sets are augmented triple-ζ quality or higher, because our goal is to
approach CBS limit results.

The RMSDs for the G2 set using different target secondary basis sets are displayed in
Figure 2.4. The errors are typically below 0.1 kcal/mol, which indicates excellent transfer-
ability. The best performance is achieved by two quadruple-ζ basis sets with diffuse functions,
aQZ and QZVPPD. For their unaugmented counterparts, QZ and QZVPP, the RMSDs are
slightly larger, although still satisfactory. Since diffuse functions typically have no major
impact on the accuracy of evaluated energetics for bonded interactions, the compatibility
of MAB+PT2 with these unaugmented basis sets is helpful. The largest RMS errors are
produced by Jensen’s pc-3 and aug-pc-3 basis sets. This is mostly due to the inaccurate
atomic energy for Li: the RMSDs are reduced to 0.063 (pc-3) and 0.059 (apc-3) kcal/mol if
we exclude three Li-containing molecules (Li2, LiF, and LiH) from the G2 set. As these are
high-quality basis sets, the outlier might be due to poor compatibility of pc-3/apc-3 with
the employed reference basis, 6-31+G(d), for the Li atom. Computational cost aside, any of
the largest basis sets approach the true CBS limit and also the top accuracy of our method.

Ultimately, MAB-SCF with a perturbation correction scheme (MAB-SCF (PC)) might
replace conventional SCF in KS-DFT calculations to approach the CBS limit. Therefore, we
want to see how MAB-SCF (PC) approaches the CBS limit with the increasing size of the
secondary basis. For that purpose, we extend Figure 2.5 (which motivates this work) with
the functional RMSDs evaluated by MAB+PT2 (for B97-D, B97M-V) and MAB+DFPC (for
B3LYP, M06-2X, ωB97X-V), as shown in Figure 2.5. These results are quite encouraging: the
conventional SCF convergence towards the CBS limit of each functional is closely reproduced
by MAB-SCF (PC). At the aQZ level, the largest difference between MAB-SCF (PC) and
exact SCF results is only about 0.03 kcal/mol (for B97-D and B3LYP), which is below 1%
of the intrinsic (CBS) error of the functional itself, and thus negligible. Larger differences
between these two sets of results exist at the aDZ level (the largest gap is 0.26 kcal/mol for
ωB97X-V/aDZ), but this is not relevant to our target of the CBS limit.
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Figure 2.4: Assessment of the performance of MAB+PT2 with 10 secondary basis sets. RMSDs
(vs. exact SCF) for the G2 set calculated with the B97M-V functional are reported. Different
colors are used to indicate distinct basis set categories: augmented triple-ζ (red), unaugmented
quadruple-ζ (light green), and augmented quadruple-ζ (dark green).
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Figure 2.5: Basis set convergence of the functional RMSDs for the G2 set evaluated by MAB-based
methods (solid) and conventional SCF (transparent). The reference values are taken from Ref. 186.
Dunning’s augmented correlation-consistent basis sets are utilized to approach the CBS limit (D:
red, T: green, Q: blue). PT2 and DFPC correction schemes are applied on top of the MAB-SCF
results of local (B97-D, B97M-V) and hybrid (B3LYP, M06-2X, ωB97X-V) functionals, respectively.
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Table 2.7: RMSDs (in kcal/mol) of MAB-SCF (PC) for the W4-11 dataset (vs. exact SCF) evaluated
with using three different functionals. PT2 is applied for B97-D and B97M-V while DFPC is used
for B3LYP. aQZ is used as the secondary basis.

B97-D B97M-V B3LYP

BDE99 0.061 0.038 0.070
HAT707 0.101 0.061 0.100
ISO20 0.068 0.048 0.085
SN13 0.034 0.018 0.053

TAE140 0.071 0.046 0.096

Overall 0.093 0.057 0.096

2.5 Additional Accuracy Tests

2.5.1 Thermochemistry

We will assess how the performance of MAB-SCF (PC) transfers to other thermochem-
istry (TC) datasets. Three density functionals (B97-D, B97M-V, B3LYP) will be employed
to examine the accuracy of MAB-SCF (PC), using aQZ as the secondary basis, and the per-
turbation correction schemes are applied in the same way as in Figure 2.5. First we consider
the W4-11 dataset [267], which includes 99 bond dissociation energies (BDE99), 707 heavy-
atom transfer reaction energies (HAT707), 20 isomerization energies (ISO20), 13 nucleophilic
substitution reaction energies (SN13), and 140 total atomization energies (TAE140). Note
that the multi-reference (MR) species in W4-11 are included in this test. Thirteen species
are separately treated as hypervalent molecules: AlF3, AlCl3, SiF4, P4, SO, SO2, SO3, S2O,
S2, S3, S4, ClO, and OClO (see the previous discussion for the G2 set).

Table 2.7 contains the RMSDs of the MAB-SCF (PC) approach (against exact SCF) for
W4-11, where different TC categories have been separated. The overall performance is sim-
ilar to that for the G2 set, which shows encouraging transferability. Taking B97M-V as an
example, the smallest and largest RMSDs of MAB+PT2 (vs. exact SCF) are obtained on
SN13 (0.02 kcal/mol) and HAT707 (0.06 kcal/mol), respectively, while the corresponding
functional RMSDs (vs. W4 reference) are 1.39 kcal/mol and 3.90 kcal/mol. Therefore, the
errors caused by replacing conventional SCF with MAB-SCF (PC) are usually smaller than
intrinsic functional errors by one or two orders of magnitude. A more straightforward com-
parison is provided by Figure 2.6: for B97M-V, the functional RMSDs computed via the
MAB+PT2 approach show almost no difference compared to those by normal SCF method.

We also examined the performance of MAB-SCF (PC) on other TC datasets, including
adiabatic ionization potentials and electron affinities (21 for each: G21IP and G21EA)[268,
269], 38 non-hydrogen transfer and 38 hydrogen transfer barrier heights (NHTBH38 [270]
and HTBH38 [271]), and 14 alkane isomerization energies (Pentane14 [272]). The compu-
tational details are identical to those for W4-11, except for the anions in G21EA, HTBH38
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Figure 2.6: B97M-V’s RMSDs for W4-11 (vs. reference values) evaluated by MAB+PT2 (blue)
and conventional SCF (red). Very similar accuracy is obtained by these two SCF schemes at the
B97M-V/aQZ level of theory.

and NHTBH38, where the modified MAB objective function (introduced in Sec. 2.2.4) is
automatically applied to avoid the emergence of unphysical results. The RMSDs of MAB-
SCF (PC) are presented in Table 2.8. We see that HTBH38 and Pentane14 are relatively
easier cases for MAB-SCF (PC) to approximate the exact SCF result; and for G21IP and
NHTBH38, the size of the RMSDs is similar to that for those W4-11 subsets (e.g. BDE99,
SN13, etc.).

The largest RMSD appears on the G21EA dataset. Although none of the results are
qualitatively incorrect by applying the modified MAB objective function, there are several
molecular anions whose absolute energies evaluated by MAB-SCF (PC) are rather unsatis-
factory: NO−, PO−, O−2 , and S−2 . Based on the discussions in Sec. 2.2.3, the “adding vector”
strategy may also be applied for these electron-abundant species. As a result, the absolute
energies of these anions are significantly improved, as shown in Table. 2.9. With these 4
molecular anions specially treated, the RMSDs for the G21EA dataset are recalculated and
the results are also presented in Table 2.8, which turn out to be more comparable to the
RMSDs for other TC test sets.

2.5.2 Non-covalent interactions

One of the key improvements in modern density functionals is for non-covalent interac-
tions (NC). Therefore, we assess the performance of MAB-SCF (PC) on several NC datasets,
including A24 (24 small NC complexes) [180], S22 (22 diverse small- to medium-sized NC
complexes at the equilibrium geometries) [273, 274], HB15 (15 ionic hydrogen bond inter-
actions) [275], H2O6Bind8 (binding energies of eight configurations of water hexamers) [76,
276], and FmH2O10 (binding energies of 10 configurations of F−(H2O)10 [76, 276]). Since
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Table 2.8: RMSDs (in kcal/mol) of MAB-SCF (PC) for TC datasets other than W4-11: G21IP,
G21EA, HTBH38, NHTBH38, Pentane14. The numbers in parentheses are recalculated RMSDs
for G21EA after applying the “adding vector” strategy for four diatomic anions: NO−, PO−, O−2 ,
and S−2 .

B97-D B97M-V B3LYP

G21IP 0.050 0.036 0.040

G21EA
0.598 0.412 0.455

(0.101) (0.027) (0.078)

HTBH38 0.016 0.035 0.031
NHTBH38 0.099 0.071 0.118

Pentane14 0.005 0.007 0.002

Table 2.9: Errors in kcal/mol (vs. exact SCF) for the absolute energies of four diatomic anions
(NO−, PO−, O−2 , and S−2 ) evaluated with standard MAB-SCF (PC) (“Standard”) and with the
“adding vector” strategy turned on (“Add Vec”). Other computational details are the same as in
Table 2.8.

Standard Add Vec
B97-D B97M-V B3LYP B97-D B97M-V B3LYP

NO− -2.36 -1.63 1.60 -0.13 -0.06 0.10
PO− -0.52 -0.55 0.92 -0.02 -0.02 0.17
O−2 -2.04 -1.25 1.66 -0.01 -0.02 0.07
S−2 -0.41 -0.16 0.23 -0.01 0.02 0.02

many NC interactions have smaller magnitudes than TC energy differences, and some modern
density functionals are able to achieve very small errors for them (e.g. B97M-V’s unweighted
RMSD for 1458 non-covalent interactions is 0.22 kcal/mol [73]), higher accuracy is needed
for the MAB approach to match the exact SCF results.

As before, three density functionals (B97-D, B97M-V, B3LYP-D3(0)) are employed to
assess the performance of MAB-SCF (PC) on these NC datasets. To avoid counterpoise
(CP) corrections, we choose def2-QZVPPD as the secondary basis, which has fewer func-
tions than aQZ but generates even smaller BSSEs [87]. Table 2.10 contains the resulting
RMSDs (vs. exact SCF) for these NC datasets. Very small MAB-SCF (PC) errors are found
for dimer binding energies (A24, S22, and HB15), with all three functionals. This is very
encouraging for treating the most common non-covalent interactions by MAB-SCF (PC) in-
stead of conventional SCF. Larger errors appear for the cluster binding energies (H2O6Bind8,
FmH2O10), due to the larger magnitude of these interactions (H2O6Bind8: −40 to −50
kcal/mol; FmH2O10: about −170 kcal/mol) and the uniformity of their interaction types
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Table 2.10: RMSDs (in kcal/mol) of MAB-SCF (PC) for five NC datasets: A24, S22, HB15,
H2O6Bind8, and FmH2O10. Data points computed by conventional SCF using the def2-QZVPPD
basis set (noCP) provide the reference values.

B97-D B97M-V B3LYP-D3(0)

A24 0.009 0.005 0.009
S22 0.015 0.023 0.025
HB15 0.021 0.027 0.023
H2O6Bind8 0.061 0.085 0.118
FmH2O10 0.078 0.026 0.350
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Figure 2.7: B97M-V’s RMSDs for 5 NC datasets (vs. reference values) evaluated by MAB-SCF (PC)
(blue) and conventional SCF (red), respectively. def2-QZVPPD is employed as the secondary basis
set without using counterpoise corrections.

(systematic errors accumulate on one single direction through all the data points). The
largest outlier appears on FmH2O10 when the B3LYP-D3(0) functional is employed, mostly
due to the less accurate MAB-DFPC result for F− (the error is 0.3 kcal/mol vs. exact SCF)
with that functional.

The accurate description of these non-covalent interactions by B97M-V can also be repro-
duced using MAB-SCF (PC), and the resulting RMS errors (vs. reference data) are compared
with the exact SCF results in Figure 2.7. Only minimal differences exist between two sets of
RMSDs for the dimer binding energies, while the monotonic deviations of the MAB-SCF (PC)
results for each single data point contribute to more pronounced differences for the clusters.
Nevertheless, even for H2O6Bind8 where the largest deviation occurs, the RMSD vs. exact
SCF results (0.085 kcal/mol) is only 0.1–0.2% of the magnitude of the corresponding binding
energies. In terms of the evaluation of relative energies, fairly insignificant errors are caused
by using MAB-SCF (PC).
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Table 2.11: Binding energies (in kcal/mol) of the L7 complexes evaluated by conventional SCF and
MAB-SCF (PC), using two pure density functionals with dispersion corrections (B97-D, B97M-V)
and aug-cc-pVTZ as the secondary basis. Unsigned percentage error of the MAB-SCF (PC) results
are provided.

B97-D B97M-V
Complex Ebind(exact) Ebind(MAB) Error (%) Ebind(exact) Ebind(MAB) Error (%)

C3A -18.514 -18.505 0.05% -17.466 -17.488 0.13%
C3GC -31.120 -31.113 0.02% -31.050 -31.130 0.26%
C2C2PD -22.355 -22.343 0.05% -22.316 -22.329 0.06%
GCGC -15.302 -15.295 0.05% -15.460 -15.514 0.35%
GGG -2.485 -2.530 1.81% -2.330 -2.392 2.66%
CBH -15.335 -15.330 0.03% -12.396 -12.394 0.02%
PBH -23.311 -23.290 0.09% -25.867 -25.872 0.02%

Finally we test the accuracy of MAB-SCF (PC) on large non-covalent complexes, using
the seven dispersion-bound systems of the recently proposed L7 dataset [277], including (the
abbreviations simply follow Ref. 277): stacked circumcoronene-adenine dimer (C3A), stacked
circumcoronene with a Watson-Crick G-C base pair (C3GC), parallel displaced coronene
dimer (C2C2PD), stacked Watson-Crick G-C base pairs (GCGC), stacked guanine trimer
(GGG), parallel stacked octadecane dimer (CBH), and phenylalanine residue trimer (PHE).
Due to the tremendous computational effort required for these systems, our calculations
were performed with two pure functionals (B97-D, B97M-V) using aug-cc-pVTZ as the
secondary basis. Binding energies of these complexes evaluated by conventional SCF and
MAB-SCF (PC) are compared in Table 2.11. For most of them, the differences between the
results given by two SCF schemes are much smaller than 1% of the magnitude of their binding
energies, which indicates the satisfactory accuracy of MAB-SCF (PC) for these large-scale
non-covalent interacting systems. The only exception is the guanine trimer (GGG), which
is primarily due to its very weak binding energy (−2.33 kcal/mol by B97M-V/aTZ). Due to
the lack of reliable reference values for the time being, we cannot meaningfully assess the
intrinsic functional errors for L7.

2.6 Discussion and Future Work

The tests performed on a broad range of systems demonstrate that the overall accuracy of
this new approximate SCF method seems to be encouraging. As the CBS limit is approached,
the functional RMSDs for several representative TC and NC datasets (G2, W4-11, S22) eval-
uated by MAB-SCF (PC) show very small differences compared to the exact SCF results, as
demonstrated in Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. In particular, “B97M-V/QZVPPD/MAB+PT2”
(or “B97M-V/aQZ/MAB+PT2”) turns out to be a promising model chemistry, because of
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B97M-V’s very good accuracy for both TC and NC, its moderate computational cost as a
semi-local functional, and its compatibility with the MAB+PT2 approach.

The MAB-SCF (PC) procedure is similar to that of dual-basis methods (including DB-
SCF and DFPC), since they both first compute an SCF solution in a primary basis (prefer-
ably a subset of the secondary basis) then correct it using perturbation theory. It is encourag-
ing that MAB-SCF (PC) is able to achieve comparable accuracy to DB-SCF with a primary
basis adaptively prepared on the fly, whose size is also much smaller than those well-trained
DB-SCF basis subsets [215] when the secondary basis approaches the CBS limit. Some
comparisons of these two approaches and related discussion are provided in Appendix A.2.4.

At least three challenges remain in successfully applying the MAB-SCF (PC) method.
First is the challenge of hybrid density functionals. According to Table 2.2, there is no
degradation in terms of the quality of the MAB when a hybrid functional is used: B3LYP in
fact has the smallest RMSD for MAB-SCF among the three tested functionals. The reason
for the poor performance of MAB+PT2 for hybrid functionals should therefore reside in
the PT2 correction represented by Eq. 2.29. Assuming that the MABs calculated by two
functionals are of similar quality, the numerators in Eq. 2.29 should also have fairly similar
sizes. Thus, functional-dependent differences in the magnitude of the PT2 correction will
be largely determined by the denominators (orbital energy differences) in Eq. 2.29. It turns
out that the smaller gaps calculated by pure functionals help reduce the errors of MAB-
SCF more effectively, while hybrid functionals that usually give larger orbital energy gaps
undercorrect. This numerical result is intriguing since the gaps computed by the hybrids
are usually deemed to be physically more correct. Although the accuracy of MAB+DFPC
is satisfactory in most tested cases, an extra Fock build using the density matrix in the
secondary basis (not MAB-representable) is required, which would be preferable to avoid
(the reason will be elucidated below). Additionally, based on Table 2.6, the accuracy of
MAB+DFPC slightly degrades for RSH functionals as well despite its clear advantage over
MAB+PT2.

A second limitation is that hypervalent molecules are treated separately in this work
by modifying the MAB dimensions in a semi-automated way (choosing to use the “adding
vector” approach is user-specified). This is because our algorithm and its related thresholds
were chosen to attain the desired accuracy for hypervalent molecules. This option increases
the size of the MAB (and thus the computational cost of MAB-SCF) and potentially degrades
the convergence of MAB optimization (see the discussion in Appendix A.2.3). Further work
on wisely adjusting the algorithm parameters, or possibly refining the present scheme is
desirable.

The third general challenge is efficient computational implementation. Although this
paper is mainly about the formulation MAB-SCF (PC) and the validation of its accuracy,
the ultimate goal is to serve as an inexpensive substitute for conventional SCF as the CBS
limit is approached. Compared to normal SCF, our method involves far fewer degrees of
freedom. The cost of a single density matrix update, if achieved by diagonalizing the Fock
matrix, can be reduced by up to a factor of (n/m)3, where n is the size of the secondary basis,
and m is the size of the PRB or MAB. For example, given a model system (CH2)n, there
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Table 2.12: Comparison of the sizes (N) and overlap matrix condition numbers (λ) of the MAB
and the target aug-cc-pVTZ basis set on the L7 complexes.

N(MAB) N(aTZ) λ(MAB) λ(aTZ)

C3A 343 3473 12.17 5.07× 1012

C3GC 393 4002 12.57 7.93× 1012

C2C2PD 264 2760 13.50 4.32× 1011

GCGC 210 2208 9.02 1.39× 108

GGG 180 1863 8.55 1.25× 108

CBH 256 3404 15.63 1.45× 109

PHE 267 3036 13.87 6.24× 108

will be 129 basis functions per –CH2– unit if def2-QZVPPD is employed as the secondary
basis, which is roughly 6 times as large as the PRB (22 functions per unit), and about 18
times as the MAB (7 functions/unit). Therefore, the prefactor of the computational cost of
this cubic scaling step is significantly reduced in our scheme. A linear equation solve in the
secondary basis dimension is still required to obtain the PT2 correction, while that is far
less expensive than diagonalization.

Alternatively, O(N) scaling electronic structure methods can be potentially applied to
the MAB-SCF step, since the overlap matrix of the MAB is extremely well-conditioned,
as demonstrated by Table 2.12. The diagonalization-free density matrix update algorithms
introduced by Ref. 200 could be used for the MAB-SCF. However, the feasibility of these
methods for PRB-SCF is not so clear because one set of diffuse functions is contained in
6-31+G(d).

In practice, however, even for systems as large as the L7 complexes, the Fock matrix
construction step still dominates the computational cost of each SCF cycle due to its large
prefactor when high accuracy is sought. This is despite the fact that asymptotically that step
scales quadratically [278] (or even linearly with special algorithms) [188–195] with respect
to system size. In our pilot implementation, the Fock matrix is built from PRB- or MAB-
representable density matrices that are of secondary basis dimensions, which costs almost the
same as a Fock build in a conventional SCF calculation within the secondary basis. Therefore,
to speed up these Fock build steps by taking advantage of the properties of the PRB and
MAB becomes the most urgent task for MAB-SCF (PC) to outperform conventional SCF
in terms of computational efficiency, especially for medium-sized systems. PRB-SCF can
be reformulated as a conventional SCF calculation within a basis set whose size and shell
structure are identical to 6-31+G(d), due to the elimination of high angular momentum
functions during the basis set projection procedure, and the cost of the involved Fock builds
thereby can be significantly reduced without requiring more sophisticated techniques. For
MAB-SCF, instead of using Eq. 2.30, the MAB Fock matrix can be constructed by forming
the ERI tensor in the primary basis first then contracting it with the MAB density matrix,
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Table 2.13: Preliminary timing results (in seconds) for MAB+PT2 on a single processor. The cal-
culations are performed with HF, and aTZ is employed as the secondary basis. The implementation
for PRB-SCF is unchanged except that a truncated secondary basis (functions higher than the d
shell are excluded) is used. The MAB-SCF is performed with an in-core algorithm, where the MAB
ERIs denoted as (αβ|γδ) is constructed only once (with RI) and then kept in memory. Two Fock
builds are not yet optimized (Fref for the optimization of MAB and the Fock matrix built upon
converged MAB density for PT2) and are still computed based on Eq. 2.30, which dominate the
computational costs. With this not yet fully optimized implementation, the MAB-based scheme
outperforms conventional SCF by a factor of 4 (on average).

ethene dimer benzene naphthlene pyrene
(C2H4)2 C6H6 C10H8 C16H10

PRB-SCF 35.39 98.31 809.01 4334.50
Build Fref 86.34 185.09 1397.1 5909.14
MAB opt 3.28 3.34 25.40 63.83
Build MAB ERIs 4.66 7.46 32.99 120.82
SCF in MAB 0.04 0.11 0.80 5.11
Fock build for PT2 85.51 186.33 1400.11 5913.51
PT2 0.20 0.27 0.96 3.05
Total (MAB) 215.42 480.91 3666.37 16349.96
Total (std SCF) 1031.36 1849.79 15323.08 64855.50
Speedup 4.79× 3.85× 4.18× 3.97×

as
Fαβ = hαβ + 2 (αβ|γδ)Pγδ − κ (αγ|βδ)Pγδ + (Vxc)αβ. (2.31)

Furthermore, quantities like (αβ|γδ) can be efficiently computed (and stored) using the
RI approximation, due to the highly compact and atom-blocked structure of the MAB.
Preliminary timing results obtained most recently with a not fully optimized implementation
(Table 2.13), to a large extent, verify the possibility to speed up SCF calculations with the
MAB scheme. We intend to present an optimized implementation of MAB-SCF (PC) and
the resulting timings vs. conventional SCF as soon as the above-mentioned challenges are
adequately addressed.

2.7 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a new minimal adaptive basis (MAB) SCF method that can
be used in KS-DFT calculations. Its objective is to permit approach to the complete basis
set (CBS) limit without explicitly performing the calculation in very large AO basis sets.
The key aspects of this paper can be summarized as follows:
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• An MAB is obtained as a molecule-adapted, atom-blocked transformation from the sec-
ondary AO basis. We have developed a viable optimization method to obtain an MAB
using an inexpensive energy-like surrogate function based on a reference SCF calculation
in a projected basis of moderate size (the PRB). Compared to exact energy optimiza-
tion with respect to the transformation (the PAO method), our MAB yields similar total
energies with far fewer convergence issues.

• A preconditioned L-BFGS algorithm that requires the gradient and the on-diagonal blocks
of the Hessian of the objective function is implemented to solve the MAB optimization
problem. In addition, an approach that modifies the MAB dimension based on chemical
environment is proposed, and demonstrated to be necessary for hypervalent molecules.
These ideas can potentially be used in PAO calculations and other adaptive basis models
as well.

• Perturbation corrections (PC) are applied to MAB-SCF to approach the desired accuracy.
This resembles DB-SCF without the need to select or develop the paired basis subset. The
resulting accuracy is assessed on numerous TC and NC datasets. Measured against exact
SCF results, MAB-SCF (PC) generates < 0.15 kcal/mol RMSDs for most of the tested TC
datasets, and even smaller errors (usually < 0.1 kcal/mol) for the NCs. Encouragingly, as
the CBS limit is approached, the MAB-SCF (PC) method deviates from full SCF one or
two orders of magnitude less than the inherent errors in today’s best functionals.

• Future work includes further refining the MAB-SCF (PC) model, and developing an effi-
cient implementation, as discussed in Sec. 2.6. We note that hybrid functionals require
a different PC to achieve adequate accuracy, and that the strategy to treat hypervalent
species is not yet fully automated. Nonetheless, based on the accuracy demonstrated here,
and the potential computational advantages of using an atom-centered minimal basis, we
believe that this approach merits further development. We hope to report further progress
in due course.
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Chapter 3

EDA in an “Adiabatic” Picture

3.1 Introduction

Intermolecular interactions play an important role in modulating the structural, vibra-
tional, and other properties of molecular systems. A textbook example is the change in the
hybridization of the boron atom from sp2 to sp3 upon formation of the NH3–BH3 complex.
Another is the shift in the IR signal for the stretch of CO when it coordinates with transition
metals. [279–281] The origins of many other intriguing phenomena are still under debate.
For example, while the nature of the hydrogen bonding interaction in the equilibrium water
dimer has been uncovered by many recent studies, [97, 113, 120, 282–285] the main rea-
son underlying the near-linear structure of the hydrogen bond (O–H··O) is still a subject of
debate. [120, 285] The microscopic origin of shifts in molecular properties associated with
intermolecular interactions is of interest in areas such as the structure of biomolecules, the
design of functional materials, the development of empirical force field models, etc.

Energy decomposition analysis (EDA) [92, 97, 104, 105, 108–113, 115, 116, 286–292]
methods (which are reviewed in Ref. 98) are useful tools for unraveling the origin of inter-
molecular interactions. Despite the non-uniqueness of the definition of energy components
such as permanent electrostatics (ELEC), Pauli repulsion (PAULI), polarization (POL),
charge transfer (CT) and dispersion (DISP), these terms are physically meaningful and
represent the correct physics in the asymptotic region as long as the EDA scheme is well
designed. Some terms are also naturally combined, such as ELEC+PAULI+DISP which de-
fines the frozen interaction (FRZ), and POL+CT which defines all orbital relaxation (ORB).
A representative scheme, which will also be the focus of this paper, is the absolutely localized
molecular orbital (ALMO)-EDA [97, 115, 116], yielding

∆Ebind = ∆Egd + ∆Efrz + ∆Epol + ∆Ect, (3.1)

where ∆Egd is the energy associated with the distortion of monomer (fragment) geometries
(GD) upon complex formation. In general, other successful EDA schemes also provide def-
initions for these components. More importantly, these terms are of high descriptive power
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and can be conveniently applied to provide insights into both standard and non-standard
intermolecular interactions. As a result, modern EDAs have become very widely applied.

Nonetheless, today’s most popular EDA schemes certainly have some remaining gaps in
capabilities. For instance, EDAs are typically performed at complex geometries that are
obtained from unconstrained electronic structure theory calculations. Two main examples
are the equilibrium (optimized) geometry of the intermolecular complex and snapshots from a
molecular dynamics simulation. For strong intermolecular interactions, close intermolecular
contacts driven by POL and particularly CT often lead to large, repulsive FRZ interactions,
which offers little insight apart from obviously indicating considerable interfragment overlap.
It would be convenient if such large repulsions could be re-partitioned. It is also true that
conventional EDA calculations consist of several energy evaluations at a given geometry
with the goal of partitioning a “single-point” interaction energy. Therefore the influence of
these physically meaningful components (especially POL and CT) on molecular structures,
multipole moments, vibrational frequencies, etc. is not directly characterized. A differently
formulated EDA method that overcomes these shortcomings is desirable.

One important feature of non-perturbative EDA approaches originating from the Kitaura-
Morokuma (KM)-EDA [104, 105] is the use of intermediate states (wavefunctions) to com-
pute energies that are strict upper bounds to the true energy. Energy differences between
these states yield components such as FRZ, POL, and CT in Eq. (3.1). Specifically the
ALMO-EDA and the block-localized wavefunction (BLW)-EDA [110–112] both use the (non-
optimized) antisymmetric product of isolated-fragment wavefunctions as the initial or frozen
wavefunction to compute a frozen energy. For the polarized state, they then variationally
optimize an AO-to-MO coefficient matrix that is constrained to be fragment-blocked. Other
approaches, such as density constraints,[293, 294] have also been proposed [113, 114]. Well-
defined intermediate states allow evaluation of observables including potential energy surfaces
(PESs) with different physical content. For instance, POL and CT are both forbidden in the
frozen wavefunction, only CT is forbidden in the polarized wavefunction, and there are no
constraints in the fully relaxed wavefunction.

The idea of evaluating observables using intermediate EDA wavefunctions at a single
geometry dates back to early work by Yamabe and Morokuma [295] and by Stevens and
Fink [287], where the influence of different energy components (exchange, POL, and CT)
on the dipole moment of the water dimer was investigated. Geometry optimizations on the
“CT-forbidden” PES were explored more recently. Weinhold and Klein [296] reported the
geometry of the NH3 · · ·NH+

4 complex optimized on a “resonance-free” PES constructed by
the natural bond orbital (NBO) [297] definition. Using the BLW-EDA, Mo and co-workers
studied bond length changes due to conjugation [298] and the origin of directionality of
some noncovalent bonds [299] by comparing BLW-optimized geometries and fully relaxed
ones. CT-induced changes to vibrational properties have also been explored using a similar
approach. [112, 300]

In this work we systematize and generalize the idea of using geometries that are optimal
for each intermediate state to define an adiabatic version of the ALMO-EDA. The term
“adiabatic” is borrowed from spectroscopy, and likewise suggests that conventional EDA at
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Figure 3.1: Graphical illustration of the adiabatic ALMO-EDA for the case of the water dimer. The
three PESs are obtained by relaxing the water dimer geometry while constraining the intermolecular
O··H distance (in Å) to be a given value. The zero energy corresponds to the sum of fully relaxed
isolated monomer energies. In order to show the difference between the adiabatic and vertical
EDAs, the resulting energy components of the adiabatic ALMO-EDA are indicated by double-
headed arrows, while the results of vertical ALMO-EDA computed at the fully relaxed geometry
are illustrated by the dashed line. Notice that the adiabatic (“ad”) frozen energy becomes more
attractive than in the vertical picture, while CT necessarily becomes less favorable.

a single geometry, as in Eq. (3.1), should be categorized as a “vertical” EDA. The definition
of adiabatic contributions is illustrated graphically in Figure 3.1. The procedure begins by
accessing the optimal geometry on the frozen PES, and then it is further relaxed by enabling
POL and CT sequentially to obtain the final optimized structure. As in the original scheme,
the contributions of FRZ, POL, and CT to the total binding energy are additive, so the
partitioning of ∆Ebind is simply:

∆Ebind = ∆E
(ad)
frz + ∆E

(ad)
pol + ∆E

(ad)
ct . (3.2)

The superscripts distinguish adiabatic contributions from vertical ones, and all three con-
tributions are negative or zero provided that the complex is bound. Note that one can also
proceed in the opposite direction, by assessing the fully relaxed geometry first. This will
sometimes give a different set of results when multiple stationary points exist on the various
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PESs. We will present such examples later in Sec. 3.3. Also, since the geometry of the com-
plex (including the degrees of freedom on individual fragments) is being modified at each
stage of this method, there is no GD term in Eq. (3.2). Instead, the contribution of GD
is scattered into all three terms in Eq. (3.2). The amount associated with each individual
relaxation can be easily identified if desired.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we present the technical
details of the intermediate ALMO-EDA wavefunctions, and for the first time present the
analytical gradient of the energy associated with the frozen wavefunction. Combined with
the nuclear gradient of the variationally optimized energy under the ALMO constraint (also
known as the “self-consistent field for molecular interactions” (SCF-MI) [233, 301] energy),
this enables implementation of the adiabatic version of the ALMO-EDA, via Eq. (3.2). We
then turn to exploring the insights that can be obtained from this approach by investigating
the origin of structural and vibrational frequency changes upon complex formation for a
variety of increasingly complicated intermolecular interactions, ranging from water-water
and ion-water interactions to metallocenes and the ammonia-borane complex.

3.2 Theory

In the following discussion, we use subscripts to denote the PES on which a specific
quantity (energy, density matrix, MOs, etc.) is computed, and superscripts to indicate
the PES on which geometry optimization is performed to obtain the associated nuclear
configuration. We consider isolated fragments and the frozen, polarized, and fully relaxed
PESs for the intermolecular complex, which are denoted by superscripts “0”, “frz”, “pol”,
and “full”, respectively.

3.2.1 Reformulation of ALMO-EDA in an adiabatic picture

We start by recapitulating the original ALMO-EDA scheme proposed by Khaliullin et
al. [115] and summarized in Eq. (3.1). ∆Egd is the energy associated with the distortion of
monomer (fragment) geometries (GD) upon the formation of the intermolecular complex:

∆Egd =
∑
A

E
(X)
A − E(0)

A . (3.3)

The remaining three terms of Eq. (3.1) are evaluated at a single complex geometry X (which
is usually the fully relaxed one) so we will omit the superscripts in Eqs. (3.4)–(3.8), and two
intermediate states are involved.

The first intermediate state (the initial or frozen wavefunction) is the antisymmetric
product of unrelaxed fragment wavefunctions, which can also be represented by a one-particle
density matrix (1PDM) Pfrz:

Pfrz = (Co)frzσ
−1
frz (Co)

T
frz. (3.4)
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(Co)frz is the occupied part of the frozen AO-to-MO matrix that is constructed from un-
relaxed fragment orbitals, and σfrz is the overlap matrix (metric) of these occupied frozen
orbitals:

σfrz = (Co)
T
frzS(Co)frz. (3.5)

∆Efrz in Eq. (3.1) is then defined as the difference between the energy of this intermediate
state and the sum of (deformed) isolated fragment energies:

∆Efrz = E[Pfrz]−
∑
A

EA. (3.6)

The second intermediate state (the polarized wavefunction) is obtained by variationally
minimizing the supersystem energy while constraining the AO-to-MO coefficient matrix (C)
to be fragment-block-diagonal (“absolutely localized”). As such, only intramolecular re-
laxation (polarization) is allowed, and charge transfer/delocalization between fragments, at
least in principle, does not occur. The contribution of polarization to the interaction is then:

∆Epol = E[Ppol]− E[Pfrz], (3.7)

where Ppol is constructed from (Co)pol (polarized occupied ALMOs) in a similar way as
Pfrz. Finally, the CT contribution is simply defined as the energy lowering once the ALMO
constraint is removed:

∆Ect = E[Pfull]− E[Ppol], (3.8)

where Pfull is the 1PDM obtained from a fully relaxed SCF calculation.
Since the two aforementioned intermediate states involve different constraints on their C

matrices, they, together with the fully relaxed state whose energy is optimized without any
constraint, belong to different manifolds and represent distinguishable PESs as a function of
nuclear configuration. It is possible to locate the minimum on each of these PESs and then
evaluate the contribution of FRZ, POL, and CT to the total binding energy in an adiabatic
fashion, in contrast to the usual vertical EDA approach. If we initiate the procedure by
optimizing the geometry on the frozen PES, the difference between the resulting energy
minimum and the sum of undistorted, non-interacting fragment energies is defined as the
adiabatic frozen interaction energy:

∆E
(ad)
frz = E[P

(frz)
frz ]−

∑
A

E
(0)
A . (3.9)

Both intramolecular and intermolecular (nuclear) degrees of freedom are relaxed during the
geometry optimization above, and the contents of diagonal blocks of the Cfrz matrix also
need to be recomputed once the intramolecular nuclear configuration changes. Nevertheless,
we still call it the “frozen” PES in the sense that the diagonal blocks of Cfrz are determined
by fragment calculations performed in isolation and not further relaxed at the supersystem
level.
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To proceed further, at the optimal geometry on the frozen PES we can “turn on” po-
larization, which corresponds to a vertical jump onto the polarized PES. We then relax the
geometry on this PES until it reaches a local minimum. The stabilization gained in this
process relative to the frozen energy at the minimum of its PES defines the contribution of
POL in this adiabatic EDA:

∆E
(ad)
pol = E[P

(pol)
pol ]− E[P

(frz)
frz ]. (3.10)

Similarly, the ALMO constraint can then be removed at the optimal geometry on the
polarized PES. With another vertical transition followed by another geometry relaxation,
the intermolecular complex is brought into its fully relaxed geometry. The adiabatic energy
lowering in this last step is then defined as the contribution of CT:

∆E
(ad)
ct = E[P

(full)
full ]− E[P

(pol)
pol ]. (3.11)

This scheme contrasts with the conventional ALMO-EDA where one computes the contri-
bution of each energy component vertically at just the fully optimized geometry.

3.2.2 Analytical gradient on the frozen PES

Analytical nuclear gradients will greatly increase the efficiency of the geometry opti-
mizations needed to locate the minima on the frozen and polarized PESs. The Kohn-Sham
(KS)-DFT [5] energy of the complex on the frozen PES can be expressed as (note that Efrz

and ∆Efrz are two distinct quantities)

Efrz = E[Pfrz]

= Vnn + Pfrz · h +
1

2
Pfrz · II ·Pfrz + Exc, (3.12)

where Vnn is the nuclear-nuclear repulsion potential, h is the core-Hamiltonian, Exc is the
exchange-correlation (XC) energy, and II represents the two-electron AO integrals that are
used for constructing the Coulomb (J) and exchange (K) matrices. In the most general case,

IIµνλσ · (Pfrz)
λσ = [(µν|λσ) + κ(µλ|νσ)] · (Pfrz)

λσ

= Jµν + κKµν , (3.13)

where the exchange part is scaled by κ (0 ≤ κ ≤ 1) based on the proportion of exact exchange
contained in the employed functional. The gradient of the energy expressed in Eq. (3.12)
with respect to nuclear positions includes the following terms:

Ex
frz = V x

nn + Pfrz · hx +
1

2
Pfrz · IIx ·Pfrz + Ex

xc + ES
frz · Sx +

∑
A

(E∆A
frz ·∆x

A). (3.14)

The first four terms are identical to the same components in a standard KS-DFT nuclear
gradient except that a special 1PDM is employed. The fifth term, which is related to the
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response of the overlap matrix to the displacement of nuclei, has an extra fragment-blocked
part:

ES

frz · Sx =− (PFP) · Sx

− 1

2

∑
A

{
(S−1

A )[(I− SP)FP]A
}
· SxA

− 1

2

∑
A

{
[PF(I−PS)]A(S−1

A )
}
· SxA

=−W · Sx −
∑
A

W′
A · SxA. (3.15)

Note that the subscript “A” indicates that the diagonal block corresponding to fragment
A is taken from a global (full-system size) matrix quantity. F is the KS Fock matrix built
from Pfrz (for brevity, the subscripts “frz” have been omitted on the right-hand side (RHS)
of Eq. (3.15)). Here the first term is exactly the same as that in a standard SCF gradient,
where W = PFP is customarily called the energy-weighted density matrix. Similarly, we
can define

W′
A =

1

2

∑
A

{(S−1
A )[(I− SP)FP]A + [PF(I−PS)]A(S−1

A )}, (3.16)

and its expression implies that it is related to the on-fragment coupling between occupied and
virtual orbitals through the Fock matrix, which is related to the unrelaxed (frozen) character
of Cfrz. More details about the derivation of ES

frz · Sx are provided in Appendix B.1.1
The last term in Eq. (3.14) is due to the response of fragment MOs to the change in

nuclear coordinates, and it is present because the initial wavefunction is not variationally
determined. E∆A

frz is the derivative of the supersystem energy with respect to the on-fragment
orbital rotations: [117]

E∆A
frz = σA

[
σ−1CT

o F(I−PS)Cv

]
A
. (3.17)

Note that the matrix quantities on the RHS of Eq. (3.17) are all evaluated on the frozen
PES (the subscripts “frz” have also been omitted).

As for many other electronic structure methods, the orbital response contribution to the
gradient can be efficiently computed using the z-vector technique: [302]

E∆A
frz ·∆x

A = zA(E∆ASA
A · SxA + E∆AhA

A · hxA + E∆AIIA
A · IIxA + E∆Ax

xc,A ), (3.18)

where zA is the solution to the following linear equation:

E∆A∆A
A · zA = −E∆A

frz . (3.19)

The z-vector equation is solved on each individual fragment. E∆A∆A
A is the Hessian matrix

of fragment A’s KS energy with respect to the occupied-virtual rotation of its MOs, and
its RHS is exactly given by Eq. (3.17). More details about solving the z-vector equation
and evaluation of the terms contracted with zA on the RHS of Eq. (3.18) are provided in
Appendix B.1.2.
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3.2.3 Analytical gradient on the polarized PES

The energy of the intermolecular complex evaluated on the polarized PES shares the
same expression as Efrz except that a different density matrix (Ppol) is used:

Epol = Vnn + Ppol · h +
1

2
Ppol · II ·Ppol + Exc. (3.20)

Nonetheless, its analytical nuclear gradient is much simpler to compute compared to that of
Efrz. This is because the supersystem energy is variationally optimized at this stage through
the SCF-MI procedure, and at convergence it satisfies E∆A

pol = 0. Therefore, the contribution
from orbital response, as in the last term in Eq. (3.14), vanishes in the nuclear gradient of
Epol. Moreover, [(I− SP)FP]A can be rewritten as

[(I− SP)FP]A = [(I− SP)FCoσ
−1CT

o ]A = [(I− SP)FCoσ
−1]A(CT

o )A, (3.21)

where the second equality holds due to the fragment-blocked structure of Co. Since [(I −
SP)FCoσ

−1]A vanishes when SCF-MI converges, [117] we also have W′
A = 0 on the polarized

PES. Taken together, the nuclear gradient of Epol turns out to be identical to the standard
KS-DFT gradient:

Ex
pol = V x

nn + Ppol · hx +
1

2
Ppol · IIx ·Ppol −W · Sx + Ex

xc. (3.22)

We note that the nuclear gradient of the converged SCF-MI energy has been presented
by Famulari et al. [303] and Mo [298] before, and it has the same form as Eq. (3.22).

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Computational details

The adiabatic ALMO-EDA presented above is implemented in a locally modified version
of the Q-Chem 4.4 package.[255] The original ALMO model [234] is employed to construct
the polarized PESs in this work, and to be consistent, the conventional (vertical) ALMO-
EDA results are also computed based on the original AO-blocked scheme, [115] but with a
further decomposition of the FRZ term. [118] The ωB97X-V functional [72], which employs
the VV10 [71] non-local correlation functional (NLC) for the description of dispersion, is
used for all calculations. ωB97X-V shows high accuracy for non-covalent interactions so it
is an ideal functional to use together with our DFT-based EDA schemes. Results for the
H2O dimer and the H2O· · ·Cl− complex computed with other functionals are also provided
in Appendix B.2 (Tables B.1–B.3). Unless otherwise specified, the def2-TZVPPD [183] basis
(augmented triple-ζ) is employed for all the energy and property (geometry, vibrational
frequency) calculations. For numerical integrations involved in DFT calculations, a (75,
302) grid (75 radial shells with 302 Lebedev points in each) is used for the XC functional,
and the SG-1 grid [258] is used for the NLC functional.
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All obtained stationary points on the various PESs have been characterized using either
full-spectrum frequency calculations or the Hessian-free approach introduced by Sharada
et al. [304] Since the second functional derivative of VV10 is not available, all vibrational
frequencies are computed based on analytical nuclear gradients using a finite-difference ap-
proach (the step size is set to 10−3 Å). Additionally, by generalizing the approach of Ref. 304,
we can compute the contribution of VV10 to the LHS of Eq. (3.19) and the RHS of Eq. (3.18)
using finite-difference matrix-vector products, which enable geometry optimizations on the
frozen PES with the ωB97X-V functional. Further details are presented in Appendix B.1.3.

3.3.2 Water dimer

We first look at the widely studied water dimer. Its fully relaxed geometry (the global
minimum linear configuration) is shown in the top panel of Figure 3.2, where the proton donor
of the hydrogen bond is denoted as Hd. The adiabatic ALMO-EDA results are collected in
columns 2–4 of Table 3.1, where the adiabatic energy lowerings correspond to the three terms
in Eq. (3.2), while Ebind refers to the depth of each PES. The largest adiabatic contribution
to binding comes from the frozen interaction (65%). A comparison with the vertical ALMO-
EDA results at the fully relaxed geometry was already shown in Figure 3.1, indicating that
the importance of FRZ increases in the adiabatic picture, as guaranteed by the formulation
of this method. By contrast, the magnitude of ∆Epol is reduced by almost one half and that
of ∆Ect becomes about 1/3 smaller.

Nonetheless, CT significantly affects the structure and vibrational frequencies of the water
dimer, according to the adiabatic EDA results. Compared to the equilibrium geometry on
the polarized but CT-forbidden surface, the hydrogen bond is shortened by about 0.2 Å, and
the tilting angle of the proton acceptor H2O (the β angle) is reduced by 6◦. The preference
for β ≈ 127◦ was explained using the complementary occupied-virtual orbital pairs [305]
(COVPs) in Ref. 282. CT also results in the slight elongation of the O1–Hd bond and the
remarkable red shift in the symmetric O–H stretch frequency for the H-donor water molecule
(ω9, relative to 3863 cm−1 for the H2O monomer as computed at the same level of theory).
In contrast, the frequency of the symmetric O–H stretch for the H-acceptor water molecule
(ω10) is minimally affected, which results in a 100 cm−1 splitting between them. The effects
of CT on the asymmetric O–H stretch frequency of the H-donor water molecule (ω11), on the
other hand, are considerably smaller. These findings are fairly consistent with the previous
study by Ramos-Cordoba et al. [300] The effect of POL is smaller than that of CT. Besides
shortening the O2 · ·Hd distance by 0.1 Å, POL has very little effect on the β angle and the
vibrational frequencies, which is also consistent with its fairly small energetic contribution.

There has been much discussion of the origin of the near-linear structure of the wa-
ter dimer. A recent study [285] using symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) [92]
revealed that the energy difference between the linear configuration and the bifurcated tran-
sition structure [306] (middle panel of Figure 3.2) is not due to the first-order terms of
SAPT (electrostatics and so-called exchange-repulsion). It is the second-order terms (espe-
cially induction) that render the linear configuration more favorable. This agrees with the
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Figure 3.2: Water dimer in the most stable linear configuration (Cs) (top), and two less stable
geometries, labeled as “bifurcated” (middle) and “aligned” (lower) (C2v). O1 is for the oxygen
atom in H-donor and O2 is for that in H-acceptor. For the linear configuration, α denotes ∠O1–
Hd–O2 and β denotes the angle between O2 · ·Hd and the bisector of the H-acceptor water (the
tilting angle of the H-acceptor water).
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Table 3.1: Adiabatic EDA results for the water dimer in the linear, bifurcated and aligned config-
urations, as shown in Figure 3.2. The binding energies (in kJ/mol) are calculated with regard to
the fully relaxed water monomers, and the adiabatic ∆E’s are the three energy components (FRZ,
POL and CT). The distances are reported in Å, angles in degrees (◦), and vibrational frequencies in
cm−1. ω1 and ω2 are the two lowest vibrational modes. ω9 and ω10 are the symmetric O–H stretches
of the hydrogen donor and acceptor water molecules, respectively, and ω11 and ω12 correspond to
the asymmetric ones.

linear bifurcated aligned
FRZ POL FULL FRZ POL FULL FRZ POL FULL

Adiabatic ∆E -13.62 -2.63 -4.74 -11.11 -1.42 -1.06 -8.20 -0.99 -0.58
∆Ebind -13.62 -16.25 -20.99 -11.11 -12.53 -13.59 -8.20 -9.19 -9.77

R(O2 · ·Hd) 2.25 2.15 1.96 2.66 2.60 2.53 2.80 2.73 2.68
R(O1 · ·O2) 3.21 3.11 2.92 3.15 3.08 3.02 3.29 3.22 3.17
R(O1–Hd) 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
α angle 172.66 172.83 173.20 – – – – – –
β angle 132.36 132.15 126.22 – – – – – –

ω1 88.31 105.93 125.50 146.99i 155.23i 219.31i 176.20i 217.65i 248.22i
ω2 97.77 117.15 141.78 50.70 61.49 58.98 157.31i 168.62i 179.56i

ω9 3861.01 3852.88 3754.43 3861.79 3861.33 3859.58 3862.75 3862.40 3861.65
ω10 3869.45 3861.08 3856.55 3871.77 3872.11 3868.25 3878.45 3875.06 3873.87
ω11 3960.70 3955.07 3937.68 3957.10 3953.65 3945.65 3961.22 3959.00 3955.68
ω12 3965.15 3959.02 3955.20 3962.04 3961.33 3960.32 3963.37 3960.66 3960.07
ω10 − ω9 8.44 8.20 102.12 9.98 10.78 8.67 15.70 12.66 12.22
ω12 − ω11 4.45 3.95 17.52 4.96 7.68 14.67 2.15 1.66 4.39

ALMO-EDA results obtained with second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2),
[120] which demonstrated that POL and CT (corresponding to SAPT’s induction term) sta-
bilize the linear geometry, because the aligned configuration (the lower panel of Figure 3.2)
is preferred by the frozen interaction (either with or without dispersion). CT, on the other
hand, is of predominant importance in NBO analysis, [296, 297] since the water dimer is
unbound at its equilibrium geometry if NBO-derived CT is removed. [307] However, many
other studies [282, 299, 300, 308] suggested that CT is not decisive for the directionality of
the water dimer H-bond.

Both the studies of Refs. 120 and 285 rely on EDA calculations performed along a co-
ordinate scan on the fully relaxed PES. As mentioned above, this may result in too un-
favorable dispersion-free frozen interaction (the first-order terms in SAPT) and lead to an
(over)emphasized role of POL and CT (induction). Here we provide a different perspective
by means of the adiabatic ALMO-EDA. The first interesting result from Table 3.1 is that the
linear configuration is calculated to be a minimum on the frozen PES, based on its positive
lowest frequency (ω1). Despite the large O2 · ·Hd distance, it is remarkable that ∠O1–Hd–O2

(the α angle) at this geometry shows little difference compared to that in the fully relaxed ge-
ometry. Thus a near-linear structure of the water dimer is favored even without the presence
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of POL and CT!

Table 3.2: Vertical ALMO-EDA results (in kJ/mol) for three configurations of the water dimer
computed at their fully relaxed geometries (data in the parentheses are computed at the optimal
geometries on the frozen PES). DFFRZ (dispersion-free frozen interaction) refers to the sum of
ELEC and PAULI, which corresponds to the sum of first-order terms in SAPT.

linear bifurcated aligned

ELEC -63.68 (-33.93) -34.92 (-26.72) -22.51 (-17.85)
PAULI 61.90 (24.75) 29.45 (19.91) 18.51 (12.97)
DFFRZ -1.78 (-9.08) -5.47 (-6.81) -4.00 (-4.87)
DISP -7.62 (-4.55) -5.67 (-4.54) -4.34 (-3.54)

POL -4.95 -1.74 -1.17
CT -6.80 -1.16 -0.62

INT -21.15 -14.05 -10.13

To further verify this result, we explored two other configurations (bifurcated and aligned)
of the water dimer as well. The vertical ALMO-EDA results for all three configurations are
shown in Table 3.2. On the fully relaxed PES, the sum of ELEC and PAULI (the dispersion-
free frozen term) for the bifurcated and aligned structures are indeed more favorable than
that of the linear water dimer, and it seems tempting to draw a conclusion that the linear
configuration becomes the global minimum eventually thanks to its much stronger stabiliza-
tion by POL and CT (the contributions from POL and CT are much smaller at bifurcated
and aligned structures according to the vertical EDA results). However, a different picture
emerges from the adiabatic EDA results in Table 3.1. The linear configuration is energetically
favored across the board, even before induction effects (POL and CT) come into play. Also,
according to the frozen energy components evaluated on the frozen PES (see Table 3.2), the
sum of ELEC and PAULI does favor the linear structure instead.

In terms of the adiabatic binding energy at the FRZ level, the linear configuration is
already 2.5 kJ/mol more favorable than the bifurcated, and 5.4 kJ/mol more favorable than
the aligned. Such an energetic ordering is also in accord with the evaluated frequencies of
the lowest two vibrational modes (ω1 and ω2): the linear configuration is characterized to
be an energy minimum on all PESs, while the bifurcated and aligned structures appear to
be a transition state (TS) and a second-order saddle point throughout, respectively. The
adiabatic ALMO-EDA results therefore show that the near-linear equilibrium geometry of
the water dimer is not determined by the induction effects (POL and CT) — it is energetically
preferred at the FRZ level already. This preference, according to Table 3.2, primarily arises
from the more favorable permanent electrostatics at the linear structure, which perhaps
goes against expectations since alignment of the molecular dipoles does not determine the
conformational preference for the water dimer at the FRZ level.
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Table 3.3: Adiabatic ALMO-EDA results for the H2O· · ·Cl− complex. Results in columns 2–4
(energy minima) are obtained by starting from the optimal geometry on the fully relaxed PES, while
those in columns 5 and 6 (TS) are obtained by starting from the optimal geometry on the frozen
PES. Under Cs structures, ω5 corresponds to the stretch of O–Hd and ω6 corresponds to the stretch
of the free O–H bond, while under C2v structures they correspond to the symmetric and asymmetric
O–H stretches of the water molecule, respectively. Other details about data presentation are the
same as in Table 3.1.

FRZ (C2v) POL (Cs) FULL (Cs) POL (C2v) FULL (C2v)

Adiabatic ∆E -41.31 -9.03 -12.41 -8.68 -6.26
∆Ebind -41.31 -50.33 -62.74 -49.98 -56.24

R(Cl··O) 3.37 3.32 3.12 3.28 3.14
R(Cl··Hd) 2.84 2.48 2.15 2.75 2.60
R(O–Hd) 0.96 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.97
∠Cl–Hd–O 115.32 145.91 166.71 115.41 115.60
∠H–O–H 99.44 100.11 101.38 98.38 96.57

ω1 138.89 118.14 192.77 35.69i 312.28i
ω5 3869.56 3801.45 3406.22 3853.15 3805.38
ω6 3911.89 3919.23 3922.35 3891.68 3817.02
split (ω6 − ω5) 42.33 117.78 516.13 38.53 11.64

3.3.3 Water-ion interactions

Water-chloride

The H2O· · ·Cl− complex is an archetype for water-anion interactions. Like the water
dimer, its equilibrium geometry (the bottom panel of Figure 3.3) has Cs symmetry and
a near-linear hydrogen bond between Cl− and one of the protons (the bond angle in the
equilibrium geometry is 166.7◦). By excluding CT and POL successively and relaxing the
geometry of this system on the polarized and frozen PESs, we obtain two stationary geome-
tries, and the adiabatic ALMO-EDA results along this path are collected in columns 2–4 in
Table 3.3. Characterized by the lowest vibrational frequency (ω1), the two geometries are
both energy minima. They are shown in the top two panels of Figure 3.3. Without CT, the
Cl··Hd distance is elongated by 0.33 Å, and ∠Cl··Hd–O is decreased by over 20◦, which are in
reasonable agreement with the results in Ref. 300. The substantial change in ∠Cl··Hd–O due
to the removal of CT contrasts with the water dimer case where CT only slightly modifies
the hydrogen bond angle (∠O··Hd–O). With the further relaxation on the frozen PES, Cl−

migrates onto the bisector of ∠H–O–H, resulting in a complex with C2v symmetry. This
geometry resembles the bifurcated configuration of the water dimer, which, however, is a
saddle point on water dimer’s frozen PES.

We suppose that the differences between water-water and water-chloride interactions are
primarily due to the different characteristics of their permanent electrostatic interactions. On
the frozen PES, the linear water dimer is favored by permanent electrostatics (see Table 3.2),
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Figure 3.3: Optimized geometries (energy minima) of the H2O· · ·Cl− complex on the frozen, po-
larized, and fully relaxed PESs. Changes in R(Cl··Hd) and ∠Cl–Hd–O are indicated.

as opposed to the “classical” intuition that dipole-dipole interaction should prefer the bi-
furcated structure. The frozen interaction energy thus serves as the initial driving force for
the formation of its near-linear structure. In contrast, for H2O· · ·Cl− the monopole-dipole-
like electrostatic interaction favors the bifurcated (C2v) configuration, and CT, which has
larger magnitude in this system, compensates for the diminished stabilization from ELEC
and results in the near-linear ∠Cl··Hd–O in the fully relaxed structure. It should be noted
that dispersion, despite its relatively small magnitude, also helps stabilize the C2v structure,
since use of the B3LYP functional [34, 35, 42] (which is almost dispersion-free) results in
a broken-symmetry structure for the energy minimum on the frozen PES as a trade-off for
less unfavorable geometry distortion, while the addition of a D3 correction [57] to B3LYP
restores the C2v symmetry of that minimum-energy structure (see Tables B.2 and B.3 in
Appendix B.2 for more details).

Compared to the O–H stretch frequencies of a fully relaxed water monomer (3863 and
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3965 cm−1), the frequency of the asymmetric mode in the frozen complex (ω6) is red-shifted
by over 50 cm−1. This might be related to the deformation of the water molecule in this com-
plex, whose bond angle is substantially reduced from 105.06◦ (for a fully relaxed monomer)
to 99.44◦ (such a change increases the dipole moment of H2O and thus enhances the at-
tractive electrostatic interaction). To verify that, we compute the vibrational frequencies of
an isolated water molecule with the same geometry as in the frozen complex, and the two
resulting O–H stretch frequencies (3856 and 3914 cm−1) are in good agreement with ω5 and
ω6 in the complex.

Once the C2v symmetry is broken, ω5 and ω6 correspond to the stretch of the O–Hd

and another free O–H bond, respectively. POL results in a red-shift in the O–Hd stretch
frequency by 68 cm−1, while for the free O–H bond, the vibrational frequency is blue-shifted
and becomes slightly closer to the higher-energy mode in a free water molecule, which further
enlarges the splitting between ω5 and ω6. The O–Hd bond is more significantly weakened
when CT is enabled, which is usually described as an n → σ∗ donation. Its impact is
manifested in the 0.02 Å elongation of the O–Hd bond and the substantial red shift (400
cm−1) in ω5 relative to their values evaluated on the previous PES (polarized but CT-
forbidden). Since the stretch of the free O–H bond is almost unaffected, we see a 4-fold
increase for the splitting between ω5 and ω6.

Table 3.4: Vertical ALMO-EDA results (in kJ/mol) for H2O· · ·Cl− computed at the obtained
stationary geometries on the frozen and polarized PESs. The contribution from CT is excluded
from the total interaction energy; and for the stationary point on the frozen PES, POL is also
excluded.

Frozen (C2v) Polarized (Cs) Polarized (C2v)

ELEC -78.71 -87.96 -89.45
PAULI 43.92 55.37 55.50
DISP -8.54 -9.22 -9.76

FRZ -43.33 -41.82 -43.70
POL – -10.17 -9.15
INT -43.33 -51.99 -52.85

By starting from the optimal geometry on the frozen PES and relaxing it on the polarized
and fully relaxed PESs sequentially, the C2v symmetry of the complex will be conserved if no
other perturbation to the geometry is exerted, and thereby we end up with a new adiabatic
path where Cl− lies on the bisector of ∠H–O–H throughout. Indicated by their imaginary
ω1’s in Table 3.3, the resulting structures on the polarized and fully relaxed PESs are both
TSs that connect the minima on two sides of the bisector. Nevertheless, it is notable that on
the polarized PES, the two stationary geometries (Cs and C2v) have extremely close adiabatic
binding energies — the Cs configuration is marginally more favorable by 0.35 kJ/mol. We
investigate these two structures (as well as the optimal geometry on the frozen PES) using
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the vertical ALMO-EDA, where the energy components that are not allowed on the PES
each structure is associated with are excluded, and the results are shown in Table 3.4. It is
striking that in terms of the interaction energy (evaluated without relaxing the monomers),
the TS (C2v) structure is more favorable than the stable Cs structure, although the latter
has a more favorable polarization energy; and the Cs structure becomes the minimum simply
because the water molecule has a less distorted geometry. Note that the order of these two
energetically “near-degenerate” stationary points on the polarized PES can be altered by
using a different, less accurate density functional (see Table B.3 in Appendix B.2). This is
no different from the need to wisely choose the model chemistry in any standard chemical
study using DFT.

Similar to the scenario of the bifurcated (or aligned) water dimer, both the energy magni-
tude of CT and its effect on observables are diminished when Cl− is located on the bisector,
since the associated donor-acceptor orbitals are of less favorable orientations. [300] The sym-
metric and asymmetric O–H stretches are both red-shifted by CT (and marginally by POL),
and the splitting between them decreases upon the transition from frozen to fully relaxed
PES. This is related to the reduction in ∠H–O–H when Cl− approaches the H2O molecule,
which, very interestingly, causes ∠Cl··Hd–O to be almost constant. Here we see a nuanced
balance between favorable intermolecular interactions (ELEC, and probably POL and CT
as well) and the penalty from distorted monomer geometries.

Water-divalent cations

We next consider the complexes formed by H2O and divalent alkali earth metal cations
(Mg2+ and Ca2+), whose geometries are shown in Figure 3.4. These interactions are regarded
as challenging cases for the development of polarizable force fields, [167, 309, 310] and for this
purpose it will be interesting to characterize the impact of CT on energetics and molecular
properties of these systems.

The adiabatic ALMO-EDA results for water-Mg2+ and water-Ca2+ complexes are col-
lected in Table 3.5. All optimized geometries have C2v symmetry. In terms of energetics,
FRZ has the largest contribution to the total binding energy owing to the strongly attrac-
tive permanent electrostatics. The role of POL is much more pronounced in these systems

Figure 3.4: Geometry of the water-divalent cation (Mg2+, Ca2+) complexes (C2v)
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Table 3.5: Adiabatic ALMO-EDA results for the H2O· · ·Mg2+ and H2O· · ·Ca2+ complexes. The
absolute (abs) shifts of ω5 (symmetric O–H stretch) and ω6 (asymmetric O–H stretch) are evaluated
relative to the vibrational frequencies of these two modes in a fully relaxed water monomer (“+”
for blue shifts and “-” for red shifts), and the relative (rel) shifts are evaluated with respect to the
vibrational frequencies computed at the minimum of the previous PES. Other details about data
presentation are the same as in Table 3.1.

H2O· · ·Mg2+ H2O· · ·Ca2+

FRZ (C2v) POL (C2v) FULL (C2v) FRZ (C2v) POL (C2v) FULL (C2v)

Adiabatic ∆E -176.69 -151.37 -12.70 -129.44 -80.37 -26.99
∆Ebind -176.69 -328.06 -340.77 -129.44 -209.81 -236.80

R(O··M2+) 2.08 1.93 1.92 2.50 2.35 2.24
R(O–H) 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.97
∠H-O-H 106.44 105.33 105.65 104.67 103.85 104.31

ω5 3896.01 3672.81 3663.60 3870.37 3746.09 3708.35
ω6 3936.50 3708.79 3700.98 3921.58 3791.05 3754.73

rel shift (ω5) – 223.20 9.21 – 124.28 37.74
rel shift (ω6) – 227.71 7.81 – 130.53 36.32
abs shift (ω5) +32.77 -190.43 -199.64 +7.13 -117.15 -154.89
abs shift (ω6) -28.74 -256.45 -264.26 -43.66 -174.19 -210.51

compared to that in the hydrogen-bonding complexes discussed above, due to the presence
of divalent cations. For H2O· · ·Mg2+, the adiabatic ∆Epol has nearly comparable magnitude
to ∆Efrz, while for H2O· · ·Ca2+, ∆Epol/∆Efrz is close to 2/3 since the former decays faster
with the increase of intermolecular distance. The energetic contribution of CT is fairly in-
significant (1/30 of the total binding energy) for the H2O· · ·Mg2+ complex, but it is of more
importance for H2O· · ·Ca2+ (> 10% of the total binding energy) despite its larger O··M2+

separation.
In both systems, the equilibrium O··M2+ distances are shortened by 0.15 Å due to the

effect of POL. The rearrangement of water’s electron density due to the strong polarization
effect appears to weaken the two O–H bonds, which are elongated by 0.02 Å for H2O· · ·Mg2+

and 0.01 Å for H2O· · ·Ca2+. Accompanying the increased bond lengths are the red shifts
in the harmonic frequencies of symmetric (ω5) and asymmetric (ω6) O–H stretches. While
CT has a non-trivial effect on the properties of the H2O· · ·Ca2+ complex (shortening the
O··M2+ distance by an additional 0.11 Å and red-shifting the two O–H stretch modes by
over 35 cm−1), it only makes a minimal difference to H2O· · ·Mg2+. This is consistent with
the relative energetic importance of CT in these two systems.

Several other subtle features are evident in Table 3.5. For instance, relative to a free
water molecule (105.06◦), ∠H–O–H is slightly expanded in H2O· · ·Mg2+ but reduced in
H2O· · ·Ca2+ (on all three PESs). We also notice that for both systems, the symmetric O–H
mode is blue-shifted while the asymmetric one moves to red on the frozen PES (relative to
their frequencies in free H2O), which reduces the gap between their vibrational frequencies.
These changes are not solely the effect of geometry distortion: for an isolated water molecule
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Table 3.6: Adiabatic ALMO-EDA results for four metallocenes (of D5d symmetry): FeCp2 (singlet),
NiCp2 (triplet), CuCp2 (doublet), ZnCp2 (singlet). Details about data presentation are the same
as in Table 3.1.

FeCp2 NiCp2

FRZ POL FULL FRZ POL FULL

Adiabatic ∆E -1794.19 -642.36 -597.67 -1825.04 -671.59 -292.66
∆Ebind -1794.19 -2436.54 -3034.21 -1825.04 -2496.64 -2789.30

R(M–C5) 2.23 2.04 1.66 2.17 2.00 1.83
∠C5–H 3.49 0.80 -1.41 3.23 0.53 -0.54

CuCp2 ZnCp2

FRZ POL FULL FRZ POL FULL

Adiabatic ∆E -1839.19 -699.33 -245.36 -1849.27 -706.44 -45.52
∆Ebind -1839.19 -2538.52 -2783.89 -1849.27 -2555.71 -2601.22

R(M–C5) 2.15 1.98 1.91 2.13 1.97 1.95
∠C5–H 3.08 0.35 0.13 3.01 0.33 0.43

of the same geometry as in the frozen H2O· · ·Mg2+ complex, the two O–H stretch frequencies
are 3846 and 3959 cm−1, which are fairly different from their values evaluated in the complex.
These changes might be related to the distortion of electron densities upon the formation
of the intermolecular complex, as an effect of Pauli repulsion, and further investigations of
these intriguing subtleties could be worthwhile.

3.3.4 Metallocenes

Unraveling the complicated nature of metal-ligand bonding is of great importance in
organometallic chemistry. Ferrocene (FeCp2, Cp = cyclopentadiene) and other metallocenes
are systems that exhibit strong dependence of bonding on the identity of the metal cation.
Using the generalized Ziegler-Rauk EDA, [106–109] Rayón and Frenking pointed out the
relative importance of electrostatics and orbital interactions (POL and CT) in ferrocene,
and showed that Cp→Fe π-donation makes the largest contribution to bonding. [311] Swart
reported a study of many metallocenes with the same EDA approach, where issues like the
most stable spin state and the relative importance of electrostatics vs. orbital interactions
for each metallocene were investigated. [312]

In this work, we apply the adiabatic ALMO-EDA to four staggered (D5d) metallocenes
formed by first-row transition metals: FeCp2, NiCp2, CuCp2 and ZnCp2. Their geometries
and the structural parameters to be investigated are shown in Figure 3.5 (using ferrocene as
an example). The most favorable spin states for FeCp2 and NiCp2 were taken from Refs. 312
and313, and were verified with ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD as well. In order to see the trends
as a function of metal from Fe2+, whose 3d orbitals are roughly half-filled, to the fully filled
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the changes in optimal structures of a staggered (D5d) ferrocene upon the
transition from frozen to fully relaxed PES. The geometric parameters investigated in this work are
indicated in the figure. ∠C5–H is the angle between the C5 plane and one C–H bond (represented
by red dash-dot lines), which is defined to be positive when the bending direction of C–H is away
from the metal cation. The gradually shortened Fe–C5 distance and the decreased and finally
flipped ∠C5–H upon the transition are also demonstrated, and their values (shown at the bottom)
are identical to those in Table 3.6. For other metallocenes studied in this work, the same figure
can also help visualize the changes in their geometries.

Zn2+, we always keep the spin state of the metal cation the same as the most stable one
at the fully relaxed geometry, i.e., the energy consumed by the spin-flip of Fe2+ (from a
high-spin isolated cation to a closed-shell complex) is not included.

As shown in Table 3.6, under the adiabatic picture, the largest stabilization is gained at
the FRZ stage for all four metallocenes, which is reasonable because of the strongly attractive
permanent electrostatic interaction between M2+ and two Cp− ligands. From Fe2+ to Zn2+,
the magnitude of ∆Efrz slightly increases (spanning a fairly small range of 55 kJ/mol) and
the equilibrium M–C5 distance on the frozen PES is gradually reduced. This trend arises
from contraction of the ionic radius from Fe2+ to Zn2+, rendering the latter systems less
prone to Pauli repulsion with closer metal-ligand contacts. This picture is supported by
decomposition of the frozen interaction energies at their optimal geometries on the frozen
PESs (Table 3.7). Use of the geometries optimized on the frozen PES provides a clearer
trend than the frozen energy decomposition at fully relaxed geometries. The contributions
from PAULI and DISP vary minimally, despite the decreasing M–C5 distance from FeCp2

to ZnCp2. Thus the increasingly stabilizing FRZ term mainly reflects the enhancement
of permanent electrostatics. One notable feature of these optimal initial structures is the
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Table 3.7: Decomposition of the vertical frozen interaction energies (in kJ/mol) of four metallocenes
evaluated at the optimized geometries on their frozen PESs.

FeCp2 NiCp2 CuCp2 ZnCp2

ELEC -1989.64 -2018.75 -2030.08 -2041.30
PAULI 253.42 254.11 250.56 253.11
DISP -63.07 -65.26 -64.30 -65.67

FRZ -1799.29 -1829.90 -1843.82 -1853.86

Figure 3.6: Comparison between the conventional (vertical) and adiabatic ALMO-EDA results for
FeCp2 (left) and ZnCp2 (right). The results for the conventional ALMO-EDA are computed at the
fully relaxed geometries obtained at the ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD level of theory, where the GD
terms are 4.44 and 2.99 kJ/mol for these two systems, respectively, which are rather small and not
plotted in the figure.

outward bending of the C–H bonds, which are favored by permanent electrostatics due to the
generation of local dipoles (pointing outwards) on the C5 rings. The bending angle decreases
with the shortening of the M–C5 distance.

Polarization also makes a significant contribution to the binding of these systems, driven
by the proximity of a metal dication and the considerably polarizable, electron-rich aromatic
ligands. The resulting adiabatic energy lowerings (∆Epol) are in a range between -600 and
-700 kJ/mol (marginally above 1/3 of the magnitude of ∆Efrz), and the M–C5 distances are
shortened by a similar amount (0.15–0.20 Å) for all four investigated complexes. Moreover,
in terms of the magnitude of polarization energies, the equilibrium M–C5 distances, and the
C5–H angles, a similar trend emerges from FeCp2 to ZnCp2 as on the frozen PES.

The energetic contribution of CT decreases from FeCp2 to ZnCp2, indicating that less full
3d orbitals facilitate the donation from Cp’s π-electrons. For FeCp2, ∆Ect constitutes roughly
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20% of the binding energy. Its adiabatic CT energy is roughly 300 kJ/mol smaller than the
vertical counterpart evaluated at the fully relaxed geometry (see the left panel of Figure 3.6).
Indeed, the discrepancy between the energetics given by vertical and adiabatic EDAs will
be most pronounced when CT is most significant, since the adiabatic ∆Ect incorporates
the energy consumed to overcome the penalty of Pauli repulsion when moving towards the
equilibrium geometry on the fully relaxed PES.

For ferrocene, there is a substantial shortening of the Fe–C5 distance after CT is allowed.
While it reflects the important role of CT in this system (twice as large as the shortening
due to POL), it also enlarges the gap between the vertical and adiabatic CT energies. By
contrast, for NiCp2 the magnitude of ∆Ect is reduced by 50% relative to that for FeCp2, and
the shortenings of the Ni–C5 distance owing to POL and CT are about equal. This shows the
diminished effect of CT when the 3d orbitals are occupied with two more electrons. Turning
to the fully filled Zn2+, the CT effect becomes completely insignificant (the Zn–C5 distance
is shortened by only 0.02 Å) so that the vertical and adiabatic approaches yield very similar
results for this system (see the right panel of Figure 3.6).

We note that the Fe–C5 distance and ∠C5–H of our fully optimized ferrocene (staggered)
are in good agreement with a reference geometry optimized at the CCSD(T)/TZV2P+f level
of theory. [314] Also, for all four metallocenes, the structural parameters obtained at the full
SCF level are fairly close to the previously reported values [312] computed with OPBE/TZP
[315], although the metallocenes investigated in Ref. 312 were exclusively in the eclipsed
conformation.

One feature of FeCp2 and NiCp2 is that the C5–H angles are flipped when CT is enabled,
i.e., their C–H bonds are bent towards the metals instead (as illustrated in Figure 3.5). While
the final value of ∠C5–H is clearly an indicator of the significance of CT, it does not seem
fully correct to assert that inversion of the C–H bending directions is a direct consequence of
CT. For these systems, the value of ∠C5–H has already substantially decreased when POL is
enabled, although none of them has changed sign at that stage. We think that the inversion
of C–H bending directions is induced by the closer contact between M2+ and Cp− in the
fully optimized geometries of FeCp2 and NiCp2, which is driven by the relatively large effect
of CT in these systems.

3.3.5 Ammonia-borane complex and basis set dependence

The NH3-BH3 complex exhibits a strong dative (CT) interaction, associated with the
coupling of a Lewis base, NH3, with a Lewis acid, BH3, which is planar in isolation. The
adiabatic ALMO-EDA results are listed in Table 3.8, and show very large changes in R(N··B)
and ∠N–B–H (the latter characterizes pyramidalization of BH3) due to different components
of this interaction. The structure of NH3, on the other hand, is much more rigid (∠B–N–H
changes by less than 1◦). At the optimal geometry on the frozen PES, ∠N–B–H deviates
only slightly from 90◦, as a result of the balance between enhanced permanent electrostatics
and the penalty from increased geometry distortion. POL makes a rather small energetic
contribution that is similar to the size of ∆Efrz. However, POL results in a remarkable
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change in the complex geometry, as the N··B distance and ∠N–B–H are roughly mid-way
between their values at the frozen and the fully relaxed structures. CT, as we expect, is the
dominant component of this interaction. In the adiabatic picture, it stabilizes the complex
by 103 kJ/mol, which is over 3 times larger than the sum of ∆Efrz and ∆Epol. It further
shortens the N··B distance by 0.44 Å, and expands ∠N–B–H to 105◦ (characteristic of sp3

hybridization).

Table 3.8: Adiabatic ALMO-EDA results for the NH3-BH3 complex (of C3v symmetry). Details
about data presentation are the same as in Table 3.1.

FRZ POL FULL

Adiabatic ∆E -15.64 -14.83 -103.25
∆Ebind -15.64 -30.47 -133.72

R(N··B) 2.76 2.10 1.66
∠N–B–H 92.08 98.38 104.97
∠B–N–H 111.56 111.26 110.79

The adiabatic EDA provides a significantly different picture than the vertical ALMO-
EDA (Figure 3.7). Due to the close contact between NH3 and BH3 in the final structure,
the vertical ALMO-EDA shows a large geometric distortion (GD), a strongly repulsive FRZ
term and a very large value of POL that exceeds the magnitude of CT. We note that the
latter might be partly due to the use of the original ALMO model to separate POL and CT
(vide infra). The adiabatic EDA provides complementary and perhaps deeper insight into
this interaction. Although ∆Ect is about 20 kJ/mol smaller than the vertically evaluated
value, it is absolutely dominant compared to other energy components, and FRZ and POL
are both moderately attractive because of the relatively large intermolecular separations in
geometries optimized on the frozen and polarized PESs.

One shortcoming of the original ALMO-EDA (and the related BLW-EDA) is the basis set
dependence of the energy associated with the polarized (AO-blocked SCF-MI) state. [103,
117, 316] When very diffuse basis sets are employed, basis functions on one fragment can
partially describe CT to another fragment even with the fragment-blocked ALMO coefficient
matrix. The resulting polarization energy can therefore be lowered due to the contamina-
tion of CT. In this adiabatic version of the ALMO-EDA, the effect of POL on the complex
geometry and other properties might also be overemphasized. This overestimation is usu-
ally considered to be insignificant when a basis set no larger than augmented triple-ζ is
employed.[117]

It is possible that more serious errors arise for the NH3-BH3 complex because its in-
teraction energy is so strong and so CT-dependent. As a first test, Figure 3.8 shows the
geometries of NH3-BH3 optimized on the polarized PES with three triple-ζ basis sets: def2-
TZVPP [183], def2-TZVPPD, and aug-cc-pVTZ (aTZ) [178, 179] (with increasing number
of basis functions). The resulting geometries are rather sensitive to the choice of basis set:
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between the conventional and adiabatic ALMO-EDA results for the NH3–
BH3 complex (of C3v symmetry). The results of the conventional (vertical) ALMO-EDA are com-
puted at the fully relaxed geometry optimized at the ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD level of theory.

while the structure optimized with def2-TZVPP is closer to that of the frozen complex, the
one optimized with aTZ is more similar to the fully relaxed geometry, as can be seen from
the values of R(N··B) and ∠N–B–H. (Note: on the frozen and fully relaxed PESs, basis set
dependence of the resulting structures is much weaker, which is confirmed by Table B.4 in
Appendix B.2.) Although def2-TZVPPD (the basis set employed in the present work) and
aTZ are both of augmented triple-ζ quality, the POL-induced shortening of the N··B distance
and pyramidalization of BH3 are less exaggerated in the resulting geometry of def2-TZVPPD.

The recently proposed fragment electrical response function (FERF) model [117] is an
improved method for the evaluation of the polarization energy, which gives it a non-trivial
basis set limit. Despite the analytical nuclear gradient of SCF-MI with FERFs being un-
available for the time being, thanks to the small size of this system, it is possible to use finite
differences to optimize the NH3-BH3 geometry. The resulting SCF-MI (FERF) geometries
computed with the above three triple-ζ basis sets are shown in Figure 3.9. Neither R(N··B)
nor ∠N–B–H is significantly affected by changing the basis set, demonstrating the much
weaker basis set dependence of the FERF model. In addition, the POL-induced changes of
the complex geometry are less prominent than those manifested in the results obtained by
using the original ALMO model. While non-trivial, formulation and implementation of the
analytical gradient of the SCF-MI (FERF) model is therefore highly desirable for a clean
separation of the effects of POL and CT in the adiabatic ALMO-EDA.

For completeness, we also examine the basis set sensitivity of several key equilibrium
intermolecular distance parameters obtained on the polarized PESs for other systems that
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Figure 3.8: Basis set dependence of the equilibrium geometry on the polarized PES constructed
with the SCF-MI (ALMO) model. The exhibited geometries are optimized with def2-TZVPP,
def2-TZVPPD, and aug-cc-pVTZ from top to bottom.

are investigated in this work. The results generated with the same set of triple-ζ bases are
listed in Table 3.9. In general, the basis set dependence of these intermolecular distances
is much less pronounced compared to the NH3–BH3 case. None of these changes would
qualitatively affect the interpretation of the results, and for most of them, the fluctuations
are smaller than 0.05 Å. Note that using a larger basis set (in terms of number of basis
functions) does not necessarily result in shorter intermolecular distances on the polarized
PES, as can be seen in Table 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Basis set dependence of the equilibrium geometry on the polarized PES constructed
with the SCF-MI (FERF) model. The exhibited geometries are optimized with def2-TZVPP, def2-
TZVPPD, and aug-cc-pVTZ from top to bottom.

3.4 Conclusion

In this work, by contrast with conventional EDA methods that decompose a “vertical”
interaction energy at a given nuclear configuration, we advocate the concept of an “adiabatic
EDA” and reformulate the popular ALMO-EDA within that picture. While this method
retains the main properties of the original ALMO-EDA (e.g., a variational separation of
POL and CT), it has the following new features:

• The energy components are defined by the adiabatic energy differences between the PESs
that correspond to the three intermediate (including the final) states involved in the
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Table 3.9: Basis set dependence of the key intermolecular distance parameters (in Å) for systems
other than the NH3–BH3 complex that are investigated in this work. The geometries are optimized
on the polarized PES using the original ALMO model, and results generated by three triple-ζ basis
sets are compared.

System Distance TZVPP TZVPPD aTZ

water dimer R(O··Hd) 2.12 2.15 2.12
water-Cl− R(Cl··Hd) 2.39a 2.48 2.45
water-Mg2+ R(O··Mg2+) 2.03 2.04 2.08
water-Ca2+ R(O··Ca2+) 2.34 2.35 – b

FeCp2 R(Fe–C5) 2.03 2.04 2.08

a Basis sets that contain diffuse functions should be nec-
essary for systems that contain anions.

b aug-cc-pVTZ basis for Ca is unavailable.

ALMO-EDA, which are the frozen, polarized, and fully relaxed PESs. Accessing the
minimum (or other stationary points) on each PES is required to evaluate the energy
components, and this is facilitated by analytical nuclear gradients (the nuclear gradient
associated with the frozen PES, to the best of our knowledge, is reported here for the first
time).

• The resulting energy components differ from those obtained by a conventional (verti-
cal) ALMO-EDA calculation performed at the fully relaxed geometry. By definition, the
adiabatic EDA yields a more favorable frozen interaction energy, whereas the energetic
contribution of CT is reduced (that of POL is usually reduced as well). This circumvents
the often unfavorable FRZ term in the conventional ALMO-EDA so that the resulting
frozen energy and its decomposition are easier to interpret (e.g., Table 3.7). On the other
hand, for systems where the effect of POL or CT is strong, the adiabatic EDA still mani-
fests their significance. In some cases, such as NH3-BH3, the adiabatic picture seems more
helpful in providing a physical interpretation (e.g., Figure 3.7).

• By relaxing the geometry on each PES successively, the modulation of structural properties
of the intermolecular complex due to POL and CT and even the often nuanced effect of
FRZ can be isolated. Furthermore, other molecular properties (in this work we focused on
vibrational frequencies) can be computed at the stationary points on each PES, showing
how different components of an intermolecular interaction affect these properties. This
connects the components of the adiabatic EDA scheme more directly to experimental
observables.

Illustrated by proof-of-concept applications to a fairly broad range of systems, we feel that
the adiabatic EDA is useful in providing a complementary and perhaps more “panoramic”
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view of intermolecular interactions than a conventional EDA at a single geometry. The
adiabatic EDA provides more comprehensive information relating to both the origin and
the implications for observables of each component of the interaction. The adiabatic EDA
approach, in principle, can be applied to many other EDA methods (e.g., the density-based
EDA [113] by Wu et al.) as long as the nuclear gradient for each intermediate state is
available. Also, beyond structure and vibrational frequencies, the impact of intermolecular
interactions on many other electronic structure related molecular properties (e.g., electronic
excitation energies, NMR chemical shifts, etc.) can be explored with this method. We hope
to report such applications in due course.
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Chapter 4

On the Definition of Charge Transfer
in EDA

4.1 Introduction

The charge-transfer (CT) phenomenon, in the context of intermolecular interaction, usu-
ally refers to the stabilization effect arising from the intermolecular relaxation of the system
wavefunction. As indicated by its name, CT is often accompanied with changes in the charge
populations of the binding moieties. Given a complex consisting of an electron donor (D)
and acceptor (A), CT can also be viewed as a partial mixing of the higher-energy ionic state
|D+A−〉 into the neutral state |DA〉, which thus lowers the ground state energy of the system.
[94] Note that CT discussed in this paper is a phenomenon accompanied with formation of
ground state complexes, which is essentially a delocalization effect due to the quantum na-
ture of electrons, and it differs from other widely studied concepts such as electron-transfer
(ET) reactions [317, 318] where integral number of electron(s) is/are transfered. Therefore,
the term “charge delocalization”, instead of “charge transfer”, was suggested by Misquitta
[102] to refer to this phenomenon.

As an important binding force besides electrostatic interaction and dispersion, the effect
of CT is ubiquitous in non-covalently bound complexes. For systems where the CT effect is
non-trivial, the magnitude of the associated stabilization energy ranges from a few kJ/mol
in simple hydrogen-bonding complexes, to hundreds of kJ/mol in strong dative compounds.
CT also plays an important role in radical chemistry, since an open-shell species can serve as
either electron donor or acceptor. [319–322] Beyond energetic effects, CT reveals itself via
abundant observable consequences, such as changes in structural and vibrational properties of
the binding moieties. One well-recognized example is the elongation of the X–H bond and the
red shift in the X–H stretch frequency upon the formation of the X–H· · ·Y hydrogen bond.
[296, 323] Nonetheless, the CT energy itself is not an observable in quantum mechanics, so
it is almost impossible to measure the stabilization and other effects directly in experiment,
although a series of molecular beam scattering experiments that extract the CT component
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indirectly based on several assumptions have been reported. [324–326]
Theoretical models of CT, on the other hand, are valuable tools for characterizing this

important effect in intermolecular binding. They also facilitate the efforts to incorporate the
CT component explicitly in advanced molecular force fields. [144, 327–330] Most of these
models are associated with energy decomposition analysis (EDA) [98] schemes, and they often
rely on the preparation of a “CT-free” reference state, on which CT between molecules is
forbidden subject to a certain criterion. The CT energy is then evaluated with a subtraction
(∆ECT = Efull − ECT-free) or using perturbation theory. Therefore, the characteristics of a
given CT model are implicitly determined by its definition of this intermediate state.

The natural bonding orbital (NBO) method [297, 331] constructs a set of mutually orthog-
onal occupied orbitals (the “Lewis” orbitals, including core, lone-pair and bonding orbitals)
from a density matrix derived from a fully converged self-consistent field (SCF) calculation,
whereby the reference state is defined. The CT stabilization energy is then defined as the
interaction between donor’s bonding/lone-pair orbitals and acceptor’s anti-bonding orbitals
via the Fock operator, which can be calculated by deleting the corresponding off-diagonal
blocks in the Fock matrix (see Ref. 331 for details). Another closely related approach is
the natural energy decomposition analysis (NEDA) scheme, [289, 290, 332] where the CT
term is defined as the difference between the energy of the fully relaxed supersystem wave-
function and that of the state constructed from the “Lewis” orbitals. These approaches are
often found to generate excessively large CT energies, and a recent investigation by Stone
[333] has shown that the “Lewis” orbitals obtained from the NBO procedure, which are not
variationally optimized, provide a rather poor description for the supersystem energetically,
rendering the resulting CT energy significantly contaminated by basis set incompleteness
error.

Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT), [92, 334] by its original formulation,
does not separate out CT as an individual term. The intra- and intermolecular orbital relax-
ation due to the presence of other molecules, i.e., polarization (POL) and CT, both belong
to the induction term in SAPT. Several methods have been proposed to extract CT energy
from the induction energy of SAPT. It was first suggested that the CT energy can be evalu-
ated as the difference in second-order induction (and exchange-induction) energy calculated
with dimer-centered (supersystem) basis and monomer-centered basis.[101, 335] However, it
is evident that CT under this definition vanishes when monomer basis becomes complete.
To overcome the drawbacks of this approach, Misquitta proposed an alternative method
[102] under the framework of SAPT(DFT), [336] which employs a regularized (damped in
the short range) Coulomb potential for fragment B’s nuclei to suppress the A → B charge
transfer. The CT energy at the second-order of SAPT is then defined as

E
(2)
CT = [E

(2)
ind − E

(2)
ind(Reg)] + [E

(2)
ind-exch − E

(2)
ind-exch(Reg)] (4.1)

Note that the total second-order CT energy is the sum of the A→ B and B → A contribu-
tions. This method will be further discussed in Sec. 4.3.7.

In contrast to the NBO and SAPT-based methods, many other EDA schemes originating
from the Kitaura-Morokuma (KM)-EDA [104, 105] access the “CT-free” state via a varia-
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tional optimization. It is most straightforward to separate POL and CT through a partition
in the orbital space, i.e., given fragments A and B, the mixing of A’s virtual orbitals (VA)
into its own occupied orbitals (OA) in the presence of B is defined as the polarization of A,
while the rotation of OA into VA ⊕ VB with OB remaining frozen further incorporates the
A→ B CT. This is exactly how early EDA approaches such as the reduced variational space
(RVS) [287] and the similar constrained space orbital variation (CSOV) [286] methods are
formulated. However, as distinct “CT-free” states are employed to obtain the A → B and
B → A contributions, the CT (and POL) terms computed thereby do not add up to the full
variational energy lowering, and thus higher-order relaxation effect is not incorporated.

The later proposed absolutely localized molecular orbital (ALMO)-EDA [97, 115, 116]
(and the closely related block-localized wavefunction (BLW) [110–112] method) overcomes
this problem, by employing a single “CT-free” state for the entire system. Starting from the
supersystem wavefunction constructed with isolated fragment molecular orbitals (MOs), the
polarized yet “CT-free” intermediate state is obtained through a variational optimization
subject to the constraint that the MOs on each fragment are only expanded by in its own
atomic orbital (AO) basis functions, i.e., the AO-to-MO coefficient matrix has a fragment-
block-diagonal structure. The CT energy is then defined as the energy lowering due to the
further relaxation of the system wavefunction upon the removal of the ALMO constraint:

∆ECT = E[Ψfull]− E[ΨALMO] (4.2)

Note that the basis set superposition error (BSSE) can be removed from the right-hand
side (RHS) of Eq. (4.2) if desired, by applying a counterpoise correction [88]. An ALMO-
based charge-transfer analysis (CTA) that utilizes the same “CT-free” state has also been
proposed, [305] which is able to decompose the transfered electron density (∆Q), as well
as the associated ∆ECT, into pairwise forward and backward contributions. The ALMO-
EDA and CTA have been successfully applied to quantifying CT in small water clusters
[337], naphthalene-benzene radical cation complexes, [321] ionized glycerol complex [338],
etc. More details about this method, including recent development to achieve a meaningful
basis set limit for the POL and CT components, are introduced in Sec. 4.2.1.

The density-based EDA (DEDA), [113] on the other hand, relies on a population-based
definition of CT: the “CT-free” state is prepared by performing a constrained density func-
tional theory (CDFT) [293, 294, 339] calculation that variationally optimizes the supersys-
tem wavefunction while conserving charge population of each fragment to a preset value.
Real-space partitioning methods, such as the Becke [34] and Hirshfeld [340] schemes, are
found to be compatible with the CDFT approach. While we refer the reader to Sec. 4.2
for more details, we note that several desirable features of the CDFT definition have been
shown/argued recently: (i) the resulting CT energy (∆ECT) is stable with respect to basis
set, and by construction it is BSSE-free; [103, 341] (ii) ECT evaluated with CDFT shows
better linear correlation with the amount of transferred charge (∆q) and the reciprocal of the
IP(donor)-EA(acceptor) gap compared to other methods [103] (IP: ionization potential; EA:
electron affinity). It has also been noticed that CDFT usually yields smaller CT energies
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Table 4.1: CT stabilization energy (in kJ/mol) for the equilibrium water dimer reported in litera-
ture. Note that the difference in optimized water dimer geometries and employed model chemistries
amongst these studies is partially responsible for the discrepancy in CT energies.

Method CT energy Reference

NBO -38.37 343
NEDA -37.28 290
KM-EDA -8.83 104

-5.19 344 a

RVS -3.56 287
ALMO-EDA (I) -7.3 282
ALMO-EDA (II) b -7.74 97
CDFT(Becke) -2.8 113
CDFT(FBH) c -3.31 341
IMPT d -3.49 335
SM09 e -2.65 101
Regularized SAPT -1.49 102
a The method in Ref. 344 is essentially the KM

scheme with BSSE corrected.
b (I)/(II) refers to the first-/second-generation

ALMO-EDA.
c The definition of “Becke” and “FBH” can be found

in Sec. 4.2.2.
d IMPT stands for intermolecular perturbation the-

ory [345].
e “SM09” stands for the method reported in Ref. 101

under the framework of SAPT(DFT).

than ALMO or BLW approaches, [103] and the role of CT is thus less emphasized in the
resulting energy decomposition. [342]

The lack of a unique definition of CT in theoretical models has made it “the source of a
good deal of error and confusion” (Stone). [94] For the water dimer, a prototypical system
for intermolecular hydrogen bonding, the magnitude of CT stabilization energy produced by
different methods varies significantly (collected in Table 4.1; also see Table 1 in Ref. 307),
leading to inconsistent interpretations of the nature of this hydrogen bond. While the NBO
analysis clearly suggests that CT is predominant since the water dimer is unbound without
CT at its equilibrium geometry, the ALMO-EDA and other variational methods based on
orbital-space partitioning suggest no more significant role of CT than other components such
as frozen interaction (FRZ) and POL, and even smaller CT energies are given by the CDFT
and regularized SAPT methods.

The goal of the present paper is to at least partly resolve the confusions caused by
distinct definitions of CT. With a broad range of simple model systems, we elucidate the
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essential differences between definitions based on orbital-space partitioning and those based
on population changes, using ALMO and CDFT as respective representatives. Moreover, the
recently proposed “adiabatic EDA” approach [119] is utilized to demonstrate the differences
in calculated observable consequences of CT subject to these two definitions, which aims
to assess their capability of characterizing well-established phenomena of CT in chemistry.
Other related aspects, such as the differences between the results of ALMO and regularized
SAPT, are also discussed in this paper.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 ALMO-based definition of CT

The ALMO approach defines the “CT-free” state through a partition in the orbital
space. It first constructs the frozen wavefunction of the complex by concatenating the
fragment wavefunctions optimized in isolation with full antisymmetrization. The associated
one-particle density matrix (1PDM), Pfrz, can be represented as

Pfrz = (Co)frz(σ
−1
frz )(Co)

T
frz, (4.3)

where (Co)frz is an AO-to-MO coefficient matrix containing occupied fragment MOs on its
diagonal blocks (as illustrated in Fig. 4.1), and σfrz is the overlap between these orbitals:

σfrz = (Co)
T
frzS(Co)frz. (4.4)

With the 1PDM defined as in Eq. (4.3), the energy functional E[P] is then minimized
while maintaining the fragment-block-diagonal structure of the MO coefficient matrix, i.e.,
the MOs are “absolutely localized” on each fragment. Such a variational optimization,
which is called “SCF for molecular interaction” (SCF-MI) [301] for historical reasons, can be
performed by solving locally projected SCF equations [233, 234, 301] (we refer the reader to
Ref. 234 for more technical details) or by gradient-based algorithms. The resulting ALMOs,
as shown in Fig. 4.1, are thus polarized in a fully self-consistent fashion within a properly
antisymmetrized wavefunction. Such on-fragment orbital relaxations, on the other hand, do
not give rise to charge flow between fragments under the Mulliken definition. Therefore,
the “CT-free” state is fully defined by these polarized ALMOs, and the CT energy can be
obtained by further computing its energy difference against the unconstrained SCF solution
(Eq. (4.2)).

As for many other CT models based on orbital-space partitioning, the original ALMO
definition of CT energy lacks a well-defined basis set limit. [103, 316] This is because when
the size of the employed basis set grows, an AO basis function assigned to a certain fragment
can easily overlap those on other fragments in 3-space such that the boundary between
intra- and interfragment relaxations becomes ambiguous. To address this shortcoming, a
new approach was proposed by some of us [117] to construct the polarization subspace of
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Frozen MOs Polarized, but no CT 

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the ALMO definition of the polarized yet “CT-free” state for the water
dimer, obtained by performing a variational optimization (SCF-MI) from the frozen wavefunction.
O and V stand for the occupied and virtual MOs on each fragment.

each fragment using their fragment electrical response functions (FERFs), whose basic spirit
is to truncate the virtual space of each fragment so that degrees of freedom irrelevant to
responses to external electric fields (polarization) are excluded in the SCF-MI calculation.
The orbital response of a fragment to an external electric field can be captured by solving a
set of coupled-perturbed (CP)SCF equations:

Hai,bj(∆µ)bj = (Mµ)ai, (4.5)

where H is the SCF orbital Hessian and Mµ is one component of the multipole matrix at a
certain order, i, j and a, b are indices for occupied and virtual fragment MOs, respectively.
The truncation of the original virtual space (spanned by Cv) is achieved by performing a
singular value decomposition (SVD) for each ∆µ:

(∆µ)bj = (Lµ)ba(dµ)ai(Rµ)ij (4.6)

Vµ = CvL̃µ (4.7)

where L̃µ refers to the first nocc vectors of Lµ (i.e. only nocc virtual orbitals determine the
exact linear response to Mµ).

Numerical results presented in Ref. 117 show that including both the three dipole- (D)
and five quadrupole-type (Q) response functions per occupied orbital is sufficient to correctly
reproduce the asymptotic behavior of electrical polarization, as well as providing a well-
behaved basis set limit. The corresponding polarization subspace of a given fragment A
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is

PolA = OA ⊕ span{VDx,VDy,VDz}⊕
span{VQ2,−2,VQ2,−1,VQ2,0,VQ2,1,VQ2,2} (4.8)

This model, with 8nocc virtual FERFs, is denoted as “FERF-nDQ” (“n” means that the
MOs are nonorthogonal across fragments) and is employed in all FERF-related calculations
in this paper.

4.2.2 CDFT-based definition of CT

The details of CDFT calculations have been documented in the previous papers by Wu
and Van Voorhis,[293, 339] and here we briefly recapitulate the basics. The energy functional
to be optimized can be represented as

E[ρ] = E0[ρ] +
∑
c

λc

(∫
ρ(r)wc(r)dr−Nc

)
(4.9)

where E0[ρ] is the standard Kohn-Sham (KS) energy functional. For each constraint in
Eq. (4.9), wc(r) is the weighting function that corresponds to the constrained property, Nc

is the value to be imposed in the calculation, and λc is the Lagrangian multiplier. The
associated Fock matrix also contains an additional constraining potential:

F = F0 +
∑
c

λcWc, (4.10)

where F0 = ∂E0/∂P, and Wc is the weighting function represented in the AO basis:

(Wc)µν =

∫
wc(r)χµ(r)χν(r)dr (4.11)

The energy functional given by Eq. (4.9) can thus be optimized through a double-loop SCF
approach. While the outer loop updates F0, the inner loop searches for a set of Lagrangian
multipliers to ensure that the density from diagonalizing F satisfies the constraints, using
the first and second derivatives of E with respect to λc’s whose forms have been previously
derived. [293, 339]

CDFT has been successfully applied to the study of ET reactions that involve integer-
number electron transfer from donor to acceptor, [346–349] while its application to modeling
CT in the context of intermolecular interaction appeared more recently. The latter category
of problems is more challenging for CDFT, because the result can be sensitive to the choice
of partitioning schemes and the means used to generate constrained values (initial fragment
charge populations). The DEDA by Wu et al. [113] employs the Becke-weight partition-
ing scheme [34] (using smoothly connected Voronoi cells): for each fragment, zero weights
are assigned to grid points out of its corresponding Becke cell, and the fragment weight
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matrix can thus be calculated using Eq. (4.11). The initial population of each fragment is
determined by projecting the promolecule density (sum of isolated fragment densities) onto
the corresponding weighting function. Using ρ0(r) to represent the promolecule density, the
energy functional can be rewritten as

E[ρ] = E0[ρ] +
∑
A

λA

∫
(ρ(r)− ρ0(r))wA(r)dr (4.12)

where the sum is over fragments whose populations are constrained.
The above-mentioned approach (which is denoted as “CDFT(Becke)” in this paper) was

recently revisited by others [103, 342] and was found to yield reasonable CT stabilization
energies. We should bear in mind that with this approach, the number of electrons to
be constrained on each fragment (NA =

∫
ρ0(r)wA(r)dr) is usually not an integer, which

might be unnatural to think about. The option to impose integer fragment charges has also
been investigated by Řezáč and de la Lande with various population schemes, [341] and it
was demonstrated that a fragment-based Hirshfeld (FBH) partitioning can yield reasonable
results while conserving integer fragment charge populations. The corresponding weighting
functions are evaluated using isolated fragment densities (ρA(r)):

wFBH
A (r) =

ρA(r)∑
A ρA(r)

= ρA(r)/ρ0(r) (4.13)

It should be noted that the “Becke” scheme investigated in Ref. 341 also imposes integer
charge population on each fragment so it behaves in a completely different way than the
CDFT(Becke) approach introduced above.

In this work, we investigate both the Becke and FBH population schemes for CDFT
calculations of CT. These real-space partitions ensure that the net charge flow between
fragments is zero in the 3-space, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

4.2.3 Characterization of constant-density CT

The frozen state in Wu’s DEDA [113] is determined by optimizing the supersystem wave-
function subject to the constraint that the 3-space density is unchanged relative to the
promolecule density, using a constrained search algorithm. [350] This constraint is much
stronger than conserving fragment charge populations so the resulting variational energy is
guaranteed to be an upper bound to that given by optimizing Eq. (4.12).

In order to characterize this constant-density relaxation effect, Horn and Head-Gordon
proposed an alternative approach [351] employing a penalty function for the difference in
3-space density, where the metric of the error is chosen to be the Coulomb repulsion of the
difference density with itself. The energy functional can be written as

E[P] = E0[P] + λ

∫
dr1dr2∆ρ(r1)

1

r12

∆ρ(r2) (4.14)
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the CDFT definition of the “CT-free” state. The plane stands for a
partition of the 3-space, across which the net charge flow is constrained to be zero. In practice,
this is accomplished by enforcing constant values of the total fragment charge, by measures such
as the Becke and fragment-based Hirshfeld (FBH) definitions.

where ∆ρ(r) = ρ(r) − ρtarget(r), and λ is a scaling parameter that controls the magnitude
of the penalty, which can be monotonically increased to impose the constraint as strictly as
possible. It has been shown in Ref. 351 that when the target density is set to be the sum of
isolated fragment densities, this approach is able to reproduce the energy lowering associated
with the constant density relaxation in DEDA when λ is moderately large (note that both
methods are unable to impose the density constraint exactly). In this paper, however, we
use the density associated with the properly antisymmetrized frozen wavefunction (ρfrz) as
the target density exclusively.

With a given λ, either SCF-MI (enabling on-fragment relaxations only) or full SCF
calculations could be performed to minimize the energy functional given by Eq. (4.14).
The energy lowering associated with the former is defined as the constant-density (const-ρ)
polarization, while the energy difference between the two corresponds to the const-ρ CT.
Subject to a population scheme based on real-space partitioning, const-ρ CT occurs without
changing fragment populations so it is not characterized as CT by CDFT-based models.
Therefore, the evaluation of this quantity can provide useful insights into the numerical
difference between ALMO and CDFT definitions, as illustrated in Sec. 4.3.

4.2.4 Characterization of the observable effects of CT

The methods introduced above are concerned with the evaluation of CT energy at a
single geometry. In order to characterize the observable consequences of the components of
intermolecular interactions, a reformulation of the ALMO-EDA in an adiabatic picture was
recently reported by some of us. [119] In this scheme, the geometry of the intermolecular
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complex is relaxed on the potential energy surface (PES) of each intermediate state (frozen,
polarized, and fully relaxed) following the associated analytical gradients until a stationary
point is reached. Molecular properties other than geometry, such as vibrational frequencies,
multipole moments, can also be evaluated at these stationary points. By comparing the
properties calculated on the “CT-free” state and those on the fully relaxed state, the effect
of CT on these observables can be exhibited. Such calculations have also been reported by
others using the (original) ALMO-EDA [119, 300] and the BLW-EDA [112, 298, 299, 352] ,
as they share the same definition for the “CT-free” state whose analytical nuclear gradient
is easy to obtain. [303]

The equations required to perform an adiabatic ALMO-EDA are available in Ref. 119.
In this work, we extend the concept of “adiabatic EDA” to the CDFT definition of CT, and
the observable consequences of CT thus computed can be compared against those obtained
by using the ALMO definition. The equations for the nuclear gradient of CDFT with the
Becke partitioning scheme are presented in Appendix C.1.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Computational details

The calculations in this work are performed with a development version of the Q-Chem
4.4 software package,[255] where the energy calculation using CDFT(FBH) and the nuclear
gradient of the CDFT(Becke) approach were implemented for this work. Unless otherwise
specified, the ωB97X-V [72] functional, which is a range-separated hybrid GGA with the
VV10 [71] dispersion correction, is employed for the calculations. Based on extensive bench-
marking [25, 80, 81] and our experience from previous EDA studies [119, 167, 169], this
functional is amongst the most accurate available for intermolecular interactions. A fairly
dense (75, 302) grid (75 radial shells for each atom with 302 Lebedev points in each) is
employed for the integration of the exchange-correlation (XC) functional, while a smaller
SG-1 grid [258] is used for the VV10 non-local correlation functional. The employed basis
sets are specified with the results presented below. All the SCF calculations are converged
to 10−8 a.u., and the geometry optimizations are converged when the maximum component
of the nuclear gradient is below 10−4 a.u..

Unless otherwise noted, the CT stabilization energies based on the ALMO definition are
evaluated with the aforementioned FERF-nDQ model, while the original ALMO approach
based on AO-blocking is used for adiabatic EDA calculations, as the analytical gradient
of SCF-MI using FERFs is not available yet. For the constant-density optimizations (see
Sec. 4.2.3), the penalty parameter λ is chosen to be 2.0×103 as suggested in Ref. 351, and
the FERF-nDQ model is employed to further separate the const-ρ energy lowering into POL
and CT contributions.
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Figure 4.3: Geometry of the formic acid dimer (of C2h symmetry). The arrows indicate that the
net charge flow between two formic acid molecules is zero, even though CT will occur between the
monomers in each of the two identical hydrogen bonds.

4.3.2 Cyclic H-bonding system

The difference between the ALMO and CDFT definition of CT can be most clearly re-
vealed via a cyclic, double hydrogen-bonded system, such as the formic acid dimer (Fig. 4.3),
as well as the p-biphthalate dimer (a so-called “anti-electrostatic H-bonding” (AEHB) com-
plex) studied by us in a previous paper [97], and the pyridine dimer (C2h) studied in Ref. 102.
To simplify the discussion, below we focus on the formic acid dimer.

The CT energies at equilibrium geometry and CT-induced changes in the relevant observ-
ables calculated by original ALMO, FERF-nDQ and CDFT are presented in Table. 4.2 (the
original data for the observable calculations are available in Table C.1). The most noticeable
feature is that the energy contribution from CT is zero with the CDFT definition, and there-
fore so too is the effect of CT on the observables. This can be easily understood through
the formalism of the CDFT approach: due to the symmetry of this system, the forward and
backward donations across the molecular boundary (under a given definition) exactly cancel
each other in terms of the resulting population change, which thus automatically satisfies
the constraint on fragment populations. As a result, the “CT-free” state becomes identical
to the fully relaxed state under the CDFT definition.

The ALMO-based methods, on the other hand, suggest a significant contribution from
CT for this system. CT accounts for roughly 50% of the equilibrium interaction energy (-
82.27 kJ/mol), which is a usually larger proportion than in other typical neutral H-bonding
complexes (see Sec. 4.3.3). The calculated CT-induced changes in the proton-donating O–H
bond, such as its elongation and the red shift in its stretch frequency, are also remarkable.
As argued in Ref. 117, the ALMO-based definition of the “CT-free” state not only conserves
fragment populations (under the Mulliken definition), it also suppresses charge flow between
fragments provided that an appropriate polarization subspace (e.g. the one given by Eq. (4.8))
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Table 4.2: Equilibrium CT stabilization energies (in kJ/mol) and CT-induced changes in observ-
ables for the formic acid dimer calculated with three distinct models. ∆rOH and ∆rO··H (in Å)
refer to the changes in the lengths of the proton-donating O–H bond and the hydrogen bond (O··H
distance), respectively. ∆∠OH··O (◦) is for the increase in the hydrogen-bond angle due to CT, and
∆νOH for the red shift (in cm−1) in the OH stretch frequency. All the calculations are performed
at the ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD level of theory.

ALMO FERF CDFT

∆ECT -45.92 -48.94 0
∆rOH 0.024 0.025 0
∆rO··H -0.33 -0.35 0
∆∠OH··O 5.26 5.28 0
∆νOH 468 478 0

is chosen for each monomer. Therefore, many orbital rotation degrees of freedom allowed
in CDFT are forbidden in an ALMO-based calculation. It is also noteworthy that with a
moderately large basis set (def2-TZVPPD [183]), the results given by AO-based ALMO and
FERF are very similar for this system, which, to some extent, validates the use of the original
ALMO model for molecular property calculations in this work.

From this example we see the first important difference between the ALMO and CDFT
definitions of CT: the CDFT definition relies on the existence of net population change, and
the contributions from forward and backward donations therefore cancel each other, which is
different than the ALMO definition (and other definitions using orbital-space partitioning)
in which forward and backward donations contribute in an additive manner. In cases like
this the CDFT constraint defining the “CT-free” state is demonstrably too weak, and that
state is in fact contaminated with 100% of the energy lowering due to CT.

4.3.3 Unidirectional H-bonding systems

The next set of H-bonding complexes (X–H· · ·Y) we investigate is presumably dominated
by donation in one direction (Y to X–H) in terms of the CT effect. Therefore, the mutual
cancellation of forward and backward contributions in CDFT should be a less pronounced
issue here. The ALMO-EDA results, as well as CT energies calculated by CDFT (with
both Becke and FBH population schemes) and energy lowerings due to constant-density
relaxation, are collected in Table 4.3. The total binding energies for the first two complexes
are similar to each other, and the contributions from CT, based on the ALMO definition,
are also close to each other, accounting for roughly one third of the total binding energy. A
similar proportion of CT holds for the water-Cl− complex, despite the larger magnitude of
both the total interaction energy and the CT component due to the existence of an anion.

A rather different picture is given by the CDFT-based approaches. With the
CDFT(Becke) method, the resulting CT energies are 67%, 42%, and 87% smaller than
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Table 4.3: Energetic results (in kJ/mol) of ALMO-EDA (using FERFs), CDFT CT, and constant-
density (const-ρ) relaxation for three H-bonding systems. All calculations are performed with
ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD at the equilibrium geometries optimized at the same level of theory.

H2O dimer HF dimer water-Cl−

FRZ -9.40 -7.38 -29.99
POL -4.59 -5.32 -15.32
CT -7.16 -6.93 -19.83
Total -21.15 -19.63 -65.14

CT (CDFT, Becke) -2.39 -4.03 -2.51
CT (CDFT, FBH) -3.54 -4.39 -7.85
const-ρ POL -0.45 -0.30 -0.82
const-ρ CT -5.05 -4.39 -13.77

the corresponding ALMO results for these systems, respectively. The FBH partitioning
scheme yields larger CT energies for this set of systems, especially for the water-Cl− com-
plex. However, there is still a significant gap compared to the results computed with the
ALMO definition.

In order to shed some light on this difference (i.e., is the CDFT constraint defining the
“CT-free” state again too weak?), the effect of constant-density relaxation is characterized by
performing penalized SCF-MI and SCF calculations as introduced in Sec. 4.2.3. The energy
lowerings are measured against the energy of the frozen wavefunction, and the 3-space density
is constrained to be as close to ρfrz as possible. While the effect of const-ρ POL is relatively
small, the magnitude of the constant-density interfragment relaxation (CT) suggested by
these calculations is striking, although we must note that the imposition of the const-ρ
constraint is inexact. For the water dimer and the water-Cl− complex, the value of const-ρ
CT is rather comparable to the gap between ALMO and CDFT CT energies (the energetics
for the water dimer is further illustrated in Fig. 4.4). This finding demonstrates how nature
enables intermolecular orbital relaxation without altering the charge population on each
fragment (and even the 3-space electron density). Such constant-density intermolecular
relaxation is not incorporated in the CDFT definition of CT, as it does not violate the
constraint imposed by real-space partitions and thus it already occurs on the “CT-free”
state, which explains why CDFT-based approaches usually yield smaller CT energies than
orbital-based methods. It is remarkable that in some cases (such as the HF dimer), the
energy lowering due to const-ρ CT is even larger than the difference between the ALMO and
CDFT results, which, however, is still possible as long as the system energy after const-ρ
relaxation is no lower than that of the CDFT state.

The elongation of the X–H bond and the red shift in its stretch frequency are well-
accepted fingerprints of CT in typical hydrogen-bonding systems. By using the adiabatic
EDA, we calculated the CT-induced changes in these two observables, and the results are
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the energetics as calculated in Table 4.3 for the water dimer system. Each
horizontal line refers to an intermediate state, and each vertical double-headed arrow corresponds
to one type of relaxation, whose associated energy lowering is indicated by the number beside it
(in kJ/mol). The dashed horizontal line that is obtained by performing const-ρ relaxation should
be close to the energy of the frozen state in DEDA.

shown in Table 4.4. For the H2O dimer and the HF dimer, the observable changes calculated
by ALMO and CDFT are not remarkably different, and they can be characterized as an
effect of CT based on the result of either approach. The differences are also consistent with
the trend CDFT constraint being slightly weaker than the ALMO constraint. However,
qualitatively different pictures are generated ALMO and CDFT for the water-Cl− complex,
which is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 4.5. We note that an adiabatic ALMO-EDA study
of this system has been reported in a previous paper by us (Ref. 119), while here we further
include the result calculated at the stationary point on the CDFT surface. On the ALMO
PES, the optimal structure is roughly midway between the frozen and fully relaxed structures
in terms of the Cl· · ·Hd distance and the Cl··Hd–O angle (Hd refers to the donated proton),
with a slightly lengthened O–Hd bond compared to that on the frozen PES. It was also
revealed that the energy of this structure is extremely close to that of another stationary
geometry in which Cl− lies on the bisector of the H2O molecule, [119] which further suggests
that the near-linear hydrogen bond in the final complex is an effect of CT. The structure
optimized on the CDFT PES, in contrast, is rather close to the fully relaxed one, with
the O–Hd bond already significantly elongated by 0.02 Å. The red shift in the OHd stretch
frequency, which can be viewed from its difference against another OH stretch involving
the free proton (denoted as ∆ν in Fig. 4.5), is also much more significant on the CDFT
PES compared to the value of ∆ν calculated on the ALMO surface. As these fingerprints
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Table 4.4: X–H bond lengths (Å) and XH stretch frequencies (cm−1) for H-bonding systems X–
H· · ·Y calculated on the frozen, ALMO, CDFT(Becke), and fully relaxed PES using ωB97X-V/def2-
TZVPPD. In order to decouple the two FH modes in the HF dimer, the non-H-bonded hydrogen
is substituted with deuterium. For the frozen structure of H2O··Cl−, the lower (symmetric) OH
stretch frequency is reported.

H2O dimer HF dimer H2O··Cl−

rOH νOH rFH νFH rOH νOH

FRZ 0.961 3861 0.922 4120 0.962 3866
ALMO 0.962 3853 0.923 4095 0.968 3803
CDFT(Becke) 0.964 3829 0.924 4086 0.981 3551
Full 0.967 3754 0.928 3981 0.987 3406

Figure 4.5: Adiabatic EDA results for the H2O· · ·Cl− complex computed with ωB97X-V/def2-
TZVPPD. Changes in the Cl· · ·Hd distance, the Cl··Hd–O angle, length of the O–Hd bond, and
the split between the two OH stretch modes in the H2O molecule (∆ν) are indicated in the figure.
Two definitions of the polarized yet “CT-free” state (ALMO and CDFT(Becke)) are compared.

of CT already appear on the PES that is supposed to be “CT-free”, the CDFT approach
thus suggests a minimal effect of CT on the observable shifts in the water-Cl− complex. Or,
stated another way, the “CT-free” CDFT state is in fact significantly CT-contaminated, akin
to formic acid dimer case.
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Table 4.5: ALMO-CTA results for NH3-BH3 and BH3-CO complexes calculated with ωB97X-
V/def2-TZVPP. The energy changes (∆E) are in kJ/mol, and the charge delocalizations (∆Q) are
in me−. For both complexes, “D→A” refers to the donation towards BH3, and “A→D” is for the
opposite direction. The high-order (HO) contribution stands for the difference between CT energies
calculated by performing a single Roothaan step (RS) and by converging the full SCF solution,
which is not further decomposed into D→A and A→D contributions.

D→A A→D
∆EHO∆E ∆Q ∆E ∆Q

NH3-BH3 -106.60 34.75 -9.58 4.02 -24.14
BH3-CO -85.83 22.02 -60.22 41.87 -45.30

4.3.4 Borane compounds

Borane (BH3), as a typical Lewis acid because of its electron-deficient property, can
form donor-acceptor complexes with Lewis bases (electron-donating species). The ammonia-
borane (NH3-BH3) and the borane-carbonyl (BH3-CO) complexes are two textbook examples
for Lewis acid-base adducts, and they have been investigated by various approaches such as
the first-generation ALMO-CTA [305] and the regularized SAPT method. [102] Here we
revisit these two systems to further explore the differences between the ALMO and CDFT
definitions. According to the ALMO-CTA results calculated with ωB97X-V and the slightly
smaller def2-TZVPP [353] basis (Table 4.5), the CT effect in NH3-BH3 is dominated by
the forward donation towards BH3, while in the case of BH3-CO, there is a significant
contribution from the back-donation (BH3 →CO), which was characterized as from the B–
H σ bonds to the π∗ anti-bonding orbital of CO by an analysis using the complementary
occupied-virtual pairs (COVPs). [305] Therefore, we expect that the CT stabilization energy
given by CDFT is small for the BH3-CO complex due to the mutual cancellation of forward
and backward donations under this definition.

The results in Table 4.6 are consistent with our expectation. For the BH3-CO complex,
the CT energy given by CDFT is close to zero with either population scheme, indicating the
near-perfect cancellation of the σ donation of CO with the σ → π∗ back donation from BH3

in terms of the resulting population change in the 3-space. The ALMO-based definition, on
the other hand, suggests a substantial contribution from CT, as the forward and backward
donations contribute to the total ALMO CT energy in an additive manner. Unlike BH3-CO,
the CT energies given by CDFT gain much larger magnitude for the NH3-BH3 complex due
to the unidirectionality of its electron donation, which, however, is only about 1/3 as large
as the ALMO CT energy. Note that the CT energy for NH3-BH3 calculated by CDFT(FBH)
is in good agreement with the value reported in Ref. 341 using the same population scheme
(-11.99 kcal/mol, calculated by PBE/def2-QZVPPD). This large difference between ALMO
and CDFT CT energies, again, is fairly comparable to the magnitude of const-ρ CT: if we
use the average of the Becke and FBH results to represent the CDFT value, then const-ρ CT
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Figure 4.6: Adiabatic EDA results for the (a) NH3-BH3 and (b) BH3-CO complexes calculated
with ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPP. The B· · ·Y distance and ∠Y··B–H at each equilibrium structure are
denoted (Y refers to the atom on the Lewis base that the donating lone pair is associated with).
Two definitions of the polarized yet “CT-free” state (ALMO and CDFT(Becke)) are compared.

Table 4.6: Energetic results (in kJ/mol) of ALMO-EDA (using FERFs), CDFT CT, and constant-
density (const-ρ) relaxation for the NH3-BH3 and BH3-CO complexes. All calculations are per-
formed with ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD at the equilibrium geometries optimized at the same level of
theory.

NH3-BH3 BH3-CO

FRZ 117.29 302.13
POL -150.91 -187.20
CT -155.88 -278.81
Total -189.50 -163.88

CT (CDFT, Becke) -63.62 -0.64
CT (CDFT, FBH) -52.63 -0.56
const-ρ POL -20.09 -34.19
const ρ CT -85.23 -153.84

accounts for 87% of the gap between ALMO and CDFT results. In this sense, the NH3-BH3

complex is similar to the unidirectional H-bonding systems discussed in Sec. 4.3.3. Despite
the even larger const-ρ CT in BH3-CO, it is far from addressing the difference between the
ALMO and CDFT results for this system, implying that the above-mentioned cancellation
of bidirectional donations be the more important reason.

It was pointed out in Ref. 119 that conventional ALMO-EDA calculations performed
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at the fully relaxed geometry of a strong donor-acceptor complex often result in a strongly
repulsive FRZ term and an overemphasized role of POL, due to the small intermolecular
distance driven by the significant CT effect. This seems to be the case for the results in
Table 4.6, and thus it is useful to revisit these systems with the adiabatic EDA. While the
full adiabatic EDA results for NH3-BH3 and BH3-CO (including the energetics) are available
in Table C.2, the key features are exhibited in Fig. 4.6. Since the AO-based ALMO definition
is used in these calculations, the def2-TZVPP basis which contains no diffuse functions is
employed. Based on the ALMO definition, the significance of polarization is less pronounced
under the adiabatic picture, and the key geometric features of these donor-acceptor com-
plexes, including the bending of the originally planar BH3 molecule (the hybridization of the
boron atom changes from sp2 to sp3) and the short intermolecular distance, are mainly at-
tributed to CT. These structural features, however, already appear in the CDFT-optimized
geometries for both systems. It is clearly revealed in Fig. 4.6 that while the structures op-
timized on the ALMO PES are closer to the frozen structures, those optimized with CDFT
are more similar to the fully relaxed structures. For BH3-CO, the CDFT-optimized structure
even “overshoots” the fully relaxed one by having a slightly shorter B· · ·C distance and a
more bent BH3 plane. Although this does not go against any basic principles in adiabatic
EDA, it is a peculiar result especially for a strong donor-acceptor complex like BH3-CO. We
think that it is most likely related to the specific partitioning scheme (Becke) employed here:
the equilibrium geometry optimized with CDFT(FBH) (using finite-difference gradient) has
r(B··C) = 1.55 Å and ∠C··B–H = 103.77◦, which look more reasonable in comparison.

4.3.5 Metal-carbonyl complexes

Metal-carbonyl complexes are another important class of donor-acceptor adducts whose
charge-transfer effects have been previously studied by approaches such as CSOV, [354]
BLW-EDA,[112] and ALMO-CTA.[305] Based on the change in CO stretch frequency upon
the complexation, they can be categorized into “classical” (whose ν(CO) is red-shifted) and
“nonclassical” (ν(CO) blue-shifted) metal-carbonyl complexes.[280, 355] According to the
ALMO- or BLW-based analyses, [112, 305] the classification is determined by the relative
strength of the backward donation (M(d)→CO(π∗)) and the forward donation that forms
the σ(M–C) bond.

Here we choose two simple monocarbonyl complexes Cu(CO)+ and Ni(CO) that were
previously investigated by Mo et al. [112] to show the difference in ALMO and CDFT
results, which, according to Table 7 in Ref. 112, are representative of the above-mentioned
“nonclassical” and “classical” cases, respectively. In order to verify that our previous findings
still hold upon a change of functional, and to compare with the results in Ref. 112, the B3LYP
functional [42] with a Becke-Johnson damped D3 correction [58] is employed for this set of
calculations. The energetic results computed at the equilibrium structures are summarized
in Table 4.7. The ALMO-EDA results suggest that POL is the most significant binding
force for the Cu(CO)+ complex, while Ni(CO) is more similar to the borane complexes (see
Table 4.6) whose FRZ and POL both have very large magnitude but are of opposite signs (due
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Table 4.7: ALMO-EDA (using FERFs) and CDFT results (in kJ/mol) for the Cu(CO)+ and
Ni(CO) model complexes. All calculations are performed with B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPPD at
the equilibrium geometries optimized at the same level of theory. The spin state of the Ni atom
remains singlet throughout, i.e., the energy consumed for the spin-state promotion is not included.

Cu(CO)+ Ni(CO)

FRZ 12.75 171.41
POL -128.50 -220.11
CT -48.60 -232.97
CT (CDFT, Becke) -8.54 -32.79
CT (CDFT, FBH) -5.62 -37.69
INT -164.35 -281.67

Table 4.8: Summary of adiabatic EDA results for Cu(CO)+ and Ni(CO) computed with B3LYP-
D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPP. The distances are in Å and the vibrational frequencies are in cm−1. The
Ni(CO) complex remains to be singlet at all stages.

Cu(CO)+ Ni(CO)
R(M–C) R(C–O) ν(CO) R(M–C) R(C–O) ν(CO)

FRZ 2.328 1.112 2338 2.831 1.123 2231
ALMO 2.027 1.111 2362 1.923 1.117 2321
CDFT 1.858 1.116 2320 1.729 1.136 2192
Full SCF 1.905 1.114 2314 1.678 1.148 2090
Free CO 1.125 2215

to the close intermolecular contact). The CT component, nevertheless, still has the largest
contribution to the latter system . Note that the ALMO-EDA results here are remarkably
different from the BLW-EDA results presented in Ref. 112: the CT energies reported in
the latter are much larger for both systems, and the POL components are correspondingly
smaller. The reason for this difference is unclear to us, as the FERF model employed in our
calculations, by construction, should yield even larger CT energies than those obtained by
using the original ALMO model, where the latter is formulated in the same way as the BLW
approach.

The CDFT-based CT energies, on the other hand, are roughly one order of magnitude
smaller than the ALMO results for both systems, although the relative strength of CT
between these two complexes is correctly reflected. This is most likely because the forward
(σ) and backward (d→ π∗) donations are both not negligible in these complexes, as suggested
in Refs. 112 and 305, and they cancel each other under the CDFT definition.

The significance of the M→CO backward donation can be revealed from the shift in CO
stretch frequency (ν(CO)) relative to that for an isolated CO molecule. Here we utilize
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the adiabatic EDA approach again to track the changes in ν(CO) and the M–C and C–
O distances, and the results are summarized in Table 4.8. On the frozen PES, ν(CO) is
shifted to a higher frequency and the length of the C–O bond is reduced. These changes
are substantial for the cationic Cu(CO)+ complex while being much smaller for the neutral
Ni(CO) system whose optimal M–C distance on the frozen PES is also over 0.5 Å larger. We
note that the blue shift in CO stretch frequency on the frozen surface is an interesting finding
provided by the adiabatic ALMO-EDA, and it might be related to other phenomena such as
blue-shifting hydrogen bonds, [352, 356, 357] although a detailed analysis of this is obviously
beyond the scope of the present paper. Polarization, as suggested by the ALMO model,
further shortens the C–O bond and gives rise to an increased blue shift. The final ν(CO)
is thus determined by CT: for the “classical” complex Ni(CO), ν(CO) is lowered by ∼230
cm−1 once CT is enabled, indicating a significant M(d)→CO(π∗) donation and rendering an
eventually red-shifted ν(CO) (by 125 cm−1) and a lengthened C–O bond (by over 0.02 Å);
for the “nonclassical” complex Cu(CO)+, the effect of CT is much smaller and ν(CO) is still
blue-shifted by roughly 100 cm−1 on the fully relaxed surface.

In contrast, on the “CT-free” PES defined based on CDFT, ν(CO) is already lower
than the frequency of free CO stretch and the C–O bond is also elongated, suggesting a
rather different role of CT in modulating the properties of Ni(CO). The CDFT results for
Cu(CO)+ are even more extraordinary, as the resulting optimized geometry “overshoots” the
fully relaxed structure by having a shorter R(Cu–C) and a longer C–O bond. The resulting
ν(CO) is very close to the full SCF result as well. These results indicate that the M→CO
donation already occurs on the CDFT surface, which thus seems to be an inappropriate
definition for the “CT-free” state at least for the metal-carbonyl complexes.

4.3.6 Complexes of water and metal cations

The last set of systems that we investigate in this section comprises five complexes formed
by water and alkali (Li, Na, K) or alkali earth (Mg, Ca) metal cations. A separation of POL
and CT for these interactions is meaningful for the development of polarizable force fields,
as shown in several works by us [167, 358] and others. [309, 310, 359] Using the second-
generation ALMO-EDA, it was found that the magnitude of the equilibrium CT energies
for these systems is ordered as Na < K < Li and Mg < Ca, [167] and the latter was further
manifested through a study using the adiabatic ALMO-EDA. [119] On the other hand, it was
reported in Ref. 103 that the CDFT(Becke) approach gives a different order (K < Na < Li)
for the monovalent cations, which was considered to be more reasonable for these “obvious”
cases as ∆ECT was supposed to be larger with a shorter O· · ·M+ distance.

The equilibrium CT energies for these systems evaluated with four distinct models (origi-
nal AO-based ALMO, FERF-nDQ, CDFT(Becke), and CDFT(FBH)) are plotted in Fig. 4.7
(the original data are available in Table C.3). The ωB97X-D3 functional [360] is employed
here in order to compare with the results in Ref. 103. Since a quadruple-ζ basis set (def2-
QZVPPD) is used, there is a notable gap between the results of AO-based ALMO (which
was used in Ref. 103) and FERF, especially for the complexes of smaller intermolecular
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Figure 4.7: Equilibrium CT stabilization energies (in kJ/mol) for the water-Mn+ (Mn+= Li+,
Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+) complexes evaluated using AO-based ALMO (red), FERF (yellow),
CDFT(Becke) (blue) and CDFT(FBH) (purple) methods. All the calculations are performed at
the ωB97X-D3/def2-QZVPPD level of theory, while the equilibrium structures optimized with
ωB97X-V/def2-QZVPPD are from a previous work. [167]

distances (water-Li+, Mg2+). Nonetheless, as opposed to all other systems discussed above,
the CT energies given by FERF are still smaller than the CDFT(Becke) results for the com-
plexes with Li+, Na+, and Mg2+, while the gap becomes much smaller on K+ and Ca2+ for
which the FERF results are marginally more favorable. Fig. 4.7 also indicates the CDFT
results are sensitive to the employed population scheme, as ∆ECT is significantly decreased
for the complexes with Li+ (65%), Na+ (46%), and Mg2+ (44%) once the Becke partitioning
scheme is replaced by FBH (the percent values in the parentheses are reductions relative
to the CDFT(Becke) values). Interestingly, the CT energies generated by CDFT(FBH) are
ordered in the same way as the FERF results, despite the substantial energy differences
between these two approaches for H2O· · ·Li+ and H2O· · ·Mg2+.

While there is no criterion for a unique correct order for the magnitude of CT energies in
these systems, it is possible to shed some light on the strikingly large CT energies given by
CDFT(Becke) for the water-Mg2+ and, to a lesser extent, water-Li+ complexes. The Becke
scheme essentially relies on a partition based on atomic Voronoi cells to obtain the value
of the CDFT weighting function on each grid point, i.e., the 3-space density evaluated on
a grid point is assigned to a fragment based on the shortest-distance criterion. Therefore,
for systems whose O· · ·Mn+ distance is relatively small, such a partitioning scheme that
completely neglects the electronic structure might place the interfragment boundary in a
region where the electron density of water is not yet insignificant. As a consequence, the
polarization of H2O, which also pulls its electron density towards the cation, might be misin-
terpreted as CT across the boundary and thus be incorrectly inhibited in the CDFT(Becke)
calculations. Table 4.9 shows the electron population on H2O to be constrained based on the
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Table 4.9: Number of electrons on the H2O molecule that are constrained in the CDFT(Becke)
calculations for the H2O· · ·Mn+ complexes (using ωB97X-D3/def2-QZVPPD). The values are de-
termined by projecting the promolecule 1PDM onto the Becke weight matrix associated with the
H2O fragment.

Li+ Na+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+

Population (e−) 9.84 9.95 10.06 9.88 10.03

Becke partition, which verifies our assumption above. For the complexes with Li+, Na+ and
Mg2+, the electron population on the H2O fragment is less than 10, indicating that the Becke
scheme divides the system such that a small portion of electron density of H2O is assigned
to the metal cation, which, as we argued above, might lead to an insufficiently polarized
CDFT solution. On the other hand, the partitions in water-K+ and water-Ca2+ allow them
to be fully polarized in the CDFT calculation, and thus the CDFT(Becke) scheme does not
yield excessively large CT energies for these systems. In this sense, FBH seems to be a more
advantageous partitioning scheme as it makes use of the electronic structure information in
the construction of the weight matrix.

Although there is no doubt that the strength of CT is closely related to parameters such
as the intermolecular distance, the IP of the donor and the EA of the acceptor, one should
not try to reach a conclusion only based on a subset of them. For instance, it was argued
in Ref. 359 that the CT energies for divalent cations should have an order Mg2+ > Ca2+ as
the EA of the former is larger, which, at the same time, also matches the distance-based
argument in Ref. 103. However, according to Fig. 4.7, such an order is only supported by
the CDFT(Becke) scheme. Using the original ALMO-CTA, we plotted the most significant
COVPs for the H2O→Mg2+ and H2O→Ca2+ donations in Fig. 4.8. Qualitative difference
exists in the donor-acceptor orbital picture for these two systems: for H2O· · ·Mg2+, there
are two significant COVPs and the acceptor orbitals on Mg2+ are an sp-hybridized orbital
(in panel a) and an empty p orbital (in panel b), respectively; for the complex with Ca2+,
there is only one significant COVP (panel c) and the acceptor orbital is clearly an empty
d orbital of Ca2+. While the COVP analysis does not suffice to rationalize the larger CT
energy in H2O· · ·Ca2+ than in H2O· · ·Mg2+, it implies that a simple argument based on
the O· · ·Mn+ distance or the EA of Mn+ solely may overlook some of the underlying details
about CT.

4.3.7 Comparison with the regularized SAPT method

Before concluding this paper, we want to briefly discuss the recently proposed regularized
SAPT method, [102] which provides a distinct perspective on CT. In this scheme, CT is
considered to be a tunneling process induced by the Coulomb potential of fragment nuclei,
as it is not fully screened by the electrons and becomes singular when r → 0. Therefore,
by calculating the second-order SAPT(DFT) induction energy with a regularized Coulomb
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Figure 4.8: Dominating COVPs for the forward donations (H2O→Mn+) in the water-Mg2+ (a, b)
and water-Ca2+ (c) complexes generated by the original ALMO-CTA using the smaller def2-SVPD
basis. The donor (solid) and acceptor (meshed) orbitals are plotted with an isosurface value 0.05
a.u.

Table 4.10: Comparison of CT energies (in kJ/mol) evaluated with the regularized SAPT, ALMO
(using FERFs) and CDFT approaches. The regularized SAPT results are taken from Table 1 in
Ref. 102, and the ALMO and CDFT calculations are performed at the ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD
level of theory. For consistency, geometries provided in the Supporting Information of Ref. 102 are
used for the ALMO and CDFT calculations. The column “IND(total)” shows the sum of D→A
and A→D contributions to the second-order induction energy.

Regularized SAPT ALMO CDFT
CT(D→A) CT(A→D) IND(D→A) IND(A→D) IND(Total) CT POL+CT CT(Becke) CT(FBH)

H2O dimer -1.39 -0.10 -4.59 -1.25 -5.84 -5.53 -9.35 -2.02 -2.89
HF dimer -1.33 -0.04 -5.90 -0.37 -6.27 -6.82 -12.06 -3.91 -4.27
FH· · ·CO -1.39 -0.05 -6.24 -0.23 -6.47 -9.26 -13.38 -3.21 -3.10
FH· · ·OC -0.37 -0.02 -3.04 -0.02 -3.06 -2.43 -5.29 -1.91 -1.60
Pyridine dimer -0.18 -0.18 -1.63 -1.63 -3.26 -3.34 -6.63 0.00 0.00
NH3-BH3 -61.65 -9.84 -160.77 -14.83 -175.60 -142.97 -277.44 -64.79 -55.58
BH3-CO -139.16 -31.85 -296.24 -50.45 -346.69 -284.45 -477.64 -0.33 -1.13

operator that is screened in the short range (1/r → (1 − e−ηr)/r), a “CT-free” induction
energy can be obtained. The CT energy can thus be computed in a subtractive way, as
shown by Eq. (4.1). While the formulation of this method is completely different than the
ALMO-based definition, they should at least have two common features: (i) the forward
and backward contributions are constructive rather than canceling each other, and (ii) the
definition of CT does not rely on net charge flow.
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With the same set of systems as in Table 1 of Ref. 102, we compare the equilibrium CT
energies evaluated with the regularized SAPT, ALMO, and CDFT definitions in Table 4.10.
We note that for systems that were investigated above, the ALMO and CDFT results are
slightly different here, as the geometries are directly taken from Ref. 102. The contrast
between the ALMO and CDFT results is consistent with the trends that have been elucidated
via the examples above, and it is notable that the pyridine dimer (C2h), as another cyclic
H-bonding complex, has zero CT according to the CDFT definition, which is clearly not the
case for regularized SAPT.

However, for all complexes investigated in Table 4.10, the regularized SAPT method
yields a smaller CT energy compared to the corresponding ALMO result; and for the unidi-
rectional H-bonding systems (the first four complexes), its magnitude is even smaller than
that of the corresponding CDFT result. We think that the relatively small magnitude of
regularized SAPT CT energies might arise from the truncation of SAPT induction energy
at the second-order: for each complex in Table 4.10, the total pairwise additive second-
order induction energy, IND(Total), is significantly smaller than the sum of POL and CT
suggested by ALMO-EDA. Recall that within the SAPT(DFT) theory, a “δHF” term (de-
fined as the difference between the counterpoise-corrected Hartree-Fock interaction energy
and the second-order SAPT energy excluding the dispersion and exchange-dispersion terms)
is utilized to capture the missing high-order induction effect. With this term taken into
account, the total SAPT(DFT) induction energy for the equilibrium water dimer, the first
system in Table 4.10, was reported to be -2.2840 kcal/mol (-9.56 kJ/mol),[285] which is in
fairly good agreement with the “POL+CT” value given by ALMO-EDA. Moreover, it was
suggested by Řezáč et al. that the δHF term contains a significant contribution from CT as
it manifests a good correlation with CT energies computed with CDFT(FBH), [341] which
further supports our perspective that the relatively small magnitude of regularized SAPT
CT is at least partly caused by not taking the δHF term (high-order induction effect) into
account in the formulation of this theory.

4.4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have conducted a thorough study on the definitions of CT in the
context of intermolecular interactions. The performance of the ALMO- and CDFT-based
approaches, which represent definitions based on orbital- and real-space partitioning, re-
spectively, is investigated and compared on a wide range of model systems concerning the
energetic stabilization effect (∆ECT) as well as the observable consequences. Techniques
recently developed by us, such as the constant-density SCF-MI/SCF calculations and the
adiabatic EDA scheme (the latter is extended to CDFT in this work), are utilized in this
study to provide useful information. The main findings are summarized as follows:

• The CDFT definition concerns the net charge flow between molecules, while the ALMO
and many other orbital-based definitions regard CT as an intermolecular orbital relaxation
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effect. Therefore, the “CT-free” state obtained via CDFT can be contaminated by energy
lowering due to intermolecular relaxation as long as forward and backward donations shift
equal fractions of an electron. This effect is most pronounced for the cyclic H-bonding
systems where the transfers in two ways exactly cancel each other because of symmetry,
and it is also revealed in other systems (BH3-CO, Ni(CO)) that involve a significant back-
donation.

• Significant intermolecular relaxation can take place without changing the fragment pop-
ulations, i.e., the variational principle is able to work around the constraints in a CDFT
calculation. This is revealed by calculating the constant-density CT energy, which gives a
variational upper bound to the energy lowering (negative) associated with the population-
conserving relaxation. Such an effect explains why CDFT usually gives smaller CT energies
than ALMO’s even for systems whose CT is presumably unidirectional, as illustrated by
examples such as the water dimer and the NH3-BH3 complex.

• The above two differences extend to the observable consequences of CT calculated with the
ALMO and CDFT definitions. It is a probable signature of CT-contamination that many
well-established fingerprints of CT, such as the red shift in water’s OH stretch frequency
when it is bound to Cl−, and the bending of the planar BH3 upon the formation of donor-
acceptor complexes, already appear in the “CT-free” state constructed by CDFT. On the
other hand, the changes in these observables are characterized as effects of CT through
adiabatic EDA calculations using the ALMO definition.

• There exist special cases where CDFT yields larger CT energies than the ALMO results. In
the cases of water-Mg2+, Li+, Na+ complexes examined above, the CDFT results showed
a strong dependence on the choice of population scheme. Evidence was provided that
the CDFT(Becke) scheme, which yields anomalously large values of CT, are likely to be
inappropriate for these cases.

It should be acknowledged that the CDFT-based definition does have a number of de-
sirable features. For instance, the CT energies calculated by CDFT are fairly insensitive to
the employed basis set, which is an advantage over earlier orbital-based approaches. From
the practical perspective, the CDFT definition of CT might be favored for the development
of molecular force fields, as it is clearly difficult to use an empirical function to model a
term of large magnitude concerning quantum delocalization effect. CT energies computed
by CDFT, in principle, should be better correlated with net population change upon com-
plexation, where the latter can be measured for certain systems by experimental means.[361]

The results of this paper highlight the fact that the ALMO and CDFT definitions of CT
capture different physics. The CDFT condition prohibits net population transfer between
fragments, and thus its constrained “CT-free” state is demonstrably CT-contaminated in any
system where CT can occur without net population change. The ALMO-based definition
aims to prohibit prohibit all intermolecular orbital mixing, and therefore is more consistent
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with the common understanding of CT effects in chemistry, especially in terms of the cal-
culated observable consequences of CT. The recently proposed FERF approach renders the
basis set limit of the resulting CT energy well-defined while retaining the preferable features
of the ALMO definition. Therefore, it can be recommended for characterizing the effects of
CT in non-covalently bound systems. Development of the associated theoretical tools, such
as a pairwise CT analysis scheme (which is analogous to the original ALMO-CTA [305])
and the analytical nuclear gradient for the “SCF-MI(FERF)” PES (for performing adiabatic
EDA), will be highly desirable, and progress has been made in these directions.
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Chapter 5

Assessment of the AMOEBA Force
Field

5.1 Introduction

Condensed-phase simulations with molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo methods afford
the ability to probe physical properties not easily accessible by experimental means, but
only when there is a reliable model of the potential energy surface. However for simulations
on scales representing tens of thousands to millions of atoms, quantum mechanical (QM)
methods become extremely intractable, if not impossible, to serve that purpose. Therefore,
there exists a keen interest in reducing the computational cost by representing such systems
classically, and considering moreover only the nuclear degrees of freedom explicitly under
the Born-Oppenheimer separation of the timescales of the electronic and nuclear degrees of
freedom.

In molecular mechanics (MM) formulations, a potential energy function of the positions
of the atomic nuclear positions is used to describe covalent interactions (bond stretching,
angle bending, and torsional rotation, and sometimes other cross-terms) as well as non-
covalent interactions such as van der Waals (vdW) and point-charge permanent electrostatics.
Fundamentally the MM description involves idealized functional forms for these terms such
as

U =
bonds∑
b

kb(b− b0)2 +

angles∑
θ

kθ(θ − θ0)2 +
torsions∑

φ

kφ[1 + cos(nφ+ δ)]

+
∑
i<j

4εij[(
σij
rij

)12 − (
σij
rij

)6] +
∑
i<j

qiqj
rij

(5.1)

For bonded atoms, Eq. (5.1) permits only small fluctuations around the equilibrium bond-
lengths and bond angles. It employs nuclear-centered point charges for the permanent elec-
trostatics, and uses simple pairwise additivity and mixing rules for the vdW interactions.
It has also become more common to replace point charges with an extended set of point
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multipoles, and to include non-pairwise additive interactions such as polarization which is
discussed in detail below.

While the long-range asymptotic behavior of these functional forms are correctly mod-
eled for electrostatics and dispersion[94], the short-ranged asymptotics in the compressed
region are more approximate, for example in the steep region of the van der Waals function
which assumes a power law for the Pauli exclusion term as opposed to the exponential form
from QM. Other short-ranged QM features such as a non-local electron density extent from
the nucleus, which is related to the charge penetration (CP) effect, or interactions such as
charge transfer (CT), are ignored altogether in Eq. (5.1), although very recently approximate
classical formulations to these terms are just starting to appear in the literature.[142, 153,
362–376]

Although the classical functional forms for the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy sur-
face (BO-PES) are largely correct, and are starting to approach a level of completeness for
all relevant QM interactions, the methods by which the parameters are obtained for these
functions can be more arbitrary. This is especially true for the soft, non-covalent degrees
of freedom that fluctuate much more in distance than that experienced due to the covalent
interactions at typical ambient conditions. For example, deriving point charge or point mul-
tipole parameters by fitting to the QM-derived electrostatic potential at a series of distances
outside of the vdW surface is often a poorly defined problem, with charges or multipoles of
buried atoms far from the surface being able to vary unphysically and still reproduce the
potential[377], and such problems are compounded when including the additional polariza-
tion terms. The vdW parameters are especially difficult to fit since the attractive part of
the vdW interaction, the dispersion interaction, cannot be fitted easily to QM data owing
to the difficulty of finding accurate yet tractable levels of theory that adequately capture
electron correlation[92, 378, 379]. Together with the repulsive wall, the overall vdW function
is typically tuned through a reliance on experimental data, by adjusting the parameters to
reproduce densities and heats of vaporization of neat liquids. [139, 140, 380–382] In typical
force field development, parameters for the individual terms in Eq. (5.1) are determined in-
dependently and then refined together in an iterative fashion to capture missing features like
charge penetration, polarization if it is absent, or even directly targeting better properties
for a particular phase (such as liquid water)[383].

Electronic structure calculations have been routinely used to benchmark the quality of
force field parameterization, since they facilitate the direct comparison of resulting interac-
tion energies and other properties within a given model system. Nevertheless, considering
the piecemeal parameterization of a force field based on several minimally correlated approx-
imating assumptions and the prevalence of incomplete error cancellation between terms in
the final form, it would be helpful to benchmark against a method that is able to ascertain
the quality of individual terms of the force field. Energy decomposition analysis (EDA) af-
fords a way to determine the relative contributions of several physically meaningful terms out
of the QM interaction energy, e.g., permanent electrostatics, Pauli repulsion, polarization,
dispersion, etc.[98, 105, 109] The asymptotic components of an EDA method are uniquely
defined for a given electronic structure method. Furthermore, despite some arbitrariness
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that exists in the definitions of these terms (since none of them are true experimental ob-
servables), well-defined EDAs can yield a reasonable and chemically sensible separation of
energy components in the overlapping regime. Therefore, by comparing the corresponding
terms between an EDA scheme and a force field, one can in principle obtain insight into the
strengths and weaknesses of MM formulations.

In this work, we analyze the energy decomposition of the popular polarizable MM force
field AMOEBA. [139–141, 384] The AMOEBA model goes beyond typical fixed-charge force
field by including both higher-order permanent multipoles and inducible dipoles, in an at-
tempt to more faithfully reproduce the BO-PES from more accurate QM methods. As such,
AMOEBA results can be directly compared to and parameterized against a corresponding
BO-PES derived from ab initio electronic structure calculations, while remaining compatible
with the goal of increased computational efficiency and ease of parameterization for a variety
of systems including ions[310, 385], small organic molecules[140], transition metal complexes
[386, 387], proteins[388], and nucleic acids either in the gas or condensed phases. The subject
of this paper is to assess how well the individual energy terms of the AMOEBA model are
recapitulated when compared to QM on the simplest of systems — namely the water dimer
and a series of water-ion dimers — over a range of distances and angular orientations.

Of the available energy decomposition schemes applied to force field development, two of
the more well known examples include symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) [93,
142, 366, 389–395] and variational based EDA approaches [97, 115, 308, 310, 328, 389, 396,
397]. SAPT evaluates intermolecular interactions via a perturbative approach[92, 334, 379],
and the resulting interaction energies are decomposed into the contributions of electrostatics,
exchange, induction, and dispersion. The development of SAPT(DFT) [398–401] or DFT-
SAPT [402–404], which tackles intramolecular correlation by means of Kohn-Sham (KS)-
DFT [5], offers a reasonable balance between accuracy and efficiency (O(N5) scaling with
the use of density-fitting[405, 406]) so that it can be used for generating the training data
for force field parametrization.[93] While SAPT-based methods facilitate the development of
many advanced force fields (the readers are referred to the review in Ref. 93), it still faces
several challenges. Most importantly, the accuracy of the total interaction energy relies
on the convergence of the perturbative expansion, which is often difficult to assure when
methods like DFT-SAPT are used for systems with strong induction effects.[75, 100] Also,
there is no clean separation between polarization and charge transfer in the conventional
formulation of SAPT (they both belong to the induction term), although several approaches
have been proposed to extract the CT energy.[101–103]

We shall evaluate AMOEBA using the variational absolutely localized molecular orbital
(ALMO)-EDA scheme[97, 115, 116], which partitions the total intermolecular interaction
energy into contributions of frozen orbital interaction (which contains permanent electro-
statics, Pauli repulsion, and dispersion), polarization and CT. New advances made in the
ALMO-EDA scheme include (1) the ability to reach a meaningful complete basis set (CBS)
limit for polarization and CT using the fragment electric-field response function (FERF)
model[117] and (2) the ability to disentangle the contributions from the aforementioned three
components of the frozen term[118], which is not further separated in the original scheme.
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These advances define a second generation ALMO-EDA[97] method which is employed in
the present paper.

Apart from the robustness of this EDA scheme, another important motivation for em-
ploying a DFT-based EDA approach is the significantly reduced errors of state-of-the-art
density functionals for non-covalent interactions.[27, 28, 78, 407, 408] It is noteworthy that
the functionals recently developed by Mardirossian and Head-Gordon[72–74] demonstrate
very good accuracy for noncovalent interactions when large basis sets are employed. Based
on recent benchmark by Lao et al.[75], the mean absolute error (MAE) of ωB97X-V [72]
(using the aug-cc-pVTZ (aTZ) [178, 179] basis set) for a composite dataset comprising
neutral-anion, neutral-cation, and cation-anion interactions (43 data points in total) is 0.55
kcal/mol, which is superior to that of the popular DFT-SAPT method (1.43 kcal/mol) and
comparable to the most accurate SAPT result available (0.43 kcal/mol, as computed at the
SAPT2+3-δMP2/aTZ level of theory). We note that such high-level SAPT methods are
computationally costly (O(N7) scaling) and offer a less unambiguous energy decomposition
due to the coupling between terms. Beyond equilibrium binding energies, accurate PESs
generated by ωB97X-V for water-water [78] and water-anion (F−, Cl−) dimers [76] have also
been recently reported. Therefore, we use ωB97X-V for all the ALMO-EDA calculations in
the present paper.

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Pertinent details of the AMOEBA force
field are summarized in Sec. 5.2.1, followed in Sec. 5.2.2 by a concise summary of the version
of the ALMO-EDA that will be applied in this work and the mapping between its terms and
those in AMOEBA. The resulting data and analysis for four categories of interactions are
demonstrated and discussed in Sec. 5.3. For each category, we first compare total energies
evaluated with ωB97X-V and AMOEBA, and assess the agreement near the equilibrium
configuration, as well as at short-range (the so-called compressed region) and long-range (the
asymptotic region). We then compare the relative contributions of the energetic components,
including permanent electrostatics, polarization, and vdW interactions, in various regions,
via which we elucidate why the resultant total interaction energy profile given by AMOEBA
for each system has satisfactory or poor agreement with the ωB97X-V result. Moreover,
in cases where total interaction energies are in reasonable agreement between DFT and
AMOEBA, we investigate how the effects of CP and CT might be accounted for implicitly
by AMOEBA, as it lacks explicit functional forms for these effects. The insights gained from
these benchmark calculations are discussed in Sec. 5.4.

5.2 Computational Methods

5.2.1 Non-covalent terms in the AMOEBA force field

The non-covalent (intermolecular) terms in the AMOEBA force field comprises perma-
nent electrostatics (Uperm

ele ), induced electrostatics (U ind
ele ), and van der Waals (vdW) interac-

tions (Uvdw). An atom-centered point multipole model is adopted for permanent electrostat-
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ics: on each atomic site i, the (vector) of permanent multipoles Mi includes monopole (qi),
dipole (µi), and quadrupole (Qi) moments:

MT
i = [qi, µix, µiy, µiz, Qixx, Qixy, Qixz, Qiyy, Qiyz] (5.2)

The total permanent electrostatics contribution is then evaluated as the pairwise sum of
interactions between different atomic sites:

Uperm
ele =

∑
i<j

MT
i TijMj (5.3)

where Tij is the “composite” multipole interaction tensor between sites i and j, that con-
tain appropriate powers of 1/rij according to the permanent multipole expansion for the
AMOEBA potential[139, 384]. For water and simple ions, the interaction sites i and j are
constrained to be on different molecular or atomic fragments; and for the mono-atomic ions
studied in this work, the RHS of Eq. (5.2) contains monopole (qi) only. The set of mul-
tipoles are derived from a QM electronic density using the distributed multipole analysis
(DMA)[409], whose values are further refined by a fit to an electrostatic potential generated
by a higher level of QM theory [140].

The polarization effect in AMOEBA is modeled by induced dipoles, µind
i placed on each

atomic site i, whose magnitude is determined by the site-specific isotropic polarizability and
the total external electric field exerted:

µind
i = αi(Ei + E′i) (5.4)

where Ei is the electric field owing to the permanent multipoles on other fragments, and E′i
is the field generated by the induced dipoles on all the other atomic sites:

Ei =
∑
j

TijM
(d)
j (5.5)

E′i =
∑
j 6=i

T
′

ijµ
ind
j (5.6)

where T
′
ij now refers to appropriate powers of 1/rij according to the dipole induction and

the superscript (d) refers to special scaling factors used for electrostatic interactions in
AMOEBA[140] (not involved in this work). Since the RHS of Eq. (5.4) relies on the in-
duced dipoles, {µind

i } are solved self-consistently in order to complete the calculation of
the many-body polarization effects. With converged {µind

i }, the associated energy lowering
(polarization energy) is determined by

U ind
ele = −1

2

∑
i

µind
i · Ei (5.7)

The atomic polarizability parameters, {αi}, are derived by a fit to available experimental
molecular polarizabilities[139, 384].
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One artifact of the distributed interactive induced electrostatics model is the so-called
“polarization catastrophe”, i.e., the electric field generated by point multipoles can severely
overpolarize at short range and even lead to divergence. To ensure the finite nature of the in-
termolecular induction effect, a Thole-style damping scheme is employed by AMOEBA [410,
411], which is equivalent to replacing a point multipole with a smeared charge distribution.
For example, the damping function for monopoles has the following form:

ρ =
3a

4π
exp(−au3), u =

rij
(αiαj)1/6

(5.8)

where rij is the distance between sites i and j, αi, αj are their polarizabilities, and a is
a dimensionless width parameter. The damping functional forms for higher multipoles are
reported in Ref. 139. In practice, the damping functions are built in the formation of
multipole interaction tensors in Eq. (5.5) and (5.6).

For the vdW interaction, AMOEBA adopts a pairwise additive buffered 14-7 potential
originally proposed by Halgren [412]:

Uvdw =
∑
i<j

εij

(
1 + δ

ρij + δ

)7(
1 + γ

ρ7
ij + γ

− 2

)
(5.9)

where εij is the depth of the potential well, ρij is the dimensionless distance between sites
i and j: ρij = rij/R

0
ij, where R0

ij is the minimum energy separation, and γ and δ are two
constants whose values are set to 0.12 and 0.07, respectively. If we further expand the RHS
of Eq. (5.9), the repulsive “14” term (U rep

vdw) mostly accounts for Pauli repulsion, while the
attractive “7” term (Uattr

vdw) in principle yields a more accurate series expansion for dispersion.
In the current parameterization regime of AMOEBA, the homonuclear vdW parameters εii
and R0

ii are obtained by a fit to dimer energies calculated at the MP2/aTZ level of theory
or higher, followed by a refinement stage where experimental liquid densities and heats
of vaporization are reproduced [140]; and the heteronuclear parameters (εij and R0

ij) are
obtained by using the combination rules. For more details we refer the reader to the original
AMOEBA references [139–141, 384].

5.2.2 Energy decomposition analysis

The initial partitioning of the total interaction energy in the ALMO-EDA method[97,
115, 116] is as follows:

Eint = Egd + Efrz + Epol + Ect. (5.10)

The first term (geometry distortion) describes the energy change due to the geometric dis-
tortion of monomers to the complex structure from their fully relaxed geometries, which is
not considered in this work (in AMOEBA it is captured by the bonded terms). The frozen
orbital interaction, Efrz, is defined as the energy difference between the frozen orbital wave-
function (which corresponds to a frozen one-particle density matrix Pfrz) and the sum of
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monomer energies that are computed individually:

Efrz = E(Pfrz)−
∑
A

EA(PA), (5.11)

It represents the energy change when fragments approach each other without any variational
relaxation of their orbitals or density, apart from ensuring that they obey the Pauli Principle.

The frozen interaction can be further decomposed into contributions from permanent
electrostatics, Pauli repulsion and dispersion interactions. Our original approach [118] is
based on the partitioning of Pfrz into a sum of fragment contributions: Pfrz =

∑
A P̃A, where

interfragment orthogonality is enforced between P̃A’s. This is achieved via a constrained
minimization of the “kinetic energy pressure” (KEP) objective function, as described in
Ref. 118.

P̃A can be regarded as the deformed (but not yet relaxed) density of each individual
fragment upon the formation of the initial complex. The dispersion energy is then defined as
the remainder of interfragment exchange-correlation (XC) energy after subtracting the part
that is “dispersion-free” (DF) in nature:

Edisp =

(
Exc[Pfrz]−

∑
A

Exc[P̃A]

)

−
(
EDF

xc [Pfrz]−
∑
A

EDF
xc [P̃A]

)
, (5.12)

For this purpose, an auxiliary DFXC functional is required, and our previous work [97, 118]
suggests that Hartree-Fock (HF) theory is an appropriate choice for dispersion-corrected
range-separated hybrid (RSH) functionals like ωB97X-V.

The approach presented in Ref. 118 utilizes {P̃A} to define permanent electrostatics and
Pauli repulsion as well, i.e., all three energy components are computed making use of the
properly antisymmetrized wavefunction. That approach properly describes the deformation
of monomer densities due to Pauli repulsion (antisymmetrization of the supersystem wave-
function) [118]. However such deformations cannot be captured by AMOEBA or any other
force field whose permanent electrostatics is described by multipole moments that are invari-
ant with intermolecular separations. Therefore, in order to make ALMO-EDA’s permanent
electrostatics physically compatible with AMOEBA, we step back to adopt the “classical
electrostatics” definition[104–107], which describes the Coulomb interaction between charge
distributions of isolated fragments:

Ecls
elec =

∑
A<B

∫
r1

∫
r2

ρtot
A (r1)

1

r12

ρtot
B (r2)dr1dr2 (5.13)

where ρtot
A (r) = ρel

A(r) + ρnuc
A (r). The modified Pauli term is then simply defined as the

remainder of the frozen interaction, which still comprises the repulsive interaction stem-
ming from Pauli exclusion principle and interfragment exchange effects. Taken together, the
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decomposition of the frozen term adopted in this work can be expressed as

Efrz = Ecls
elec + Emod

Pauli + Edisp (5.14)

The contribution of polarization is determined by variationally optimizing the density ma-
trix associated with a fragment-block-diagonal (absolutely localized) MO coefficient matrix,
using locally projected self-consistent field (SCF) techniques [233, 234, 301] or a gradient-
based minimization. [117] This procedure is called “SCF for molecular interactions” (SCF-
MI). The resulting ALMO density matrix, PALMO, is employed to evaluate the polarization
energy:

Epol = E[PALMO]− E[Pfrz] (5.15)

The use of ALMOs ensures that the net charge on each fragment is conserved under the
Mulliken population definition, i.e., CT between fragments is not allowed. The contribu-
tion of CT is then defined as the energy difference between this “CT-forbidden” SCF-MI
wavefunction and the fully relaxed one:

Ect = E[PSCF]− E[PALMO] (5.16)

In practice, the AO-based fragment partitioning used in SCF-MI breaks down when
very large AO basis sets (especially those with diffuse functions) are used, which results
in an overestimated polarization energy (contaminated by CT). [103, 117, 316] In order to
judiciously choose the degrees of freedom that are relevant to polarization, Horn and Head-
Gordon introduced the fragment electric-field response function (FERF) model[117] which
defines the fragment subspaces based on the response of MOs to an external electric field
(and its spatial derivatives). The FERFs are able to capture the relaxation of fragment
occupied orbitals under a weak external field, which is deemed as the physical essence of
polarization (see Ref. 117 for more details on how FERFs are constructed). In this work, we
use the “FERF-nDQ” model (non-orthogonal FERFs accounting for dipole and quadrupole
responses, which require 3 and 5 FERFs for each occupied orbital, respectively) to compute
the polarization energy instead of the original AO-based approach. The FERF-nDQ model
appears to give a satisfactory description[97, 117] of polarization effects with a well-behaved
basis set limit. The equations utilized to determine the contributions of polarization and CT
are identical to Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) in form.

Here we also briefly compare the intermolecular interaction components generated by
ALMO-EDA with those from a standard DFT-SAPT calculation, due to the popularity of the
latter approach in developing physically-motivated force fields. The DFT-SAPT interaction
energy can be written as (following the notation of Ref. 100):

EDFT-SAPT

int = [E
(1)
elst]elst + [E

(1)
exch]exch

+ [E
(2)
ind + E

(2)
exch-ind + δE

(2)
HF ]ind

+ [E
(2)
disp + E

(2)
exch-disp]disp (5.17)
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Subscripts outside the brackets indicate the grouping of terms into four energy components:
electrostatics, exchange, induction and dispersion. While the first-order electrostatic term
is identical to ALMO-EDA’s (classical) electrostatics (Eq. (5.13)) in form, the other compo-
nents are computed differently in DFT-SAPT due to its perturbative approach. Nonetheless,
based on the physical meaning of each term, there exists a clear correspondence between the
terms in DFT-SAPT (left) and ALMO-EDA (right):

• Exchange → Pauli repulsion

• Induction → Polarization + CT

• Dispersion → Dispersion

Numerically their resulting energy components should be comparable at least to some
extent. As an example, we compare the results of DFT-SAPT (provided in Ref. 285) and
ALMO-EDA for CCSD(T)[96]-optimized structures of the linear and bifurcated water dimer
(taken from Ref. 306), which are presented in Table D.1 (in Appendix D). In general, there is
no qualitative difference between the results of these two decomposition schemes (in contrast,
the difference between the energy components of AMOEBA and either EDA scheme can be
much larger), while the separation of polarization and CT in ALMO-EDA seems to further
facilitate the comparison with AMOEBA.

Finally, the correspondence between terms in AMOEBA and the ALMO-EDA scheme
used in this work is summarized in Table. 5.1. Note that in the following discussion, we use
“total electrostatics” to represent the sum of permanent electrostatic interactions and po-
larization (induced electrostatics); and “vdW interaction” refers to the entire 14-7 potential
for AMOEBA, while for ALMO-EDA it refers to the sum of modified Pauli repulsion and
dispersion.

Table 5.1: Correspondence of terms in AMOEBA and ALMO-EDA

Components AMOEBA ALMO-EDA
Permanent Electrostatics Uperm

ele Ecls
elec

Induced Electrostatics U ind
ele Epol

Pauli Repulsion U rep
vdw Emod

Pauli

Dispersion Uattr
vdw Edisp

Charge Transfer no explicit Ect

5.2.3 Computational details

Energy calculations using the AMOEBA force field were performed in the Tinker7 molec-
ular modeling package [413]. The most recently released parameters were used for all species:
“amoebapro13” was used for water-water, water-cation, and water-Cl− interactions, while
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for water-F− and water-Br−, parameters were obtained from “amoeba09”, which corresponds
to the latest parameterization for these two halides [139, 140, 309, 385, 388, 414]. Neither
periodic boundary conditions nor distance cutoffs were adopted for any of these calculations;
therefore, permanent electrostatics and polarization were performed in a standard, no-cutoff
direct space interaction. Induced dipoles were converged to 10−12 Debye. For the calculation
of the buffered 14-7 vdW potential, a trivial modification to the source code was made to
allow the repulsive and attractive terms to be reported separately.

All the ALMO-EDA calculations in this work were performed with a standard version
of the Q-Chem 4.4 software package [255]. The ωB97X-V functional,[72] which is a range-
separated hybrid GGA that incorporates the VV10 [71] non-local correlation functional for
the description of dispersion, is used for modeling the intermolecular interactions. The large
def2-QZVPPD[183] basis set (augmented quadruple-ζ) is employed without counterpoise
corrections [88] for basis set superposition errors (BSSE), since for dimer interactions, the
BSSE associated with the use of this basis set should be almost negligible compared to
the magnitude of the investigated interactions [87]. The numerical integration of the XC
functional is performed on a (99, 590) grid (99 radial shells with 590 Lebedev points on
each), while the SG-1 grid [258] is used to integrate the non-local correlation functional.

The frozen energy decomposition is based on the modified scheme defined by Eq. (5.14),
using Hartree-Fock as the DF functional for the separation of dispersion. The polarization
contribution is determined through the “FERF-nDQ” model, as introduced in Sec. 5.2.2. All
the variational energy minimizations involved in ALMO-EDA (SCF on isolated fragments,
SCF-MI, and supersystem SCF) are converged to 10−8 a.u..

For the PES scans, we start from the equilibrium geometry optimized at the ωB97X-
V/def2-QZVPPD level of theory. Then, we stretch/compress the complex along one
single chosen coordinate, without relaxing other degrees of freedom (a rigid dissocia-
tion/compression). Unless otherwise specified, for all the distance scans, the separation
between the oxygen in water and the ion (O· · ·O distance for the water dimer case) is se-
lected as the coordinate being modified, and the interval between neighboring data points is
0.05 Å. AMOEBA and ALMO-EDA results are then generated on the same set of configu-
rations.

In order to further validate the QM model chemistry employed in this work, we compare
the interaction energies of the water dimer and five water-ion dimers (at compressed, equi-
librium and stretched geometries) evaluated by ωB97X-V/def2-QZVPPD and AMOEBA
against the ∆CCSD(T)/CBS reference values (Table 5.2). More computational details for
this benchmark are provided in the caption of Table 5.2. ωB97X-V provides sub-kcal/mol
accuracy for almost all the investigated systems except for the stretched configuration of
H2O· · ·Mg2+. ωB97X-V tends to slightly overbind the water-cation complexes in the long
range due to self-interaction error, which is most pronounced in H2O· · ·Mg2+. The devel-
opment of ALMO-EDA for wavefunction-based correlation methods [120, 284] could pro-
vide useful alternatives in such scenarios. The error of ωB97X-V is typically over 5 times
smaller than AMOEBA’s so that we can use ALMO-EDA to trace the source of error among
AMOEBA’s energy components. In cases where the ratio in errors is smaller (e.g., for the
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Table 5.2: Total interaction energies (in kJ/mol) of the water dimer and five water-ion dimers
evaluated at equilibrium, compressed (10%) and stretched (10%) configurations, where the com-
pressions and stretches are applied to the same coordinates as in the rigid PES scans. For the
∆CCSD(T)/CBS reference, core-valence correlated Dunning basis sets aug-cc-pCVTZ and aug-cc-
pCVQZ [415, 416] are employed for a two-point extrapolation of the MP2 correlation energies [417],
and the correction for higher-order correlation (E[CCSD(T)] - E[MP2]) is computed at the aug-
cc-pCVTZ level. All the correlation energies are computed without the frozen-core approximation.
As opposed to the DFT calculations performed in this work, counterpoise corrections for BSSE are
applied when computing the ∆CCSD(T)/CBS interaction energies.

ωB97X-V AMOEBA Ref. Error(ωB97X-V) Error(AMOEBA)

Compressed

H2O· · ·H2O -14.31 -13.70 -14.86 0.55 1.16
H2O· · ·Li+ -133.37 -127.34 -133.72 0.35 6.38
H2O· · ·Na+ -89.49 -84.97 -89.81 0.32 4.84
H2O· · ·Mg2+ -317.40 -298.55 -317.38 -0.02 18.83
H2O· · ·F− -106.43 99.68 -108.35 1.92 208.03
H2O· · ·Cl− -52.32 -43.93 -52.77 0.45 8.84

Equilibrium

H2O· · ·H2O -21.07 -21.35 -21.25 0.18 -0.10
H2O· · ·Li+ -146.27 -139.26 -145.25 -1.02 5.99
H2O· · ·Na+ -101.69 -97.83 -100.70 -0.99 2.87
H2O· · ·Mg2+ -347.79 -326.19 -344.86 -2.93 18.67
H2O· · ·F− -132.79 -97.18 -133.12 0.33 35.94
H2O· · ·Cl− -64.79 -68.91 -64.72 -0.07 -4.19

Stretched

H2O· · ·H2O -18.53 -17.86 -18.49 -0.04 0.63
H2O· · ·Li+ -139.40 -131.87 -137.69 -1.71 5.82
H2O· · ·Na+ -95.85 -92.53 -94.36 -1.49 1.83
H2O· · ·Mg2+ -331.64 -302.60 -326.85 -4.79 24.25
H2O· · ·F− -122.08 -128.31 -121.87 -0.21 -6.44
H2O· · ·Cl− -59.55 -63.05 -59.19 -0.36 -3.86

equilibrium water dimer, the error of AMOEBA is even smaller than that of ωB97X-V), the
interaction energy given by AMOEBA is usually fairly accurate, and ALMO-EDA can be
utilized to uncover the origins of such well-behaved cases.

5.3 Results

The equilibrium intermolecular distances and interaction energies for all the studied dimer
complexes are summarized in Table 5.3. Note that the AMOEBA interaction energies in Ta-
ble 5.3 are evaluated at MM-relaxed geometries so they do not correspond to any points on
the potential energy curves in the figures presented below. We also note that the intermolec-
ular interaction energies of H2O· · ·H2O and H2O· · ·Cl− given by AMOEBA turn out to be
less favorable at their AMOEBA-optimized geometries than at the QM minima (the inter-
action energies for the latter are given in Table 5.2), which, nevertheless, are compensated
by the intramolecular relaxation of the involved water monomers.
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Table 5.3: Equilibrium intermolecular separations (Å) and total interaction energies (kJ/mol) for
the water dimer and eight water-ion dimers, based on geometries optimized at the ωB97X-V/def2-
QZVPPD level of theory (left) and with the AMOEBA force field (right). The distance from the
oxygen atom of the water molecule to the ion in each complex (O· · ·O distance for the water dimer
case) is reported.

ωB97X-V AMOEBA
distance Eint distance Eint

H2O· · ·H2O 2.92 -21.07 2.89 -20.86
H2O· · ·Li+ 1.84 -146.27 1.82 -140.67
H2O· · ·Na+ 2.22 -101.69 2.23 -98.04
H2O· · ·K+ 2.62 -74.10 2.60 -73.16
H2O· · ·Mg2+ 1.91 -347.79 1.88 -332.87
H2O· · ·Ca2+ 2.22 -242.55 2.22 -228.65
H2O· · ·F− 2.45 -132.79 2.64 -119.81
H2O· · ·Cl− 3.12 -64.79 3.15 -66.44
H2O· · ·Br− 3.31 -55.95 3.36 -55.07

5.3.1 The water dimer

We first assess the performance of AMOEBA for the water dimer interaction against the
QM results. Since AMOEBA was initially designed as an advanced polarizable water model,
we expect it to give a high-quality depiction of the PES for the water dimer, the prototypical
system for water-water interactions. The top left panel of Figure 5.1 shows an overall good
match between the potential energy curve evaluated by AMOEBA and ωB97X-V. For a
rigid dissociation curve, AMOEBA and ωB97X-V predict the same O· · ·O distance for the
energy minimum at 2.90 Å, with a minimal discrepancy in energy: AMOEBA is slightly
more bound by -0.35 kJ/mol, a difference that is close to the intrinsic error of the functional
for this system. The agreement between the two potential energy curves near the equilibrium
separation is more clearly demonstrated by the inset plot. In the highly compressed region
(< 2.70 Å), AMOEBA gives a distinctly harder repulsive wall. Its long-range interaction is
also less attractive than the ωB97X-V profile, although the discrepancy is fairly small (the
maximum deviation is about 1 kJ/mol around RO···O = 3.6 Å).

The component breakdowns of QM and AMOEBA interaction energies in the same range
are plotted in the middle and bottom left panels. The permanent electrostatic component of
AMOEBA is less attractive compared to its “classical electrostatics” counterpart in ALMO-
EDA at short range, although they agree in the asymptotic region. By contrast close agree-
ment for the polarization energy is achieved over all intermolecular separations except for
the highly compressed region (RO···O < 2.6 Å), where the polarization energy of AMOEBA
becomes less favorable than that given by ALMO-EDA due to the onset of Thole damp-
ing in the former. The profiles for total electrostatics mostly reflect the above mentioned
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Figure 5.1: Distance (left) and angular (right) dependence of the total interaction energy and its
breakdowns (in kJ/mol) for the water dimer. Top: total interaction energy; middle: permanent
and induced electrostatics; bottom: vdW interaction. The inset plots in the two top panels show
the zoomed-in near-equilibrium region in the units of kT , and the arrows indicate the location of
energy minima for QM and AMOEBA interactions, while the dash-dotted lines in the lower four
panels indicate the position of QM minimum.
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discrepancy in permanent electrostatics.
From the bottom left plot, we see a very large discrepancy between AMOEBA’s total vdW

interaction and the physically pertinent terms in ALMO-EDA (modified Pauli + dispersion):
AMOEBA’s total vdW interaction is more favorable by about 17 kJ/mol at equilibrium, and
the difference becomes much more pronounced at shorter separations. Since the attractive
component of AMOEBA’s vdW agrees with the dispersion term given by ALMO-EDA for
most distances (except for the highly compressed region), the large difference in their total
vdW interaction must reside in the repulsive part of AMOEBA’s 14-7 potential which turns
out to be excessively soft. This may seem surprising given the overly repulsive wall of
AMOEBA’s total interaction energy profile. However, the comparison to EDA shows that the
softened repulsive vdW potential of AMOEBA is accounting for two attractive contributions
that are important in the short range but which are not explicitly included in AMOEBA:
(i) the effect of CP, which renders the QM permanent electrostatics more favorable, and (ii)
the CT from the proton acceptor to the proton donor, as an extra stabilizing effect. If we
combine the CT term with the total vdW interaction given by ALMO-EDA, it almost halves
the gap between AMOEBA and ALMO-EDA’s vdW profiles, as the difference at equilibrium
reduces to 9.5 kJ/mol. Thus, the energetically favorable CP and CT contributions seem to
be implicitly accounted for via the softened vdW potential in AMOEBA, which results in the
cancellation of errors that yields good agreement in total interaction energies. However, in
the short range, the cancellation of errors turns out to be imperfect, and the extra hardness
of AMOEBA’s repulsive wall actually resides in its too unfavorable permanent electrostatics
and polarization.

It is often deemed to be an important and challenging task for a force field to correctly
reproduce the directionality of hydrogen bonds [285, 308, 393]. Therefore, an assessment of
the angular dependence of the water dimer interaction will be instructive. The angular scan
is performed by modifying the θ angle illustrated in Figure 5.2 at the equilibrium O· · ·O
distance (2.92 Å) with all the other degrees of freedom fixed. The results for θ = 45◦–135◦

are plotted in the right three panels. According to the ALMO-EDA results, the directional-
ity of the hydrogen bonding interaction in the water dimer is a consequence of the interplay
of permanent electrostatics, Pauli repulsion, and CT, while the angular dependence of po-
larization and dispersion is less appreciable. AMOEBA reproduces the angular dependence
predicted by ωB97X-V fairly well in the favorable region: the energy minimum appears at
110◦, which is only minimally different from the QM result (111◦), and the energy discrep-
ancy is less than 0.3 kJ/mol in the entire low-energy region of the potential well (100-120◦,
see the inset plot in the top right panel). In the “more exotic” higher energy region (< 70◦),
the AMOEBA curve is slightly too favorable by 1.0–1.5 kJ/mol.

Nevertheless, when turning to the energy breakdowns, we see a sharp difference between
QM and AMOEBA’s permanent electrostatics, while their polarization profiles exhibit very
good agreement in general, which are consistent with the trend observed in the distance
scan. As a result, AMOEBA’s total electrostatics is too unfavorable by a considerable
amount compared to the ALMO-EDA results (the maximum discrepancy is about 11 kJ/mol
at θ ≈ 80◦), and the angle that corresponds to most favorable total electrostatics is shifted
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the angular scan performed for the water dimer: θ is the angle being
modified, while the O· · ·O distance remains unchanged.

from 104◦ (the QM value) to 108◦. We expect that such a discrepancy is offset by AMOEBA’s
vdW interaction in order to restore the correct angular dependence. This is confirmed by
the bottom right plot: the 14-7 potential of AMOEBA is less repulsive by roughly the same
amount when measured against the vdW+CT contribution determined by ALMO-EDA, and
the maximum of this net repulsive energetic contribution is also shifted from 97◦ to 105◦.

5.3.2 Water-monovalent ions

The same analysis is then performed on water interacting with Na+ and Cl−, as two
representative monovalent ions. Compared to the water dimer case where both fragments
are neutral, we expect to see much stronger permanent electrostatic interactions (led by
charge-dipole interaction) and polarization effects in these systems. The total interaction
energies calculated by ωB97X-V and AMOEBA upon rigid dissociation of the H2O· · ·Na+

complex (conserving C2v symmetry) are shown in the top left panel of Figure 5.3. We see
very good agreement between them (even in the repulsive region), although we should bear
in mind that the energy scale here (increment of the y axis) is much larger than that in the
water dimer case. The O· · ·Na+ distance corresponding to AMOEBA’s energy minimum
(2.25 Å) matches the QM value (2.20 Å) closely, while AMOEBA slightly underbinds the
complex in the whole plotted range (by about 4 kJ/mol in the vicinity of equilibrium).

The magnitude of permanent electrostatics for this system is over 100 kJ/mol at the
equilibrium separation. Due to the lack of CP in AMOEBA, its permanent electrostatics is
consistently less favorable than its ALMO-EDA counterpart. The discrepancy at equilibrium
is roughly 8.5 kJ/mol. They start to match to within 1 kJ/mol not far beyond that (> 2.75
Å), which validates the accuracy of the distributed-multipole scheme in describing permanent
electrostatics in the long range.

The discrepancy between polarization energies evaluated by QM and AMOEBA varies
with intermolecular separation. While AMOEBA only slightly overestimates the polarization
energy (by about 3.5 kJ/mol) at equilibrium, it significantly overpolarizes in the short range
(almost twice as favorable as ALMO-EDA’s polarization in the more compressed region).
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Figure 5.3: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid dissociation of
H2O· · ·Na+ and H2O· · ·Cl− complexes. The plotting details (arrangement of figures and symbols
used) are the same as in Figure 5.1.
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This suggests inadequate damping from the Thole model. Nevertheless, at short range,
AMOEBA’s overestimated polarization appears to balance its too unfavorable permanent
electrostatics, which results in reasonable agreement with QM for the total electrostatic
contributions.

The almost superimposed curves for AMOEBA and ALMO-EDA’s vdW interactions (see
the bottom left panel) indicates their close agreement, despite the sharp difference seen for
their attractive component (dispersion). Also, the contribution from CT is almost negligible
for this system compared to the magnitude of the total interaction energy.

The performance of AMOEBA is also assessed on the H2O· · ·Cl− complex, and the
results are shown in the right three panels of Figure 5.3. While comparison of the two top
panels suggests a more considerable difference between QM and AMOEBA’s total interaction
energy profiles, it should be kept in mind that the energy range plotted for this system is much
smaller. In fact, the performance of AMOEBA (size of errors) in the vicinity of equilibrium
is close to that in the H2O· · ·Na+ case: it shifts the energy minimum to longer distance
by 0.05Å, and overestimates the equilibrium interaction energy by 4-5 kJ/mol. However,
the total interaction energies given by QM and AMOEBA start to differ significantly when
entering the compressed region. AMOEBA becomes repulsive more rapidly for RO···Cl− < 2.9
Å, although it is overbound adjacent to and beyond equilibrium. Also, for RO···Cl− > 4.2 Å
(not shown on the plot), AMOEBA’s total interaction energy again becomes less favorable
than the QM result.

One might ascribe AMOEBA’s much harder repulsive wall to an improperly trained 14-7
potential. However, according to the bottom right panel of Figure 5.3, the 14-7 potential of
AMOEBA is less repulsive than ALMO-EDA’s vdW contribution across the entire plotted
range. Its fairly reasonable agreement (differing by ∼7 kJ/mol at equilibrium) with ALMO-
EDA’s vdW+CT term indicates again that AMOEBA implicitly incorporates CT through
its 14-7 potential.

Therefore, similar to the water dimer case, the deficiency of AMOEBA for the short-
range interaction between H2O and Cl− mostly arises from the failure to fully compensate
for the missing effect of CP via the 14-7 potential. The middle right plot of Figure 5.3
shows that AMOEBA’s permanent electrostatic interaction is significantly underestimated
(by about 15 kJ/mol) in the vicinity of the energy minimum. This energetic discrepancy,
nonetheless, is largely canceled by its overestimated polarization energy in the same range,
which leads to fairly close agreement in total electrostatics between QM and AMOEBA at
and beyond equilibrium. The error at the bottom of AMOEBA’s total interaction potential
well is mostly due to the aforementioned slight difference (whose size is only a few kJ/mol)
between the 14-7 potential of AMOEBA and ALMO-EDA’s vdW+CT contribution. How-
ever, at shorter intermolecular separations, this small discrepancy in vdW interactions is
overwhelmed by the error due to AMOEBA’s far too unfavorable permanent electrostatics.
At the same time, AMOEBA’s overestimation of polarization also diminishes gradually with
reduced intermolecular distance, due to the onset of Thole damping, which leaves permanent
electrostatics as the culprit for the excessively hard repulsive wall in the total interaction
potential of H2O· · ·Cl−.
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Comparing the results of permanent electrostatics in H2O· · ·Na+ and H2O· · ·Cl− at their
individual equilibrium separations, AMOEBA underestimates this energetic component by
8% and 19%, respectively, due to the lack of explicit account of CP. It is not surprising that
the latter system is more prone to CP, since the charge distribution of Cl− is much more
diffuse than that of Na+.

The difference between AMOEBA’s polarization profiles for these two systems at short
range is also intriguing, and must arise from the effect of Thole damping through the effec-
tively smeared point multipoles. Based on Eq. (5.8), atomic sites with higher polarizability
are more smeared in the damping procedure. The polarizability value for Cl− is 4.00 Å3,
which is one of the largest amongst all atom types available in the AMOEBA force field. For
H2O· · ·Cl−, although AMOEBA’s polarization energy is more favorable than ALMO-EDA’s
over almost the entire plotted range, the onset of Thole damping is clearly manifested in
the curvature in the AMOEBA polarization profile. Indeed there is an inflection point near
the equilibrium distance, and therefore AMOEBA polarization crosses with ALMO-EDA’s
polarization curve at RO···Cl− = 2.65 Å. In contrast, the onset of damping is not apparent in
H2O· · ·Na+, such that the polarization effect due to the cation is significantly overestimated
by AMOEBA in the short range. This is due to the considerably smaller atomic polarizabil-
ity of Na+ (0.12 Å3), rendering the damping effect through Eq. (5.8) negligible unless Na+

and H2O are in extremely close contact.

5.3.3 Water-divalent cations

It is well-known that the description of water-divalent cation interactions is challenging
for classical force fields[135, 418]. We next assess the agreement between AMOEBA and
ωB97X-V results upon rigid dissociation of H2O· · ·Mg2+ and H2O· · ·Ca2+ complexes (with
C2v symmetry). The results are collected in Figure 5.4. For both systems, AMOEBA
correctly reproduces the position of energy minima, while it underestimates the magnitude
of the binding energies across the board. At the equilibrium distance, AMOEBA underbinds
H2O· · ·Mg2+ and H2O· · ·Ca2+ by 21 kJ/mol and 17 kJ/mol, respectively, which is 6–7% of
the total interaction energies evaluated by ωB97X-V.

To understand the much larger deviations compared to that in the H2O· · ·Na+ case, we
again measure the individual terms of AMOEBA against the energy components given by
ALMO-EDA. Due to the +2 charge, permanent and induced electrostatics dominate the
strongly favorable total interactions. Some qualitative similarities emerge for these two sys-
tems, as seen in the middle two panels of Figure 5.4. First is the consistently less favorable
short-range permanent electrostatics of AMOEBA, which is a common issue for all the sys-
tems assessed so far. Second is the crossing of the AMOEBA and ALMO-EDA polarization
energy curves slightly beyond the equilibrium distance.

The permanent electrostatic interactions in these two systems are identically described
by the AMOEBA model (+2 point monopole for both Mg2+ and Ca2+). However, the
short-range discrepancy from ALMO-EDA’s classical electrostatics is larger for H2O· · ·Ca2+,
indicating a more pronounced CP effect. The CP effect (regarded as the difference between
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Figure 5.4: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid dissociation
of H2O· · ·Mg2+ and H2O· · ·Ca2+ complexes. The plotting details (arrangement of figures and
symbols used) are the same as in Figure 5.1.
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these two models) is determined by (i) the extent of charge distribution on each fragment
and (ii) the intermolecular distance. The former should be the dominant factor here, since
otherwise we would expect the more significant CP effect in H2O· · ·Mg2+ whose equilibrium
distance is 0.3 Å shorter. This trend (and interpretation) also applies to the interactions
between water and alkali metal cations (results for H2O· · ·Li+ and H2O· · ·K+ are shown in
Figure D.2), where the effect of CP increases as Li+ < Na+ < K+.

The more diffuse charge distribution in H2O· · ·Ca2+ is also be reflected in the (modified)
Pauli term in ALMO-EDA. At equilibrium, the Pauli term for H2O· · ·Ca2+ is 16 kJ/mol
more repulsive than that for H2O· · ·Mg2+ despite the 0.3 Å longer intermolecular separation
of the former, indicating stronger overlap between fragment charge densities resulting from
the much more diffuse charge distribution of Ca2+.

The polarization energies given by AMOEBA for these two systems, at their equilib-
rium intermolecular separations, are slightly overestimated (by roughly 9%). This order is
reversed (AMOEBA polarization becomes too weak) in the long range. In the compressed
region plotted in Figure 5.4, AMOEBA overpolarizes in both cases. However, one nuanced
distinction exists: for H2O· · ·Mg2+, the amount of AMOEBA’s over-polarization increases
monotonically with the shortening of O· · ·Mg2+ distance, while in the H2O· · ·Ca2+ case, the
difference reaches a maximum at 1.90 Å (18.5 kJ/mol), and a crossing point emerges at more
compressed distance (1.65 Å, not shown in the figure). This behavior is similar to what was
discussed previously for H2O· · ·Cl−, which was regarded as a signature of the onset of Thole
damping. Here it can also be explained by the same polarizability-based argument. The
AMOEBA atomic polarizability for Mg2+ (0.08 Å3) is so small that the effect of damping
can hardly be seen in the entire plotted range. By contrast, the value for Ca2+ is significantly
larger (0.55 Å3) so that the damping effect is manifested in the slightly compressed region.
The same trend is observed with the polarization energy curves of water-alkali metal cation
series (the results for Li+ and K+ are shown in Figure D.2), where AMOEBA immensely
overestimates the polarization energy of H2O· · ·Li+ in the short range, while the agreement
with ALMO-EDA’s polarization is much better for H2O· · ·K+.

In terms of total electrostatics, AMOEBA agrees closely with ALMO-EDA near the
equilibrium distance in the H2O· · ·Mg2+ case (the former is more favorable by 5 kJ/mol
at equilibrium), thanks to error cancellation between permanent electrostatics and polar-
ization. The deviations in the short range and long range have opposite signs, which, in
contrast to many other systems, are both dominated by the discrepancy in polarization.
For H2O· · ·Ca2+, AMOEBA’s total electrostatics is less favorable across the entire range,
and the discrepancy at equilibrium is about 3 times larger than that in the H2O· · ·Mg2+

case, as AMOEBA underestimates the permanent electrostatic interaction more severely in
H2O· · ·Ca2+ as a consequence of the increased importance of CP.

Turning to the vdW terms, a remarkable common feature of the bottom two panels of
Figure 5.4 is the much more attractive 1/R7 potential in AMOEBA relative to the dispersion
component determined by ALMO-EDA. Specifically, at the equilibrium distance of each
system, AMOEBA’s dispersion (attractive vdW potential) is 6.5 times more favorable in
H2O· · ·Mg2+, and 3 times more favorable in H2O· · ·Ca2+. It is inevitable for the 1/R7
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potential of AMOEBA to be excessively attractive in the strongly overlapping regime since
it is not appropriately damped, however, we think that it should be able to approximately
match the dispersion energy given by ALMO-EDA near the equilibrium region. Here (and
for H2O· · ·Li+ and H2O· · ·Na+ as well) the large difference against ALMO-EDA’s dispersion
term could be explained by the incorporation of other stabilizing effects like CP or CT in
AMOEBA’s 1/R7 potential, as we discussed before. On the other hand, it is possible that
such differences are related to the fact that AMOEBA’s 14-7 potential is parameterized
simultaneously so that its repulsive and attractive components may not correspond to their
presumed physical meanings when scrutinized individually.

For the total vdW interaction between H2O and Mg2+, AMOEBA exhibits a slightly more
repulsive potential than its ALMO-EDA counterpart when RO···Mg2+ < 2.2 Å. The inclusion
of CT further enlarges the discrepancy, as opposed to the general trend observed in other
systems. The plot for H2O· · ·Ca2+, on the other hand, demonstrates the common trend,
where AMOEBA’s total 14-7 potential is considerably softened and matches ALMO-EDA’s
vdW+CT curve fairly well except in the strongly unfavorable region. It should be noted
that the contribution of CT is appreciable when water interacts with these divalent cations,
especially for H2O· · ·Ca2+ where the CT energy at equilibrium is -42 kJ/mol (roughly 1/6
of the total interaction energy). According to our results, this significant stabilizing energy
component is implicitly incorporated in the softened 14-7 potential of AMOEBA.

So is there an overall reason for why AMOEBA underbinds these two systems? We sug-
gest, based on the assessment against the ALMO-EDA results, that for H2O· · ·Mg2+ the
error mostly resides in AMOEBA’s overly repulsive vdW potential. On the other hand,
AMOEBA’s too unfavorable permanent electrostatics (due to the lack of CP) is the main
origin of the underestimated interaction energy between H2O and Ca2+. Therefore, al-
though these two divalent cations belong to the same main group on the periodic table, and
AMOEBA manifests rather similar systematic errors on them, we think that they actually
arise for different reasons.

5.3.4 Other water-halide interactions

Although AMOEBA underestimates the total H2O· · ·Mg2+ and H2O· · ·Ca2+ interac-
tion energies, it gives a reasonable description of the shape of their PESs, which is rather
important for accurately computing the intermolecular forces. In contrast, the shape of
AMOEBA’s total interaction energy profile for H2O· · ·Cl− agrees less satisfactorily with
that generated by QM. Therefore, we complete the full series of water-halide interactions by
assessing the performance of AMOEBA on H2O· · ·F− and H2O· · ·Br− against QM, and the
results are shown in Figure 5.5.

As for H2O· · ·Cl−, AMOEBA gives overly repulsive walls for water-halide interactions in
the short range, and also exhibits overly long intermolecular distances. The discrepancy be-
tween QM and AMOEBA is most exaggerated in the H2O· · ·F− case, where the equilibrium
O· · ·F− distance given by AMOEBA is 0.25 Å too long. At the distance corresponding to
the QM minimum (RO···F− = 2.45 Å), AMOEBA is underbound by about 35 kJ/mol. On
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Figure 5.5: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid dissociation of
H2O· · ·F− and H2O· · ·Br− complexes. The plotting details (arrangement of figures and symbols)
are the same as in Figure 5.1.
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the other hand, the total interaction energy profile of AMOEBA for H2O· · ·Br− exhibits
features that are rather similar to the H2O· · ·Cl− case: the equilibrium distance is slightly
overestimated by 0.05 Å, and the energy discrepancy at RO···Br− = 3.3 Å (the QM minimum)
is rather small (about 1 kJ/mol).

Based on the ALMO-EDA results, we investigate the reason for such a tremendous dis-
crepancy between QM and AMOEBA’s total interaction energy profiles for H2O· · ·F−. Ac-
cording to the middle left panel of Figure 5.5, at the QM minimum, the permanent elec-
trostatic interaction given by AMOEBA is less favorable than ALMO-EDA’s classical elec-
trostatics by over 20% (40 kJ/mol). Due to the diffuse charge distribution of F− and the
relatively small equilibrium distance, the effect of CP should be the main origin of such
a difference. Nevertheless, AMOEBA’s too unfavorable permanent electrostatics here is
not qualitatively different from the situations in other water-halide interactions: e.g., for
H2O· · ·Cl−, AMOEBA underestimates the permanent electrostatic interaction by roughly
20% as well at equilibrium and by over 1/3 in the most compressed region. Therefore, the
neglect of CP should not be the only culprit for AMOEBA’s poor performance on H2O· · ·F−
overall.

As in H2O· · ·Cl−, AMOEBA’s polarization energy is more favorable than that given by
ALMO-EDA at and beyond the QM minimum. However, it seems to be damped too quickly
after entering the compressed region. Specifically, the AMOEBA polarization curve is almost
flat when RO···F− < 2.45 Å, and it becomes less favorable than ALMO-EDA’s polarization
energy when RO···F− ≤ 2.3 Å. The overdamping of AMOEBA’s polarization at short range
is essentially similar to what we observed in other water-halide interactions, but it is far
more pronounced in this system, most likely due to the much shorter interfragment distance.
Therefore, the permanent and induced electrostatics of AMOEBA are both too unfavorable
in the short range, contributing to the striking difference between AMOEBA and ALMO-
EDA’s total electrostatic contributions together. It is also noteworthy that AMOEBA’s
total electrostatics turns out to be more favorable than its ALMO-EDA counterpart when
RO···F− > 2.6 Å (the largest difference beyond that point is about 6 kJ/mol), where the
less attractive permanent electrostatics of AMOEBA is outweighed by its more favorable
polarization energy, which is also observed in H2O· · ·Cl− and H2O· · ·Br− systems (though
to a lesser extent).

In the previous discussion of the H2O· · ·Cl− complex, we ascribed the overly repulsive
AMOEBA potential wall to its too unfavorable permanent electrostatics. While AMOEBA’s
vdW interaction appears to be softer than ALMO-EDA’s vdW+CT contribution, it partially
compensates for this deficiency in electrostatics. According to the two bottom panels of
Figure 5.5, a similar trend emerges for H2O· · ·Br−, and it again leads to the reasonable
agreement between QM and AMOEBA’s total interaction energies, at least near the bottom
of the potential well.

However, the situation is rather different for H2O· · ·F−. While the vdW potential of
AMOEBA matches ALMO-EDA’s vdW + CT contribution closely at and beyond the QM
equilibrium, its repulsive part rises too rapidly at compressed O· · ·F− distances. For in-
stance, at 2.2 Å (0.25 Å shorter than the (QM) equilibrium distance), the vdW interaction
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of AMOEBA is already 70 kJ/mol more unfavorable than the ALMO-EDA’s vdW+CT con-
tribution. Therefore, based on the analysis above, AMOEBA’s total electrostatic and vdW
interactions are both too unfavorable in the short range. These two errors accumulate, rather
than cancel each other, which result in AMOEBA’s very poor description of the total PES
for the H2O· · ·F− complex.

5.4 Discussion

In comparing the breakdown of AMOEBA’s classical molecular interactions against the
energy decomposed QM results for the water-water and the water-monovalent cation inter-
actions, it is apparent that the observed good agreement in total interaction energy rests on
a very delicately balanced cancellation of errors, as would be expected for most if not all em-
pirical force fields. In the compressed region, where AMOEBA exhibits polarization that is
typically too favorable until the onset of Thole damping is realized, it is overwhelmed by the
excessively unfavorable permanent electrostatics that originates in the failure of the point
multipole model to account for charge penetration, an important stabilizing effect which
becomes more pronounced at short range. The fact that the buffered 14-7 potential contains
short-range softening effects to implicitly compensate for the electrostatics is perhaps not
surprising given the parameterization procedure of AMOEBA wherein the permanent mul-
tipoles and polarization parameters are determined first and all the remaining non-covalent
energetic effects are folded into the 14-7 potential [139, 140].

For the water-halide cases where agreement in total interaction energies between QM
and AMOEBA are poorer, the cancellation of errors is insufficient for two reasons. First,
too much is asked of the limited functional form of the 14-7 vdW potential to account for
favorable CP and CT effects at short range, which are both more pronounced for anions
than for cations. Second, for halides, the AMOEBA polarization suffers from overdamping
in roughly the same region, which is a consequence of the exclusive functional dependency
of the Thole damping on the atomic polarizabilities (Eq. (5.8)), whose values are very large
for the halides.

For the water-divalent cation systems, the total interaction energies in AMOEBA are sig-
nificantly underestimated compared to QM throughout the distance range. For H2O· · ·Ca2+,
the breakdown of the interaction energy into individual components exhibit the same prob-
lems observed for the water-halide systems. However, it may also be exacerbated by the fact
that the original fit of AMOEBA’s divalent cation parameters was to a somewhat limited QM
benchmark, where the counterpoise corrections for BSSE were performed with insufficiently
large basis sets [309, 310], which may undershoot the correct interaction energies of these
systems. Interestingly, H2O· · ·Mg2+ shows another difference in its 14-7 potential, which
is even more repulsive than the sum of ALMO-EDA’s Pauli repulsion and dispersion so it
evidently cannot implicitly incorporate any CT. In addition, its permanent electrostatics at
short range is less unfavorable versus the H2O· · ·Ca2+ case, mostly due to the comparatively
more compact Mg2+ charge distribution.
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Although errors in AMOEBA’s polarization contribute less significantly to errors in total
interaction energy in general, it clearly deviates from ALMO-EDA’s polarization profiles in
almost all cases. Taken together, these point to either a shortcoming in the functional form
given by Eq. (5.8), or the way in which the damping parameters are determined. In the
original Thole model, atomic polarizabilities and the damping parameter were determined
by a fit to molecular polarizabilities [410, 411]. However, molecular polarizability is not very
sensitive to either the value of the damping parameter or even the functional form of the
damping, since a linear model performs as well as the currently used exponential model [410].
On the other hand, it has been found that the same “dimensionless width” parameter, a, in
Eq. (5.8) cannot simultaneously reproduce the gas-phase molecular polarizability of water
and QM energies of small clusters of water molecules, which indicates the higher sensitivity
of polarization energetics to the choice of this value [140, 384].

It has been suggested that the need to modify the damping parameter, is a manifes-
tation of exchange-polarization coupling between molecules that occurs in the regime of
overlapping charge distribution.[328, 419, 420] Such an effect is intrinsically accounted for in
ALMO-EDA, since its polarization term is computed using a properly antisymmetrized wave-
function. Therefore, the discrepancies between ALMO-EDA and AMOEBA’s polarization
energies observed in this work may also be related to this missing effect in AMOEBA. It is
noteworthy that only a single value of the damping parameter, a, is employed for almost ev-
ery type of interaction in AMOEBA (except for aromatic carbon atoms and divalent cations
[140]), and therefore the damping may benefit from greater chemical specificity in choosing
this parameter in order to capture differences in diffuseness of atomic charge distributions,
as well as the exchange-polarization coupling effect at short range. Moreover, a similar ar-
gument to incorporate greater chemical specificity may also apply to atomic polarizabilities,
since by simply reproducing the isolated molecular polarizabilities within the current param-
eterization, the resulting polarizability values may not yield correct polarization energetics
under more complicated interacting environment.

An additional potential limitation of the AMOEBA functional form may reside in its
reliance on isotropic polarizabilities, which can be seen in the angular scans for water in-
teracting with alkali metal cations that show larger discrepancies between the AMOEBA
and ALMO-EDA polarization energies in the strained region (see Figures D.3 and D.4 in
Appendix D), due to the presence of stronger electrostatic fields. This points to two aspects
of the anisotropy of polarization. The first is the issue of whether additional polarization
sites other than the atom centers are needed to faithfully reproduce properties determined
by QM. The polarization profiles of AMOEBA seem to overemphasize the angular depen-
dence, which might be related to the lack of extra inducible sites around the water oxygen.
Indeed, it has been shown that MM models that incorporate polarization centers at the lone
pair sites of the water oxygen in addition to the atom centers more faithfully reproduce
QM-derived energies and dipole moments for several sets of water oligomers than models
that use atom-centered polarization only[421].

The second aspect of the anisotropy is the replacement of an isotropic scalar polarizability
with a polarizability tensor. Harder et al. examined both of the major aspects of polarization
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anisotropy in the context of the Drude oscillator model [422]. They observed that the use
of both lone pair polarizability sites and anisotropic polarizabilities is essential to faithfully
reproduce the QM electrostatic potentials along a curvilinear coordinate, compared with
using isotropic polarizabilities either with or without lone-pair polarizability sites. In terms
of the energetics of oligomeric systems of small organic molecules in water clusters, the use
of lone pair polarization sites turns out to be the more important aspect, and the additional
use of an anisotropic polarizability tensor further reduces the error with respect to the QM
results.

5.5 Conclusion

In this work, we have compared the energetic profiles of water-water and water-ion dimers
generated by an advanced MM force field, AMOEBA, and those obtained with the ωB97X-
V density functional whose accuracy was verified by a comparison to the highly accurate
∆CCSD(T)/CBS reference values. More importantly, we have appraised the force field by
comparing the relative contributions of its non-covalent terms with corresponding terms gen-
erated by a decomposition of the DFT total interaction energy using the second generation
of the ALMO-EDA.

Taken together, a number of trends have emerged. It is clear that the physical effects that
are missing in AMOEBA, specifically charge penetration (CP) and charge transfer (CT), have
been captured implicitly in the 14-7 vdW potential. This is a consequence of both the short-
range buffering that perhaps renders it amenable to capturing such short-range softening
(stabilizing) effects, and the fact that the vdW parameters are determined at the end of
the parameterization of the non-covalent terms in AMOEBA to match the binding energies
given by QM reference. However, it is also clear that this implicit accounting of short-ranged
softening effects by the 14-7 potential is imperfect, as revealed by the investigation on water-
divalent cation and water-halide interactions. In addition, the Thole-damping of AMOEBA’s
polarization was sometimes found to yield unphysical results at short range (underdamped
for water-cations while overdamped for water-anions, in general), which is related to the
exclusive dependence of the damping effect on atomic polarizabilities. Perhaps the ALMO-
EDA (or related methods) can help refine a next generation AMOEBA model that realizes
a better cancellation of errors for the problematic ion-water cases.

Alternatively, the ALMO-EDA could also be used to guide the development of explicit
functional forms and the associated parameterization for short-range effects like CP and CT.
Indeed, efforts are underway by others to explicitly account for the effect of CP under the
framework of the AMOEBA force field[142, 367], and simply adding corrections for CP to the
monopole-monopole term in AMOEBA’s permanent electrostatics has been shown to yield
considerably improved agreement with the permanent electrostatics given by the SAPT2+
level of theory.[142] Nonetheless, to yield a balanced force field, AMOEBA’s 14-7 potential
would need to be reparameterized in the context of explicit inclusion of CP to avoid over-
counting this effect. Similarly, any future effort to incorporate CT explicitly would require
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reparameterization of the 14-7 potential as well. The separation of these short-range soft-
ening effects from the vdW potential has benefits. In particular, its repulsive and attractive
components could be parameterized individually according to their accepted physical mean-
ing (i.e., Pauli repulsion and dispersion, respectively) which have precise definitions within
QM methods such as the ALMO-EDA.
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Chapter 6

QM/AMOEBA: Formulation and
Assessment

6.1 Introduction

The solvation process, where a solute molecule interacts with water or other solvent
molecules, plays a key role in many chemical and biochemical systems. In chemical reac-
tions, the success with which inorganic or organic compounds are synthesized can be greatly
affected by the choice of the solvent. In macromolecular systems, the rates for enzymatic
reactions or protein folding and the strengths of ligand-receptor binding are also dependent
upon solvation, because all these processes involve partial exposure of key chemical groups
to the solvent.

Given its central role in both basic and applied sciences, molecular solvation has been
investigated using ab initio quantum chemistry methods in conjunction with implicit or ex-
plicit solvent models in numerous theoretical and computational studies. Implicit solvent
models [423], which ignore the molecular resolution of the solvent, have a long history dating
back to Born [424] and Onsager [425]. In quantum mechanical (QM) calculations, implicit
descriptions for solvent molecules remain in wide use today, mostly in the formulation of gen-
eralized Born (GB) models [426–428], apparent surface charge (ASC) models [429–440], and
models based on direct solution of non-homogeneous Poisson-Boltzmann equations [441–444].
Despite their huge successes — solvation free energies for neutral molecules can be predicted
on average within 1.0 kcal/mol [445, 446]— implicit solvent models for QM calculations
can be inadequate in several situations: (a) Larger errors in the predicted solvation free
energies are found for ionic solutes [445], which can interact strongly with solvent molecules
through permanent electrostatics, polarization, and charge transfer; (b) It is rather difficult
to describe systems that are partly inhomogeneous, such as ionic liquids (and other mixed
solvents) or one solvent at different pH conditions; (c) It is clearly ill-suited for describing
completely inhomogeneous environments, such as a “solute” ligand in a partially exposed
binding pocket that is accessible to water or other solvent molecules.
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Explicit solvent models, where the solvent molecules receive an all-atom or united-atom
description, can in principle be employed in such situations that are challenging for im-
plicit solvent models. Ideally, one would like to perform fully ab initio QM (such as density
functional theory (DFT) or perturbation theory (PT)) calculations on the solute molecule
together with a larger number of solvent molecules. While there have been many fully ab ini-
tio molecular dynamics (AIMD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations on liquid water [447–453]
and ion-water systems [454–461] reported, their routine use is still beyond the reach of most
researchers, due to the substantial cost associated with computing the ab initio electronic
structure for each configuration, and the enormous number of configurations required to ad-
equately sample the configuration space. Even when feasible, AIMD simulations using DFT
are not always guaranteed to produce accurate results for bulk liquid or solute-solvent sys-
tems as the quality of results depends heavily on the delicate interplay between the density
functional and the dispersion correction employed, [360, 462–468] while many PT methods
are known to overestimate dispersion even for smaller systems.

Explicit solvent models utilizing hybrid quantum mechanical molecular mechanical
(QM/MM) energy functions [147–152] come as a natural compromise between computa-
tional efficiency and accuracy. Through treating the solute molecule with ab initio QM
methods and the solvent molecules with molecular mechanics (MM) force fields [131–133,
469–472], it vastly reduces the computational demand compared to full QM calculations,
while potentially retaining the QM accuracy for the simulation results. Out of three cate-
gories of interactions existing in a solute-solvent system (intramolecular interactions within
the solute, solute-solvent interactions, and solvent-solvent interactions), it is the most crucial
to have an accurate description for the solute-solvent interactions. This is because one can
usually find a QM level of theory (such as Kohn-Sham (KS)-DFT [5]) to reliably describe
intramolecular interactions within the solute, and because, for solvent-solvent interactions,
one can take advantage of the error cancellation within the MM model or reduce the error
by averaging over the sampling ensemble.

In QM/MM based solvation models, the solute-solvent interactions consist of five com-
ponents: permanent electrostatics, forward (MM → QM) polarization, backward (QM →
MM) polarization, exchange repulsion, and dispersion. (Note: forward and backward polar-
izations are numerically inseparable if mutual polarization is enabled.) Most of the recent
algorithm developments on QM/MM interactions have focused on the following aspects: a)
improving the permanent electrostatics and the forward polarization by adopting a multipo-
lar representation of solvent electrons [153, 154, 168, 473–478] and by introducing damping
schemes to account for the spread of solvent valence electron density [153, 154, 479–484];
and b) adding the backward polarization through employing a polarizable force field for the
solvent molecules, including models based on Drude oscillators [485–488], fluctuating charges
[489–491] and inducible dipoles. [153, 154, 168, 473–478, 492–502]

In QM/MM calculations, exchange repulsion and dispersion interactions are usually com-
bined together in a classical vdW potential using the Lennard-Jones (“12-6”) or Halgren
(“14-7”) formula [412]. To date, there is no fully automated procedure to assign vdW pa-
rameters to QM atoms, and there is a lack of systematic ways to improve the description
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of QM/MM vdW interactions, which potentially limits the accuracy of QM/MM results in
general. But vdW interactions are just as important as permanent electrostatics and polar-
ization interactions in QM/MM calculations [503]. In two recent publications on hydration
free energies [504, 505], for example, it was reported that the BLYP functional [34, 35]
(for the QM region) can produce more accurate results than more sophisticated functionals,
when the solvent water molecules are described by the TIP3P [506] model. This happens
only because the QM/MM permanent electrostatics based on BLYP electron density is the
most compatible with the employed classical QM/MM vdW potential. In another recent
publication [168], we also demonstrated that the buffered 14-7 potential of AMOEBA needs
to be adjusted to reproduce full QM values for the investigated solute-solvent interaction
energies.

In this article, a new implementation of DFT/AMOEBA calculations within the Q-
Chem/LibEFP [255, 507, 508] software framework is reported, with a complete derivation of
equations for self-consistent field (SCF) calculations. The AMOEBA polarizable force field,
[139–141] which places permanent multipoles (up to quadrupoles) and induced dipoles on
each solvent atom, is supposed to improve the description of QM/MM permanent electro-
statics and forward/backward polarization interactions. Our implementation complements
recent efforts within the Gaussian[478], LICHEM[477], and ONETEP/TINKER [168] soft-
ware platforms, and further improves the accessibility to mutually polarizable QM/MM
calculations using the AMOEBA force field.

Equally importantly, we propose a scheme to decompose the solute-solvent interaction
energy evaluated by mutually polarizable QM/MM into contributions from permanent elec-
trostatics, polarization and vdW interaction. This method has similar objectives to the semi-
empirical QM/MM energy decomposition analysis (EDA) scheme suggested by Gao [509]
that was utilized to elucidate the role of polarization in solute-solvent interactions, and
more recently, a similar approach (but not exactly the same) was also proposed by Hirao et
al. [510] to investigate the stabilization effect of the protein environment on the active site in
a polarizable QM/MM calculation for cytochrome P450cam, which turns out to be a useful
tool for interpreting the results of QM/MM protein modeling. Here, we employ the EDA
method to facilitate a component-wise comparison against full QM references obtained via
performing the absolutely localized molecular orbitals based energy decomposition analysis
(ALMO-EDA). [97, 115, 118] This allows us to thoroughly analyze all individual components
of the solute-solvent interaction energy, and provides valuable insights for guiding future im-
provements to the QM/MM modeling of solute-solvent interactions. We note that there
have been many other protocols developed for decomposing full QM intermolecular interac-
tions [98] so that the energy components are not uniquely defined. Nevertheless, the choice
of the ALMO-EDA scheme (with necessary modifications) has been validated by a recent
benchmark study of the AMOEBA force field by several of us. [167] More details about the
QM/MM and full QM EDA schemes employed in this work are provided in Sec. 6.2.2.
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6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Fully polarizable QM/AMOEBA SCF calculations

The total energy of the coupled KS-DFT/AMOEBA system can be expressed as

EQM/MM

tot = EQM

nuc-nuc + EMM

val + EMM

elec + EMM

vdw

+ EQM/MM

vdw + E
QM(nuc)/MM

elec

+ EQM

el + E
QM(el)/MM

elec + EMM

pol . (6.1)

The first six terms in Eq. (6.1) do not depend on the electron density of the QM region.
Among them, the first four terms can be evaluated with a QM or MM region in isolation:
EQM

nuc-nuc represents the repulsion between QM nuclei, EMM
val is the sum of all the valence terms

(bond, angle, and Urey-Bradley) in AMOEBA, and EMM
elec and EMM

vdw refer to the permanent
electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) interactions between AMOEBA fragments, respec-
tively. For a more detailed introduction to these terms, we refer the readers to the original
references of AMOEBA. [139–141]

The next two terms are two components of the interaction crossing the QM and MM
boundary, i.e., the vdW interaction between QM and MM atoms and the electrostatic in-
teraction between the QM nuclei and the permanent multipoles (up to quadrupoles) of the
AMOEBA water molecules. In our current model, the QM/MM vdW interaction energy is
computed at the MM level, i.e., we assign AMOEBA’s vdW parameters to each QM atom.
And for the evaluation of E

QM(nuc)/MM

elec , the same equations for computing charge-charge,
charge-dipole and charge-quadrupole interactions in AMOEBA can simply be applied.

The last three terms are electron-density-dependent so they need to be minimized through
an SCF procedure. EQM

el is defined as the KS energy associated with the present electron
density without accounting for its interaction with the MM embedding potential, and we
shall denote the corresponding Fock matrix contribution as

F0 = ∂EQM

el /∂P, (6.2)

where P is the density matrix for the QM electrons.
The second density-dependent term, E

QM(el)/MM

elec , refers to the Coulomb interaction energy
between the QM electrons and the permanent multipoles on the AMOEBA fragments:

E
QM(el)/MM

elec =

∫
dr ρel(r)V MM

m-pole(r), (6.3)

where V MM
m-pole(r) is the electrostatic potential (ESP) generated by the AMOEBA multipoles.

Within the AMOEBA force field, the permanent multipoles ({Mi}) are usually located on
each atomic site i, and Mi = {qi,µi,Qi}. Taking all the atomic sites in the MM region
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together, we have

V MM

m-pole(r) =

nMM∑
i=1

(
qi

|r−Ri|
− ∇r

1

|r−Ri|
· µi

+
1

3
∇r∇r

1

|r−Ri|
: Qi), (6.4)

where the point charge, dipole and quadrupole moments on each site are contracted with the
electric potential, field and quadrupole field operators, respectively, to give the electrostatic
potential at an arbitrary point in the 3-space. Transforming Eq. (6.3) into the atomic orbital
(AO) basis, we obtain

E
QM(el)/MM

elec = Tr[PVMM

m-pole] (6.5)

and its contribution to the Fock matrix of the coupled QM/AMOEBA system is

VMM

m-pole =
∂EQM(el)/MM

elec

∂P
, (6.6)

where VMM
m-pole is the representation of the 3-space ESP (given by Eq. (6.4)) in the AO basis

{ωµ(r)}:
(V MM

m-pole)µν =

∫
dr V MM

m-pole(r)ω∗µ(r)ων(r). (6.7)

The last term in Eq. (6.1) denotes the polarization energy of the MM subsystem. (Note:
the polarization of the QM system is incorporated by the SCF minimization procedure
implicitly.) In the AMOEBA force field, the polarization effect is described using point
induced dipoles distributed onto each MM site. With an isotropic (scalar) polarizability αi,
the induced dipole on MM site i can be expressed as

µind
i = αi(Eperm

i + E ind
i )

= αi(Eperm
i +

nMM∑
j 6=i

T̃d-d
ij µj) (6.8)

Eperm
i is the so-called “permanent” electric field. For the QM/AMOEBA system, it includes

the contributions from QM nuclei and electrons, and permanent multipoles on other MM
sites:

Eperm
i = EQM(nuc)

i + EQM(el)
i + EMM(m-pole)

i . (6.9)

Note that in the case of AMOEBA water, which is the focus of our present work, the
interactions between permanent multipoles on the same fragment are excluded. E ind

i , on
the other hand, refers to the electric field generated by induced dipoles on every other MM
site (T̃d-d

ij is the Thole-damped electrostatic tensor for dipole-dipole interactions), which
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requires Eq. (6.8) to be solved self-consistently. Once the induced dipoles are equilibrated,
the polarization energy of the MM subsystem can be computed as

EMM

pol = −
nMM∑
i=1

µind
i · Eperm

i +
1

2

nMM∑
ij

µind
i ·Tij · µind

j (6.10a)

= −1

2

nMM∑
i=1

µind
i · Eperm

i (6.10b)

where Tij = α−1
i δij − T̃d-d

i 6=j. The second equality holds as a result of Eq. (6.8).

In our implementation, we first variationally solve for {µind
i (n)} given the current elec-

tron density matrix P(n) before taking the n+1 SCF step, which guarantees the stationary
condition ∂EMM

pol /∂µ
ind
i = 0. Note that although the MM polarization energy can be more

conveniently evaluated via Eq. (6.10b), the correct stationary condition
∑

j Tijµ
ind
j = Eperm

i

can only be retrieved from Eq. (6.10a) by differentiating it with respect to {µind
i }. Taking

advantage of this stationary condition, the contribution from MM polarization to the Fock
matrix can be evaluated by differentiating Eq. (6.10a) with respect to P:

FMM

pol =
∂EMM

pol

∂P

∣∣∣∣
{µind

i }

= −
nMM∑
i=1

µind
i ·

∂Eperm
i

∂P
(6.11)

Among the three components on the RHS of Eq. (6.9), EQM(el)
i is the only density-dependent

component. At MM site i, we have

EQM(el)
i = −∇Ri

∫
dr

ρel(r)

|r−Ri|
= −Tr[PVRi ] (6.12)

where VRi is defined by

(V Ri)µν =

∫
dr ω∗µ(r)∇Ri

1

|r−Ri|
ων(r). (6.13)

Combining Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12), we have

FMM

pol =

nMM∑
i=1

µind
i ·VRi , (6.14)

i.e., this contribution to the Fock matrix is simply the ESP generated by the current set of
induced dipoles located on all MM sites.
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Taking Eqs. (6.2), (6.6), and (6.14) together, the Fock matrix for the coupled
QM/AMOEBA system can be expressed as

FQM/MM = F0 + VMM

m-pole +

nMM∑
i=1

µind
i ·VRi . (6.15)

If we add the latter two terms in Eq. (6.15) to the core Hamiltonian (Hcore), the one-
electron energy of the QM electrons in the SCF calculation can be conveniently evaluated
using Tr[PHcore]. However, according to Eq. (6.10b), this will overcount the MM polarization

energy by −1/2
∑

iµ
ind
i ·EQM(el)

i , which thus needs to be subtracted out in the end. Therefore,
the density-dependent part of the total energy for the QM/AMOEBA system (the last three
terms in Eq. (6.1)) can be computed by

EQM

el + E
QM(el)/MM

elec + EMM

pol

= Tr[PHcore] +
1

2
Tr[PIIP] + Exc +

1

2

nMM∑
i=1

µind
i · EQM(el)

i

− 1

2

nMM∑
i=1

µind
i · (EQM(nuc)

i + EMM(m-pole)
i ), (6.16)

where II represents the two-electron AO integrals that are used for the construction of
Coulomb and exact exchange (if hybrid functionals are employed) matrices, and Exc is the
exchange-correlation (XC) energy of KS-DFT. We note that the SCF equations presented
above for mutually polarizable QM/AMOEBA calculations are consistent with those re-
ported by Loco et al.[478] in a previous paper and also similar to many other QM/MMpol
studies (e.g., the early work by Thompson and Schenter [492]).

With equations for the total energy and the corresponding Fock matrix available,
we adopt a double-loop SCF optimization scheme to minimize the total energy of the
QM/AMOEBA system, i.e., Etot is optimized with respect to both QM electron density
(outer loop) and AMOEBA induced dipoles (inner loop). The entire procedure of this
double-loop SCF calculation is as follows:

1. Compute the contribution from AMOEBA permanent multipoles to the core Hamiltonian
(Eq. (6.7)), and the electric field matrix VRi for each inducible MM site i (Eq. (6.13)).

2. Obtain the initial guess for the QM electron density matrix (P).

3. With the given P, iteratively solve for the induced dipoles in the MM region ({µi}) within
the inner loop.

4. Evaluate the contribution from induced dipoles to the core Hamiltonian (Eq. (6.14)).

5. Build the Fock matrix for the current (outer loop) iteration according to Eq. (6.15), and
evaluate the SCF energy (Eq. (6.16)) and the error vector or gradient.
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6. Check for convergence:

• If NOT converged, update the MO coefficients and the density matrix with the em-
ployed SCF algorithm, and go back to Step 3.

• If converged, compute the other energy components in Eq. (6.1) that are density-
independent (e.g. the vdW interaction between QM and MM regions).

6.2.2 Energy decomposition analysis

As the first assessment of this mutually polarizable and fully self-consistent
QM/AMOEBA model, we apply it to the evaluation of solute-solvent interactions (the solute
is described by QM and the solvent molecules by AMOEBA) and compare the results to full
QM reference calculations. In our previous study (using the ONETEP/TINKER implemen-
tation of QM/AMOEBA), [168] it has been revealed that the unmodified QM/AMOEBA
model underestimates solute-solvent interaction energies almost consistently across a range of
systems, and further softening the buffered 14-7 potential for EQM/MM

vdw significantly improves
the agreement with the full QM reference for most of the investigated systems. Nonetheless,
the primary reason for the poor performance of the unmodified QM/AMOEBA model is
not completely clear without further analysis. Here, similar to a recent benchmark of ion-
water interactions that we performed for the AMOEBA force field (pure MM) against the
ALMO-EDA results,[167] we decompose the solute-solvent interactions evaluated by both
QM/AMOEBA and full QM into contributions from permanent electrostatics (ELEC), po-
larization (POL), and vdW interaction (vdW), and the agreement in total interaction energy
and in each energy component will be assessed.

Since our QM/AMOEBA model contains mutual polarization, the interaction energy
between QM and MM regions (EQM/MM

int ) cannot be simply represented by terms in Eq. (6.1).
Instead, it can always be computed through the so-called supermolecular approach, i.e.,

EQM/MM

int = EQM/MM

tot − EQM

0 − EMM

0 , (6.17)

where EQM

0 and EMM
0 refer to the total energies of isolated QM and MM subsystems, respec-

tively.
With the goal of extracting the energy components of this interaction across the QM/MM

boundary, we propose the following approach which has a similar spirit to that of the ALMO-
EDA. First, we perform SCF calculations for isolated QM and MM subsystems, and the
resulting QM density matrix (P0) and MM induced dipoles ({µind

i (0)}) are collected and
employed as the initial guess for the coupled QM/AMOEBA calculation. Note that the
MM induced dipoles and EMM

pol are both non-zero at this stage unless there is only one single
polarization group (equivalent to one single fragment for the AMOEBA water case) in the
MM region, whereas the polarization effect arises from the existence of MM multipoles only.
Then the QM and MM subsystems are coupled together, and before any further relaxation
occurs, the permanent electrostatic interaction between QM and AMOEBA fragments can
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be computed as
EQM/MM

elec = Tr[P0Ṽ
MM

m-pole] + Ẽ
QM(nuc)/MM

elec , (6.18)

where the tildes indicate that interaction between the initial set of induced dipoles ({µind
i (0)})

and the QM region (electron density and nuclei) is also included. At this point, the induced
dipoles are computed without coupling with the QM subsystem, so they play the same role
as permanent dipoles and can be treated in the same way computationally, i.e., ṼMM

m-pole can

be computed based on Eqs. (6.4) and (6.7) by simply replacing µi with µ′i = µi + µind
i (0).

This definition of permanent electrostatics in mutually polarizable QM/MM calculations,
especially the use of {µind

i (0)}, is the same as the scheme proposed in Ref. 509.
We then relax the QM/AMOEBA system following the SCF procedure presented above,

and the resulting changes in the three terms on the RHS of Eq. (6.16) define the polarization
energy of the whole QM/MM system:

EQM/MM

pol = ∆EQM

el + ∆E
QM(el)/MM

elec + ∆EMM

pol . (6.19)

Note that due to the mutual character of polarization here, it is not possible to further
decompose EQM/MM

pol into forward and backward contributions while retaining additivity. Once

the SCF is converged, the vdW interaction between QM and MM subsystems, EQM/MM

vdw , can
be evaluated at the end since it is fully classical in our current model. Taken together, the
interaction across the QM/MM boundary is decomposed into three energy components:

EQM/MM

int = EQM/MM

elec + EQM/MM

pol + EQM/MM

vdw . (6.20)

For the purpose of the benchmark, solute-solvent interaction energies evaluated by full
QM also need to be decomposed into the corresponding energy components. This can be
achieved by applying a slightly modified version of the ALMO-EDA, which has been intro-
duced in Ref. 167. To briefly recapitulate the modifications, we adopt the “classical” def-
inition for permanent electrostatics, i.e., the classical Coulomb interaction between charge
distributions of fragments evaluated in isolation:

Eelec =
∑
A<B

∫
r1

∫
r2

ρtot
A (r1)

1

r12

ρtot
B (r2)dr1dr2, (6.21)

where ρtot
A (r) = ρel

A(r)+ρnuc
A (r). Here ρA and ρB simply refer to charge distributions of solute

and solvent molecules, respectively. Then, with the definition for the dispersion energy
(Edisp) remaining unchanged (based on Ref. 118), the remainder of the frozen interaction
energy (interaction between fragments approaching each other whose molecular orbitals are
not yet relaxed) is defined as the (modified) Pauli term:

Epauli = Efrz − Eelec − Edisp. (6.22)

The separation of polarization and charge transfer (CT) still utilizes the so-called “SCF for
molecular interaction” (SCF-MI) approach. Basis set superposition error (BSSE) evaluated
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by the counterpoise correction can also be included if desired, which is often combined with
the CT term because they both arise from the delocalization effect. Thus the solute-solvent
interaction energy evaluated by full QM can be decomposed as follows:

Eint = Eelec + Epauli + Edisp + Epol + Ect. (6.23)

The readers are referred to the original references of ALMO-EDA (Refs. [97, 115, 118]) for
more details about this method.

In order to further simplify the comparison between energy components evaluated by
QM/AMOEBA and full QM, in this work we introduce another “coarse-grained” modifica-
tion to the ALMO-EDA scheme presented above, i.e., we define the “vdW” component of
the full QM interaction energy as the sum of Pauli repulsion, dispersion and charge transfer:

Evdw = Epauli + Edisp + Ect, (6.24)

and then Eq. (6.23) becomes

Eint = Eelec + Epol + Evdw, (6.25)

which has a straightforward correspondence to the decomposition of QM/AMOEBA interac-
tion energy represented by Eq. (6.20). This choice, especially the addition of CT to the other
two energy components that correspond to the vdW interaction physically, is rationalized
by our previous investigation of vdW interactions in AMOEBA with the same EDA scheme.
[167]

6.2.3 Implementation through the Q-Chem/LibEFP interface

The QM/AMOEBA model presented above and the energy decomposition analysis
scheme for interactions across the QM/MM boundary are implemented through a Q-
Chem/LibEFP code structure. LibEFP [507, 508] is an open source library for effective
fragment potential (EFP) [153, 154, 511] calculations and has been interfaced with the Q-
Chem 4 software package.[255] It can be naturally extended to support the AMOEBA force
field thanks to the similarities between these two models, e.g., they both use distributed
point multipoles to model permanent electrostatics and use distributed inducible dipoles to
describe polarization. Therefore, many routines implemented for EFP calculations, such as
those that are utilized to compute the interactions between point multipoles, can be directly
used for AMOEBA. Nonetheless, several additional functionalities are still required in order
to fully support AMOEBA in LibEFP, including

• Parsers for AMOEBA parameter files which contain permanent multipole moments, atomic
polarizabilities, vdW parameters, etc.;

• The valence terms in the AMOEBA force field (bond, angle and Urey-Bradley), which
were not included in LibEFP since fragments with fixed geometries are usually used in
EFP calculations;
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Figure 6.1: The Q-Chem/LibEFP code interface for mutually polarizable, fully self-consistent
QM/AMOEBA calculations.

• vdW interactions between AMOEBA fragments and between QM and MM atoms, which
are both described by the buffered 14-7 potential;

• Routines transforming AMOEBA’s permanent multipoles that are in their own local co-
ordinates (as in the parameter file) into the global coordinate, which is a necessary step
before including these permanent multipoles into the QM/MM system;

• Thole-damped electric field arising from monopole, dipole, and quadrupole moments,
which is required by the evaluation of induced dipoles based on Eq. (6.8).

Calculations using the AMOEBA force field can be correctly handled when these additions
are combined with the original routines in LibEFP. We note that currently we only enabled
the use of the AMOEBA water model in LibEFP, although a future extension to more general
MM systems described by AMOEBA should be straightforward.

The Q-Chem/LibEFP code interface for mutually polarizable QM/AMOEBA calcula-
tions is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Q-Chem serves as the driver for the entire calculation,
which parses the geometry and topology (connectivity between the MM atoms) and passes
the information to LibEFP. LibEFP computes MM energy terms (such as EMM

val , EMM
elec) and

components of QM/MM interaction energy that are not density-dependent (such as EQM/MM

vdw

and E
QM(nuc)/MM

elec ), and it also passes AMOEBA’s permanent multipoles (all transformed into
the global coordinate frame) and current set of induced dipoles to Q-Chem. Since routines
that evaluate electric potential, field, and field derivative matrices in the AO basis are already
available in Q-Chem, only slight modifications to the standard SCF routines are needed to
incorporate the MM contributions to the Fock matrix. And standard SCF algorithms, such
as the direct inversion of the iterative subspace (DIIS) method,[8, 9] can still be employed for
minimizing the energy of a coupled DFT/AMOEBA system. In terms of the MM polariza-
tion energy (EMM

pol ), the induced dipoles of AMOEBA are self-consistently solved in LibEFP,
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while the electric field component arising from QM electron density on each inducible site is
evaluated by and then passed from Q-Chem.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Computational details

All the QM/AMOEBA and full QM calculations are performed with a locally modified Q-
Chem 4.4 software package, [255] which has been interfaced with a locally developed version
of LibEFP. [507, 508] In this work, “QM” refers to DFT methods exclusively, and unless
otherwise specified, the ωB97X-V functional [72] is used. ωB97X-V is a range-separated
hybrid GGA which employs the VV10 non-local correlation (NLC) functional [71] to describe
dispersion, and its accuracy for non-covalent interactions, especially for those involving ionic
species, has been shown by several recent studies. [75, 76, 167] Two Karlsruhe basis sets,
def2-SVPD and def2-TZVPPD, [183] are employed in the calculations presented below, which
are of augmented double- and triple-ζ quality, respectively.

The full QM and QM/AMOEBA solute-solvent interaction energies are both evaluated
with the supermolecular approach, and counterpoise corrections for BSSE are applied to
the former. The ALMO-EDA calculations are performed based on the modified scheme
introduced in Sec. 6.2.2, while in this work, the separation of POL and CT is achieved by
using the original AO-block based ALMO scheme [115, 234] instead of the recently proposed
fragment electrical response function (FERF) model.[117] The FERF model gives a well-
defined basis set limit to the resulting polarization energy but is computationally more
expensive. This choice is made because smaller basis sets that are far from the complete
basis set (CBS) limit are used in this work, and it is known that these two models will not
yield remarkably different results unless very large basis sets (usually beyond augmented
triple-ζ) are used. [117] As a validation, we compare the polarization energies obtained by
using the ALMO and FERF models with the def2-TZVPPD basis for several systems that
are investigated below (the results are shown in Sec. E.1), and the differences between them
are shown to be insignificant.

The AMOEBA 03 water model [139] is utilized for the solvent molecules in all QM/MM
calculations, while the vdW parameters for the solute atoms are taken from the most recently
released parameter files of AMOEBA (“amoebapro13” or “amoeba09”) in the TINKER 7
molecular modeling package.[413] The induced dipoles are converged to 10−10 a.u. in each
inner loop, while the convergence criterion for the outer loop SCF is 10−8 a.u. We note
that for each inducible site, while the polarizing effect of permanent multipoles and other
induced dipoles are evaluated with Thole damping, the electric field arising from QM nuclei
and electrons are computed without applying any damping schemes. Furthermore, the po-
larization of QM electron density due to the embedding potential of MM is also evaluated
without any damping. Therefore, the QM/AMOEBA model employed here stands for a
preliminary, unmodified coupling between the QM and MM components, and the necessity
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of applying damping functions for forward or backward polarizations will be examined via
EDA calculations.

6.3.2 The water dimer and the water-Cl− complex

We start by investigating the performance of QM/AMOEBA on the prototypical system
for hydrogen-bonding interaction — the water dimer, where each water molecule can be
treated with either QM or AMOEBA. Its dissociation potential energy surfaces (PES) eval-
uated with full QM, full AMOEBA, and QM/AMOEBA are shown in the top left panel of
Figure 6.2, as functions of the O··O distance between two water molecules. The equilibrium
geometry is optimized at the ωB97X-V/def2-QZVPPD level of theory, and the PES scan is
performed by modifying the O··O distance only without relaxing other coordinates (the PES
scan for the water-Cl− system below is performed in the same manner). The first thing to
note is that the choice of basis set makes a minimal difference to the interaction energies
(and their components) computed by both full QM and QM/AMOEBA, which is shown in
Figure E.3 (in Appendix E.2). Therefore, we focus on the results evaluated with the def2-
TZVPPD basis in the following discussion of this system. In the scenario where the H-donor
water molecule (water 1) is described by QM and the H-acceptor (water 2) by AMOEBA, the
PES yielded by QM/AMOEBA (green curve) is slightly underbound at all ranges measured
against the full QM reference, and the difference at the common minimum-energy distance
(2.90 Å) is 0.3 kcal/mol. Around the minimum, the full AMOEBA PES (red dashed) shows
better agreement with the full QM reference, while in the short range where pure AMOEBA
considerably underbinds the water dimer, QM/AMOEBA deviates from the full QM PES
less.

The character of the QM/AMOEBA PES can be elucidated with the EDA results. Ac-
cording to the top right panel of Figure 6.2, the permanent electrostatic interaction between
water 1 (QM) and 2 (AMOEBA) is marginally less attractive compared to that in the full
AMOEBA case. As we have shown in Ref. 167, the charge penetration error (CPE), which
can be interpreted as the difference between AMOEBA’s multipole-based permanent elec-
trostatics and the full QM counterpart, is significant for the water dimer at the equilibrium
distance, and the good agreement in the total energy around equilibrium relies on the can-
cellation of errors through the softened vdW potential in AMOEBA, which is shown in the
bottom right panel of Figure 6.2. This argument applies to the QM/AMOEBA case as well
since it has a similar profile for permanent electrostatics, and the special characteristics of
QM/AMOEBA’s total PES can be attributed to the polarization component. At the ranges
around and beyond equilibrium, the polarization energies given by pure AMOEBA and
ALMO-EDA agree almost perfectly, whereas that given by QM/AMOEBA is slightly under-
estimated, which appears to be the primary reason for the underbinding of QM/AMOEBA
in this region. However, in the short range the polarization energy of full AMOEBA becomes
unphysical due to the onset of Thole damping and that results in the overly repulsive total
interaction energy, while the profile given by QM/AMOEBA shows a more proper behavior
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Figure 6.2: Total interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) evaluated with full QM,
full AMOEBA, and QM/AMOEBA for the water dimer as functions of the O··O distance (the
interval between two neighboring data points is 0.05 Å). The def2-TZVPPD basis set is employed
for the QM and QM/AMOEBA calculations. Water 1 and 2 refer to the proton donor and acceptor,
respectively, whose geometries are unrelaxed during the PES scan. “QM1/AMB2” refers to the
scenario where water 1 is described by QM and water 2 by AMOEBA, and “QM2/AMB1” is
defined in the same way. The vdW interactions in QM/AMOEBA calculations are identical to
those computed by pure AMOEBA so they are not plotted in the bottom right panel.
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despite still being insufficiently favorable, which contributes to its better agreement with full
QM in this region in terms of total interaction energy.

It is intriguing to examine the performance of QM/AMOEBA after switching the QM
and MM regions, i.e., we describe the H-acceptor (water 2) with QM and the H-donor
(water 1) with AMOEBA instead. This, referred to as the “reversed” QM/AMOEBA model
for the water dimer in the discussions below, yields a rather skewed total potential energy
profile (blue curve in Figure 6.2), where the equilibrium O··O distance is shifted to 2.95–3 Å
and the repulsive wall becomes even harder than the pure AMOEBA case. Turning to the
energy components, the first striking result is that the permanent electrostatics deviates
from the values given by pure AMOEBA and the former QM/AMOEBA model enormously
after entering the compressed region (r(O··O) < 2.9 Å). At r(O··O) = 2.5 Å, it differs
from pure AMOEBA’s permanent electrostatic interaction by over 4 kcal/mol, and below
that distance it becomes less attractive with decreasing intermolecular distances, which is
physically incorrect and further enlarges the gap. Recalling that the vdW potential employed
here is parameterized with the CPE in the pure AMOEBA case taken into account, it will
thus be insufficient to address an even larger CPE here, and this is the primary reason
for the excessively hard repulsive wall given by the “reversed” QM/AMOEBA model. Its
polarization energy, contrary to that given by the former QM/AMOEBA model, is more
favorable than the full QM reference except at the most compressed distances (r(O··O) ≤
2.5 Å). Nevertheless, the difference in polarization energy has a small magnitude so that it
barely affects the error dominated by CPE.

In order to see if this represents the typical situation when AMOEBA water serves as the
proton donor in H-bonding systems, we also investigate the performance of QM/AMOEBA
for the rigid dissociation PES of the water-Cl− complex (the chloride anion is treated with
QM), which is closely related to the “reversed” water dimer case discussed above. Its total
energy and EDA results are shown in Figure 6.3. Note that although the choice of basis
set has a slightly larger effect on this system (which can be seen from the “POL” panel of
Figure E.4 in Appendix E.2), it brings no qualitative changes so that we can still focus on the
def2-TZVPPD results. Indeed, when the (QM) H-acceptor water is replaced by Cl− which
interacts with the AMOEBA water more strongly, the issues revealed by the investigation
of the water dimer above are further exacerbated, which gives rise to an enormously shifted
PES. In contrast to the pure AMOEBA case, QM/AMOEBA underbinds the H2O··Cl−

complex by 3.6 kcal/mol at the QM minimum (3.10 Å), and the error further increases in
the compressed region. Meanwhile, the equilibrium Cl··O distance given by QM/AMOEBA
(3.35 Å) is also substantially elongated compared to the full QM result.

Turning to the energy components, the permanent electrostatics of QM/AMOEBA shows
a similar but more pronounced feature as in the “reversed” water dimer case, as it starts
to deviate from the pure AMOEBA curve considerably at an even longer distance, and
the difference at the QM equilibrium distance is already as large as 7 kcal/mol. This is
evidently the main culprit for the significant underbinding of QM/AMOEBA at all ranges.
Although the polarization energy and vdW interaction given by QM/AMOEBA are both
more favorable than their full QM counterparts, they are far from being sufficient to cancel
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Figure 6.3: Total interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) for the water-Cl− complex
as functions of the O··Cl− distance. In QM/AMOEBA calculations, Cl− is treated with QM and
the H2O molecule is described by AMOEBA. The other computational and plotting details are the
same as in Figure 6.2.
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the enormous error in permanent electrostatics. It should be noted that the undamped
QM/AMOEBA polarization energy lies in between the full QM and full AMOEBA results
across the board, i.e., it still overestimates the polarization energy relative to the full QM
reference but less severely than pure AMOEBA, even though Thole damping is consistently
applied to the latter.

Taking these two examples (the “reversed” water dimer and the water-Cl− complex)
together, it is clearly revealed that QM/AMOEBA can suffer more from CPE than pure
AMOEBA, and that the resulting profile of permanent electrostatics, instead of lying in
between the full QM and full AMOEBA ones, can be less attractive than both. This is
slightly counterintuitive and will be further discussed in Sec. 6.3.5.

6.3.3 Interaction with solvent molecules in the first solvation
shell

As the first step from gas-phase dimers to clusters in condensed phase, we turn to the
interaction between solutes and solvent (water) molecules in their first solvation shells. Three
solutes are considered in this study: H2O, Na+, and Cl−, which are representative of neutral,
cationic, and anionic species, respectively. The configurations are taken from MD simulations
of one solute molecule solvated in a box of 215 H2O molecules using the AMOEBA force
field, and the details regarding the equilibration and production steps of the MD simulation
are the same as in the previous work by Grossfield et al. [385] For each species, the number
of water molecules in the first solvation shell (coordination number) is determined by an
integration over the first peak of the resulting radial distribution function (RDF) until the
position of the first minimum, and the average (closest integer value) turns out to be 4 for
H2O, 6 for Na+, and 8 for Cl−. The resulting coordination numbers for Na+ and Cl− are
consistent with the values reported in Ref. 512 (note: the coordination numbers reported in
Ref. 385 were not calculated from the RDFs), while they might differ from those obtained
from AIMD simulations performed by others.[454, 459, 460] Nonetheless, as our focus here
is to benchmark solute-solvent interaction energies rather than the solvent structure, the
configurations prepared by classical MD should be able to fulfill this purpose. To simplify
the discussions below, for each solute species, the same number of nearest water molecules
(the average integer coordination numbers given above) is applied to all its configurations.
Therefore, these clusters are also referred to as (H2O)5 (water pentamer), Na+(H2O)6 and
Cl−(H2O)8 in the discussions below.

The solute-solvent interaction energies evaluated with QM/AMOEBA are plotted with
respect to the full QM results in the top row of Figure 6.4. For the H2O and Na+ solutes,
the QM/AMOEBA interaction energies agree with the full QM results reasonably but are
slightly underbound, where the mean signed errors (MSEs) are +1.29 kcal/mol and +1.44
kcal/mol, respectively (the statistical errors for each solute are shown in Table 6.1). Note
that the “solute” water molecule can play the role of H-donor and H-acceptor simultaneously,
and according to the results above for the water dimer (Figure 6.2), QM/AMOEBA underes-
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Figure 6.4: First row: interaction energies (in kcal/mol) between three solutes (H2O, Na+, Cl−) and
water molecules in their first solvation shells evaluated with full QM (x) and QM/AMOEBA (y);
second row: errors (in kcal/mol) for the three components of QM/AMOEBA interaction energies
(ELEC, POL, vdW) measured against the reference values given by ALMO-EDA. 100 snapshots
are calculated and then plotted for each solute-solvent system.

timates the binding energy near equilibrium in either case, which seems to be consistent with
the general trend here where a QM water molecule is interacting with four AMOEBA waters
in the vicinity. On the other hand, the agreement between QM/AMOEBA and full QM
for Cl− is poor, where we see a substantial underbinding by QM/AMOEBA (the MSE over
100 snapshots is +10.94 kcal/mol). This result is also consistent with what we have found
for the dissociation PES of the water-Cl− complex, where QM/AMOEBA underestimates
the interaction energy more significantly than in the water dimer case at their individual
equilibrium distances.

The components of QM/AMOEBA interaction energies are compared against their full
QM counterparts as well, and the errors are shown in the bottom row of Figure 6.4. Distinct
patterns emerge for each of these species. For the cationic solute (Na+), the mutual polariza-
tion of QM/AMOEBA (which is dominated by solvent polarization in this case) matches that
given by ALMO-EDA closely, where the mean absolute error (MAE) is only 0.65 kcal/mol.
The errors in permanent electrostatics and vdW interaction are exclusively above and below
zero, respectively, which largely cancel each other but not completely, yielding the slightly
underbound results compared to full QM. Turning to the neutral solute H2O, while the small
deviation from ALMO-EDA’s polarization energy is retained, the errors in permanent elec-
trostatics and vdW become considerably larger (see the statistics in Table 6.1). The errors
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Table 6.1: Maximum errors (MAX), mean absolute errors (MAE), and mean signed errors (MSE)
of QM/AMOEBA (in kcal/mol) for interactions between three solutes (H2O, Na+, and Cl−) and
the H2O molecules in their first solvation shells. The statistical errors in total energies and energy
components are evaluated relative to the full QM references over 100 samples (snapshots) for each
solute.

MAX MAE MSE

H2O

INT 5.21 1.35 1.29
ELEC 21.46 11.79 11.79
POL 1.79 0.37 0.36
vdW -21.40 10.86 -10.86

Na+

INT 3.78 1.45 1.44
ELEC 6.55 3.79 3.79
POL 1.89 0.65 0.25
vdW -4.99 2.60 -2.60

Cl−

INT 19.51 10.94 10.94
ELEC 37.32 27.17 27.17
POL -5.94 4.91 -4.91
vdW -18.25 11.33 -11.33

also span much larger ranges than in the former Na+ case, which can be seen from the con-
trast between the first two bottom panels in Figure 6.4. Nevertheless, thanks to the rather
similar magnitude of the positive and negative errors, the resulting total interaction energies
are brought to a reasonable level. This, however, does not hold for the anionic solute Cl−,
and the features demonstrated by EDA are in line with our expectations based on the results
for the water-Cl− complex. The major source of error is clearly the permanent electrostatics,
which on average is less attractive than its full QM counterpart by 27.17 kcal/mol, and the
vdW potential of AMOEBA is evidently not sufficiently softened to compensate for such a
large error. Also, as opposed to the other two solutes, the polarization energies given by
QM/AMOEBA for Cl−(H2O)8 clusters are systematically overestimated (on average it is
more favorable by 4.9 kcal/mol than the full QM references), which is also consistent with
the trend demonstrated in Figure 6.3.

The results above indicate that the performance of this QM/AMOEBA model in de-
scribing the interaction between solute and solvent molecules in its vicinity strongly depends
on the balance of the QM/MM interface, i.e., the error cancellation between individual
components of the interaction crossing the boundary of QM and MM regions. Since the
error in polarization energy usually has the smallest magnitude, the balance between in-
adequately attractive electrostatic interaction and softened, fully empirical vdW potential
has a decisive influence on the accuracy of solute-solvent interaction energies computed with
QM/AMOEBA.
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6.3.4 Two case studies: F−(H2O)10 and CH4(H2O)20 clusters

In order to verify the generality of our findings above, we investigate two other solute-
water clusters, F−(H2O)10 (including ten isomers) and CH4(H2O)20 (methane in a dodec-
ahedral cage formed by water molecules), whose geometries are taken from Ref. 276 and
513, respectively. These systems have been previously studied by Lao et al. with a broad
range of quantum chemistry methods.[76] It should be noted that all ten water molecules in
F−(H2O)10 are treated as one single monomer here so that the binding energies reported be-
low will not be comparable to those in Ref. 76, where each H2O was treated as an individual
monomer.

The total interaction and energy decomposition results for 10 isomers of F−(H2O)10 are
shown in Figure 6.5 (the original data are provided in Table E.3), and the manifested features
are similar to those of the Cl−(H2O)8 systems studied above. The plot for the total inter-
action energies given by QM/AMOEBA is almost parallel with that for the full QM values,
and according to the original data, QM/AMOEBA reproduces the correct ordering of these
isomers except that it computes the binding energy for Isomer 8 too low relative to Isomer 1
and 2. However, there exists an over 20 kcal/mol gap between the absolute binding energies
given by QM/AMOEBA and full QM, due to the highly unbalanced QM/MM interface.
Figure 6.5 shows the tremendous discrepancy between their permanent electrostatics, which
is about 60 kcal/mol, whereas the vdW interactions given by AMOEBA’s 14-7 potential are
only about 30 kcal/mol below the full QM values. Also, like other H-bonding systems where
AMOEBA water donates its proton to the QM region, the polarization energies for these
isomers are overestimated by about 7 kcal/mol, which is slightly larger than the MAE for
the Cl−(H2O)8 clusters.
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Figure 6.5: Total interaction energies and energy components (in kcal/mol) computed with full
QM and QM/AMOEBA for F− interacting with 10 surrounding water molecules in 10 isomers of
the F−(H2O)10 cluster.
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Methane, on the other hand, is a non-polar solute so that the contributions from perma-
nent electrostatics and polarization to the interaction of CH4 with the dodecahedral water
cage are expected to be weaker. The total interaction energy given by QM/AMOEBA is
-5.09 kcal/mol, which is about 0.8 kcal/mol above the full QM result. Nevertheless, accord-
ing to Table 6.2, the components of full QM and QM/AMOEBA interactions manifest sharp
discrepancies. With full QM, permanent electrostatics and polarization make non-trivial
contributions to binding, especially the former which accounts for roughly 50% of the stabi-
lization, while in the QM/AMOEBA case, their contributions appear to be trivial and the
whole system is almost entirely bound by QM/MM vdW interaction which is described at
the AMOEBA level. We note that contrary to the former F−(H2O)10 system, the AMOEBA
waters are no longer proton donors here and the resulting QM/AMOEBA polarization energy
is largely underestimated. It is thus evident that the electrostatic interaction (permanent
and induced) between a neutral, non-polar solute and solvent water molecules cannot be
correctly described by the present QM/AMOEBA model which has no explicit treatment
for the charge penetration effect, and the quality of the resulting total interaction energy is
entirely controlled by the empirical 14-7 potential.

Table 6.2: Total interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) for methane interacting
with a dodecahedral water cage (CH4(H2O)20) evaluated with full QM and QM/AMOEBA.

INT ELEC POL VDW

Full QM -5.90 -2.90 -0.56 -2.44
QM/AMOEBA -5.09 -0.08 -0.03 -4.98

6.3.5 More detailed investigations on electrostatics and
polarization in H-bonding systems

According to the examples investigated above, we have noticed that the most challeng-
ing systems for QM/AMOEBA are H-bonding complexes where AMOEBA water serves as
the proton donor. For these systems, one of the most notable features of QM/AMOEBA
is that the resulting permanent electrostatics is even less favorable than that given by pure
AMOEBA. In order to understand this better, we perform a further analysis on the elec-
trostatic interaction between Cl− and H2O at the equilibrium geometry of the water-Cl−

complex, where the contributions from nuclei and electrons are separated. The results are
shown in Table 6.3. Note that for atomic site i in the MM region, the “electron” part in-
cludes a point charge of value qi−Ni (qi is the original AMOEBA monopole for site i and Ni

is the corresponding nuclear charge) and all the higher-order multipoles. Such a definition
ensures that the “nuclei” part in QM and MM regions are treated equivalently. According
to Table 6.3, when the QM water is replaced by AMOEBA, the interactions between the
electron part of H2O with the nucleus (+17e) and electron density of Cl− both become less
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attractive, and the substantial deviation of QM/AMOEBA’s permanent electrostatics rela-
tive to the full QM reference primarily arises from the overly unfavorable electron-electron
component. Turning to the pure AMOEBA case, where the electron density of Cl− collapses
onto the same position as its nucleus and reduces to a point charge (-18e), the electron-
electron part becomes even more repulsive. However, the attractive interaction between
the electrons of Cl− and the nuclei of H2O is also enhanced upon this change, which com-
pensates for the overly repulsive electron-electron component to a large extent and gives
rise to its more favorable electrostatic interaction than that of QM/AMOEBA. Here we see
that the charge penetration effect, as reflected by the lack of attractiveness in permanent
electrostatics, involves the interplay of three distinct energy components.

Table 6.3: Components of permanent electrostatic interaction (in kcal/mol) for the H2O··Cl− com-
plex at its equilibrium geometry, as computed with full QM, full AMOEBA, and QM/AMOEBA.
“n” refers to nuclei, “e” represents electrons, and the numbers reported in parentheses are errors
with regard to the full QM values. The nuclei-nuclei component is identical in all three calculations
(18808.74 kcal/mol) so it is not listed in the table.

Cl−(n)··H2O(e) Cl−(e)··H2O(n) Cl−(e)··H2O(e)

Full QM -18544.86 -19901.80 19618.83

Full AMOEBA
-18544.12 -19915.14 19634.95
(+0.74) (-13.34) (+16.12)

QM/AMOEBA
-18544.12 -19901.80 19624.81
(+0.74) (0.00) (+5.98)

Another notable feature of QM/AMOEBA for these H-bonding systems is that it yields
overly favorable polarization energies. To shed some light on that, we revisit the water
dimer and the water-halide (F−, Cl−) complexes. Three different types of calculations are
performed: (i) mutually polarizable; (ii) allowing the polarization of H-acceptor only; (iii)
allowing the polarization of H-donor only, and their results are collected in Table 6.4. Here ex-
cluding the polarization of a certain fragment is realized by freezing the associated molecular
orbitals or induced dipoles in an SCF calculation. (e.g., for an “H-donor only” ALMO-EDA
(SCF-MI) calculation, the orbital rotations on the fragment corresponding to the H-acceptor
are suppressed.) According to these results, when AMOEBA water serves as the H-donor, it
consistently under-polarizes the H-acceptor in terms of the resulting polarization energy once
its own polarization is forbidden, which should be related to its too weak electrostatic attrac-
tion with the electrons of the H-acceptor, as indicated in Table 6.3. It is the over-polarization
of AMOEBA water as an H-donor (the so-called backward polarization) and the exaggerated
mutual polarization effect that contribute to the overestimated polarization energies given by
QM/AMOEBA for these systems. The most illustrative example is the water-F− complex.
Considering two unidirectional direct polarizations in QM/AMOEBA, the QM region (the
H-acceptor F−) is significantly under-polarized compared to the full QM reference based on
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the energetic criterion, while the AMOEBA water is only marginally over-polarized by F−.
However, the mutual polarization effect (whose magnitude can be measured by the differ-
ence between the total polarization energy and the sum of two unidirectional polarization
energies) in QM/AMOEBA is found to be substantially larger than that in full QM. We
think that such an exaggerated mutual polarization effect is related to the lack of explicit
treatment of Pauli repulsion that would otherwise curb excessive electric polarization in our
QM/AMOEBA model. When the H-acceptor is also described by AMOEBA, the under-
polarization of H-acceptor and over-polarization of H-donor both become more pronounced,
and the resulting total polarization energy can be either less (water dimer, water-F−) or
more (water-Cl−) favorable than that of QM/AMOEBA. Although for some systems such as
the water dimer, the pure AMOEBA polarization energy is in good agreement with its QM
counterpart, the underlying physical pictures are not in line with each other, as indicated by
the relative strength of “H-donor only” and “H-acceptor only” polarization energies for the
water dimer. Here we see that the AMOEBA water is excessively prone to electric polar-
ization in general as a proton donor, and that the improper strength of mutual polarization
effect due to the lack of explicit modeling of Pauli repulsion in the present QM/AMOEBA
model further exacerbates the over-polarization problem.

Table 6.4: Polarization energies (in kcal/mol) for the water dimer and water-Cl−, F− complexes
computed with ALMO-EDA and QM/AMOEBA, by allowing (i) mutual polarization, (ii) polar-
ization of the H-acceptor only and (iii) polarization of the H-donor only. “D” (H-donor) and “A”
(H-acceptor) are used to specify the regions described by QM or AMOEBA.

mutual H-acceptor only H-donor only

water dimer
ALMO-EDA -1.17 -0.73 -0.35
AMOEBA -1.23 -0.42 -0.64
QM(A)/AMB(D) -1.49 -0.56 -0.59

water-Cl−
ALMO-EDA -3.77 -0.99 -2.35
AMOEBA -6.83 -0.59 -5.52
QM(A)/AMB(D) -5.72 -0.85 -3.53

water-F−
ALMO-EDA -16.88 -5.33 -10.12
AMOEBA -19.08 -0.59 -16.67
QM(A)/AMB(D) -19.68 -2.35 -10.23

6.3.6 Convergence of the errors with the size of MM region

The last aspect that we investigate in this work is the convergence behavior of the errors
demonstrated above with increasing sizes of the MM region, i.e., the number of AMOEBA
water molecules surrounding the QM solute. Here we revisit three solutes that have been
previously studied by us in Ref. 168: NH3, NH+

4 and CN−, which form another set of
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representatives of neutral, cationic and anionic species. For each solute, we choose one single
snapshot from MD simulation (see Ref. 168 for the simulation details) and vary the number
of solvent water molecules. By starting from the 10 water molecules that are closest to
the solute (the position of the latter is marked by the center of the simulation sphere), we
include 10 more water molecules that are the next closest at a time until the number of
solvent molecules reaches 100, which is the maximum size of the MM region in this work. In
order to make the full QM benchmarks for these systems computationally less demanding,
we switch to the B97M-V functional [73] (which is a semi-local meta-GGA with the VV10
NLC) and the smaller def2-SVPD basis set. The choice of this basis has been validated by
a benchmark study on systems containing 10–30 water molecules, where def2-SVPD and
def2-TZVPPD yield similar full QM interaction energies once counterpoise corrections are
applied (see Table E.1). Correspondingly, the same density functional and basis set are
applied to the QM region in the QM/AMOEBA calculations for these systems.

With respect to the full QM references, the errors of QM/AMOEBA in total interaction
energies and their components for three solutes surrounded by varying numbers of water
molecules are shown in Figure 6.6 (the original data for interaction energies and EDA are
provided in Table E.4). Note that the solute-solvent interaction energies (and the energy
components) are not guaranteed to vary monotonically with the number of solvent molecules
since those distant solvent molecules may not be aligned favorably relative to the solute. For
each system, the error in total interaction energy converges to a certain value with increasing
sizes of the MM region, and so do the errors in three energy components. This is reasonable
because both polarization and vdW interaction (including exchange-repulsion, dispersion
and other short-range effects such as charge transfer) decay fairly rapidly with respect to
distance, and the multipole moments on those distant solvent molecules should be able to
give a proper description for their long-range electrostatic interaction with the QM region.

Turning to the results for each individual solute, NH3 and NH+
4 show reasonably bal-

anced QM/MM interfaces, for which the errors in permanent electrostatics are largely com-
pensated by the sufficiently softened vdW potentials such that the deviations in total inter-
action energy are small in magnitude. Contrary to most of the systems investigated above,
QM/AMOEBA overbinds NH+

4 with the solvent water molecules, and the absolute error for-
tuitously decreases with the addition of more water shells until the number of H2O molecules
reaches 50, thanks to the faster-increasing error in permanent electrostatics that makes the
interaction energy less overbound. For NH3, QM/AMOEBA only slightly underestimates its
interaction with the first 10 water molecules (by 0.15 kcal/mol), and the error increases to
about 1.8 kcal/mol when the number of water molecules reaches 100. Also, with the addi-
tion of the first several water shells, we notice that the magnitude of errors in permanent
electrostatics (and vdW interaction) varies more in the NH+

4 case, indicating the difference
between neutral and ionic solutes. CN−, on the other hand, manifests the typical behavior
of an anionic solute. The unbalanced errors in permanent electrostatics and vdW interac-
tions result in the systematic underestimation of total interaction energy. It is also unusual
that the errors in vdW interaction almost align with those in polarization energy. While
a negative error in polarization energy whose magnitude is slightly larger than 5 kcal/mol
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Figure 6.6: Errors of QM/AMOEBA (in kcal/mol) with respect to the full QM references for the
solute-solvent interaction energies and their components when three solutes (NH3, NH+

4 , and CN−)
are solvated with increasing numbers of water molecules. Here “QM” stands for the B97M-V/def2-
SVPD level of theory.
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is typical for anionic solutes (vide supra), the vdW potential here is undoubtedly too hard
considering the significant charge penetration effect associated with CN−. Nevertheless, in
terms of the convergence behavior of the total interaction energy and its components, CN−

is not qualitatively different from the other two solutes.

6.4 Discussion and Outlook

The results shown in Figure 6.6 indicate that aside from the fortuitous error cancella-
tion between different energy components, the errors in solute-solvent interaction energies
given by the present QM/AMOEBA model primarily arise from the interaction with sol-
vent molecules in the close vicinity, while the long-range portion of the QM/MM interaction
seems to be properly described. For instance, considering the solute-solvent electrostatic in-
teractions for the three species studied in Sec. 6.3.6, the interactions with the first 10 water
molecules account for 75–90% of the errors at the bulk limit (which can be estimated by
the nearly converged errors with increasing numbers of water shells). Therefore, in order
to reduce the errors accumulated in the short range and thus improve the accuracy of the
resulting solute-solvent interaction energies, it seems necessary to treat the solvent molecules
in close proximity to the solute with more sophisticated models.

The conceptually simplest approach is to absorb these solvent molecules into the QM
region, which, however, might significantly increase the computational demand. Meanwhile,
it is often challenging to choose an appropriate size for the QM region a priori, as the
convergence of QM/MM results with respect to the size of the QM region has been shown to
be rather slow and not as monotonic as one might expect. [157–159, 514–517] In these studies,
the size of the QM region required to reach the asymptotic limits for various properties often
goes up to hundreds of atoms and sometimes exceeds the size of the largest model system in
the present work. With the three systems discussed in Sec. 6.3.6, we evaluated the solute-
solvent interaction energies with a new set of QM/AMOEBA calculations where the first 10
closest water molecules are also included into the QM region. The results indicate that for a
given solute-solvent system, including some solvent molecules into the QM region based on
proximity does not consistently improve the resulting solute-solvent interaction energy. We
refer the readers to Appendix E.4 for a more detailed discussion.

Another plausible approach based on Figure 6.6 is to add a buffer layer in the middle of
QM and MM regions wherein an improved AMOEBA model with modified functional forms
is applied to describe the solvent molecules when we consider their interactions with the QM
solute, while the interactions between solvent molecules (including those in the buffer layer)
remain unchanged (still described with the original AMOEBA model). This buffer region
is devised to reduce the errors in short-range solute-solvent interactions while providing a
smooth transition from QM to AMOEBA, and methods such as adaptive QM/MM [518,
519] can be used to ensure the smoothness of the PES when solvent molecules move in and
out of the buffer region. We note that a buffer layer similar to this has been used by Olsen et
al. in the formulation of their polarizable density embedding (PDE) model, [495] wherein the
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molecules have both frozen molecular orbitals (QM-like) and inducible dipoles (MM-like).
As a roadmap to a modified AMOEBA model whose interfacing with QM is improved,

the first obvious goal is the proper treatment of charge penetration effect. There have been
many efforts made aiming to incorporate this effect in various MM and QM/MM models,
[153, 362–367, 390, 396, 479–484, 520–524] and under the framework of the AMOEBA force
field, appropriate functional forms that account for charge penetration in the context of pure
MM calculations have also been suggested in recent works.[142, 143] Many of these methods
are similar in spirit: on each MM site, the point charge or point multipoles are first sepa-
rated into nuclear and electron contributions (similar to what has been done for the data in
Table 6.3), and then the latter is replaced by a continuous distribution (e.g. Slater or Gaus-
sian function) with a certain spatial extent, or alternatively, damping functions are applied
to the components of electrostatic interactions that involve electrons. The development of
these models has provided many options that can be potentially adopted in an improved
QM/AMOEBA model.

However, we find that although applying a scheme similar to that in Ref. 142 to our
QM/AMOEBA model is able to improve the description of permanent electrostatics (we
refer the readers to the left panel of Figure E.5 in Appendix E.4 and Figure 2 in Ref. 525 for
preliminary results), it might exacerbate the so-called “electron-spill” effect, [526] i.e., the
QM region is enormously over-polarized so that the electrons are pulled out of the QM region,
and energetically it results in vastly overestimated polarization energies (see Figure E.6 and
the right panel of Figure E.5). This is related to the aforementioned splitting of multipole
moments which effectively places point charges of large magnitude (nuclei of MM atoms) near
the QM/MM boundary, while the essential deficiency, nonetheless, is the purely empirical
treatment of the repulsive vdW interaction (also termed exchange/Pauli/non-electrostatic
repulsion), which fails to preclude the over-polarization of QM density by the electrostatic
potential of MM. A model for Pauli repulsion that depends on electron density explicitly,
despite being challenging because of the pure quantum nature of this interaction, is highly
desirable not only for the sake of a more balanced and physically pertinent QM/MM interface,
but also for the correct modeling of molecular properties that rely on the actual electronic
structure, such as optical excitation energies. [526, 527] Popular methods for evaluating or
incorporating Pauli repulsion in QM/MM (or other embedding) calculations include placing
effective potentials on MM atoms [153, 154, 528–531] and other QM-derived approaches
(e.g. the use of non-additive kinetic energy functionals, projection operators, etc.) that
make direct use of pre-computed electron densities/MOs on embedding fragments [495, 532–
539]. On the other hand, overlap-based models have also been proposed to mimic the effect
of Pauli repulsion in pure MM [393, 394, 396, 540–546] and charge-dependent QM/MM [547,
548] models. Further investigation is required to seek for a suitable approach that explicitly
accounts for the effect of Pauli repulsion between QM electrons and AMOEBA fragments
with moderate computational costs.
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6.5 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a QM/polarizable MM model which employs mod-
ern density functionals and the AMOEBA force field. The total energy of the coupled
QM/AMOEBA system is variationally minimized with respect to both the QM electron den-
sity and the AMOEBA induced dipoles following the procedure introduced in Sec. 6.2.1 so
that the mutual polarization between QM and MM regions is treated in a fully self-consistent
fashion. The implementation of this model is achieved through the Q-Chem/LibEFP code
interface, where Q-Chem serves as the driver for the whole QM/AMOEBA calculation
and LibEFP is modified to accommodate the additional functionalities for the support of
AMOEBA. We note that LibEFP is a portable library so it can be readily interfaced with
other quantum chemistry software packages.

The proposed QM/AMOEBA model is employed for the evaluation of interaction energies
between several simple solutes (including neutral and ionic species) and various numbers of
solvent water molecules, which are equivalent to the interactions between QM and MM
regions. With the goal of investigating the source of errors in the resulting solute-solvent
interaction energies, an EDA scheme is proposed to separate the total interaction energy
crossing the QM/MM interface into contributions from permanent electrostatics, polarization
and vdW interaction. This allows us to ascertain the agreement of each energy component
with its counterpart in full QM calculations obtained by using the modified ALMO-EDA
scheme. In general, the present QM/AMOEBA model yields reasonable total solute-solvent
interaction energies for investigated neutral (H2O, CH4, and NH3) and cationic (Na+ and
NH+

4 ) species (often not for the correct reason, vide infra), but significantly underestimates
the interactions for anionic solutes (Cl−, F−, and CN−). Looking at the energy components
more closely by means of EDA, the following points emerge:

• The permanent electrostatic interaction given by the current QM/AMOEBA model is
always not sufficiently attractive, and it can suffer from even more significant CPE than
in the pure AMOEBA scenario. This is most pronounced when the QM solute serves as
the acceptor of protons from the MM region, as in systems like anion-water clusters.

• The vdW potential of AMOEBA is usually softened relative to its counterpart in full
QM interaction energy. However, bearing in mind that the associated vdW parameters
are fitted together with pure AMOEBA’s permanent electrostatics and polarization, they
might no longer be suitable for QM/AMOEBA whose these two energy components are
both shifted (see Figures 6.2 and 6.3).

• The error in polarization energy is usually smaller compared to the discrepancies in other
two energy components, and the sign of the error turns out to be system-dependent. Ac-
cording to our tests, QM/AMOEBA overestimates the polarization energy for H-bonding
systems where AMOEBA water plays the role of a proton donor (which are roughly the
same systems that have the largest CPEs), and it can substantially underestimate the
polarization energy for other systems (such as CH4(H2O)20) as well.
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Taken together, as we have summarized at the end of Sec. 6.3.3, the quality of solute-
solvent interaction energies given by the present QM/AMOEBA model strongly relies on the
error cancellation amongst three components, especially the delicate balance between insuffi-
ciently favorable permanent electrostatics and vdW potential with extra softness. For several
investigated solute-solvent systems, the “reasonable” total interaction energy masks the in-
correctness of the underlying physics (one typical example is the CH4(H2O)20 cluster), and
such a “brittle” balance can break down once the permanent electrostatic and polarization
components of QM/AMOEBA interactions are largely discrepant from their pure AMOEBA
counterparts. It has also been shown that the errors in individual energy components are
mostly rooted in the interaction with the solvent molecules in proximity to the QM region,
and they converge rather rapidly with the addition of solvent shells, which implies that this
model can be systematically improved by properly addressing the short-range discrepancy
in each individual energy component. Future work will be devoted to this aspect based on
the discussions in Sec. 6.4.
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Appendix A

Additional Information for MAB-SCF

A.1 Additional Theoretical Details

A.1.1 More details about the gradient of the MAB objective
function

Using the same notations as in Sec. 2.2.2, the most general form of the gradient of the
MAB objective function is given by

∂E

∂∆ZpZq
=
∑
X,Y

∂RXµY ν

∂∆ZpZq
GY νXµ, (A.1)

where G = SPSRF + FRSPS. With the parameterization of B by equations (2.14) and
(2.15), we have
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and correspondingly the gradient becomes

∂E

∂∆ZpZq
=− 2σZpZj

[
(σ−1)BTG(I −RS)C

]Zj
Zq

+ 2σZqZj
[
(σ−1)BTG(I −RS)C

]Zj
Zp

(A.3)

When ∆ stands for the orbital rotations within the MAB space, i.e., p = i, q = j, matrix C
reduces to B, and the gradient vanishes because (I−RS)B = 0. On the other hand, orbital
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rotations within the complementary space of the MAB (p = a, q = b) have no effect on the
objective function value either, simply due to the enforced on-atom orthogonality (σZaZj = 0).
Therefore, the only non-zero block of this gradient is resulted from the rotations between
these two subspaces. If we set p = i, q = a, only the first term in Eq. (A.3) remains based
on the arguments above, which immediately leads to the gradient represented by Eq. (2.19).

A.1.2 The preconditioned L-BFGS algorithm

The basic idea of L-BFGS is to construct the approximate Hessian (inverse Hessian in
practice) for the current iteration with gradients and displacements computed in the most
recent m steps, where m is the user-specified subspace size (number of “memorized” steps).
If we define the gradient and displacement at kth iteration as gk and sk, and yk = gk+1 − gk,
the kth approximate inverse Hessian can be evaluated as [256]:

Hk =
(
VT

k−1 · · ·VT
k−m

)
H0

k (Vk−m · · ·Vk−1)

+ ρk−m

(
VT

k−1 · · ·VT
k−m+1

)
sk−msT

k−m (Vk−m+1 · · ·Vk−1)

+ ρk−m+1

(
VT

k−1 · · ·VT
k−m+2

)
sk−m+1sT

k−m+1 (Vk−m+2 · · ·Vk−1)

+ · · ·+ ρk−1sk−1sT
k−1. (A.4)

where

ρk =
1

yT
k sk

, Vk = I− ρkyksT
k . (A.5)

In practice, a “two-loop” algorithm which only requires evaluating vector-vector products
is implemented to compute Hk acting on gk. H0

k is the preconditioner for the approximate
inverse Hessian. By default, a constant scaling factor is used for H0

k, which is considered
as the unpreconditioned case here. Once H0

k contains more information about the true
inverse Hessian, the step generated by L-BFGS becomes closer to a Newton step, which can
presumably accelerate the convergence.

If we still denote G = SPSRF + FRSPS, the Hessian of the MAB objective function
(Eq. (2.10)) can be formally represented as follows (only on-block mixings are allowed):

HXiXa,YjYb
=

∂2E

∂∆XiXa∂∆YjYb

∣∣∣∣
∆=0

=R∆SPSR∆F + R∆∆G

=2(Pov)XiYb(Fov)YjXa + 2(Fov)XiYb(Pov)YjXa

+2(Poo)XiYj(Fvv)YbXa + 2(Foo)XiYj(Pvv)YbXa

−2(Sov)XiYb(Gov)YjXa − 2(Gov)XiYb(Sov)YjXa

+2(Soo)XiYj(Gvv)YbXa − 2(Goo)XiYj(Svv)YbXa , (A.6)

where R∆ and R∆∆ stands for first- and second-order derivatives of R with respect to ∆.
The first four terms on the RHS of Eq. (A.6) come from the “R∆R∆” term, while the rest
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from the “R∆∆” term. The explicit forms of the involved matrix elements are:

(Poo)XiY j = σXiXk
[
σ−1BTSPSBσ−1

]XkY l
σY lY j

(Pov)XiY a = σXiXj
[
σ−1BTSPS(I −RS)

]Xj
Y ν
V Y ν

Y a

(Pvv)XaY b = (V T ) Xµ

Xa [(I − SR)SPS(I −RS)]
XµY ν

V Y ν

Y b, (A.7)

(Foo)XiY j = σXiXk
[
σ−1BTFBσ−1

]XkY l
σY lY j

(Fov)XiY a = σXiXj
[
σ−1BTF (I −RS)

]Xj
Y ν
V Y ν

Y a

(Fvv)XaY b = (V T ) Xµ

Xa [(I − SR)F (I −RS)]
XµY ν

V Y ν

Y b, (A.8)

(Goo)XiY j = σXiXk
[
σ−1BTGBσ−1

]XkY l
σY lY j

(Gov)XiY a = σXiXj
[
σ−1BTG(I −RS)

]Xj
Y ν
V Y ν

Y a

(Gvv)XaY b = (V T ) Xµ

Xa [(I − SR)G(I −RS)]
XµY ν

V Y ν

Y b, (A.9)

and

(Soo)XiY j = σXiXk(σ
−1)XkY lσY lY j

(Svv)XaY b = (V T ) Xµ

Xa [S(I −RS)]
XµY ν

V Y ν

Y b

(Sov)XiY a = σXiXj
[
(σ−1)BTS

]Xj
Y ν
V Y ν

Y a. (A.10)

In practice, we also have σXiXj = δij since on-block orthogonality is enforced. More details
about the Hessian derivation can be found in Ref. 117, which carefully derived the orbital
Hessian for SCF-MI (a rather similar optimization problem).

The preconditioner we apply to the L-BFGS algorithm is the inverted on-diagonal blocks
of the Hessian, i.e., the inverse of HXX for all the different atom blocks (X). Within the
“two-loop” implementation, H0

k acts on vector v = Vk−mVk−m+1 · · ·Vk−1gk, which can be
divided into contributions from each atom block. Therefore, the application of the precon-
ditioner is equivalent to solving the following linear equation on each atom block:

HXiXa,XjXbu
XjXb = vXiXa, (A.11)

where u is the preconditioned vector: u = H0
kv. Based on the property of the Hessian

matrix (symmetric positive-definite), a preconditioned conjugate-gradient (CG) algorithm is
implemented to solve Eq. (A.11) iteratively on each atom block. The implemented precon-
ditioner for CG is actually the inverse of the on-diagonal part (X = Y ) of the last two terms
in Eq. (A.6).
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A.1.3 Construction of pseudo-canonicalized MOs upon
MAB-SCF solution

Once MAB-SCF converges, a Fock matrix in the secondary basis can be built upon the
MAB density matrix projected into the secondary basis:

F = F(P̃), P̃ = BPBT . (A.12)

In the current implementation, the PT2 correction is evaluated based on pseudo-
canonicalized occupied and virtual MOs, which can be obtained by diagonalizing FOO and
FV V separately. In fact, the occupied ones are already available in this case, since we
can simply project the occupied MOs optimized by MAB-SCF into the secondary basis:
(Co)

µ
i = Bµ

α(Co)αi. Obviously, Co diagonalizes F:

(CT
o ) µ

i Fµν(Co)
ν
j = (CTo ) α

i Fαβ(Co)βj = εiδij. (A.13)

To obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of FV V , we first form an orthonormal basis
that spans the virtual space. If the full but non-redundant span of the secondary basis is
represented by X (XTSX = I), the demanded vectors can be generated by projecting out
the space spanned by occupied MOs:

V = (I− P̃S)X. (A.14)

The vectors in V can be orthonormalized again by performing a canonical orthogonalization
(diagonalizing VTSV will be required). Also, after doing this, the linear dependency of
vectors in V will be eliminated and its column dimension reduces to Nv. We denote the
resulting orthonormal basis as V′. Solving the following standard eigenvalue problem

(V′TFV′)C′v = εvC
′
v, (A.15)

the energies of the pseudo-canonicalized virtual orbitals (εa’s in Eq. 2.29) are given by εv,
and their coefficients Cv = V′C′v. The Fock matrix elements coupling between occupied and
virtual pseudo-canonicalized MOs (FOV ) can be evaluated as

F
(1)
ia = (CTo ) α

i (BT ) µ
α Fµν(Cv)

ν
a. (A.16)
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A.2 Additional Benchmark Results

A.2.1 Effect of the “mixing” parameter on the performance of
MAB-SCF (PC) for small anions

Since the “mixing” parameter determines the shift applied to all the eigenvalues of the
Fock matrix (orbital energies), it modifies the objective function (Eq. 24 in the main text)
directly and thus changes the optimized MAB. To see how the results of MAB-SCF (PC) for
anions are affected by this parameter, we tested α = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 with the G21EA
dataset (electron affinities for 21 monoatomic and diatomic species).

Table A.1: RMSDs (in kcal/mol) of MAB-SCF (PC) for the G21EA dataset with different values
for the “mixing” parameter: α = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, compared to the results of conventional SCF.
The computational details are the same as in Table 2.7 in Chap. 2 (the “adding vector” strategy is
applied for NO−, PO−, O−2 , and S−2 ).

α value
MAB-SCF MAB-SCF (PC)

B97-D B97M-V B3LYP B97-D B97M-V B3LYP

0.25 2.506 2.599 2.705 0.269 0.191 0.034
0.50 2.508 2.597 2.705 0.151 0.065 0.031
0.75 1.940 2.082 2.221 0.101 0.027 0.078
1.00 2.522 2.602 2.721 0.078 0.037 0.137

Based on the results in Table A.1, MAB-SCF is most accurate when α = 0.75 for all three
tested functionals, which gives the main reason why we choose that number in Chap. 2. The
optimal α that gives the smallest RMSD after PC is applied, on the other hand, varies for
different functionals: while larger α helps reduce the error for the tested GGA functional
(B97-D), smaller value is preferred by the hybrid (B3LYP). This difference is physically
reasonable, because for a given system, the calculated HOMO-LUMO gap in principle should
increase in the B97-D<B97M-V<B3LYP order. In the present work, we simply choose
α = 0.75 as a compromise for all functionals, when positive ε(HOMO) calculated by PRB-
SCF occurs. Although it is possible to fine-tune the α value for different categories of
density functionals, we use this uniform value for the entire paper since these monoatomic
or diatomic anions are not deemed as the main target of MAB-SCF (PC) after all, because
of their tiny sizes.

A.2.2 Effect of choosing different reference bases (RB)

The reference density matrix upon which MAB is fitted is provided by a converged
solution of PRB-SCF, and the rank of the PRB is determined by the (unprojected) reference
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basis (RB) — usually a standard basis set of double-ζ quality. Using different RBs will affect
the quality of fitted MAB: while using a larger reference basis, in principle, should be able to
give an MAB whose quality is closer to that of PAO, the associated computational cost for
the PRB-SCF steps also increases. Therefore, a compromise between accuracy and efficiency
is needed.

Table A.2: Errors (in kcal/mol) of MAB-SCF (PC) for the “pruned” (hypervalent molecules ex-
cluded) and full G2 set with using four different RBs: 6-31G, 6-31+G, 6-31G(d), 6-31+G(d),
compared to the results of conventional SCF in aQZ (the secondary basis set employed in the MAB
calculations). The B97M-V functional is used for all the calculations. The “adding vector” strategy
is used for the same group of hypervalent molecules as specified in Sec. 2.4.1.

Pruned G2 set Full G2 set
Ref basis MAX RMSD MSE MAX RMSD MSE

6-31G -0.78 0.23 -0.16 -1.03 0.28 -0.18
6-31+G -0.84 0.20 -0.13 -0.94 0.24 -0.14
6-31G(d) -0.21 0.06 -0.04 -0.21 0.06 -0.04
6-31+G(d) -0.14 0.03 -0.02 -0.14 0.03 -0.02
PAO -0.08 0.02 -0.01 – – –

Table A.2 shows how the performance of MAB-SCF (PC) on the G2 set depends on
the choice for the reference basis. Without considering the hypervalent molecules, we see
that including one set of polarization functions in the double-ζ Pople basis significantly
improves the quality of the fitted MAB, and that one set of extra diffuse functions (“+”)
also helps reduce the error by roughly a constant amount. With hypervalent molecules
included, the improvement brought by adding the polarization functions becomes even larger,
which indicates the necessity of including one set of d functions in the basis set to reasonably
describe the electronic structure of these species. It should be noted that it is not guaranteed
that the error will be reduced on each individual data point when switching to a larger RB
(e.g. the size of the maximum error on the pruned G2 set increases when changing the RB
from 6-31G to 6-31+G), mostly due to the characteristics of PC. Nevertheless, the general
trend should be consistent with that revealed by Table A.2, since a larger RB provides a
better initial description of the chemical environment. In this work, we choose the relatively
larger 6-31+G(d) basis, and the resulting MAB has fairly comparable accuracy to that of
the PAO.

A.2.3 Using fully environment-adapted dimensions for the MAB

It has been argued that one limitation of this work is the “semi-automated” modification
of the MAB dimensions, i.e. the algorithm that increases the sizes of the MAB based on
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the reference density matrix from PRB-SCF is only applied to user-specified hypervalent
molecules. It would be more ideal if such a procedure (and the “thresh2” parameter we
choose) could be applied to all the systems without any further change, which means, we
have fully environment-adapted dimensions for the MAB.

Table A.3: Errors (in kcal/mol) of MAB-SCF (PC) for the G2 set with the “adding vector” al-
gorithm applied to (i) hypervalent molecules only and (ii) all species, compared to the results of
conventional SCF in aQZ (secondary basis for the MAB-SCF calculations). PT2 and DFPC are
used for pure (B97-D, B97M-V) and hybrid (B3LYP, M06-2X, ωB97X-V) functionals, respectively.

Hypervalent only All
MAX RMSD MSE MAX RMSD MSE

B97-D -0.26 0.05 -0.02 -0.26 0.03 0.01
B97M-V -0.14 0.03 -0.02 -0.14 0.03 0.01
B3LYP 0.33 0.08 0.05 0.33 0.03 0.01
M06-2X 0.26 0.08 0.06 0.20 0.04 0.03
ωB97X-V 0.55 0.13 0.09 0.34 0.06 0.04

Such a test is performed on the G2 set and the results are collected in Table A.3. In con-
trast to the scheme adopted in Chap. 2 (“Hypervalent only”), applying the “adding vector”
algorithm to all the species reduces the RMSDs for the tested functionals exclusively, which
indicates that the MAB dimensions for part of the molecules that are previously designated
as “non-hypervalent” are also augmented by the same algorithm. This is preferable in terms
of accuracy, especially for hybrid functionals where the RMSDs on the full G2 set are almost
halved. However, as we have mentioned, the default value for thresh2 used in this work is
tuned to obtain satisfactory accuracy for the hypervalent molecules only, thus it is likely to
add an excessive number of extra functions into the MAB for other molecules, which makes
the MAB optimization problem more challenging to converge, possibly caused by redundant
degrees of freedom.

Table A.4 demonstrates how the MAB dimensions and number of iterations consumed
to converge the optimization problem change for several “non-hypervalent” molecules in the
G2 set. While no change occurs on those simple compounds that are almost “absolutely
non-hypervalent” (the top half), the sizes of the MAB could increase by a large amount for
molecules containing π-conjugated systems or those with largely polar (like carbon-halogen)
covalent bonds. On one hand, expanding the MAB sizes for these molecules could help
improve the accuracy of MAB-SCF (PC) on these systems, since they turn out to be the
most difficult cases for a minimal-rank basis; on the other hand, we believe that the current
“adding vector” approach is arguably not ideal yet to be applied onto all generic molecules.
For instance, we would expect that C2F4 and C2Cl4 have roughly the same number of new
functions added because of their similar electronic structure. In reality, while 3 functions are
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added onto each carbon atom in C2F4 (6 new functions in total), in C2Cl4 4 are added onto
each carbon and 2 onto each chlorine (16 new functions in total). The treatment of these two
molecules are rather uneven and the excessive size of the expanded MAB for C2Cl4 makes
its optimization about 8 times more difficult to converge. Moreover, the cost for MAB-SCF
also gets increased if the size of the MAB is largely expanded: in the case of C6H6 and
C2Cl4, the number of MAB functions is increased by about 1/3. Based on these reasons, we
are not inclined to apply the current “adding vector” algorithm that is mainly developed for
hypervalent molecules to other systems without further development.

Table A.4: Illustration of changes in the MAB dimensions and number of iterations required to
converged the MAB optimization problem for several “non-hypervalent” G2 molecules before and
after applying the “adding vector” algorithm. Data are collected with using the B97M-V functional
and aQZ as the secondary basis.

without add vec with add vec
rank (MAB) Iter count rank (MAB) Iter count

CH4 9 96 9 96
H2O 7 89 7 89
CO2 15 75 15 75
C2H4 14 121 14 121

C6H6 36 119 48 494
CF4 25 36 32 231
CCl4 41 34 49 153
C2F4 30 70 36 198
C2Cl4 46 80 62 653

A.2.4 Comparison of MAB-SCF (PC) against dual-basis SCF

The dual-basis (DB)-SCF method uses an exact subset of the target secondary basis
(prepared by truncation or projection) as the primary basis in which an SCF solution is
computed. After that, a single Roothaan step is taken in the secondary basis in order to
approach the SCF energy evaluated in it. It turns out to be a very useful method to reduce
the basis set incompleteness error with lower computational cost. In MAB-SCF (PC), the
SCF solution is computed using the MAB (an exact subset of the secondary basis) and then
further corrected by PT2 or DFPC, which is rather similar to the procedure of DB-SCF. Here
we briefly compare the accuracy of MAB-SCF (PC) and DB-SCF when measured against
the exact SCF solutions.

Table A.5 shows the RMSDs of DB-SCF and MAB-SCF (PC) for the G2 set, where aug-
cc-pVQZ is used as the common secondary basis. DB-SCF demonstrates very good accuracy
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Table A.5: RMSDs of DB-SCF (with different basis parings) and MAB-SCF (PC) for the G2 set
evaluated with three density functionals, measured against the results computed by conventional
SCF. aQZ is employed as the secondary basis for all the calculations. In the first two DB parings,
the primary basis is prepared by projecting the small basis (6-31+G(d), raTZ) into the secondary
basis to make the former an exact basis subset of the latter.

DB pairing B97-D B97M-V B3LYP

aQZ/6-31+G(d) 0.276 0.613 0.169
aQZ/raTZ 0.096 0.065 0.059
aQZ/raQZ 0.066 0.053 0.051

MAB-SCF (PC) 0.053 0.033 0.083

with reduced-aug-cc-pVQZ (raQZ), the fine-pruned basis subset of aQZ (see Ref. 215). It
should be noted that the size of raQZ is only marginally smaller than aug-cc-pVTZ, therefore,
to calculate an SCF solution in it might still be rather expensive for large systems. To
see how the performance of DB-SCF relies on the paired primary basis, we prepared two
other primary basis sets by projecting 6-31+G(d) and reduced-aug-cc-pVTZ (raTZ, which is
slightly larger than aDZ) into the secondary basis. The procedure is exactly the same as how
the PRB is constructed in MAB-SCF (PC). In the projected raTZ case, the RMSDs only
slightly increase, while the errors associated with the “aQZ/6-31+G(d) (projected)” pairing
grow by 3–10 times compared to the aQZ/raQZ case for different functionals. Turning to
the results of MAB-SCF (PC), in general it provides comparable accuracy to DB-SCF with
aQZ/raQZ basis paring: it slightly outperforms for the two tested pure functionals (B97-D,
B97M-V) while slightly losses on the hybrid functional (B3LYP), which is consistent with
the strength and weakness of MAB-SCF (PC) revealed by the previous assessments.

Since these available Dunning basis subsets were originally trained on the S22 dataset
(Ref. 67), it would also be interesting to compare the performance of DB-SCF and MAB-
SCF (PC) on datasets for non-covalent interactions (NC) as well. Using aug-cc-pVTZ (aTZ)
as the secondary basis (mainly because there is no fine-tuned basis subset available for def2-
QZVPPD), Table A.6 demonstrates the RMSDs of DB-SCF and MAB-SCF (PC) for the six
NC datasets that we benchmarked on in Chap. 2. With the properly trained raTZ basis
(which is slightly larger than aDZ) paired with aTZ, DB-SCF does show superior accuracy
compared to that of MAB-SCF (PC) on most of these NC datasets except for the binding
energies of F−(H2O)10 isomers. This is not surprising because in fact raTZ and aTZ only
differ by one diffuse d function and two f (one of which is diffuse) functions, which might
not be the most important components to capture weak intermolecular interactions. It is
noteworthy that with roughly 1.5× size of the primary basis, raTZ reduces the DB-SCF
error by almost an order of magnitude compared to the projected 6-31+G(d) basis. The
accuracy of MAB-SCF (PC), on the other hand, is still quite close to that given by DB-
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Table A.6: RMSDs of DB-SCF (with different basis pairings) and MAB-SCF (PC) for 6 NC datasets
(the same ones as we benchmarked in Chap. 2), compared against the results of conventional SCF
evaluated in aTZ (the secondary basis in DB and MAB calculations). All the binding energies are
calculated using the B97M-V functional. The primary basis in “DB-SCF (aTZ/6-31+G(d))” is
prepared by projecting 6-31+G(d) into the aTZ basis.

DB-SCF (aTZ/6-31+G(d)) DB-SCF(aTZ/raTZ) MAB-SCF (PC)

A24 0.057 0.004 0.007
S22 0.064 0.008 0.017
HB15 0.134 0.010 0.024
H2O6Bind8 0.871 0.066 0.091
FmH2O10 1.223 0.129 0.114
L7 0.095 0.036 0.044

SCF (aTZ/raTZ), and the largest difference (0.025 kcal/mol) appears on the dataset for the
binding energies of water hexamers.
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Appendix B

Additional Information for the
“Adiabatic” EDA

B.1 Extra Details about the Derivation of Ex
frz

Notations used in the equations presented in Secs. B.1.1–B.1.3: Greek letters µ, ν, λ, ...:
AO basis indices; lowercase Romans i, j, k, ...: occupied MO indices; a, b, c, ...: virtual MO
indices; p, q, r, ...: generic MO indices; uppercase Romans X, Y , Z, ...: fragment indices for
ALMOs. The equations are derived with spin-orbitals (α or β) so that the resulting equa-
tions can be applied to both restricted and unrestricted calculations. Tensorial notations
are used throughout, i.e., superscripts refer to contravariant indices while subscripts refer to
the covariant ones. Einstein summation convention is applied to contractions between con-
travariant and covariant indices, except for summations over indices on different fragments,
which will be shown explicitly.
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B.1.1 Derivation of ES
frz · Sx

Based on the expression of the initial density: PAλBσ
frz = (Co)

Aλ
Ai(σ

−1)AiBj(CT
o ) Bσ

Bj , we have∑
Y Z

∂Efrz

∂SY µZν
· SxY µZν =

∑
ABY Z

∂Efrz

∂PAλBσ
frz

· ∂P
AλBσ
frz

∂SY µZν
· SxY µZν (B.1)

=
∑
ABY Z

FAλBσ

[
∂(Co)

Aλ
Ai

∂SY µZν
(σ−1)AiBj(Co)

Bσ

Bj + (Co)
Aλ

Ai(σ
−1)AiBj

∂(Co)
Bσ
Bj

∂SY µZν

+ (Co)
Aλ

Ai

∂(σ−1)AiBj

∂SY µZν
(Co)

Bσ

Bj

]
· SxY µZν

=
∑
ABY Z

FAλBσ

[
∂(Co)

Aλ
Ai

∂SY µZν
(σ−1)AiBj(Co)

Bσ

Bj + (Co)
Aλ

Ai(σ
−1)AiBj

∂(Co)
Bσ
Bj

∂SY µZν

− (Co)
Aλ

Ai

∑
CD

(σ−1)AiCk
∂σCkDl
∂SY µZν

(σ−1)DlBj(Co)
Bσ

Bj

]
· SxY µZν (B.2)

σ is the metric of all the occupied orbitals: σCkDl = (Co)
Cα
Ck SCαDβ(Co)

Dβ
Dl. Therefore,

∂σCkDl
∂SY µZν

=
∂(Co)

Cα
Ck

∂SY µZν
SCαDβ(Co)

Dβ

Dl + (Co)
Cα

Ck SCαDβ
∂(Co)

Dβ
Dl

∂SY µZν
+ (Co)

Cα

Ck δ
Y µ

Cαδ
Zν

Dβ(Co)
Dβ

Dl (B.3)

The occupied orbitals on fragment A can be parameterized as

(Co)
Aλ

Ai = CAλ

Ar(σ
− 1

2
AA )ArAp[δ

Ap

Ai + ∆ApAqσApAi −∆AqApσAqAi] (B.4)

where the σ
− 1

2
AA term enforces on-fragment orthogonality. Thus, we have

∂(Co)
Aλ
Ai

∂SY µZν

∣∣∣∣
σAA=1,∆AA=0

= −1

2
CAλ

Ar

∂(σAA)ArAp
∂SY µZν

δApAi

= −1

2
CAλ

ArC
Aπ

Ar δ
Y µ

Aπδ
Zν

AρC
Aρ

Apδ
Ap

Ai

= −1

2
(S−1

AA)AλAπδY µAπδ
Zν

Aρ(Co)
Aρ

Ai (B.5)
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Substituting Eq.(B.3) into Eq.(B.2) then using Eq. (B.5), we get∑
Y Z

∂Efrz

∂SY µZν
· SxY µZν

=− 1

2

∑
A

(PF )AρAλ(S
−1
AA)AλAπ · SxAπAρ

− 1

2

∑
B

(S−1
BB)BπBσ(FP ) Bρ

Bσ S
x
BρBπ

+
1

2

∑
C

(S−1
CC)CπCα(SPFP ) Cρ

Cα S
x
CρCπ

+
1

2

∑
D

(PFPS)DρDβ(S
−1
DD)DβDπ · SxDπDρ −

∑
CD

(PFP )DβCαSxCαDβ

=− 1

2

∑
A

{
(S−1

A )[(I− SP)FP]A + [PF(I−PS)]A(S−1
A )
}
· SxA −W · Sx (B.6)

which gives Eq. (3.15).

B.1.2 Evaluation of the fragment response gradient

The z-vector equation

We start from the stationary condition of fragment A’s SCF solution: E∆A
A = 0. There-

fore, we have
d

dx
E∆A
A = 0 (B.7)

which leads to

E∆ASA
A · SxA + E∆AhA

A · hxA + E∆AIIA
A · IIxA + E∆Ax

xc,A + E∆A∆A
A ·∆x

A = 0

=⇒ E∆A∆A
A ·∆x

A = −(E∆ASA
A · SxA + E∆AhA

A · hxA + E∆AIIA
A · IIxA + E∆Ax

xc,A ) (B.8)

=⇒ E∆A
frz ·∆x

A = −(E∆A
frz ) · (E∆A∆A

A )−1 ·
(
E∆ASA
A · SxA + E∆AhA

A · hxA + E∆AIIA
A · IIxA + E∆Ax

xc,A

)
(B.9)

We note that the symbol “II” refers to the two-electron AO integrals required for building
J and K, where the part for K is scaled by κ (0 ≤ κ ≤ 1) based on the employed density
functional.

Defining zA = −(E∆A
frz ) · (E∆A∆A

A )−1, we have

E∆A
frz ·∆x

A = −zA ·
(
E∆ASA
A · SxA + E∆AhA

A · hxA + E∆AIIA
A · IIxA + E∆Ax

xc,A

)
(B.10)

where zA can be obtained by solving the following linear equation:

E∆A∆A
A · zA = −E∆A

frz (B.11)
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The LHS of Eq. (B.11) contains the SCF Hessian of fragment A:

E∆A∆A
A =

∂2E

∂∆ai∂∆bj

= 2(εa − εi)δijδab + 4(ia|jb)− 2κ(ij|ab)− 2κ(ib|ja) + 4(fxc)ia,jb (B.12)

where κ is the proportion of exact exchange in the employed density functional, (fxc)ia,jb is
the second functional derivative δ2Exc/δρ(r)δρ′(r) expressed in the MO basis. The fragment
index “A” in Eq. (B.12) are omitted.

The RHS of Eq. (B.11) is the gradient of the SCF-MI energy with respect to the orbital
rotations on fragment A:

∂Efrz

∂∆AaAi
=
∑
XY

∂E

∂PXµY ν

∂PXµY ν

∂∆AaAi

=
∑
XY

FY νXµ

[
∂(Co)

Xµ
Xj

∂∆AaAi
(σ−1)XjY k(Co)

Y ν

Yk
+ (Co)

Xµ

Xj(σ
−1)XjY k

∂(Co)
Y ν
Yk

∂∆AaAi

− (Co)
Xµ

Xj(σ
−1)XjZl

∂σZlWm

∂∆AaAi
(σ−1)WmY k(Co)

Y ν

Yk

]
(B.13)

Using

∂(Co)
Xµ

Xj

∂∆AaAi
=

∂

∂∆AaAi

[
CXµ

Xp(δ
Xp

Xi + ∆XpXqσXqXj −∆XqXpσXqXj)
]

= CXµ

Xpδ
p
aδ
q
iδ
X

AσXqXj

= CXµ

Xaδ
X

AσXqXj (B.14)

we can work out the SCF-MI gradient:

∂Efrz

∂∆AaAi
= 2σAiAj

[
(σ−1)CT

o F (I − PS)Cv
]Aj
Aa

(B.15)

Substituting Eq. (B.12) and (B.15) into Eq. (B.11), the z-vector equation becomes

[(εa − εi)δijδab + 2(ia|jb)− κ(ij|ab)− κ(ib|ja) + 2(fxc)ia,jb] (zA)bj

= −σAiAj
[
(σ−1)CT

o F (I − PS)Cv
]Aj
Aa

(B.16)

which can be solved by iterative methods (e.g., the conjugate gradient method). Again, we
note that the MOs on the LHS of Eq. (B.16) are on fragment A exclusively.

From z-vector to fragment response gradient

Now we turn to the terms contracted with zA on the RHS of Eq. (B.10). Since all the
involved AO or MO indices are on one single fragment exclusively, we omit the fragment
index “A” in the following equations.
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We first write down the Fock matrix as F = h + II ·P + Vxc, and define

Pz = CvzCT
o + Coz

TCT
v (B.17)

which is a symmetric, density-like matrix. The terms on the RHS of Eq. (B.10) are derived
as below:

• zA · E∆AhA
A · hxA:

zai ·
∂2E

∂∆ai∂hµν
· hxµν = zai ·

∂

∂hµν

(
∂E

∂P λσ

∂P λσ

∂∆ai

)
· hxµν

= zai ·
∂

∂hµν

(
Fλσ[Cλ

aC
σ
i + Cλ

iC
σ
a]
)
· hxµν

= δµλδ
ν
σP

λσ
z hxµν = Tr[Pzh

x] (B.18)

• zA · E∆AIIA
A · IIxA:

zai ·
∂2E

∂∆ai∂IIµνλσ
· IIxµνλσ = zai ·

∂

∂IIµνλσ
(Fπω[Cπ

aC
ω
i + Cπ

iC
ω
a]) · IIxµνλσ

= P πω
z δµπδ

ν
ωP

λσIIxµνλσ

= Tr[PzII
xP] (B.19)

• zA · E∆Ax
xc,A (DFT only):

zai ·
∂2Exc

∂∆ai∂x
= zai ·

∂

∂x

(
∂Exc

∂P µν

∂Pµν
∂∆ai

)
= zai ·

∂

∂x
((Vxc)µν [C

µ
aC

ν
i + Cµ

iC
ν
a])

= (V x
xc)µν · P µν

z = Tr[PzV
x
xc] (B.20)

• zA · E∆ASA · SxA:

zai ·
∂2E

∂∆ai∂Sµν
· Sxµν = zai ·

∂

∂Sµν

(
∂E

∂P λσ

∂P λσ

∂∆ai

)
= zai ·

∂2E

∂P λσ∂Sµν

∂P λσ

∂∆ai
· Sxµν + zai · Fλσ

∂2P λσ

∂∆ai∂Sµν
· Sxµν (B.21)

The derivative of orthogonal MOs with respect to the AO overlap matrix (similar to the
derivation of Eq. (B.5)):

∂Cπ
s

∂Sµν
= −1

2
Cπ

r

∂σrs
∂Sµν

= −1

2
Cπ

rC
λ
rδ
µ
λδ

ν
σC

σ
s

= −1

2
(S−1)πµCν

s (B.22)
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Based on Eq. (B.22), the first term in Eq. (B.21):

zai ·
∂2E

∂P λσ∂Sµν

∂P λσ

∂∆ai
· Sxµν = zai ·

∂Fλσ
∂Sµν

∂P λσ

∂∆ai
· Sxµν

= P λσ
z ·

∂Fλσ
∂P πω

∂P πω

∂Sµν
· Sxµν

= P λσ
z · (II + fxc)λσπω

∂P πω

∂Sµν
· Sxµν

= P λσ
z · (II + fxc)λσπω

[
−1

2
(S−1)πµP νω − 1

2
P πν(S−1)µω

]
· Sxµν

= −1

2
P λσ
z (II + fxc)λσπω

[
(S−1)πµSxµνP

νω + P πνSxνµ(S−1)µω
]

= −1

2
Tr
[
Pz(II + fxc)[(S

−1)SxP + PSx(S−1)]
]

(B.23)

and the second term:

zai · Fλσ
∂2P λσ

∂∆ai∂Sµν
· Sxµν = zaiFλσ

[
−1

2
(S−1)λµCν

aC
σ
i −

1

2
Cλ

aC
ν
i (S−1)µσ

−1

2
(S−1)λµCν

iC
σ
a −

1

2
Cλ

iC
ν
a (S−1)µσ

]
· Sxµν

= −1

2
Fλσ ·

[
(S−1)λµSxµνP

νσ
z + P λν

z Sxνµ(S−1)µσ
]

= −1

2
Tr
[
F[(S−1)SxPz + PzS

x(S−1)]
]

(B.24)

Up to this point, we have derived the RHS of Eq.(B.10). Thus, fragment A’s contribution
to the response gradient can be expressed as

E∆A
frz ·∆x

A = −Tr[Pzh
x]− Tr[PzII

xP]− Tr[PzV
x
xc]

+
1

2
Tr
[
Pz(II + fxc)[(S

−1)SxP + PSx(S−1)]
]

+
1

2
Tr
[
F[(S−1)SxPz + PzS

x(S−1)]
]

(B.25)

B.1.3 Evaluation of matrix-vector products using finite difference

z-vector contracted with the implicit first derivative of Vxc

Eq. (B.23) can be used to evaluate the first term of Eq. (B.21) when the analytical form
of the second functional derivative (fxc, also known as the implicit first derivative of Vxc)
of the employed density functional is available. For ωB97X-V that is used in this work, we
can compute the entire contribution from the XC part (zA · E∆ASA

xc · SxA) in a different way
using finite difference.
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zai ·
∂2Exc

∂∆ai∂Sµν
· Sxµν = zai ·

∂2Exc

∂∆ai∂P πω

∂P πω

∂Sµν
· Sxµν

=

(
zai ·

∂(Vxc)πω
∂∆ai

)(
∂P πω

∂Sµν
· Sxµν

)
(B.26)

Using the finite-difference matrix-vector product technique,

zai ·
∂(Vxc)πω
∂∆ai

=
(Vxc)πω[P+δz]− (Vxc)πω[P−δz]

2δ
(B.27)

where δ is the step size for finite-difference calculations (in practice we use δ = 10−4). P+δz

is the density matrix constructed upon (occupied) MOs updated as follows (a step forward
of size δz):

C′ = C exp

(
0 −δzT
δz 0

)
(B.28)

Based on Eq. (B.27), the evaluation of one matrix-vector product only requires constructing
the Vxc matrix twice (with P+δz and P−δz). And the term left has been worked out before

∂P πω

∂Sµν
· Sxµν = −1

2

[
(S−1)πµSxµνP

νω + P πµSxµν(S
−1)νω

]
(B.29)

We note that if we multiply the RHS of Eq. (B.27) by

∂P πω

∂∆bj
= Cπ

bC
ω
j + Cπ

jC
ω
b (B.30)

we can get the result for zA · E∆A∆A , which is necessary for iteratively solving the z-vector
equation.

z-vector contracted with the explicit first derivative of Vxc

The use of Eq. (B.20) for the evaluation of zA · E∆Ax
xc,A requires the analytical form of

Vx
xc, which is the explicit first derivative of the XC matrix. If that is not available for the

employed functional, we can also compute this quantity using finite difference. Analogous
to Eq. (B.27), we have

zai ·
∂2Exc

∂∆ai∂x
=
Ex

xc[P+δz]− Ex
xc[P−δz]

2δ
(B.31)

where P+δz has the same definition as above. Ex
xc is the explicit first derivative of the

XC energy, which is related to the change of integration quadrature with respect to the
displacement of nuclei. Based on Eq. (B.31), it only requires computing Ex

xc twice to obtain
zA · E∆Ax

xc,A .
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B.2 Additional Results

Table B.1: Adiabatic EDA results for the water dimer in linear, bifurcated and aligned configu-
rations computed at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD level of theory. Other details are the same as in
Table 3.1 (in Chap. 3)

linear bifurcated aligned
FRZ POL FULL FRZ POL FULL FRZ POL FULL

Adiabatic ∆E -11.18 -2.43 -5.43 -8.15 -1.19 -1.23 -5.63 -0.79 -0.64
Ebind -11.18 -13.61 -19.03 -8.15 -9.34 -10.57 -5.63 -6.42 -7.06

R(O2 · ·Hd) 2.28 2.18 1.96 2.74 2.66 2.57 2.91 2.83 2.76
R(O1 · ·O2) 3.24 3.13 2.92 3.23 3.15 3.06 3.41 3.32 3.25
R(O1–Hd) 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
α angle (◦) 172.66 172.76 173.04 – – – – – –
β angle (◦) 132.78 132.69 126.36 – – – – – –

ω1 96.86 106.13 122.51 152.26i 182.34i 231.82i 178.96i 212.76i 241.12i
ω2 98.16 116.08 149.78 62.34 71.34 73.56 139.53i 151.04i 164.91i

ω9 3809.58 3803.23 3692.89 3810.99 3810.55 3808.50 3811.64 3811.45 3810.56
ω10 3818.05 3809.78 3804.59 3821.20 3821.71 3817.52 3821.82 3822.92 3822.14
ω11 3910.15 3905.30 3885.02 3908.17 3904.93 3895.86 3910.81 3909.10 3905.88
ω12 3914.97 3908.64 3904.31 3912.17 3911.47 3910.26 3911.55 3910.84 3910.17
ω10 − ω9 8.47 6.55 111.70 10.21 11.16 9.02 10.18 11.47 11.58
ω12 − ω11 4.82 3.34 19.29 4.00 6.54 14.40 0.74 1.74 4.29

Note: compared to the results in Chap. B computed with the ωB97X-V functional, most
of the original conclusions still hold. For instance, we still see that the linear configuration
is already preferred at the FRZ level, while the red shift of ω9 (symmetric O–H stretch of
the H-donor water) turns out to be an effect of CT. Nevertheless, quantitative differences do
exist between the B3LYP and ωB97X-V results. It is clear that B3LYP underbinds the water
dimer relative to ωB97X-V, and the resulting intermolecular separations for bifurcated and
aligned configurations are significantly larger here. This is most likely because (i) B3LYP
fails to properly describe long-range dispersion and (ii) B3LYP slightly underestimates the
dipole moment of water molecule compared to that given by ωB97X-V.
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Table B.2: Adiabatic EDA results for the water-Cl− complex computed at the B3LYP/def2-
TZVPPD level of theory. Other details are the same as in Table 3.3 in Chap. 3.

FRZ (Cs) POL (Cs) FULL (Cs) FRZ (C2v) POL (C2v) FULL (C2v)

Adiabatic ∆E -36.05 -9.03 -14.43 -35.97 -8.23 -7.36
Ebind -36.05 -45.07 -59.50 -35.97 -44.20 -51.56

R (Cl··O) 3.47 3.38 3.13 3.43 3.33 3.17
R (Cl··Hd) 2.72 2.50 2.15 2.91 2.80 2.63
R (O··Hd) 0.96 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.97
∠Cl–Hd–O 134.37 151.25 168.57 115.44 115.48 115.70
∠H–O–H 100.39 100.90 101.78 99.77 98.73 96.69

ω1 71.26 135.18 190.65 98.03i 116.43i 328.62i
ω5 3812.42 3748.51 3311.63 3819.60 3807.36 3744.96
ω6 3877.55 3874.99 3869.45 3871.85 3847.54 3753.34
split (ω6 − ω5) 65.13 126.48 557.82 52.25 40.18 8.38

Note: compared to the results by ωB97X-V, there are many similarities such as the magni-
tude of the split between two O–H stretches on the polarized and fully relaxed PESs. The
major difference is that there appears an additional stationary point on the frozen PES
wherein Cl− deviates from the bisector of ∠H–O–H. It is marginally more advantageous (by
only 0.08 kJ/mol) than another stationary structure (C2v) in terms of stabilization energy.
Therefore, the energy minimum on the frozen PES has a broken-symmetry geometry, which
might be related to the lack of long-range dispersion in B3LYP (see Table B.3). Besides
that, B3LYP also underbinds the water-Cl− complex for the same reasons as in the water
dimer scenario.
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Table B.3: Adiabatic EDA results for the water-Cl− complex computed at the B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVPPD level of theory. Other details are the same as in Table 3.3 in Chap. 3.

FRZ (C2v) POL (C2v) FULL (C2v) FULL (Cs)

Adiabatic ∆E -40.25 -8.46 -7.29 -13.63
Ebind -40.25 -48.71 -56.00 -62.34

R (Cl··O) 3.39 3.31 3.20 3.13
R (Cl··Hd) 2.86 2.78 2.66 2.16
R (O··Hd) 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.99
∠Cl–Hd–O 115.30 115.41 115.67 167.31
∠H–O–H 99.61 98.71 96.99 101.51

ω1 149.62 135.83 284.49i 191.94
ω5 3821.39 3808.56 3748.17 3320.91
ω6 3873.10 3849.40 3761.07 3868.97
split (ω6 − ω5) 51.71 40.84 12.90 548.06

Note: adding a D3 correction to B3LYP, the C2v symmetry is restored for the energy min-
imum on the frozen PES. The resulting energetics is also more similar to that given by
ωB97X-V. However, on the polarized PES, the minimum-energy structure retains C2v sym-
metry (verified by frequency calculation), which is different from the previous results given
by ωB97X-V or B3LYP. In our previous calculations, we have noticed that two stationary
points on the polarized PES are of very close stabilization energies, and here their energetic
order is overturned due to the change of functional.
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Table B.4: Basis set dependence of the N–B bond length (Å) and the N–B–H angle (◦) at the opti-
mized structures of NH3-BH3 on the frozen, polarized and fully relaxed PESs with three triple-ζ ba-
sis sets: def2-TZVPP, def2-TZVPPD, aug-cc-pVTZ. Two different models (“ALMO” and “FERF”)
are employed to construct the polarized surface.

Basis set
N–B distance (Å)

FRZ POL (FERF) POL (ALMO) FULL

def2-TZVPP 2.64 2.38 2.35 1.66
def2-TZVPPD 2.76 2.36 2.10 1.66
aug-cc-pVTZ 2.80 2.41 1.77 1.66

The N–B–H angle (◦)
FRZ POL (FERF) POL (ALMO) FULL

def2-TZVPP 92.63 94.71 95.05 104.97
def2-TZVPPD 92.08 95.08 98.38 104.97
aug-cc-pVTZ 91.95 94.60 104.17 104.97

Note: according to the results above, the optimal values forR(N–B) and ∠N–B–H on the fully
relaxed PES are insensitive to the choice of basis set, while their values on the ALMO-based
polarized PES vary significantly with the increase of basis size. The use of the FERF model
largely reduces the basis set sensitivity of the optimal structural parameters on the polarized
surface. The basis set effect on the optimal structure on the frozen PES, on the other hand,
has not been discussed elsewhere. Here we see that the optimal N–B distance on the frozen
PES increases with the size of the employed basis set while ∠N–B–H decreases, which might
be related to the enhancement of Pauli repulsion when fragment electron density becomes
more diffuse. Nevertheless, the changes are smaller than those on the original ALMO-based
polarized PES, and the qualitative interpretation of the results computed on the frozen
surface is not affected.
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Appendix C

Additional Materials for the
Discussion of CT

C.1 Nuclear Gradient for the CDFT(Becke)

Approach

In the derivation presented below, we use µ, ν,... for AO basis indices, i, j,... for occupied
MO indices, a, b,... for virtual MO indices, and p, q,... for generic (occupied or virtual) MO
indices. Tensorial notations are used following the same convention as in our previous papers
(e.g. Ref. 116).

The energy functional given by Eq. (4.12) can be rewritten using the 1PDM:

E[P] = E0[P] +
∑
A

λA Tr[(P−P0)WA] (C.1)

where E0 is the standard KS energy, WA is the weight matrix as defined in Eq. (4.11), and
P0 is the promolecule density matrix that has a fragment-block-diagonal structure:

(P0)AµAν =
∑
i

(Co)
Aµ

Ai(C
T
o ) Aν

Ai (C.2)

Differentiating both sides of Eq. (C.1) with respect to nuclear positions (x), we get

Ex = Ex
0 +

∑
A

λA Tr[(P−P0)Wx
A]

−
Nfrgm∑
A=1

(
∂P0

∂SA
· SxA +

∂P0

∂θA
· θxA

)
·Wsum (C.3)

where SA and θA refer to the AO overlap matrix and the orbital rotation matrix (nv × no)
for fragment A, respectively, and

Wsum =
∑
A

λAWA (C.4)
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The first term on the RHS of Eq. (C.3) is the standard KS-DFT gradient, which has been
well-documented in literature,[127] and the second term represents the change in the CDFT
weight matrices with respect to the nuclear displacement, which can be obtained by modi-
fying the routines available in Q-Chem that evaluate the XC contribution to the gradient,
as the second term on the RHS of Eq. (C.1) is essentially an local density approximation
(LDA)-like functional. The third term, which reflects the response of the promolecule den-
sity, is more challenging to evaluate. Starting from Eq. (C.2), we first parameterize CAµ

Ai

with SA and θA:

CAµ

Ai = CAµ

As(S
− 1

2
A )AsAr [δArAi + (θA)ArAsδAsAi

−(θA)AsArδAsAi +O(θ2
A)
]

(C.5)

Therefore, we have

Nfrgm∑
A=1

(Wsum)AµAν
∂PAµAν

0

∂SAλAσ
SxAλAσ

=

Nfrgm∑
A=1

−1

2
(CAµ

AsC
Aλ

AsS
x
AλAσC

Aσ

AiC
Aν

Ai + c.c.) (Wsum)AµAν

=

Nfrgm∑
A=1

−1

2

[
(S−1

A )SxAPA + PASxA(S−1
A )
]
·Wsum,A (C.6)

and

Nfrgm∑
A=1

(Wsum)AµAν
∂PAµAν

0

∂θAaAi
(θx)AaAi

=

Nfrgm∑
A=1

(Wsum)AµAν(C
Aµ

AaC
Aν

Ai + CAµ

AiC
Aν

Aa)(θ
x)AaAi

= 2

Nfrgm∑
A=1

(Wsum)AaAi(θ
x)AaAi

= 2

Nfrgm∑
A=1

W
(vo)
sum,A · θxA (C.7)

The RHS of Eq. (C.7) can be computed using the z-vector approach,[302] i.e., based on the
stationary condition of SCF calculations for isolated fragments, we have

W
(vo)
sum,A · θxA = zA ·

(
EθAhA
A · hxA + EθAIIA

A · IIxA
+EθASA

A · SxA + Ex
xc,A

)
(C.8)
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where hA is fragment A’s core Hamiltonian, and IIA refers to its two-electron AO integrals.
The z-vector, zA, is the solution to the following linear equation:

EθAθAA zA = W
(vo)
sum,A (C.9)

where EθAθAA is the orbital Hessian for the KS energy of fragment A. The contraction of
the z-vector with the quantity in the parenthesis in Eq. (C.8) involves rather complicated
equations, and we refer the reader to the ESI of our previous paper (Ref. 119) for the full
details.

We note that the nuclear gradient derived above should have been comprised in the
gradient for the CDFT configuration interaction (CI) theory reported by Kaduk et al. [549]
Nonetheless, for the special case where only one single determinant is involved, the form
given above is much easier to understand and convenient for implementation purpose.
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C.2 Additional Results

Table C.1: Adiabatic EDA results for the formic acid dimer (of C2h symmetry) computed with
ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD. Ebind (in kJ/mol) refers to the energy lowering relative to twice of the
isolated monomer energy; rOH and rO··H (in Å) refer to the bond length of the proton-donating
O–H and the intermolecular O··H distance, respectively; ∠O–H··O is reported in degrees and νOH

(the OH stretch frequency) is in cm−1. CDFT gives the identical results as full SCF for this system.

Monomer FRZ POL (ALMO) POL (FERF) Full SCF
Ebind -33.04 -46.60 -45.46 -70.01
rOH 0.968 0.970 0.974 0.973 0.998
rO··H 2.197 2.001 2.016 1.670
∠O–H··O 173.09 173.35 173.33 178.61
νOH 3789 3791 3721 3731 3253

Table C.2: Adiabatic EDA results for the NH3-BH3 and BH3-CO complexes computed with ωB97X-
V/def2-TZVPP. Two definitions of the “CT-free” state, ALMO and CDFT (Becke), are compared.
Ebind is the energy lowering (in kJ/mol) relative to the sum of isolated monomer energies. The
reported distances are in Å and angles in degrees (◦).

NH3-BH3

FRZ ALMO CDFT Full
Ebind -19.55 -27.95 -73.77 -136.80
R(N · ·B) 2.64 2.35 1.72 1.66
∠N–B–H 92.62 95.05 102.63 104.98

BH3-CO
FRZ ALMO CDFT Full

Ebind -5.71 -6.80 -115.43 -116.00
R(B · ·C) 3.09 2.98 1.53 1.54
R(C–O) 1.125 1.125 1.127 1.126
∠C–B–H 90.52 90.78 103.99 103.95
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Table C.3: Equilibrium CT stabilization energies (in kJ/mol) for the water-Mn+ (Mn+= Li+, Na+,
K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+) complexes evaluated using AO-based ALMO, FERF, CDFT(Becke) and
CDFT(FBH) methods. All the calculations are performed at the ωB97X-D3/def2-QZVPPD level
of theory.

ALMO FERF CDFT(Becke) CDFT(FBH)
Li+ -10.48 -14.14 -16.46 -5.79
Na+ -1.77 -2.36 -6.31 -3.43
K+ -4.12 -4.56 -4.35 -4.42
Mg2+ -11.99 -18.58 -60.03 -33.44
Ca2+ -37.22 -40.77 -40.53 -38.92
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Appendix D

Additional Results for the Assessment
of AMOEBA

Table D.1: Total interaction energy and energy components (in kcal/mol) given by SAPT(DFT),
ALMO-EDA, and the AMOEBA force field for the “linear” and “bifurcated” configurations of the
water dimer. The SAPT(DFT) results are provided by J. Phys. Chem. A 2016, 120, 4550–4559,
while the results of AMOEBA and ALMO-EDA are generated with the same protocol as in the
main paper. The two optimized geometries of the water dimer are taken from J. Chem. Phys.
2002, 116, 690-701.

SAPT(DFT) ALMO-EDA AMOEBA

“Linear”

ELST -8.01 CLS ELEC -8.54 PERM ELEC -5.91
EXCH 7.87 PAULI 8.57 VDW (rep) 3.99
DISP -2.41 DISP -1.91 VDW (attr) -1.80
IND -2.29 POL -1.09 POL -1.20

CT -1.99
TOTAL -4.83 -4.96 -4.92

SAPT(DFT) ALMO-EDA AMOEBA

“Bifurcated”

ELST -4.33 CLS ELEC -4.41 PERM ELEC -3.12
EXCH 3.15 PAULI 3.21 VDW (rep) 1.21
DISP -1.55 DISP -1.38 VDW (attr) -1.01
IND -0.57 POL -0.42 POL -0.40

CT -0.30
TOTAL -3.31 -3.39 -3.34
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Figure D.1: Illustration of the rigid angular scans performed for water-cation (top) and water-anion
(bottom) complexes. θ is the angle being modified.
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Figure D.2: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid dissociation
of H2O· · ·Li+ (left) and H2O· · ·K+ (right) complexes. Top: total interaction energies; middle:
permanent and induced electrostatic interactions; bottom: vdW interactions. The inset plots in
the two top panels show the zoomed-in near-equilibrium region in the units of kT , and the arrows
indicate the location of energy minima for QM and AMOEBA interactions, while the dash-dotted
lines in the lower four panels indicate the position of QM minimum.
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Figure D.3: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid angular
scan for H2O· · ·Na+ and H2O· · ·Cl− complexes. The angles being modified during the scan are
indicated by Figure D.1. The arrows indicate the energy minima on QM and AMOEBA total
interaction energy curves.
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Figure D.4: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid angular
scan for H2O· · ·Li+ and H2O· · ·K+ complexes. The angles being modified during the scan are
identically defined as in the H2O· · ·Na+ case. The arrows indicate the energy minima on QM and
AMOEBA total interaction energy curves.
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Figure D.5: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid angular
scan for H2O· · ·Mg2+ and H2O· · ·Ca2+ complexes. The angles being modified during the scan are
identically defined as in the H2O· · ·Na+ case. The arrows indicate the energy minima on QM and
AMOEBA total interaction energy curves.
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Figure D.6: The total interaction energy and its breakdowns (in kJ/mol) upon a rigid angular
scan for H2O· · ·F− and H2O· · ·Br− complexes. The angles being modified during the scan are
identically defined as in the H2O· · ·Cl− case. The arrows indicate the energy minima on QM and
AMOEBA total interaction energy curves.
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Appendix E

Additional Results for QM/AMOEBA

E.1 Comparison between Polarization Energies given

by ALMO and FERF
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Figure E.1: Polarization energies (in kcal/mol) for the rigid dissociation of the water dimer (left)
and the water-Cl− complex (right) evaluated by the ALMO and FERF models at the ωB97X-
V/def2-TZVPPD level of theory. The vertical dashed lines indicate the equilibrium distances.
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Figure E.2: Plots of full QM polarization energies (in kcal/mol) evaluated with the ALMO model
(y axis) against those evaluated with the FERF model (x axis) for three solutes (H2O, Na+, Cl−)
interacting with the water molecules in their first solvation shells. 100 snapshots are calculated
for each solute. For each point, its distance from the diagonal indicate the difference between the
values given by these two models. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for each system is
also provided (using FERF-derived polarization energies as references).
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E.2 Basis Set Dependence of Full QM and

QM/AMOEBA Results

Figure E.3: Total interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) evaluated with full QM
and QM/AMOEBA for the water dimer as functions of the O··O distance. The ωB97X-V functional
and two basis sets, def2-SVPD (which is denoted as “DZ”) and def2-TZVPPD (“TZ”), are employed
for the QM and QM/AMOEBA calculations. The vdW interactions in QM/AMOEBA calculations
are evaluated through the fully empirical 14-7 potential so that they have no basis set dependence.
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Figure E.4: Total interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) for the water-Cl− com-
plex as functions of the O··Cl− distance. In the QM/AMOEBA calculations, Cl− is treated with
QM and the H2O molecule is described by AMOEBA. The other computational and plotting details
are the same as in Figure E.3.
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Table E.1: Full QM interaction energies and ALMO-EDA results (in kcal/mol) evaluated with
def2-SVPD and def2-TZVPPD for three solutes (NH3, NH+

4 and CN−) solvated with increasing
numbers (10, 20 and 30) of water molecules. The B97M-V functional is employed for all these
calculations, and counterpoise correction is applied to all the resulting interaction energies.

def2-SVPD def2-TZVPPD
INT ELEC POL VDW INT ELEC POL VDW

10 H2O
NH3 -16.03 -25.37 -6.09 15.43 -16.15 -25.75 -6.07 15.67
NH+

4 -51.48 -55.65 -21.43 25.61 -51.97 -55.02 -22.57 25.63
CN− -69.47 -76.29 -17.16 23.98 -69.10 -75.56 -18.25 24.71

20 H2O
NH3 -17.80 -26.00 -6.61 14.81 -17.93 -26.36 -6.63 15.06
NH+

4 -73.20 -72.30 -26.16 25.26 -73.50 -71.42 -27.37 25.29
CN− -81.99 -84.74 -20.31 23.06 -81.54 -83.88 -21.44 23.77

30 H2O
NH3 -18.26 -26.08 -6.65 14.47 -18.35 -26.41 -6.67 14.73
NH+

4 -78.48 -76.34 -28.32 26.19 -78.58 -75.16 -29.50 26.07
CN− -90.99 -91.91 -21.77 22.69 -90.20 -90.62 -22.94 23.35

Table E.2: QM/AMOEBA interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) for three solutes
(NH3, NH+

4 and CN−) solvated with increasing numbers (10, 20 and 30) of water molecules. The
B97M-V functional and two basis sets (def2-SVPD and def2-TZVPPD) are employed for the QM
region.

def2-SVPD def2-TZVPPD
INT ELEC POL VDW INT ELEC POL VDW

10 H2O
NH3 -15.88 -15.39 -8.44 7.95 -15.35 -14.90 -8.40 7.95
NH+

4 -54.54 -47.79 -18.90 12.15 -54.99 -48.01 -19.13 12.15
CN− -61.08 -53.92 -23.58 16.42 -58.21 -51.13 -23.50 16.42

20 H2O
NH3 -17.14 -15.50 -8.94 7.30 -16.59 -14.99 -8.91 7.30
NH+

4 -75.38 -64.03 -22.66 11.30 -75.84 -64.24 -22.89 11.30
CN− -73.70 -61.7- -27.32 15.31 -70.76 -58.78 -27.29 15.31

30 H2O
NH3 -17.37 -15.59 -8.92 7.14 -16.84 -15.09 -8.89 7.14
NH+

4 -80.02 -66.44 -24.66 11.08 -80.48 -66.65 -24.91 11.08
CN− -81.48 -67.70 -28.75 14.97 -78.54 -64.85 -28.65 14.97
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E.3 Original EDA Results for Some Solute-Solvent

Systems

Table E.3: Total interaction energies and energy components (in kcal/mol) for the interaction
between F− and 10 surrounding H2O molecules in 10 isomers. The employed QM level of theory
is ωB97X-V/def2-TZVPPD. The same data are plotted in Figure 6.5.

Isomer
Full QM QM/AMOEBA

INT ELEC POL VDW INT ELEC POL VDW
1 -121.08 -150.75 -41.06 70.73 -98.26 -91.74 -48.18 41.66
2 -121.04 -150.71 -41.05 70.71 -98.26 -91.70 -48.17 41.62
3 -125.54 -154.80 -41.20 70.46 -100.28 -95.05 -49.59 44.36
4 -119.74 -146.78 -40.46 67.50 -98.18 -90.50 -47.74 40.06
5 -119.68 -147.13 -40.48 67.93 -97.67 -90.40 -47.63 40.36
6 -116.97 -146.42 -40.71 70.16 -94.77 -88.59 -47.59 41.41
7 -119.65 -147.28 -40.56 68.18 -97.55 -90.39 -47.70 40.54
8 -121.03 -150.54 -41.09 70.61 -99.38 -92.57 -47.61 40.80
9 -118.26 -147.39 -40.60 69.73 -96.98 -90.14 -47.05 40.21
10 -115.47 -147.98 -41.40 73.91 -92.18 -88.40 -48.39 44.61
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Table E.4: Total interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) for the interactions be-
tween three solutes (NH3, NH+

4 , CN−) and increasing numbers (10–100) of solvent water molecules
computed with full QM and QM/AMOEBA. The employed level of theory for QM is B97M-V/def2-
SVPD. Counterpoise corrections for BSSE are applied to full QM calculations for interaction ener-
gies.

NH3 with Full QM QM/AMOEBA
n H2O INT ELEC POL VDW INT ELEC POL VDW

10 -16.03 -25.37 -6.09 15.43 -15.88 -15.39 -8.44 7.95
20 -17.80 -26.00 -6.61 14.81 -17.14 -15.50 -8.94 7.30
30 -18.26 -26.08 -6.65 14.47 -17.37 -15.59 -8.92 7.14
40 -19.39 -26.75 -6.98 14.34 -18.40 -16.12 -9.32 7.04
50 -17.68 -25.76 -6.48 14.56 -16.29 -14.88 -8.40 6.99
60 -17.40 -25.53 -6.33 14.47 -15.85 -14.63 -8.18 6.95
70 -17.56 -25.61 -6.39 14.44 -15.96 -14.67 -8.22 6.93
80 -16.76 -25.15 -6.23 14.62 -15.02 -14.05 -7.87 6.91
90 -16.56 -25.00 -6.13 14.57 -14.77 -13.92 -7.74 6.90
100 -16.75 -25.13 -6.20 14.58 -14.95 -14.01 -7.82 6.89

NH+
4 with Full QM QM/AMOEBA

n H2O INT ELEC POL VDW INT ELEC POL VDW
10 -51.48 -55.65 -21.43 25.61 -54.54 -47.79 -18.90 12.15
20 -73.20 -72.30 -26.16 25.26 -75.38 -64.03 -22.66 11.30
30 -78.48 -76.34 -28.32 26.19 -80.02 -66.44 -24.66 11.08
40 -82.57 -79.07 -29.67 26.17 -83.61 -68.75 -25.84 10.99
50 -80.53 -76.12 -30.55 26.14 -80.91 -65.26 -26.59 10.93
60 -86.18 -81.13 -31.20 26.14 -86.76 -70.55 -27.11 10.90
70 -84.65 -79.08 -31.86 26.29 -85.38 -68.53 -27.72 10.87
80 -88.38 -82.40 -32.32 26.33 -89.18 -71.92 -28.12 10.86
90 -92.50 -86.23 -32.70 26.43 -93.38 -75.77 -28.46 10.85
100 -89.04 -82.43 -32.99 26.37 -89.95 -72.06 -28.73 10.84

CN− with Full QM QM/AMOEBA
n H2O INT ELEC POL VDW INT ELEC POL VDW

10 -69.47 -76.29 -17.16 23.98 -61.08 -53.92 -23.58 16.42
20 -81.99 -84.74 -20.31 23.06 -73.70 -61.70 -27.32 15.31
30 -90.99 -91.91 -21.77 22.69 -81.48 -67.70 -28.75 14.97
40 -102.72 -103.05 -22.35 22.68 -92.88 -78.42 -29.28 14.82
50 -113.35 -112.72 -23.04 22.41 -103.06 -87.80 -30.00 14.74
60 -103.73 -102.48 -23.43 22.18 -93.37 -77.69 -30.35 14.67
70 -105.47 -103.72 -23.84 22.10 -94.77 -78.64 -30.76 14.63
80 -103.85 -101.64 -24.25 22.04 -92.85 -76.29 -31.16 14.60
90 -105.03 -102.52 -24.50 21.99 -94.10 -77.31 -31.37 14.57
100 -106.56 -103.73 -24.78 21.94 -95.63 -78.54 -31.64 14.56
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E.4 Preliminary Results of QM/AMOEBA with

Gaussian-Blurred Monopoles
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Figure E.5: Permanent electrostatic and polarization energies upon the rigid dissociation of the
water-Cl− complex evaluated with full QM, full AMOEBA, unmodified QM/AMOEBA, and
QM/AMOEBA with Gaussian-blurred monopoles. The def2-TZVPPD basis is used for all the
full QM and QM/AMOEBA calculations. For the blurred AMOEBA water model, monopoles that
correspond to the valence electrons of O and H are replaced by Gaussian functions with exponents
for O: 0.66 a−2

0 , H: 0.95 a−2
0 , while all higher multipole moments and monopoles corresponding to

nuclei and core electrons remain unchanged.
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Figure E.6: Illustration of the electron density of Cl− polarized by unmodified (left) and Gaussian-
blurred (right) AMOEBA models. The computational details are the same as in Figure E.5. Values
plotted are polarized electron density of Cl− subtracting that of an isolated, unpolarized Cl− at the
same position, which is integrated to the xy-plane: ∆ρ(x, y) =

∫
dz ∆ρ(x, y, z). The contour lines

are evenly spaced at 0.1 e−/Å
3
, where the solid lines indicate density enhancement and dashed lines

for density depletion. The black dots indicate the positions of nuclei, where Cl− is located near the
center of each plot. It is manifested that the polarizing effect of AMOEBA water is enhanced once
the point monopoles are replaced by Gaussian functions.
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E.5 QM/AMOEBA Solute-Solvent Interactions with

Growing QM Regions

With the three systems investigated in Sec. 6.3.6 (NH3, NH+
4 , and CN− solvated in

increasing numbers of water molecules), we compute the solute-solvent interaction energies
with QM/AMOEBA for which the QM region includes both the solute and the nearest 10
water molecules. In these calculations, the solute-solvent interaction energies are evaluated
as follows:

Eint = E[QM(solute + 10H2O)/AMOEBA]

− E[QM(10H2O)/AMOEBA]− E[QM(solute)]. (E.1)

The QM level of theory used here is the same as in Sec. 6.3.6 (B97M-V/def2-SVPD), and the
last two terms in Eq. (E.1) are counterpoise-corrected. Here we only look at two different sizes
of systems: a solute solvated in 20 H2O molecules and in 100 H2O molecules. The resulting
solute-solvent interaction energies, as well as the results of the original QM/AMOEBA and
full QM calculations (in order to facilitate the comparison), are collected in Table E.5. We see
that for NH3 and CN− where the original QM(solute only)/MM model underestimates their
interactions with the solvent, including the first 10 water molecules into the QM region overall
improves the agreement with the full QM solute-solvent interaction energies, while it should
be noted that for CN−, the new QM/AMOEBA results overshoot the full QM answers for
both the 20-water and 100-water systems. The situation of NH+

4 , however, is rather different:
including the first 10 H2O molecules into the QM region yields systematically underbound
results. For the 100-water system, the resulting solute-solvent interaction energy deviates
from the full QM result by almost 6 kcal/mol, which is much poorer compared to the result
given by the original QM/AMOEBA calculation (“1/100”). This example indicates that for
a solute-solvent system with a given size, simply including several closest solvent molecules
into the QM region does not guarantee to give a more accurate solute-solvent interaction
energy compared against the full QM result.

In order to find out the underlying reason for the significantly underbound result for the
NH+

4 (H2O)100 system, we divide the 100 water molecules into the inner 10 and the outer 90,
and then evaluate their interactions with the NH+

4 solute separately. The results (including
the components of these interaction energies) are shown in Table E.6. Looking at these two
2-body interactions first (neglecting the mutual polarization between the inner 10 and the
outer 90 water molecules), QM/AMOEBA has well-canceled errors for the interaction of
NH+

4 with the inner 10 (overestimated) and the outer 90 (underestimated) water molecules.
For the sum of these two 2-body terms, the net negative error of QM/AMOEBA (“1/100”)
is in line with its overbound result in Table E.5. Treating the inner 10 water molecules with
QM, however, breaks this cancellation of errors and leads to an underestimated solute-solvent
interaction (by 2.42 kcal/mol if we consider the 2-body terms only), which partly explains
the degraded accuracy. Reintroducing the 3-body effects (e.g., the effect of the mutual polar-
ization between the inner (QM) and outer (AMOEBA) water molecules on their interactions
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Table E.5: Interaction energies (in kcal/mol) between three solutes (NH3, NH+
4 and CN−) and

the surrounding water molecules (20 or 100) evaluated with QM/AMOEBA (with two distinct
partitioning schemes) and full QM. For the QM/AMOEBA calculations, “1/20” denotes that only
the solute is treated with QM while all the 20 solvent molecules are described by AMOEBA, and
“1+10/10” indicates that the nearest 10 water molecules are also included into the QM region.
“1/100” and “1+10/90” are defined in the same manner.

Solute interacting with 20 H2O molecules
QM/AMOEBA QM/AMOEBA

Full QM
(1/20) (1+10/10)

ammonia -17.14 -17.91 -17.80
ammonium -75.38 -71.15 -73.20
cyanide -73.70 -83.19 -81.99

Solute interacting with 100 H2O molecules
QM/AMOEBA QM/AMOEBA

Full QM
(1/100) (1+10/90)

ammonia -14.95 -16.18 -16.75
ammonium -89.95 -83.14 -89.04
cyanide -95.63 -108.85 -106.56

Table E.6: Total interaction energies and their components (in kcal/mol) for NH+
4 interacting with

the inner 10 and outer 90 water molecules in the NH+
4 (H2O)100 system.

Interaction between NH+
4 and the inner 10 water molecules

Full QM QM/AMOEBA Error vs. QM
PERM ELEC −55.65 −47.79 7.86
POL −21.43 −18.90 2.53
VDW 25.61 12.15 −13.46
TOTAL −51.47 −54.54 −3.07

Interaction between NH+
4 and the outer 90 water molecules

Full QM QM/AMOEBA Error vs. QM
PERM ELEC −27.09 −26.03 1.06
POL −12.14 −10.86 1.28
VDW −1.40 −1.31 0.09
TOTAL −40.63 −38.21 2.42

with the solute) results in a further underestimated interaction energy between NH+
4 and 100

water molecules, as the overall error of the “1+10/90” QM/AMOEBA calculation is as large
as +5.90 kcal/mol. This is most likely due to the unrealistic perturbation to the electron
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density of the QM water molecules by the AMOEBA embedding.
From these examples, we see that the consequence of including the solvent molecules

that are in close contact with the solute is not as straightforward as one usually expects. It
depends on the interplay of long-range and short-range errors for the interaction crossing the
QM/MM boundary: if the error for the short-range QM/AMOEBA interaction dominates
(e.g. the CN− case), increasing the size of the QM region is able to reduce the error in total
solute-solvent interaction; if the errors for short- and long-range QM/AMOEBA interactions
are somewhat balanced (e.g. the NH+

4 case), then this change in QM/MM partitioning might
disrupt the original cancellation of errors and yield a less accurate result. The mutual
polarization between the QM and MM solvent molecules can also make a difference to the
resulting solute-solvent interaction energy, which can be regarded as a “3-body” effect. While
it should be a step towards the right direction, in principle, to refine the treatment of the
solvent molecules that are in close contact with the solute, the resulting changes to the
QM/MM interface should always be carefully investigated.
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